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ABSTRACT 

The various devices (transistors, resistors, etc.) in an integrated semiconductor 

circuit have very highly coupled or correlated parametric inter-relationships. 

Adding to the complexity, are changes in the parametric values as the sizes and 

spacings between the devices change. This coupling is not in the form of 

interaction fields or forces but rather takes place through the correlation of 

parameters between different devices. These parametric correlations occur 

because of the processing of the semiconductor wafers through its 

manufacturing stages. The devices on each wafer have many n-type or p-type 

doped semiconductor layers in common because of being processed at the 

same temperature, or in the same gaseous environments, or in the same 

implantation sessions. In addition, each doped layer has variations over its 

different regions. All this results in very complex parametric interrelationships 

between the various devices within the integrated circuit. In tum these have very 

Influential effects on the variation of key circuit characteristics. 

In spite of the tremendous importance of knowing and predicting these 

relationships, accurate methods of predicting these complex relationships 

between devices have evaded the semiconductor industry. The current methods 

used, such as statistically independent Monte Cario simulation and Comer 

Models, either severely underestimate or severely overestimate the variation of 

key integrated circuit characteristics of interest. Either way, the current methods 

are very inaccurate. In order to meet this challenge, the methods covered in this 

dissertation have been developed and applied to the case at hand. They are 

based on applications of probability, statistics, stochastic, and random field 

theory, and various computer algorithms. Because of the accuracy, the ease with 

which device correlations are specified, and the use of computer algorithms, it is 
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expected that the techniques described in this dissertation will be the way that 

accurate statistical integrated circuit simulations will be done by everyone in the 

industry. In addition, many of the concepts developed here can be applied to 

other complex correlated systems not necessarily involving semiconductors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Goal Of SPICE Circuit Simulation 

As is well known in the semiconductor industry, the program SPICE (Simulation 

Program for integrated Circuit Evaluation), first developed in 1975 by L.W. Nagel 

(Univ. Of Calif., Berkeley) is by far, the most important of analytical software for 

Integrated Circuit designs [Nag75]. By simulating designs, prior to their 

fabrication, many mistakes are prevented, leading to substantial savings in time 

and money. Assuming good nominal device models, SPICE does an excellent 

job of simulating nominal circuit behavior. 

However, as anyone in manufacturing knows, it is not the nominal behavior that 

limits yields but rather the statistical behavior of the devices. Although most 

SPICE programs have some statistical capabilities (i.e. independent Monte-Cario 

simulation) It is very limited, very cumbersome to use, and of dubious accuracy. 
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Figure 1.1 Differential Amplifier Schematic 

To explain the limitations of SPICE when it comes to statistical simulation, we will 

refer to the schematic shown in Figure 1.1. The SPICE netlist (showing a list of 

devices in the circuit and how they are interconnected) corresponding to Figure 

1.1 is as follows; 

• SPICE Netlist For Differential Amp 
R1 NodeO Nodel SK 
VSl Node2 NodeS 0 
Q1 Node 4 Node2 Nodel NMED 
Q2 Nodes Nodes Nodel NMED 
R2 Node 6 Node4 lOK 
R3 Node6 Nodes lOK 
VS2 Node 6 NodeO 10 

.MODEL NMED NPN 
-r- IS=3.8E-16 BF=222 NF=1 VAF=193 IKF=8.9E-3 
+ ISE=1.06E-17 NE=1.2 BR=63 VAR=12.3 IKR=1.03E-4 
+ ISC=1.09E-16 NC=1.16 RB=361 IRB=2.59E-4 RC0=846 
^ V0=11.202 GAMMA=5.355E-9 NR=1.0 NK=0.5 
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- rss=0 NS=1 RE=1 RBM=50 RC=0 CJE=0 VJE=0.75 MJE=0.333 
- CJC=0 VJC=0.75 MJ'C=0.333 XCJC=1 CJS=0 VJS=0.75 MJS=0 
- FC=0.5 rr=0 XTF=0 VTF=10E2 ITF=0 PTF=0 TR=lE-9 QCO=0 
- EG=1.11 XTB=0 XTI=3 TRE1=0 TRE2=0 TRB1=0 TRB2=0 
^ TRM1=0 TRM2=0 TRC1=0 TRC2=0 KF=0 AF=1 

In the above netllst. the .MODEL statement for Q1 and Q2 is in the body of the 

netlist file. (The .MODEL statements contains the parameter values for diodes, 

transistors, and other active devices.) However, usually the .MODEL statements 

are in another file other than the nettist, and that file is usually called a library file. 

It usually uses the .lib extension. 

Normally in SPICE simulations there are many devices in the schematic that use 

the same model - and hence the same device parameters. For the example 

here, Q1 and Q2 use the same model. The resistors R2 and R3 also essentially 

use the same model. This is done because the devices are of the same design 

and size, and as far as how the layout drawing is created, they are the same. 

Unless the designer explicitly makes the netlist different for each device of the 

same layout design, this implicit match is cam'ed over into the SPICE simulation. 

However, in reality, devices with the same layout can start becoming quite 

different - especially when the distance between the devices becomes large. 

The question then becomes: How do we accurately simulate the mis-match 

between these devices considering the distance between the devices? 



Transistors 

Typical Sizes 

Wafer 15 cm diameter 
Die; 1mm x 1mm 
Transistor 25um * 25um 
Resistor 12um x 120um 

Wafer 

Resistors 

Figure 1.2 Correlations Of Devices Wrthin A Die 

In the production of integrated circuits a wafer has several die as depicted in 

Figure 1.2. Even though there are correlations (matching) of devices even 

between separate die these types of correlations are not important in an 

integrated circuit design. At some point in production ail the die on the wafer will 

be sawed apart and assembled in separate packages (plastic packages, ceramic 

packages, etc.). Therefore any correlations between die are irrelevant to the 

final customer. 

The only correlations that are important are the correlations of devices within a 

die (integrated circuit) and the correlations of parameters wiMn a device (i.e. 

transistor). If these two types of correlations are properly simulated then we can 

obtain very accurate predictions of what statistical performance to expect from a 

design. 
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1.2 The Ultimate Goal Of Statistical Circuit Simulation 

The ultimate goal in statistical simulation of circuit designs is the ability to 

accurately predict variations and correlations in circuit responses. If a designer 

has an accurate prediction of how a design will behave statistically, and 

information on what is causing that statistical behavior, he will be greatly 

empowered to prevent yield and/or performance problems before ever going to 

production. 

The word accurate is emphasized here because currently the usual procedure is 

to assume independence between parameters and either independence or 

perfect matching between devices. Even though Monte-Cario simulation (with 

current SPICE simulators) is sometimes performed - under these false 

assumptions ~ the results will generally be very inaccurate. 

Up to this point there has not been an accurate (and practical) method for 

statistically simulating circuit designs that considers non-perfect correlation 

between parameters and devices. However, in almost all cases, non-perfect 

correlations (mis-matching) between devices (interdevice correlations) and 

correlations between parameters within the same device (intradevice 

correlations) are very important and influential aspects of circuit designs. 

With the Correlated Parameter Monte-Carlo approach (hereafter called 

Correlated Monte-Carlo) implemented in the statistical circuit simulation software 

DICE (see note below), these very important correlated aspects of integrated 

circuits will be accurately treated. By considering this correlated behavior of 

devices, the simulated statistical behavior that a designer sees will be what he 

can expect after actual production of the design. This capability to accurately 
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predict the statistical behavior of integrated circuits represents the next major 

advance in circuit simulation after SPICE. This statistical software will advance 

the industry's design capability and help predict and reduce manufacturing 

variability. 

Because of the accuracy, and the ease in which correlation (matching) is 

specified between devices, it is expected that the techniques in DICE will be the 

way in which accurate statistical integrated circuit simulations will be done by 

everyone In the Industry. 

Note; DICE is the name of the software that simulates the statistical aspects of a 

circuit. DICE is a Statistical Circuit Generator in the sense that it can generate 

many SPICE circuit files (net lists) based on a nominal SPICE circuit file and pre-

established statistical device libraries. (The name DICE is an abbreviation for 

"Deviant integrated Circuit Emulation".) 

In brief, the goals of accurate statistical integrated circuit simulation are: 

1) Accurately predict circuit variation over several die, wafers, and lots. 

2) Accurately model correlations between SPICE parameters within the same 

device. 

3) Accurately model correlations (mis-matching) between devices. 

4) Trace causes of excessive circuit variation to individual devices. 

5) Pre-establish statistical information in appropriate model libraries. 
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1.3 The Physical Basis Of Parameter Correlations 

Figure 1.3 shows the top and side views of an NPN transistor. We will use this 

figure as well as Figure 1.4 to explain a little about how process variables and 

device dimensions affect the statistical and correlational properties of 

semiconductor devices. 

As is illustrated in Figure 1.3 an NPN transistor is febricated by first starting with 

p-type substrate silicon wafers. Then the collector layer which is n-type is 

diffused or implanted into the wafer. Then the base of p-type is diffused or 

implanted. And finally the emitter of highly doped n-type is diffused or implanted. 

The highly doped emitter of n-type is denoted as n->- to distinguish it fi'om the 

more moderately doped collector n-type layer. 

The top view of Figure 1.3 shows a single transistor in the middle. The edges 

show the start of the other collector regions (or n-wells) that the other devices will 

be using. 
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Figure 1.3 Top & Side Views Of NPN Transistor 

When an integrated circuit is in operation the substrate is connected to the most 

negative voltage which is usually the negative supply voltage. This will insure 

that the collector-substrate junction is always reversed biased. This will then 

ensure that all devices in the integrated circuit are isolated from each other. 
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Figure 14 Simplified Diagram Of NPN Transistor Layers 

A simplified model of the NPN bipolar junction transistor regarding the current 

into the collector and base terminals is: 

Ic = Is [exp(qVBe/kT).1I /  [1+Vbc/V^] (1.1) 

and IB = Ic/Bp (1.2) 

where 

Ic is the current going into the collector terminal, 

IB is the current going into the base terminal, 

VQE is the voltage difference between base and emitter terminals, VB - , 

VQC is the voltage difference between base and collector terminals, VB - , 

Is is called the Saturation current — a SPICE model parameter, 

VA is called the Early Voltage — a SPICE model parameter. 

Bp is called the Forward Beta ~ a SPICE model parameter. 

To understand a little about how correlations of parameters comes about let us 

look at how the three bipolar transistor (SPICE) model parameters U. V^, and Bp 
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are related to some more fundamental variables and transistor dimensions 

[Gro67]. [Sze81]. 

U ^ A ^ DpB PB / [ LpBSinh(WB/Lpe) ] (1-3) 

- PB LPB WCB [ q / ( 2e. NC) (1.4) 

B, -(1/2)[Wb/L„B]' neWeDne/CPeDpeWe) (1.5) 

where 

Is is the Saturation current — a SPICE model parameter, 

VA is the Eariy Voltage — a SPICE model parameter, 

Bp is the fonA/ard beta — a SPICE model parameter, 

WQ is the base width, 

WcB is the collector-base depletion region width, 

W^B is the emitter-base depletion region width. 

WE is the emitter width = XJBC - Wg - Wge, 

XjBc is the distance from the surface to the base-collector junction, 

DpB is the diffusivity of holes in the base, 

Dpg is the diffusivity of free electrons in the emitter, 

LpB is the diffusion length of holes in the base, 

PB is the concentration of p-type dopant atoms in the base, 

Pc is the concentration of n-type dopant atoms in the collector, 

is the concentration of n-type dopant atoms in the emitter, 

A Is the emitter-base junction area, 

q is the electron charge, and 

c, is the electrical permittivity of silicon. 
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Notice that the variables pg and Lpe a" three SPICE model parameters Is, 

VA, and Bp. Notice also, that the variables WB and Dpe are in the SPICE nnodel 

parameters Is and Bp. 

Because of these common process variables in the SPICE model parameters we 

now see how correlations between the SPICE model parameters occurs. The 

correlations occur because of the common process variables which affect the 

SPICE model parameters. The degree of correlation will depend on the exact 

form in which the common process variables affect the SPICE model 

parameters. 

Equations 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 are very rough relationships between the SPICE 

model parameters and the process variables. Most of the time getting at these 

relationships involves a great deal of manipulation and approximations. This can 

result in high inaccuracies in the relationships between the SPICE nnodel 

parameters and the primitive process variables. 

Instead of trying to trace how each SPICE model parameters is affected by more 

primitive process variables we will get at the correlations between SPICE model 

parameters purely through statistics. By sampling many devices and extracting 

the SPICE model parameters we can accurately determine the correlations 

between the model parameters directly through measurements. Specifically we 

will use Principal Component Analysis to characterize these correlations 

between model parameters. An overview of Principal Component Analysis will be 

given in chapter 2, and a more thorough treatment will be given in chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.5 Correlation Between Transistor & P-Channel (Base) Resistor 

As well as parameter correlations within the same device there is also 

correlations between separate devices. The separate devices can both be the 

same geometry (size and shape) transistor, or one could be a transistor and the 

other a resistor, etc. Usually the most important device-to-device correlations are 

those between the same type and geometry devices (i.e. between two same 

geometry transistors or between two same geometry resistors). This is because 

when a circuit needs to take advantage of device matching the same geometry 

devices are usually used to get the best matching. 

Device-to-device correlations occur because devices have many n-type or p-type 

doped semiconductor layers in common. For example, as shown in Figure 1.5, 

the Base region of the NPN Transistor has almost the same impurity 

concentration profile and junction depth as the P-Channel (Base) Resistor. If the 

devices were the same type, such as two transistors, then all the layers would 

have similar (almost the same) profiles. 

Notice it was stated that the impurity concentration profiles for the separate 

devices were "almost the same." They are not exactly the same because each 



impurity layer has slight variations over its different regions. And the further apart 

the devices, and hence the regions, the greater the variations between devices. 

How these variations are characterized and statistically modeled is treated in 

Chapter 4. 
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1.4 What Is Covered In This Work 

The goal of this dissertation is not only to present the statistical theory necessary 

to model within and between device correlations, it is also to describe the 

computer algorithms necessary for simulating these very influential aspects of 

semiconductor devices. 

In Chapter 2, the main features of correlated device simulation, as implemented 

in the DICE software, is briefly described. This overview will familiarize the 

reader about within and between device correlations. Also discussed are some 

of the advantages of the statistical circuit generation aspects of DICE. 

In Chapter 3, the statistical and practical methods of how within device 

(intradevice) correlations is simulated is presented. The primary method here is 

Principal Component Transformations. In simulation, we are primarily interested 

in transforming between the original SPICE model parameters and what is called 

the principal variables. Also covered in this chapter is functionally transforming 

parameters so that they follow normal distributions. We also present the use of 

scaling of the SPICE parameters in order to enhance numerical accuracy. 

In Chapter 4, we address the highly influential methods of modeling and 

simulating between device (interdevice) correlations. Here we will discuss the 

techniques that have been traditionally applied to time-series analysis. We will 

use the same mathematics and apply the time-series formulations to our spatial-

series situation to model and simulate between device correlations. Also 

covered in this chapter, for the first time in this field, is how to accurately and 

practically model and simulate correlations in two dimensions. This uses the 

theory of random fields. The models that are used can be likened to a "two 
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dimensional Markov process." Actually it is more complicated than the traditional 

Markov process since values are needed beyond the "nearest neighbors" to 

simulate the parameters for a particular device at a specific location. This 

chapter will also detail the actual algorithms used to perform the Monte-Carlo 

simulation of correlated variables in both one and two dimensions. 

In Chapter 5, we present the information and models necessary to simulate the 

statistical behavior of planar integrated circuit resistors. There it will be shown 

that both the width and length of the resistors affect how they correlate over 

distance. 

In Chapter 6, we present the information and models necessary to simulate the 

statistical behavior of planar integrated circuit capacitors. There it will be shown 

that both the area and perimeter of the capacitors affect how they correlate over 

distance. 

In Chapter 7, we show how the correlated statistical simulation is accomplished. 

It is shown how the designer can specify the matching between devices. This 

specification of matching can also be automated from the layout of circuit. The 

layout specifies the exact coordinates of each device in the circuit - and that is 

the main information needed to determine the correlation between devices. 

Examples of DICE generated files and post simulations analysis is presented. A 

powerful example, of how excessive circuit variation can be traced to individual 

devices is included in this chapter. 

In Chapter 8, we present a technique to obtain what are called "comer models" 

using principal component transformations. Although these techniques are not 

necessary for simulating in DICE, this analysis can be useful to run some 
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"manual checks" when only within device correlations are of interest. The use of 

"corner models" do not lend themselves to handle between device correlations. 

In Appendix A a short description of the multivariate Taylor series expansion is 

included for reference. 

In Appendix B we include useful statistical relations relevant to this work. 

In Appendix C we cover some basics about the spectral representation of 

random fields. A random field system many times involves an analytically 

intractable partial differential equation. Analysis in the spectral representation 

reduces the system into a much simpler algebraic system. Once analysis in the 

spectral domain is complete, a Fourier transform is all that is needed to 

determine the correlation function of the random field. 

In Appendix 0 we provide program code and some description of the key 

algorithms used in the statistical simulation of correlated semiconductor devices 

as implemented in the DICE software. Among the program code used in DICE 

are scripts written for the DBX interpreter, which we created to facilitate the 

performing of database and matrix operations. Some of the code for the DBX 

interpreter is included in section D.5 in Appendix D. 

It must be understood that only a small amount of the program code used in 

DICE is included in this work. Most of the code (as is true in most programs) is 

devoted to user interaction, and data file reading and writing. Only the statistical 

theory, some device theory, and the key software algorithms needed to 

implement the statistical theory are included. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MAIN FEATURES OF CORRELATED DEVICE SIMULATION 

(As Implemented In DICE) 

In this chapter the main features of correlated device simulation, as implemented 

in the DICE software is briefly described. This overview will familiarize the reader 

about correlation between parameters within a semiconductor device. We will 

also discuss the transformation of correlated parameters (within a device) to 

principal variables (which are not correlated). We will also introduce a few points 

about device-to-device correlations as a function of their spatial separation. Also 

discussed are some of the advantages of the statistical circuit generation 

aspects of DICE. 
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2.1 Accurately Predict Circuit Variation Over Several Die, Wafers, and Lots. 

Based on accurate device parameter extractions, DICE can accurately predict 

the variation of circuit output responses as well as internal device parameters. 

With this information the designer will be able to anticipate and prevent yield or 

performance problems before they ever occur in actual production. 

For this prediction to be accurate, when model parameters are extracted, there 

should be a sufficient number of die sampled over several wafers and over 

several lots. 

Ideally the sampled lots should be fabricated over a period of several months in 

order to capture the true long term variability of the process. Although this may 

sound like a long time to sample it is important to be remember that a fabrication 

process may be used for 10 years or even longer. And so making the initial 

characterization sample last a period of 1 year is not too much to ask. 
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2.2 Model Correlations Between SPICE Parameters (Within A Device). 

DICE considers that SPICE paranfieters can be very highly correlated with each 

other. For example, it is well known that the bipolar transistor parameters Early 

Voltage, V^, and Forward Beta, B^r, are highly correlated with each other. If 

statistical simulation is attempted without taking this characteristic into account 

the simulation can become very inaccurate. An illustration of parameter-to-

parameter correlation within the same device is shown in Figure 2.1. 

VA 

Not Physical BF. VA Combination 

Only BF, VA Combinations Within 
This Ellipse Are Physical 

BF 

Figure 2.1 Parameter Correlation Within A Device 

To preserve the inherent correlation in the SPICE parameters (Is, Bp, VAF, etc.), 

random number generation is done with principal variables (b^, bj, b,, etc.). The 

principal variables are not correlated, and their means and standard deviations 

are pre-established through the Statistical Model Generation portion of DICE. 

Once independent Monte-Carlo selections are made in the principal variable 

space the set of principal variables is transformed to the SPICE parameter 

space. 
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Table 2.1 SPICE and Principal Variables 

SPICE Principal 
Parameters Variables 

SPICE parameters may be correlated. Principal variables are not correlated. 

As fully explained in chapter 3 the equations for transforming from SPICE 

variables to principal variables would be as follows: 

bi = U-\, Ms + Lj-i • 
^ 12 Bp + U-\3 + . . . 

ba II
 

C
 

+ IJ.I . 
22 Bp + U^3 + . . . 

b3 II
 

c
 

CJ
 + •-1 • 

W 32 Bp + U"33 + . . . 

And to transform from principal variables to SPICE variables the equations would 

be: 

's ~ • b ,  + U,2 * ^2  + U,3 • b 3  + . . . 

II u
. C

O
 

U2, • b ,  + U22 + U23 * b 3  + . . . 

II 
(1

. 

U31 • b ,  + U32 * b 2  + U33 * b 3  + . . . 

(2.3) 

The method by which the elements, of the U matrix are determined will be 

covered in chapter 3. There it will be explained how the means, standard 
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deviations of the principal variables, and the elements of the U matrix are 

determined based on the values extracted for the SPICE parameters Is, Bp, VAF, 

etc. 

Transformations to and from Principal Variables will be performed by the 

Statistical Circuit Generator and will be completely transparent to the user. 
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2.3 Model Correlations (Mis-Matching) Between Devices. 

DICE considers various levels of correlation (mis-nnatching) between separate 

devices. For example, the parameters of two transistors close to each other will 

match better than those farther apart. DICE considers these properties of 

device/circuit behavior in a very accurate manner. Notice that mis-matching 

between devices is a very important aspect of integrated circuits and has very 

influential effects on a circuit's statistical behavior. 

iS1 Between 1S2 
VAF1 <—Device —> VAF2 
etc. Correlations etc. 

Within Device Wthin Device 
Correlations Correlations 

Figure 2.2 Within And Between Device Correlations 

As expected, the device-to-device correlation is a function of the relative spacing 

between the devices. There are a few statistical constraints on how the 

correlation can change with relative spacing. The nature of these constraints is 

explained in chapter 4. Three of the properties of the correlations are: (1) At zero 

relative spacing the correlation coefficient is equal to one (devices at the same 

exact location, if that were possible, are considered to be perfectly matched.) (2) 

at infinite spacing the correlation coefficient is zero, and (3) the correlation 

coefficient is never negative. 
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If we were to look at scatter plots for the X parameter of several pairs of devices 

at various relative spacings (where the X parameter of the left-most device Is 

denoted as X^ and the right-most device is denoted Xj), then we might see plots 

of values as depicted in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Device-to-Device Correlation (Function of Relative Spacing) 

As is Illustrated in the right-most (zero correlation) plot in Figure 2.3, at large 

enough spacings X^ and Xj can be treated as two statistically independent 

random variables. Most of the time, however, the die size is very small and so X^ 

and X2 may always have a level of correlation substantially greater than zero. 

Correlation Falls Of 
With Device-To-Device 
Spacing, X 

Corr 
Coef 

Rgure 2.A Correlation Fall Off With Device-To-Device Spacing 
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A typical way in which the correlation falls off with distance is illustrated in Figure 

2.4. There we see an exponential type of roll off with distance. Indeed as will be 

explained in chapter 4, one of the simplest models gives the correlation to be an 

exponential function of distance. 

Examples where between-device correlation is important are; matched resistors 

or resistor networks, current mirrors, dual matched transistor pairs, etc. all placed 

at various spacings within a die. 

To get an intuitive familiarity as to how correlation falls off with distance we 

measured the Beta, denoted Bp (refer to equation 1.2) of three NPN transistors 

spaced 2.54 cm apart. Based on transistors on 25 wafers (3 transistors per 

wafer) we obtained the following correlation statistics: 

Table 2.2 Correlation Coefficient of Beta, Bp 

X (meters) corr coef (r) 

25.4E-3 0.95 
35.6E-3 0.91 
50.8E-3 0.85 

If we fit a correlation vs. distance model of the form r = exp( -X / a) we obtain the 

best fit model, 

r  = exp(-X/ 0.461367) (2.4) 

where X is in meters. 
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Now based on this equation (2.4) if we interpolated the correlation coefficient for 

smaller separations we get the following correlations for the X spacings shown; 

Table 2.3 Interpolated Correlations of Beta. Bp 

X (meters) corr coef (r) 

25.40E-3 
5.08E-3 
2.54E-3 
508E-6 
254E-6 

0.9464 
0.9890 
0.9945 
0.9989 
0.9994 

Even though in the example just covered we dealt with the Beta SPICE 

parameter, in general, in simulation, we will deal only with correlations of the 

principal variables between devices. How this simulation is precisely 

accomplished Is discussed in chapter 4. 

The main reason for simulating only using principal variables is two fold: (1) 

There are no correlations between principal variables b^, bj, etc. within the same 

device, and (2) There will be correlations only between corresponding principal 

variables of separate devices. The corresponding principal variables for the 1st 

principal variable of devices A, B, C, etc. are denoted b^A, b.,B, b^c- ®tc.; for the 

2nd principal variable they would be denoted bjA. bjs. bjc. etc.; and so on for the 

3rd, 4th, etc. principal variables. 
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Table 2.4 Principal Variables For Separate Devices 

Principal Principal 
Variables Variables 
Device A Device B 

Principal 
Variables 
Device C 

For example, there will be (to various degrees) correlations between b^A and b^g. 

between bjA and b2B. but not between b^A and bje. and not between bjc and baA-

To put it more generally we expect no correlation between principal variables bj 

and b„ for regardless whether it is the same device or different devices. This 

will be confirmed with actual real data in section 4.7.7. 
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2.4 Reveal Causes Of Excessive Circuit Variation. 

With the aid of some Post-SPICE analysis such as multivariate regression, 

relationships between circuit output variation and parameter variations can be 

calculated. This can reveal, to the designer, which devices (and which 

parameters of those devices) are causing the most contribution to a circuit's 

variation. This information will be of very great value to the designers in their 

efforts to design for yield and to narrow product distributions. 

Table 2.5 Regression of Para.necers To Circuit Response 

RESPONSE : V(N0DE4)-V(NODES) 
(Factor & response data normalized : mean=0 and std dev=l) 
Most I :nfiue.atial Regression Coefficients (Sorted By Magnitude) 

FACTOR DESCRIPTION COEF COEF STATISTICAL 
VALUE STD ERR SIGNIFICANT 

r"3 R2:R-R3:R -0.882 0.004 YES 
F1 Q2:IS-Q1:IS -0.137 0.007 YES 
F2 Q2: VAF-Q1:VAF 0.127 0.007 YES 
F4 R1: R -0.020 0.002 YES 

[ '/(Mode4) - V (Nodes ) J STD -0.832*(R2: :R - R3 : R) S7D 
0.137'(Q2 :IS-Ql:IS)s-o + 0.127-(Q2; ;VAF-Q1:VAF} st3 
0.020*(R1 :R)ST= 

Note; The subscript STD implies that the quantity is standardized - sometimes 

also referred to as normalized.. That is the variable is offset and scaled to have a 

mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. [i.e. Xgro = (X - fix ) / <Jx ] 

In the above regression table (Table 2.5), R2:R represents the R parameter of 

resistor R2, Q2;IS represents the IS parameter of transistor Q2, etc. 
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All factors are forced (by standardization) to have the same standard deviation of 

1. With this the coefficient values for the different factors can be directly 

compared against each other. 

For the example treated in Table 2.5, most of the variation is caused by the mis

match between R2 and R3 (i.e. R2:R - R3:R). From this it is seen that, to reduce 

the difference, V(Node4) - V(Node5), the matching between R2 and R3 will need 

to be improved. 

In order to improve the matching between R2 and R3 we could either try to bring 

them closer together, or make them a different size, or perhaps both. The 

behavior that will accomplish the required matching can be based on the actual 

statistical and correlational behavior as modeled by the methods described in 

chapter 5 ~ which treats the statistical characteristics of planar integrated circuit 

resistors. 

The capability to track down the major contributors to a circuit's variation 

to the device parameter level - and to do it in an accurate manner — is one 

of the most valuable features that DICE allows. 
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2.5 How Statistical Circuit Simulation Is Accomplished 

Statistical circuit simulation is accomplished in three stages (this is thoroughly 

explained in Chapter 7); 

The first stage is to, by using DICE, generate many SPICE circuit files (net lists) 

based on a nominal SPICE circuit file and pre-established statistical device 

libraries. The circuit files generated will each contain parameter values different 

from the other circuit files in accordance with the information in the statistical 

libraries. 

The next stage is then to actually simulate each generated circuit file with a 

SPICE simulator. (A batch file is created by DICE, the Statistical Circuit 

Generator software, so that the SPICE program is called and passed all the 

appropriate circuit file names without need of interaction by the user. The user 

merely enters the name of the batch file to initiate the batch process.) 

After the SPICE simulations the resulting data can be analyzed and presented in 

the form of descriptive statistics (means, std dev, etc.), histograms, scatter 

diagrams, regressions between device parameters and circuit responses, etc. 
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2.6 Advantages of DICE: Statistical Circuit Generator 

Specifying the SPICE circuit file is no different than current methods. In fact the 

circuit file could run through normal SPICE without modification. Instructions 

specific to the DICE program are specified as comments in the SPICE circuit file. 

DICE is of much greater power than the Monte-Carlo options of the current day 

SPICE simulators. It is able to accurately model correlations t)etween SPICE 

parameters {within a device), and it is able to model various levels of 

correlations (matching) betwreen separate devices as a function of interdevice 

spacings. 

Because of pre-prepared statistical model files, DICE is much easier to use than 

the Monte-Carlo options of current SPICE simulators. In the current Monte-Carlo 

procedures every SPICE parameter's statistical quantities must be specified one-

by-one by the designer. This can be quite a tedious process. Because of this, 

most designers only specify statistics for a few device parameters that they 

consider to be the most significant. In addition, this reveals the independent (and 

erroneous) aspects of current Monte-Carlo assumptions in the SPICE simulators 

of today. 

Since DICE is not limited by the statistical modeling capabilities of the SPICE 

simulator being used, any values specified in the circuit or library files can be 

modeled statistically. For example, temperature coefficients can be modeled 

statistically. 

Finally, one also specify scaling of device geometries (including statistical 

variations) into the DICE statistical model files. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT TRANSFORMATION 

In this chapter, the statistical and practical methods of how within device 

(intradevice) correlations is simulated are presented. The primary method here is 

Principal Component Transformations. In simulation, we are primarily interested 

in transforming between the original SPICE model parameters and principal 

variables. Also covered in this chapter is functionally transforming parameters so 

that they follow normal distributions. We then present the Kolmogorov-Smimov 

test that checks if a data set follows a normal distribution. We use this statistical 

test to test if the data for each SPICE parameter follows a normal distribution. 

We also present the use of scaling of the SPICE parameters in order to enhance 

numerical accuracy. Next we present how to accomplish the principal 

transformation through the use of a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the 

covariance matrix of the SPICE data columns. We also give some discussion of 

the SVO's connection to the eigenvalue/eigenvectors of the SPICE covariance 

matrix. 
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3.1 Correlation Between SPICE Parameters (Intradevice Correlation) 

SPICE parameters can be very highly correlated with each other. For example, it 

is well known that the bipolar transistor parameters Early Voltage, V^, and 

Fonvard Beta, Bp, are highly correlated with each other. If statistical simulation is 

attempted without taking this characteristic into account the simulation can 

become very inaccurate. 

Not Physical BF. VA Combination 

Only BF, VA Combinations Within 
This Ellipse Are Physical 

VA 

BF 

Figure 3.1 Parameter-To-Parameter Correlation (Same Device) 

To preserve the inherent correlation in the SPICE parameters (Is, Bp, V^, etc.), 

device models are selected using principal variables (b^, b, , b, , etc.). The 

principal variables are not correlated, and their means and standard deviations 

are pre-established through Principal Component Analysis. Once selections are 

made in the principal variable space the set of principal variables is transformed 

to the SPICE parameter space. 
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3.2 Transformation Between SPICE And Principal Variables 

By properly transforming the set of correlated SPICE parameters into another set 

of variables (the principal variables) which are not correlated we can randomly 

select from the uncorreiated set to statistically model the variation in the SPICE 

parameters. Once selection is made in the uncorreiated space the set can be 

transformed back to the original SPICE parameter space. This will give 

combinations of SPICE parameter values that are physically realistic. 

To transform from principal variables to SPICE variables a set of equations such 

as the following would be used (how the U matrix is determined is covered in 

Section 3.9): 

's " =  U , , ' b ,  + U,2 • b. + Un • b3 + 

Bp = =  U 2 , * b ,  + U ^ - b j  + U23 * b3 + 

II 

U3, • b, + U32 * b^ + U33 * b3 + 

: : : : (3.1) 

If we define s = [ Is Bp ... and b = [ b, bj bj ... then this 

transformation can be represented in the matrix form 

8 = U b (3.2) 
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Figure 3.2 Principal Variables b1, b2, b3 Are Statistically Independent 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the idea of principal variables and their relationship to 

correlated SPICE parameters. The three principal dimensions of the ellipsoid 

represents the principal variables b^, bj, and b,. 

The statistical nature of the principal variables would correspond to 

(independent) statistical variations of the values for the principal components b^, 

bz, and bj. Referring to Figure 3.3, this independent statistical variation of b^, bj, 

and bj would correspond to random and independent fluctuations of the principal 

dimensions (semiaxes) of the ellipsoid. 
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Top View 
b1 

b2 

b3 

Figure 3.3 Top & End View Of Ellipsoid 

Since each SPICE parameter is a linear combination of the principal variables, 

then when the principal variable b^ fluctuates, this will be projected onto the 

values of the SPICE parameters Ig, and according to equation 3.1. Of 

course the other principal variables, bj and b,, will also fluctuate and contribute 

to the statistical variation of the SPICE parameters. 

The transformation between the principal axes of the ellipsoid and the SPICE 

parameter axes can be seen as a rotation of axes between the principal 

variables and the SPICE variables. 

As will be revealed in sections 3.9 and 3.10, the transformation matrix, U, has 

the property of being orthogonal, i.e. U*' = U^, or equivalently, 

As is well known in linear algebra [FMM77], multiplication by an orthogonal 

matrix preserves the length of a vector. This can be readily seen in our case by 

determining the square of the length of our s - U b vector (Eqn. 3.2), 

U^U (3.3) 
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\ \ s \ f  = s^s = [U bJMU b]= b^U^U b = b^b = l |b| |2 (3.4) 

This procedure of transforming a vector using an orthogonal matrix is called an 

orthogonal transformation. Notice that whether we are transforming to or from 

principal variables it will still be an orthogonal transformation since if the matrix U 

is orthogonal the matrix U'̂  will also be orthogonal. 

In the rest of this work, we will refer to an orthogonal transformation to or from 

principal variables as a principal transformation. To transform from SPICE 

parameters to Principal variables the following transformation is used 

b, = u- \ r \ s  + + u-\3*v^ + . . .  

ba = U-'2,* ls + + . . .  

b3 = + U^3*V^ + . . .  

: : : : (3.5) 

where b^, bj, bj, etc. are the principal variables. 

The operations needed to determine the Principal Transformation Matrix, U, is 

explained later in this chapter, starting in section 3.4. As is shown there, several 

measured (extracted) SPICE parameter vectors are used to detemnine the U 

matrix. With this transformation the Principal variables (b^, bj, b,. etc.) will be 

perfectly uncorrelated. The preceding transformation takes a SPICE parameter 

vector, s, to a principal variable vector, b, 
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Bp 

s = Is -> b = ba 

VA b3 

: : (3.6) 

There will be the same number of principal variables as there are original SPICE 

parameters. The values U'\i, U"\2, etc. are elements of the matrix U"^ 

u-\, c
 1 

U\3 
U"^ = U-^22 U-%3 

U-%3 

(3.7) 

The transformation from SPICE parameters to Principal variables can then also 

be represented as 

b = U-' 8 (3.8) 
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3.3 Scaled Principal Transformation 

Since the different SPICE parameters can vary over several orders of magnitude 

(e.g. Is at 10'̂ ^ . Bp at 100, etc.) it is beneficial to scale the SPICE parameter 

vectors before the Principal Transformation Matrix U is calculated. The detailed 

steps needed for this is explained later in section 3.6. There it will be shown that 

the Scaling matrix is diagonal, 

Di, 0 0 

D = 0 D22 0 

0 0 D33 . . .  

: : : (3.9) 

With scaling, the transformation from SPICE parameters to Principal variables is 

represented as 

b  =  [ U - ' D ] 8  (3.10) 

In expanded form, b = [ U'^D ] s , is 

b, = +U-\3D33'V^ + . . .  

b2 — U 21^11 Is + U ^22^22 * ^ ^23^33 ' 

b3 = U^,D„Ms + U-'32D22*Bp +U^3D33'V^ + . . .  

: : : : (3.11) 

To transform from Principal variables to SPICE parameters the following is used 

s = [ D-'U ] b (3.12) 
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In expanded form, s = [ D'^U ] b , is 

Is II q
 

c
 

+ •b2 + D ^3U,3 • b3 + 

Bp 'b, + *b2 + D-^33U23 * b3 + 

><
 

= D-\,U3, •b, + D ^22^32 *b2 + b3 + 

(3.13) 
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3.4 Functional Transformation Of Parameters 

When calculating with principal variables (such as in random number generation) 

it is very desirable for the variables to follow a normal distribution. To ensure this, 

it is also desirable for the SPICE parameters to all follow a normal distribution. 

However, the distribution for some SPICE parameters may be very different from 

a normal distribution. For example, the Is parameter has a distribution that looks 

as follows; 

Frequency 

Occurence 

Figure 3.4 Distribution of IS Parameter (Very Non-Normal) 

The natural logarithm of Is, however, more closely resembles a normal 

distribution 
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Frequency 

Occurence 

Figure 3.5 Distnbution of ln(IS) (Normal Like) 

Other parameters may need other types of functional transformations to follow a 

normal distribution (e.g. 1/X, Sqrt(X). etc.). In other cases, many of the SPICE 

parameters are close to a nonmal distribution and do not need their distribution 

transformed. 

To handle all these situations, measured SPICE parameter data is transformed, 

as appropriate, before inputting it into the Scaling and Principal transformations. 
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3.4.1 Goodness-of-Fit Test Testing If Data Follows A Given Probability 

Distribution 

Goodness-of-fit tests investigate the confomnity of the observed data's empirical 

distribution function with a hypothesized theoretical distribution function. The chi-

square goodness-of-fit test does this by comparing observed and expected 

frequency bin counts. The Kolmogorov-Smimov test does this by calculating the 

maximum vertical distance between the empirical and hypothesized distribution 

functions. 

When there is an adequate sample size (over 50) the chi-square goodness-of-fit 

test for a distribution gives reasonable results. However, when the data is 

continuous and the sample size is small much power is lost in the chi-square 

goodness-of-fit test due to the binning. 

In cases where the data is continuous and the sample size is small the more 

preferred method is the Kolmogorov-Smimov test. We will cover the 

goodness-of-fit test in section 3.4.2 and the Kolmogorov-Smimov test in section 

3.4.3. 

3.4.2 Test If Data Follows A Normal Distribution 

As previously mentioned the chi-square goodness-of-fit test compares the 

obsen/ed and expected frequency bin counts between the observed data's 

empirical distribution function with a hypothesized theoretical distribution 

function. 

X^ = Sj ( NobSj - Nexpi f / Nexpi (3.14) 



where 

NobSi is the number of data points observed in the i'th bin, 

Nexp, is the number of data points expected in the i'th bin, 

Nbin is the number of bins, 

Npar is the number of distribution parameters (i.e. a) estimated from the data, 

V = Nbin - Npar - 1 is the degrees of freedom for the statistic. 

The -1 in the degrees of fireedom, v, comes from the fact that the sum of Nexp is 

normalized so that the sum of Nexp is the sum of Nobs, £j Nexp^ ^ NobSi. 

Table 3.1 Test If Data Follows A Normal Distribution 

Bin Interval Obs In Bin Expect In Bin (Nobs - Nexp)^ / Nexp 
(Nobs) (Nexp) 

X < 40 16 14.85 0.09 
40 < X < 50 18 22.18 0.79 
50 < X < 60 22 38.65 7.17 
60 < X < 70 51 49.62 0.04 
70 < X < 80 62 50.48 2.63 
80 < X < 90 55 38.38 7.20 
90 < X < 100 22 21.88 0.00 

100< X< 110 4 9.92 3.53 
110< X 0 4.35 4.35 

x'cte = 2:, ( NobSi - Nexpi / Nexp^ = 25.80 

V  =  N b i n  -  N p a r  - 1  =  9 - 2 - 1  = 6  

Looking up the value for v = 6 degrees of freedom for an a - 0.05 level of 

significance our table gives, 
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12.59 

Since x^caic ^ X^taix. our data does not follow a normal distribution. 

3.4.3 Kolmogorov-Smimov Test If Data Follows A Normal Distribution 

In the Kolmogorov-Smimov test what is calculated is the maximum vertical 

distance between the empirical and hypothesized distribution functions. 

The Koimogorov-Smimov 0 statistic is defined as the maximum of the absolute 

difference between two cumulative distribution functions. When one of the 

cumulative distribution functions, P(x), is known (hypothesized) the Kolmogorov-

Smimov D statistic is 

D = max I SM(X) - P(x) I (3.15) 
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Figure 3.6 Kolmogorov-Smimov Test 
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For our case here SN(X) will be our empirical distribution function based on our 

gathered data. To exemplify how to apply the Kolmogorov-Smimov test we will 

use the data is shown in Table 3.2. We will be testing against a normal 

distribution. 

Table 3.2 Parameter Value For 20 Devices 
385.9 363.5 340.0 375.2 309.4 326.0 
400.8 510.0 827.8 724.6 598.2 501.6 
769.2 872.1 717.0 427.2 411.3 456.7 
379.4 547.5 

Table 3.3 Kolmogorov-Smimov Test For Bp Values 

Bp SN Cumulative [Bp - Avg(Bp)] / Sdv(Bp) P(x<Bp) 1 SH(X) - P(x)| 
(Sorted) Probability (Normal Dist) 

309.4 0.05 -1.137 0.127 0.077 
326.0 0.10 -1.044 0.149 0.049 
340.0 0.15 -0.966 0.169 0.019 
363.5 0.20 -0.834 0.203 0.003 
375.2 0.25 -0.768 0.221 0.029 
379.4 0.30 -0.745 0.228 0.072 
385.9 0.35 -0.708 0.239 0.111 
400.8 0.40 -0.625 0.266 0.134 
411.3 0.45 -0.566 0.284 0.166 
427.2 0.50 -0.477 0.319 0.181 
456.7 0.55 -0.311 0.378 0.172 
501.6 0.60 -0.059 0.476 0.124 
510.0 0.65 -0.012 0.496 0.154 
547.5 0.70 0.198 0.579 0.121 
598.2 0.75 0.483 0.684 0.066 
717.0 0.80 1.149 0.875 0.075 
724.6 0.85 1.192 0.883 0.033 
769.2 0.90 1.442 0.925 0.025 
827.8 0.95 1.771 0.962 0.012 

> 872.1 1.00 2.019 0.978 0.022 
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From this Bp data we see that our Kolmogorov-Smirnov 0 statistics is 

DCTE = max |SN(X)-P(X)| = 0.181 

The critical D values for the Kolmogorov-Smimov statistic are shown in Table 

3.4. Using an a risk of 0.05 we find that the D^ye value for N=20 is Dabj. = 0.294. 

Since 0^3,c < our Bp parameter data is consistent with a normal distribution 

at the (1-a)% = 95% confidence level. 
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Table 3.4 Critical D Values For The 
Kolmogorov-Smimov Statistic 

Two-tailed CL = OJ 0J05 OJll 
n- 1 0500 0575 0595 

2 0.684 0.842 0529 
3 0_565 0.708 0.829 
4 0.493 0.624 0.734 
5 0.447 0J63 0.669 
6 0.410 0-519 0.617 
7 0381 0.483 0J76 
8 0358 0.454 0-542 
9 0339 0.430 0-513 
10 0323 0.409 0.489 
11 0308 0391 0.468 
12 0.296 0375 0.4« 
13 0.285 0361 0.432 
14 0.275 03« 0.418 
15 0.266 0338 0.404 
16 0.258 0327 0392 
17 0250 0318 0381 
18 0.244 0309 0371 
19 0237 0301 0361 
20 0232 0294 0352 
25 0.208 0264 0317 
30 0.190 0242 029 
35 0.177 0224 0269 
40 0.165 0210 0252 

0wr40 1.0 7 1.36 1.63 

Table 3.4 Adapted from Miller, L.H. "Table of Percentage 
Points of Kolmogorov Statistics," Joumal of the 
American Statistical Association, vol. 51, 
pp. 111-121, 1956 
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3.5 Collecting The s Vectors Into The S Matrix 

The first step required before performing scaling and principal transformations is 

to extract several SPICE parameter sets (at least 50). Let us denote each 

parameter set extracted by the vectors , s,, etc. 

B F1 B, F2 
= I 

SI 
= I 

S2 

'A1 'A2 

(3.14) 

Aggregating these into matrix form we define the S matrix: 

A
 

1 (A
 H
 

1 V
 

BP, UI 
s = <- Sĵ  ~> = BP, 'S2 V« 

<_ S3^ -> BF3 's3 V„ 

(3.15) 
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3.6 The Scaling Matrix D 

It is very common for the S matrix to have columns of data which are scaled over 

several orders of magnitude (e.g. Is at 10'̂ ^, Bp at 100). if we proceed with this 

we will lose numerical accuracy, sometimes to the point where results become 

useless. 

Although the units of measurement, for each column, can t>e entered so as to be 

within 2 or 3 orders of magnitude, it is sometimes inconvenient to convert the 

data, if done manually. In these cases we can rescale the S matrix by a diagonal 

D matrix such that instead of working with the S matrix we work with the S D 

matrix: 

r Bp, 'si ... 1 r D,, 0 0 .. 1 
B„ 'S2 ... 0 D22 0 • •  

Bp3 's3 V« . ... 0 0 D33 . .. 

L : * ; J L : • 
• 

• 
• J 

(3.16) 

or multiplying these matrices 

•Bp, ^22 • 'si D33 •V^, 

SD = D„ •Bp, D22 * 's2 D33 •v^ 

•Bp3 D22 * 's3 D33 •V^3 

(3.17) 
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One way of choosing the D matrix, is to start with the S matrix and determine the 

reciprocal, of the average, of the absolute values for each column, Scou • The 

values of O22, etc. are then chosen as follows: 

In the situation where AVG( | Scou I ) - 0 then we assign •„ = 1. Therefore we 

have the following definition for the diagonal element of the D matrix: 

Notice that according to this definition the diagonal matrix D will always be full 

rank (no diagonal element will be zero). Note also that, as long as D is chosen to 

be a full rank diagonal matrix other definitions of D will also work. {For example, 

= 1 / Sqrt(Avg(Scou2)) Avg(Scou2) 's not zero, and Djj = 1 othenA/ise.} 

Once the S D matrix is determined we then proceed with it instead of the S 

matrix. Let us define S' to be 

D„ = 1/AVG(|ScoliI) = 1/AVG(|Bp|) 

= 1/AVG(IScoul) = 1/AVG{|lsl) 

D33 = 1/AVG(|ScoL3l) = 1/AVG(|VJ) 

(3.18) 

D, 

1 / AVG( I Scou I) if AVG( I Scou I) not equal to 0 (3.19) 

1 if AVG( I Scou I) = 0 

S' = SD (3.20) 

then since 

S (3.21) 
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<_ s'/ -> <- s/ -> 

S* = <_s7-> = <-52"^-> * D (3.22) 

<- 8*3^ -> <- $2^ • 

or putting it in term of s vectors 

s'"^ = D (3.23) 

which implies that 

8' = 8 (3.24) 

where is any SPICE parameter row vector. Since D is a diagonal matrix then 

= D and so 

8' = D 8 (3.25) 
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3.7 The Correlation Matrix R,' 

Using the data from matrix S' we can determine the correlation coefficients 

between each pair of variables. For example 

^12 = = Correlation Coefficient Between Bp and Is-

''n = hi - Correlation Coefficient Between Bp and V^-

>*23 = - Correlation Coefficient Between Ig- and VA- (3.26) 

Here the primed quantities Bp, Is- . etc. denote the scaled and functionally 

transformed SPICE parameter values. The correlation coefficients can be placed 

in a matrix to form what's called the correlation matrix (denoted Rs'). 

1 ^13 • • • 

'*21 1 ^23 • • • (3.27) 

•"32 1  . . .  

Notice that the R,' matrix is symmetric, meaning that it is equal to its transpose 

(Rs' = Rs")-
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3.8 The Covariance Matrix 

Another matrix closely related to the correlation matrix is the covariance matrix. 

The covariance matrix is merely a rescaled version of the correlation matrix. The 

covariance matrix, denoted C,'. can be calculated from the correlation matrix, 

Rs', by the relationship (see Section B.4) 

C,* = Zs' R, Z,' (3.28) 

where Z '̂ is the diagonal matrix of standard deviations of the scaled, functionally 

transformed SPICE parameters Bp, Ig-, V^., etc. 

0 0 • • • 

Zs' = 0 CTSis- 0 ... (3.29) 

0 0 • • • 

• • • 
• • • 

where CTBF = [ Var( Bp ) . ctis- = [ Var( Ig. ) , etc. Similarly the correlation 

matrix, Rs', can be determined from knowledge of the covariance matrix Cg' 

R,' = Z-^. C,. Z-',. (3.30) 

where Z*%. is the inverse of the matrix, and is equal to 

1/CTBP 0 0 

Z» = 0 1/CT|S- 0 (3.31) 

0 0 1 • 
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3.9 The Singular Value Decomposition, Eigenvalues, and Eigenvectors 

To determine the orthogonal matrix, U, we will be using what is called a Singular 

Value Decomposition of a matrix. [FMM77], [CM91] A singular value 

decomposition of an m-by-n real matrix A is a factorization of the form 

A  =  U Z V ^  ( 3 . 3 2 )  

where U is an m-by-m orthogonal matrix (i.e. U^U = I), V is an n-by-n orthogonal 

matrix, and I is an m-by-n diagonal matrix whereby all the diagonal elements are 

real and non-negative, that is I,, > 0 . The diagonal quantities £,, are called the 

singular values of A, and the columns of U and V are called the left and right 

singular vectors. 

We can rearrange equation 3.32 solving for the diagonal matrix I, 

S = U^AV (3.33) 

The matrix A represents some linear transformation in a specific coordinate 

system. By making an orthogonal change of coordinates in the domain of this 

transformation and another orthogonal change of coordinates in the range, the 

representation becomes diagonal. 

A robust algorithm for calculating the singular value decomposition of a matrix is 

included in Appendix 0, Section D.1. A description of this algorithm is included in 

the reference (PFT86]. 

Let us now consider the matrices A^A and A A^. Using equation 3.32 we see that 
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A^A = V U Z = V (3.34) 

A A^ = U Z V Z^ = U Z^ (3.35) 

The left and right singular vectors (the columns of U and V) are also 

eigenvectors of AA^ and A^A, respectively. 

Now, if A is symmetric (A-A^) then the eigenvalues of A^A = A A^ = A^ are the 

squares of the eigenvalues of A. We can see this from the fact that if Ax ~ Xx, 

where x is an eigenvector of A and k is an eigenvalue, then A^X = AAX = AAJC 

= k Ax = k k X = X. One can also notice from this that x, the eigenvectors of A, 

are also eigenvectors of A^. 

Since the eigenvalues of A^A are the same as the eigenvalues of A A^ then for 

any eigenvector, x, of A we see that 

Hence we see that the square of the singular values of A (the diagonal elements 

of Z^) are also equal to the square of the eigenvalues of A (pre or post-

multiplying by orthogonal matrices does not change the eigenvalues of a matrix). 

In the case where A is a real symmetric non-negative definite matrix (as will be 

the case with our covariance matrix C,') then the matrices U and V will be the 

same (except perhaps for the signs of certain columns). In this case we would 

then see that the columns of U would be the eigenvectors of A, and the singular 

values (all real and non-negative) of A would also be the eigenvalues of A. 

V Z ^ V ^ x  =  A ^ A x  s U Z ' U ' ^ x  =  A A ^ x  =  X ^ x  (3.36) 
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3.10 The Principal Transformation Matrix U 

The relationship between the correlated parameter set to the uncorrelated 

parameter set is 

8* = Ub (3.37) 

where 

s' represents a scaled and correlated (SPICE) parameter set 

b represents statistically independent variables (e.g. b^, b,.... stat.ind.), and 

U is an orthogonal matrix determined by a Singular Value Decomposition 

(SVD) of the covariance matrix, Cj*, whereby 

CS* = U CB (3.38) 

Here the matrix is the diagonal "Z" matrix (see Eqn. 3.32) determined by the 

Singular Value Decomposition of C,'. Notice that because of the singular value 

decomposition, the matrix is diagonal with all non-negative elements. 

Since, as discussed in section 3.9, the columns of U are the eigenvectors of the 

matrix C,' and the diagonal elements of C,, are the eigenvalues of C,* one might 

wonder why we used SVD to get at these instead of using an eigensystem 

algorithm - some of which are more numerically efficient. Well, it tums out that 

the particular SVD algorithm being used here is very robust. (The SVD algorithm 

is listed in Appendix D, Section D.1.) Even in situations were the matrix is rank 

deficient or ill-conditioned the SVD algorithm being used never seems to have 

any convergence problems (at least to date). In contrast, there is a greater 

chance that the current day eigensystem algorithms may not converge. For the 

most part, the eigensystem solvers of today usually do converge and they are 
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fairly robust. However, the SVD algorithm is very robust. In all my work with the 

SVD algorithm I have never had a convergence problem ~ and I have fed the 

SVD algorithm many very messy and ill-conditioned systems. 

The diagonal matrix C„ is the covariance matrix of the statistically independent b 

variables. Since C„ is diagonal all covariances on the off-diagonal elements are 

zero - as it should be since if two variables are statistically independent then 

their covariance is zero. (The diagonal elements are covariances of the statistical 

variables with themselves, and are equal to the variance of that statistical 

variable, Cov(X,X) = Var(X).) 

Now since the elements of b are statistically independent we can select the 

values for the elements of b independently of each other. Hence the elements of 

b should be selected to model the statistical spread of the b parameters. (How 

this is done will be shown later.) 

The independent variables, b, can be represented in the following form; 

Notice that since U is orthogonal then U'^ = . Now since s' = D s (Eq. 3.25) 

we then have 

b = U' s* (3.39) 

s' = D s = U b (3.40) 

or solving for s 

s  =  [ D '  U  ]  b  (3.41) 
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Which relates the correlated SPICE parameters ( Bp, Is-. ...) to the new 

statistically independent b parameters (b^, bz, ...). Solving for b we obtain 

b  =  [ D - ' U ] ' 8  

which equals b = [ D ] s = D s (3.42) 

Recall that since U is orthogonal U"^ = . In expanded fonn, s = [ D 'U ] b , is 

Is ~ D * b, + 0^22^12*^2 D ̂ 33Ui3 * ba + 

B, = D-\,U2, *b, + D-'22U22'b2 + D-^33U23*b3 + ... 

VA = D-\,U3,'b, + D-^22U32*b2 + D-'33U33*b3 + . . .  

: : : : (3.43) 

Similarly, in expanded form, b = [ U'^D ] s , is 

b, = + U-\2D22'Bp + U-\3D33'VA + . . .  

^2 — u 21^11 * Is U '22^22 * Bp + U ^23^33 * + ... 

b 3  =  U - V D , i * l s  +  U ^ 2 D 2 2 ' B p  *  +  . . .  

: : : : (3.44) 

After transforming each SPICE parameter vector, s, to its respective b vector we 

can form the matrix 

(b,), (b2)i (bs)! • • <— Parameter Set # 1 

(b,)2 (b2)2 (b3)2 . • • Parameter Set # 2 

(b,)3 (b2)3 (b3)3 • • 4— Parameter Set # 3 

(3.45) 
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where each row of B represents the b vector for each uncorrelated parameter 

set. 

Sample statistics (means, standard deviations, etc.) down the columns of matrix 

B can now be performed. Let us represent the mean and standard deviation for 

the b/s as b^AVG> s t,i ; for the bz's as bzAvc ^t>2 : etc. With these statistics it is now 

possible to perform Monte-Carto selection from the statistically independent 

variables b,. bj, ... After this, for each Monte-Carto selected vector b, we can 

transform back to the original SPICE parameter space using the transformation 

s  =  [ D ' U ]  b .  

The procedure of determining the matrix U and the b vectors from the s' vectors 

Is also known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Here we are applying the 

technique of Principal Component Analysis to a statistical case. However, the 

technique of Principal Component Analysis, can be applied to non-statistical 

cases (I.e. to determine the minor and major widths of an arbitrarily oriented 

ellipse which Is not lined up with a coordinate system). 

The statistical foundation for Principal Component Analysis is the theorem; Given 

the relation 

y = Ax (3.46) 

and given the covariance matrix of x, denoted Ox , then the covariance matrix for 

y is given by 

Cy = A Ox A^ (3.47) 
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What Principal Component Analysis supplies is the A matrix which causes Cx to 

be diagonal, thereby causing the variables in the vector x to be statistically 

independent. (Refer to Appendix B, Section B.6, regarding this covariance 

theorem.) 



3.11 Example: Principal Transformation Matrix U 

Let us say we have the following 19 rows of extracted SPICE parameter data; 

Table 3.5 Extracted SPICE Parameter Data 

's Bp V,, 

3.378E-16 385.9 176.3 
3.239E-16 363.5 195.8 
2.493E-16 340.0 213.0 
3.073E-16 375.2 174.0 
2.785E-16 309.4 258.8 
2.820E-16 326.0 212.9 
2.901 E-16 400.8 260.8 
4.546E-16 510.0 145.3 
8.913E-16 827.8 78.2 
8.433E-16 724.6 84.8 
6.804E-16 598.2 98.3 
5.496E-16 501.6 122.6 
8.939E-16 769.2 75.8 
8.112E-16 872.1 96.6 
7.759E-16 717.0 96.6 
4.638E-16 427.2 120.3 
4.441 E-16 411.3 153.2 
4.166E-16 456.7 148.9 
5.150E-16 379.4 180.0 
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After functionally transfomiing Ig ~> In(ls) and Bp —> In(Bp) we obtain the 

following matrix of values, which we denote as the S matrix: 

Table 3.6 Transfomned SPICE Parameter Data 

Inds) In(Bp) 

-35.6240 5.9555 176.3 
-35.6660 5.8957 195.8 
-35.9278 5.8289 213.0 
-35.7187 5.9274 174.0 
-35.8171 5.7346 258.8 
-35.8046 5.7868 212.9 
-35.7763 5.9934 260.8 
-35.3271 6.2344 145.3 
-34.6538 6.7187 78.2 
-34.7092 6.5856 84.8 
-34.9238 6.3939 98.3 
-35.1373 6.2178 122.6 
-34.6509 6.6453 75.8 
-34.7480 6.7709 96.6 
-34.7925 6.5750 96.6 
-35.3070 6.0572 120.3 
-35.3504 6.0193 153.2 
-35.4144 6.1240 148.9 
-35.2023 5.9385 180.0 

Based on the S matrix data, we next determine the appropriate D scaling matrix 

as explained in section 3.6. The O matrix is found to be; 

2.8335E-2 0 0 

0 0.1618 0 

0 0 6.5691 E-3 

Next we scale the S matrix and obtain the following matrix equal to S D , denoted 

as the S* matrix: 
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Table 3.7 Scaled SPICE Parameter Data 

's- Bp VA 

-1.0094 0.9638 1.1581 
-1.0105 0.9541 1.2862 
-1.0180 0.9433 1.3992 
-1.0121 0.9593 1.1430 
-1.0148 0.9281 1.7001 
-1.0145 0.9365 1.3986 
-1.0137 0.9699 1.7132 
-1.0009 1.0089 0.9545 
-0.9819 1.0873 0.5140 
-0.9835 1.0658 0.5574 
-0.9896 1.0346 0.6455 
-0.9956 1.0063 0.8054 
-0.9818 1.0754 0.4983 
-0.9846 1.0958 0.6345 
-0.9858 1.0641 0.6346 
-1.0004 0.9803 0.7903 
-1.0016 0.9741 1.0064 
-1.0035 0.9911 0.9781 
-0.9975 0.9611 1.1824 

We now determine the covariance matrix for these columns of data according to 

Var( Is-) Cov( U-. Bp ) Cov( U . ) 

C,. — Cov( Bp , Is-) Var( Bp) Cov( Bp , V^-) . . .  

Cov(VA..Is) COV(VA..BP) Var(VA.) 

where Cov(X,Y) can be calculated according to the formula 

Cov(X.Y) = [1/(N-1)] S(X,-Xavg)(Y|-Y^vg) 
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With this we obtain, for the S' matrix, the covariance matrix 

1.5613E-4 6.4045E-4 -4.4078E-3 

C,. = 6.4045E-4 2.9608E-3 -1.8284E-2 

-4.4078E-3 -1.8284E-2 0.146597 

We are now ready to perform the Singular Value Decomposition of C,. whereby 

C,. = U Cb (3.48) 

Performing the Singular Value Decomposition (using linear algebra algorithms 

such as those described in LINPACK) we obtain 

-0.0299 

U = -0.1243 

0.9918 

-0.9909 0.1316 

0.1343 0.9831 

-0.0130 0.1272 

0.1490 0 0 

0 1.1297E-5 0 

0 0 6.8164E-4 

As mentioned before, the Singular Value Decomposition algorithm is included in 

Appendix D, Section D.I, and is described in (also including source code) W.H. 

Press, B.P. Flannery, S.A. Teukolsky, W.T. Vetteriing, Numerical Recipes. 

Cambridge University Press, 1986. [PFT86] 

Notice that the rows and columns of U could be permutated, and multiplied by -1, 

if necessary, to convert U to a matrix very close to the identity matrix. This 
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makes it clear that, for this case, the transformation to principal variable vectors, 

is a rotation in 3 dimensional space through a relatively small angle. 

Now that we have the U matrix, we can calculate the principal variable vectors b 

using the relation 

b  =  [ U ' D ] 8  =  U ' s *  =  U ^ 8 *  (3.49) 

Recall that s' = D s and that U'^ = U^. Also note that 

Is b, 

s' = Bp- and b = bz 

VA ba 

From equation 3.49 we can solve for the elements of s ' '  U  b  and we get 

Ig. = -0.0299 b, + -0.9909 bj + 0.1316 bj 

Bp. = -0.1243 b, + 0.1343 bj + 0.9831 bj 

V^. = 0.9918 b, + -0.0130 bj + 0.1272 bj 

From this we see that, to a fair approximation, 

Is- = -bz , Bp- = ba , = b. 

Remember, however, that Is- and Bp are the logarithms of the actual Is and Bp 

parameters. 
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Performing the b = [ U'̂ D ] s = s' transformation for all s* vectors we obtain 

the following matrix, denoted as the B matrix: 

Table 3.8 Principal Variable Data 

bi ba b. 

1.0590 1.1145 0.9620 
1.1873 1.1127 0.9686 
1.3009 1.1171 0.9714 
1.0447 1.1167 0.9553 
1.6012 1.1081 0.9950 
1.3010 1.1128 0.9651 
1.6089 1.1124 1.0380 
0.8512 1.1149 0.9816 
0.4039 1.1123 1.0051 
0.4498 1.1104 0.9893 
0.5412 1.1111 0.9692 
0.7035 1.1111 0.9607 
0.3899 1.1108 0.9915 
0.5226 1.1145 1.0284 
0.5266 1.1115 0.9971 
0.6919 1.1126 0.9326 
0.9070 1.1102 0.9539 
0.8769 1.1146 0.9667 
1.0831 1.1020 0.9640 

The average and standard deviation for the data in each b column gives; 

Table 3.9 Principal Variable Statistics 

Statistic b, b, b. 

Average 0.8974 1.1121 0.9787 
StdDev 0.3860 3.361 E-3 2.611E-2 
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The covariance matrix of the B matrix tums out to be equal to the matrix 

which was detemnined from the Singular Value Decomposition of C,.. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OEVICE-TO-OEVICE (INTERDEVICE) CORRELATION 

In this chapter, we address the highly influential methods of modeling and 

simulating correlations between devices (interdevice correlations) which are at 

various spacings relative to each other. Here we will discuss the techniques that 

have been traditionally applied to time-series analysis. We will use the same 

mathematics and apply the time-series formulations to our spatial-series situation 

to model and simulate between device correlations. To my knowledge, this is the 

first time Time (Spatial) Series techniques have been applied to model the 

correlations between semiconductor devices. 

Also covered in this chapter, for the first time in this field, is how to accurately 

and practically model and simulate correlations in two dimensions. This uses the 

mathematical theory of random fields. The models that are used can be likened 

to a "two dimensional Markov process." Actually it is more complicated than the 

traditional Markov process since values are needed beyond the "nearest 

neighbors" to simulate the parameters for a particular device at a specific 

location. This chapter will also detail the actual algorithms used to perform the 

Monte-Cario simulation of correlated variables in both one and two dimensions. 

Instead of device-to-device correlation, most of the literature, [MI92], [MI93], 

[PDW891. [STY82], etc. refers to "mismatch" or "matching of devices." The 

mismatch quantity is usually the matching standard deviation, Ox.y. This is simply 

the standard deviation of the differences, X-Y, between parameter values of two 

separate but identically designed (same width and length) devices. The matching 

standard deviation, ax.Y. can only be applied to cases where the means and 
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Standard deviations of the random variables X and Y are equal (i.e. fix = and 

Gx = <Ty). 

As will be shown in Eq. 4.2 the matching standard deviation, Ox.y, can also be 

described in terms of a correlation coefficient between the random variables X 

and Y. Furthermore, with this descriptive approach we now can allow the means 

and standard deviations of X and Y to be different and the use of the correlation 

coefficient will still make sense (see Section 4.3). Indeed in cases where the 

devices are not the same size, the mean of the parameter of interest may 

change with size but we will still be able to describe a correlation between the 

parameters of the two differently sized devices. 

Because it is the more general approach, we develop our analyses of inter-

device correlation in terms of the correlation coefficient. To translate mismatch 

information from the literature into a correlation coefficient you can use either Eq. 

4.2 (if the device sizes are the same) or Eq. 4.5 (if the device sizes are different). 

Supplied with the means, standard deviations, and the correlation coefficient for 

the random variables X and Y, the methods in Section 4.4 can then be used to 

perform accurate Correlated Monte-Cario selections of parameter values for the 

two random correlated variables X and Y. 

How device-to-device correlation varies with device-to-device spacing is the 

subject of Section 4.5. There the techniques used in Time Series are used to 

model how correlation fails off with device-to-device spacing (we substitute 

spatial position instead of time). Time (Spatial) Series, of course, only involves 

one dimension. In spite of this restriction, modeling correlations in this way still 

provides a much more accurate methodology compared with the techniques in 

the semiconductor industry up to this point. 
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The real breakthrough, however, is the modeling and simulation of device-to-

device correlation in two dimensions. This uses multi-dimensional random field 

theory and conditional probability density function techniques (Section 4.6). With 

this, device-to-device correlations can be accurately modeled and simulated 

between all correlated devices in a group. (This is much more accurate 

compared to the one-dimensional method, which generates correlated device 

parameters in a pairwise sequence.) As far as applied stochastic methods are 

concerned this is the most significant advance in this dissertation. 
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4.1 Interdevice Correlation Function Of Device-To-Oevice Spacing 

Parameter correlation between devices falls off as some function, r = f(x), of 

device-to-device spacing. According to Pelgrom et al. [PDW89], for small value 

of X, the matching standard deviation, Ox.y, can be modeled as being proportional 

to X ~ the device-to-device spacing. Since as will be shown later in Eq. 4.2 ctx.y is 

equal to 2 '̂̂ aY(1-r) '̂̂  , we then see in Pelgrom's model that the correlation 

coefficient, r, is proportional to x^. Three of the assumptions leading up to 

Pelgrom's approximation of a^.Y are; (1) The mismatch of a parameter is 

comprised of many events of the mismatch creating process, (2) The many small 

contributions on the parameter can simply be summed to obtain the total effect 

on the parameter, and (3) Based on wafer data [Ran82], [TT89], and [MI93] 

device characteristics possess an approximate linear change from one wafer 

position to another. 

Although for many of the moderate to large geometry devices, the mismatch, Cx. 

Y, falls off lineariy with distance, as Pelgrom assumes, there is no guarantee that 

this will be the case for the ever smaller geometries that are always being 

introduced into Integrated Circuit technology. 

Because of this, and other mathematical consistency reasons, a more 

advantageous modeling scheme involves imposing translational invariance, also 

called spatial homogeniety, of Device-to-Oevice correlation. In other words two 

devices that are the same distance apart should have the same correlation no 

matter what position the pair is at. on the wafer. With this, it will be shown later in 

this chapter (Section 4.7) that one of the simplest models for the correlation 

coefficient, r, that meets the spatial homogeniety condition, is 
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r = exp(- X / X,) (4.1) 

where X is the distance between devices, and X, is called the characteristic fall-

off distance. 

Other more elaborate models, with different or more parameters than X^ , that 

meet the spatial homogeniety condition, are also possible (Refer to section 

4.5.5). 

The value for the spatial constant Xf will depend on the specific device parameter 

involved. In addition, for passive devices, the coefficients will also depend on the 

length and width of the device. Refer to chapter 5 and 6 on the specific 

correlation models for resistors and capacitors. 

1.0 
Correlation Falls Off 
With Device-To-Device 
Spacing, X 

0 
X 

Figure 4.1 Correlation Between Devices 
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4.1.1 Interdevico Correlations Between Principal Variables For Active 

Devices 

For active devices (diodes and transistors) DICE uses correlations between the 

corresponding principal variables (b^ to b', to b'V bz to b'j to b":) of separate 

devices. 

Table 4.1 Principal Variables For Separate Devices 
Principal Principal Principal 
Variables Variables Variables 
Device 1 Device 2 Device 3 

b, b'i b", 
b2 b'2 b-2 
b3 b'3 b-3 

• • 

Notice that, because principal component transformations are used, there are no 

correlations between the principal variables within a device (i.e. between b^, bj, 

etc. of the same device). There will be correlations only between corresponding 

principal variables (i.e. b^, b',. b''̂ , etc.) of physically separate devices. 

For example, if the spacing between b^ and b'̂  is X then the correlation between 

bi and b', will be r = e If the spacing between b', and b", is 2X, then the 

correlation between b'̂  and b"^ is r = e ' ̂ ^. Finally, assuming the devices are 

placed in a collinear manner, the correlation between b', and b'''̂  will be r = e 
/ X f  
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4.1.2 Interdevice Correlations Between Parameters For Passive Devices 

DICE assumes the following for passive devices: (1) SPICE parameters for 

resistors (R, TC1, and TC2) are not correlated with each other, and (2) SPICE 

parameters for capacitors (C, TCI, and TC2) are not correlated with each other. 

Because of these assumptions, correlations are between the corresponding 

SPICE parameters (R to R' to R"; TC1 to TCI' to TC1" ; etc.) 
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4.2 Relationship Of Std Dev Of X-Y (Mismatch) And The Correlation Coef 

Of X And Y 

As previously mentioned, the matching standard deviation, ax.y. can be 

described in terms of a correlation coefficient between the random variables X 

and Y. For two correlated random variables, X and Y, with the same mean and 

standard deviation (such as two matching resistors) the relation between the 

standard deviation of their difference, CTX.Y . and the correlation coefficient, r, 

between X and Y is given by 

(Tx.y = 2^% [ 1 - r (4.2) 

where cry is the standard deviation of the Y random variable. 

Explanation. Here we used the statistical relations shown in Appendix B, 

Section B.2, whereby r = Cov(A,B)/cA{ya; Var(A+B) = Var(A) + Var(B) + 2 

Cov(A,B); and Cov(cA, kB) = c k Cov(A,B). Where c and k are constants. 

Since for our case A = X and B = -Y then 

Var(X-Y) = Var(X) + Var(-Y) + 2 Cov(X.-Y) = O^X-Y = CT^X + - 2 r CTXCY 

and since it is assumed that the standard deviation of X is equal to the standard 

deviation of Y (a* = Oy) we have the result that 

cT^x-Y ~ 2 o^Y - 2 r o^Y ~ 2 o^Y (1- 0 
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Taking the square root of this we then get Eq. 4.2. 

Say for example we obtain the following data from a pair of devices 

Correlation Coefficient: r s 0.950 

StdDevOfY: CTy = 1.773 

According to the CTX.Y equation we should have 

CTx.y = = 1.414*1.773 [ 1 -(0.950) r = 0.561 
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4.3 Correlation Relationship For Ratios Not Equal To One (i.e. Resistor 

Ratios) 

Even when the size of devices are not the same (i.e. different value resistors) it 

is very common for device characteristics to statistically "^rack" in value. This 

"tracking" behavior is the same thing as correlation between device 

characteristics. For example, let's say resistor A has a nominal value of 1KQ and 

resistor B, right next to A on the die, has a value of 2KSi. Since each resistor is 

made of the same sheet resistance material it is expected that when resistor A is 

slightly higher than its nominal value of 1(i.e. 1.01 K£^) then resistor B will 

also have a slightly higher value than its nominal value of 2KQ (i.e. 2.02 KQ). 

To put It in more general terms, given the average (nominal) values of the 

random variables X and Y, the standard deviation of X (ax ), the standard 

deviation of Y (ay ), and the correlation coefficient (r) between the random 

variable X and Y, what is the standard deviation of the ratio, Z = Y/X ? 

To approximate this we do a first order expansion of Z=Y/X about the nominal 

ratio point, 2^=Yo/Xo 

Z = Y/X = YO/Xo + (dZJdX), (X - Xo ) + (AZ/AY)o (Y - Yo ) (4.3) 

Z = Yo/Xo + - Xo ) + (1/Xo)(Y. Yo) (4.4) 

Since according to Appendix B, Section B2, Var(A+B) = Var(A) + Var(B) + 2 

Cov(A,B), Var(c)=0, Var(cA) = c^ar(A), and Cov(cA . kB) = c k Cov(A,B), where 

c and k are constants, and A and B are random variables. Then we get that the 

variance of Z = Y/X is 



Var(Z) = (-Yo/Xo=^)^Var(X) + (1/Xo)^Var(Y) + 2 (-Yo/Xo") Cov(X.Y) 

s (-Yo/Xo2)2ax' + (1/Xo)'A/ + 2 (-Yq/Xo^) COV(X.Y) 

Since the correlation coefficient r = Cov(X,Y)/ a* Oy we then have that 

= (-YO/XO^)^CTX^ + (1/Xo)'a/ - 2 (Y^/Xo') r (4.5) 

(Note that this is valid only for CT* « X and CIY« Y. ) 

Let us say, for example, that YQ = 600, XQ = 300, c* = 1.7, Oy = 2.6, and r = 0.93 

then 

CTz^ s (-600/300^)21.72 + (1/300)22.6^ - 2 (600/300')(0.93)(1.7)(2.6) 

= 2.0862E-5 

CT2 = 0.0045675 

We could also use the correlated Monte-Carlo procedure described in Section 

4.4.4 and obtain the same results for the standard deviation of our Y/X ratio. 
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4.4 Monte-Cario Relationships Involving Two Correlated Variables, 

XAnd Y 

The purpose of this section is to develop the Monte-Carlo algorithm to simulate 

the correlated behavior of separate devices. The algorithm must meet the 

following conditions: (1) Follows the appropriate spatial correlation relation (i.e. 

r = e ) for the two variables of the separate devices, (2) Preserves the 

appropriate average XAVG and Y^VG the two variables of the separate devices, 

and (3) Preserves the appropriate standard deviation, and Oy, for the two 

variables of the separate devices. 

As shown in Chapter 2. within a specific device Monte-Carto simulation of 

parameters involves first transforming to the principal variables so that Monte-

Cario selection of each the principal variables can be performed independently of 

the other principal variables. 

in the case of correlation between physically separated devices, we will be using 

the spatial correlation relations. The correlation will always be between the 

"same" principal variable of the separate devices. For example, principal variable 

p, of device A and p^ of device B, principal variable pj of device A and P; of 

device B, etc. 

By carefully analyzing and detailing the relationships in a two variable linear 

regression we will be able to extract those relations that will be applicable to our 

Correlated Monte-Cario algorithm. The actual algorithm is presented in sections 

4.4.3 and 4.4.4. 
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4.4.1 Variance Of Linear Regression Residuals 

Let us define Z to be the difTerence between the observed Y value and the 

predicted Y value ^om a least squares regression: 

Z = Y^ - YP^« (4.6) 

^ ~ '"'Actual • ^Predict 

^Predict = fri X + b 

'Actual 

Figure 4.2 Predicted Best Fit Line, . and Z 

Since Yp îc is taken from the best fit line we have 

= m X + b (4.7) 

Hence we have Z = Y^^.., - (m X + b ) (4.8) 

or Zi  = Y, -  (m Xj + b )  (4.9) 
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Let us also define o^Y = [ 1/(N-1) ] Z ( - Y^VG f (4.10) 

ct'Z = [ 1/(N-1) ] Z ( Y. - ( m X, + b ) ]^ (4.11) 

where denotes the variance. 
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4.4.2 Theorem: Standard Deviation Off Z = • ( m X b ) 

Let m and b be the slope and y-intercept values, describing the "best fit" line, 

that minimizes aî z (least squares regression). Then the relationship between <7^2 

. a^Y and the correlation coefficient, r, is 

= o^Y ( 1 - r^) (4.12) 

or equivalently ctz = cty (1 - )"^ (4.13) 

Proof: 

Define = E(X) = Expectation (Mean) Of X (4.14) 

HY = E(Y) = Expectation (Mean) Of Y (4.15) 

Since Ypredia = m X + b (Eq. 4.7) then 

Yp^^ = m(X-^x)+ b- (4.16) 

where b' = b + m (4.17) 

Now Least Squares Regression requires minimization of 

E [ Y  -  ( m X  +  b ) ] 2  ( 4 . 1 8 )  

or E[Y -  m(X-Hx)- b ' l^ (4.19) 

Before minimizing let us expand EI Y - m ( X - ^x ) - b' ] ^ 
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E[Y - m(X-Hx )-  b' l^ = E[(Y-^y) + (^ -  b ')  -  m ( X -  nx )  ] '  

= E[(Y-^^)2 + (^y -  b ' f  -  2m(X-^x)(Y-Hy) 

+ 2(Y-h^)(^y -  b ')  -2m(X-Hx)(Hy -  b ') ]  (4.20) 

Since ( |J.Y - b') is a constant and E(Y) - HY 

E [ 2 ( Y - ^ Y ) ( ^ Y - b • ) ]  =  2 ( ^ Y -  b - ) E [ Y - H Y l  =  2 ( ^ Y  -  b '  ) (  - ^ y ) =  0  

(4.21) 

Since (^Y - b') is a constant and E(X) = x 

E[2m(X-^ix)(^Y-b') ]  = 2m(^y-b•)E[X-Hx] = 2m(^Y-b•)(nx-^x) = 0 

(4.22) 

This implies 

E [ Y - m ( X - H x ) - b ' I '  =  E [ ( Y - H Y ) ^  +  ( K i y  - b ' ) ^  -  2 m ( X - M x ) ( Y - H y ) ]  

(4.23) 

From the definitions of Var(X), Var(Y), Cov(X,Y) and the correlation coefficient r 

Var(X) = E(X-^x)' = (424) 

Var(Y) = E( Y - ^y )' = CT^y (4.25) 

Cov(X.Y) == E[(X-^x )(Y-^y)1 = rax ay (426) 

With these we have 
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E[ Y - m ( X - nx ) - b' ] ^ = o^Y + CR^x (I^Y - b' - 2 m r a* CTY 

(4.27) 

We are now ready to minimize E[ Y - m ( X - n* ) - b" ] ^ Taking the partial 

derivative with respect to m and setting that derivative to zero we obtain, 

5 E[Y- m ( X -  ̂ x )  -  b ' ] '  /am = 2 m cr^x -  2 ra„<Sy = 0 (4.28) 

This implies m = ( 2 r ax CTy ) / (2 CT^x ) or 

m = r (Ty / ax (4.29) 

Taking the other derivative with respect to b', and setting it to zero, we get 

5 E[ Y - m ( X - iJx ) - b' ] 2 / a b* = 2 ( m Y - b') =0 (4.30) 

which implies b' = Hy (4.31) 

This means that the expression Yp ĵc = m ( X - ^x ) "•• b' is equal to 

Yprsdia ~ ^ (^Y ' )( X " MY (4-32) 

Now since Z = - "^Pwaia (Eq. 4.6) then we see that 

Z  =  Y ^  -  r ( a Y / a x ) ( X - ^ x  )  -  ^ y  ( 4  3 3 )  

or equivalently 

Z - - r (oy / ax ) X + ( r (oy / ax ) M-x " My ) (4-34) 
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Now taking the expectation (mean) value of Z we get 

^Avg ~ ^ActuaOvg " ^ (®Y ^ ) ^Avg ^ (^Y ^ " Hv ) (^-35) 

Now since YAouaî v, = and = MX then 

^Awg ~ M^Y • (^Y I ̂x) J^X ^ (®Y ! ̂X ) ^X " ^Y — 0 (4.36) 

Hence we find that Zav, = 0 (4.37) 

For the variance of Z we obtain 

o^z = Var(Z) = E(Z-ZAvg)' = ^{Zf (4.38) 

Notice here we used the fact that Z^vg = 0. Substituting in for Z (Eq. 4.33) we get 

o^z = E(Z)^ = E[YAcn«, - r(ay/<ix)X + (r(CTY/CTx)nx - MY )]^ (4.39) 

Rearranging terms we obtain 

O^Z — E [ ( - (iy ) - r (<Ty / O^X )(X -  HX ) ] ̂  (4.40) 

Evaluating out the square we find 

<^z = E [ ( Y^oua, - HY ) 1 ̂  + E [ r (cty / cTx )( X - Hx ) ] ^ 

" E [ 2 r ((Ty / t^x )( X - Mx )( " Hy ) ] (4-^1) 
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From the definitions of Variance and Covariance this is 

= Var(Y) + [ r CTY / CTxJ^ Var(X) - 2 r (oy / a*) Cov(X, Y) (4.42) 

Since Var(X) = • Var(Y) = . and Cov(X,Y) = r CT* <TY 

+ I r CTY / <Tx 1^ - 2 r (<TY / <Tx ) ( r CTx <TY ) (4.43) 

a^z - <^y + ^ - 2 cr^Y (4.44) 

This last equation simplifies to 

o^z = O^Y - ^ <^y - 11 - ^ ] (4.45) 

Taking the square root we obtain 

CT2 = CTY [ 1 - (4.46) 

End Of Proof 
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4.4.3 Actual Random Values Observed For X, Y, and Z 

According to Eq. 4.33 the relationship between the actual observed values of X, 

Y, and 2 is given by 

Z  =  Y  -  r ( o Y / C T x ) ( X - H x  )  -  I ^ Y  ( 4 . 4 7 )  

Recalling that b' = b + m n* (4.48) 

m = r Oy I <5x (4-49) 

b' = HY (4.50) 

Then Hy is given by the expression 

HY = b' = b + m Hx - b + '•(CTY/CX)( IX (4.51) 

and b is given by the expression 

b = b - r (<Ty / ) Mx ~ ^ (^Y ^ <^x ) M^x (4-52) 

Substituting the y relation (Eq. 4.51) into the Z expression (Eq. 4.33) we find 

Z  =  Y  -  r ( C T Y / a x ) ( X - H x )  -  b  -  ( 4 . 5 3 )  

Which simplifies to 

Z = Y - r (CTY / <yx ) X - b (4.54) 

Solving this for Y we obtain 

Y  =  Z  +  r ( C T Y / a x ) X  +  b  ( 4 . 5 5 )  
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where, as shown earlier. 

b = (1 Y - r (CTY ^ ) ^^x (4-56) 

Hence given randomly selected values for X and Z, and the values for the 

constants . Oy , and r, we can obtain the value for the variable Y. This will be 

very useful for Monte-Carlo simulation of correlated variables. 
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4.4.4 Monte-Cario Simulation Of Correlated Variables 

Assume we wish to simulate the random selection of two correlated random 

variables such as shown Figure 4.3. 

Y 

• # • • 
•  •  •  • •  

• . • 

X 

Figure 4.3 Monte-Carlo Simulation of Con'elated Variables 

To perform this correlated Monte-Carlo simulation we will need the mean and 

standard deviation of X, the mean and standard deviation of Y, and the 

correlation coefficient between X and Y. The steps to accomplish this Monte-

Carlo selection is as follows: 

I) First randomly select an X value according to the probability distribution 

desired. Here we will use a gaussian distribution. We will symbolize this 

operation with a function with arguments Xa«, and CTX • 

X GAUSS(X^^.ax )  (4.57) 
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2) Next we calculate b based on Eq. 4.52 [ b = - r (<ty / ctx ) hx I 

b = ^Avg ~ ^ (^Y ^ ) ^Avg (4.58) 

3) Then we calculate the standard deviation of Z, . using Eq. 4.46 

az = <Ty [ 1 - 1"^ (4.59) 

4) With knowledge of and since = Owe can now randomly select a Z 

value 

Z = GAUSS( Z,^ . tTz) = GAUSS( 0. tr^) (4.60) 

5) Finally we calculate Y 

Y = Z + r(cyY/<Tx)X + b (4.61) 

in summary the operations are: 

Given: . a* , , CTY . and r 

Calculate: X = GAUSS( X^,, , ct* ) 

b ~ " r (^Y ^  ̂ x )  ̂ Awg 

CTz = GY [ 1 -

Z = GAUSS( 0 . oz ) 

Y = Z + r (CIY / ax ) X + b 
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The GAUSS() Function 

Given that RANO( ) is a function which produces random numbers uniformly 

between 0 and 1, then the function GAUSS() can be realized as follows: 

/ .  , /  
FUNCTION GAUSS(AVG,SIG) 

DOUBLE XI, X2, Yl, Y2, PI 

/• Note: LOG is natural log and COS argument is in radians */ 
PI = 3.1415926535 
XI = RANDO 
X2 = RAND() 
IF X1==0 /* Unlikely But Just In Case */ 

Xl=lE-99 
ENDIF 
Yl = SQRT(2*ABS{L0G(X1)))*005(2*PI*X2) 
Y2 = AVG + SIG*Y1 

RETURN(Y2) 
/» ./ 
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4.5 Interdevice Proximity Correlation 

Let A and B denote the same parameter for two (same geometry) devices in 

close proximity within the same integrated circuit die (or even within the same 

wafer). 

A a B a 

Figure 4.4 Two (Same Geometry) Devices In Close Proximity 

Define a specific parameter's difference (such as the Beta difference) between A 

and B by W, 

W = A - B (4.62) 

According to Eq. 4.2, the standard deviation of the difference A-B, is 

CTw = t^A-B = 2''̂  OB [ 1 - r (4.64) 

where A and B are the same geometry devices and have the same standard 

deviation 

CTa = <Tb (4.65) 
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4.5.1 Proximity Correlation And Spatial Covarianco Stationarity 

When more than two devices are involved, or when the spacing between devices 

is different from that at which the correlation is measured or known, then we can 

model the correlation between devices according to the properties of spatial 

covariance stationarity [K090]. These properties are usually applied to time 

series but the mathematics is exactly the same for our one-dimensional spatial 

series situation. Intuitively, the properties of spatial covariance stationarity imply 

that the mean and variance of a series are constant over space and that the 

correlative structure of the series depends only on the relative position of the two 

observations. 

Figure 4.5 Correlation involving n+1 Devices 

4.5.2 Spatial Covariance Stationarity 

If y^, k=1,2, ... n denotes the spatial series, we have the general properties of 

spatial covariance stationarity. 

(i) Mean: E(yJ = n(k) = n (4.66a) 

(The parameter means at any position are equal.) 
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(ii) Variance: Var{yJ = cy^(k) = <iy^ (4.66b) 

(The parameter variances at any position are equal.) 

(iii) Autocovariance; Cov(y,. .y^.^,) = Y(k, k-m) = (4.66c) 

(The parameter covariance for any two devices which are equidistant from 

each other are equal.) 

Covariance stationary is also referred to as weakly or second-order stationary 

[K090]. 

Property (iii) means that two observations, m spatial increments apart, have the 

same correlation regardless of where they occur in the series. The correlation 

between y^ and y^^ is given by 

Corr(y, .y,^ ) = Cov(y, ,y,^ ) / [ Var(yJ Var(y,^) = y„ / a/ (4.67) 

We shall denote this by r„. 

It is important to point out that in real semiconductor wafers there may be trends 

across a die. This is equivalent to the parameter mean |j. varying as a function of 

position which would violate one of the stationarity properties (Eq. 4.66a). 

As is common practice in Time Series Analysis, before applying stochastic 

methods, the trends in the data should be "compensated out" (usually just a 

subtraction using a linear equation) so that the mean is the same at any position. 

For our application involving semiconductor die, compensation for a linear (or 

planar) trend across a die is all that would probably be needed. (Second order or 

higher order trends across semiconductor die are extremely unlikely. Across a 
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wafer, many times there are higher order trends but we only need to model the 

trend across a die.) 

Almost all Time Series analysis textbooks cover how to compensate out trends 

[K090]. If trends do need to be compensated out, then when simulation is 

performed, trends will also have to be re-instated. It is important to point out that 

both the slope of a trend may be different depending on a die's position in a 

wafer. For example, the trend near the edges of a wafer may have a greater 

slope than near the center of the wafer. Notice also that the trend will be in two 

dimensions and so instead of using an equation of a line to represent the trend 

the equation of a plane should be used. 

If it is desired to include trends when simulating it would probably be wise to use 

the trend equation with the highest slope. This will be a little conservative, but it 

is sound engineering practice. Also for each Monte-Carlo run, at the start of 

simulating values for each semiconductor die, the angular orientation of the trend 

(for planar trends) should be changed. This will mimic the behavior of different 

die across the wafer. 
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4.5.3 Autoregressive Processes 

An important type of linear spatial-series models are the autoregressive 

processes. The p-th order process, denoted AR(p), is 

VK = A + +<J>PYK-P + EK (4.68) 

where the coefficients being the autoregressive coefficients for , ... 

yi,.p. The term "a" is a constant. The term is the error term and has the following 

properties 

(i) E(sJ = 0 (Mean of error term at all positions is zero). (4.69a) 

(ii) Var(eJ = ae^ (4.69b) 

(Variance of error term is the same at any position and equal to a constant.) 

(iii) Cov(e^, e^.J = 0 for m 0 (Error terms independent.) (4.69c) 

(iv) Cov(8„ y,^) = 0 for m > 0 

(Error term independent to past y values.) 

(4.69d) 
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4.5.4 The Markov or AR(1) Process 

AR(1) Process (Markov Scheme) 
Y(l^ « 100 *• 0.9 Y(k-1) * Gaiiss(Avg-0, StdOe^^ J6) 

{ Corr(Yk,Yk-1) - 0J ) 
1050 
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k 

Figure 4.6 AR(1) Process (Markov Scheme) Example 

The AR(1) process, also referred to as the Markov scheme, has the model form 

Yk = a + + e, (4.70) 

where | (> | <1 for statlonarity. Assuming covariance stationarity and recalling that 

E(yJ = E(yk.,) = ^1, and E(eJ = 0 we have 

E(yk) = = a + E((j> y^.,) + E(eJ = a + <(> ^ 

or |a = a/ (1-«^) (4.71) 
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To simplify the analysis, and without loss of generality, we will assume the series 

is modified to have ^ = 0. This will cause a - 0 and so we have the series 

Yk == (4.72) 

Taking the variance of both sides we obtain 

a/ = Var(yJ = Var((j> y,.,) + Var(eJ + 2 Cov( y,.„ ) 

= Var(y,.,) + Var(8j + 2 (j> Cov( y^.,, e,) 

or CT/ = (4.73) 

where we used the properties and conditions in Eq. 4.66 and Eq. 4.69. Solving 

for we have 

(t/ = a,2/(1-<j»M 

Since o/ > 0 and >0 then 

(1 - > 0 or I (|> I <1 (4.74) 

To find r^ we use 4.72 and 4.69d to calculate the covariance of y„ and y^.i : 

Cov(y,, y^., ) = Cov( ^ y,., + e, . y,.,) = <j> CovCy^., , y,., ) + Cov( e, , y,., ) 

= (j>Var(y,.i) 

or Cov(y,. y,.,) = <j> <t/ (4.75) 

where we used the covariance relation (Eq. B.27) whereby 
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Cov( . I,b,XJ = S.ZK a^b, Cov( X,. XJ 

By Eq. 4.67 

r, = Corr(y,,y,., ) = y, /CT/ = Cov(y, , y,., ) /c/ = 

and so we have 

r, = (4.76) 

Similarly calculating the covariance of y^ and y^^n,: 

= Cov(y,. y,^) = Cov( <(» y,., + . y^^ ) » Cov(y^i . yK.„,) + Cov( ) 

= (> Cov(y,., , y,.„ ) 

Ym = <t» Y(k-1. k-m) = <t> Ym-1 (4.77) 

Dividing by c/ we obtain 

fm - Ym / = <j) Y^., / <Ty^ = <j> r^, . m = 1, 2 

Continuing this sequence on the right hand side until we arrive to r^ = <|>. 

= ^ = ^ = 

We obtained an expression for the correlation coefficient at discrete equally 

spaced intervals. To treat the continuous case let us define 
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n = X„/Xi (4.79) 

where X. is the spacing between the first two devices and is the spacing 

between the first and last device. With this, r^, is given by 

_ _  in  _  iXn/X1 Tn - 9 - <l> 

Putting this in terms of an exponential function we have 

r„ = exp( ln( )) = exp[ (XJX,) ln(<j)) ] 

Let us now drop the n subscript from r„ and X„ and also define the quantity 

X, 

X, = -Xi/ln((j>) = -X,/ln(r,) (4.80) 

Notice that X, >0 since <j><1. We also restrict <|>>0. Notice also that r, is the 

correlation coefficient for two devices spaced X, distance apart. 

We then arrive that the correlation coefficient for a spatial AR(1) scheme falls off 

in an exponential fashion: 

r = exp(-X/X,) (4.81) 

We therefore have a relationship for the correlation coefficient, r, over a 

continuous range of spacing. 
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We call the quantity Xf the correlation fall-off distance or simply the correlation 

distance. It is the distance, at which the correlation falls off to e'̂  = 0.368. 

We arrived at the AR(1) correlation relationship (4.81) by dealing with a grid of 

equally spaced positions and using correlation relationships between the 

different points. However, there is an alternate method shown in Appendix C 

using the spectral representation of a random process. The result from the 

spectral representation approach is in equation C.60 ~ which gave exactly the 

same result as equation 4.81. 

The great advantage of the spectral representation is that a much wider class, 

complexity, and orders of random processes can be modeled and analyzed. In 

addition, in the spectral representation, models which are not analytically 

tractable can easily be dealt with in a numerical fashion with Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) techniques and other numerical methods. 

Notice that the AR(1) scheme (y^ = a + (|> y.^., + ) is exactly the form of the 

equation we used to generate Monte-Carlo values for correlated variables in Eq. 

4.61 in section 4.6. There we had the form 

Y =  b  +  r (CTY/cTx)X +  Z  

where Z = Error Term with mean 0 and variance az, and b = constant term. Also 

notice that assuming that the Mean(X) = Mean(Y) and Var(X) = Var(Y) then the 

coefficient <|» = r (ay / CT* ) = r. 
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4.5.5 The AR(2) Process (The Yule Scheme) 

The AR(2) process, also referred to as the Yule scheme, has the model form 

y, = a + y,., + Yw + ER (4.82) 

where we make the same assumptions on E„ as before, in the AR(1) process, 

and 4)^ and 4*2 may need to be constrained to yield a stationary process. 

Assuming covariance stationarity and recalling that E(yJ = E(y^.,) = and 

E(£j = 0 we have 

E(yJ = M = a + E((j> y„.i) + E((j> y^.2) + E(eJ = a + <j>i ^ + (|»2 n 

or n = a / ( 1 - (j>i - (j>2). * 1 (4.83) 

To simplify the analysis, and without loss of generality, we will assume the series 

is modified to have ^ = 0. This will cause a = 0 and so we have the series 

Yk ' <t>i Yk-i + 4*2 Yk-z * Etc (4.84) 

Taking the variance of both sides we obtain 

Var(yJ = Var(((>, y,.,) + Var((|»2 y,.2) + 2 Cov( (j>, y,.,, (j»2 y^.z) + Var(eJ 

CT/ = (^»^ Var(y,.i) + <|>% Var(y,.2) + 2 <j»2 Cov(y,.,, y,.2) + Var(eJ 

Oy' - V * 2 (|>2 r, g/ + a.^ 
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= (<^^ + <j>^ + 2 (j>i <j>2 r, ) <t/ + (T,^ (4.85) 

Here we used the fact that Cov(y^., , y^.j) = r, c/, and that the error term is 

Independent of and y^2 • 

Now calculating the covariance CovCy^, y^.^) we have 

Cov(y„. y,.,) = Yi = r, a/ = Cov(4), y^., + <j>2 y^.z + ) 

= Cov(y,.i . y,.i) + ^2 Cov( y^.j . y,.,) 

r, a/ = <j>, <i/ + <j>2 r, a/ 

r, = «i)i/(1- <|)2) (4.86) 

We also calculate the covariance Cov(yk, y^.z) and obtain 

Cov(y,, y,.2) = 72 = rj <j/ = Cov(<|>, y^, + ^2 y^.j + e,. y,.2) 

= <1>, Cov(y,., . y,.2) + <j>2 Cov( y,.2. yk_2) 

^2 = <t>1 r, <Ty^ + «j>2 <yy^ (4.87) 

Equations 4.86 and 4.87 allow us to express the r's in terms of the (t>'s and the 

(j)'s in terms of the r's 
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r, = <>, / (1 - (J>2) and TJ = (j)2 + -<j)2) (4.88a,b) 

<t>i = r, (1-r2)/(1-r^,) and <j)2 = (ra - r^i) / (1 - r^i) (4.89a.b) 

Substituting 4.88a into 4.85 we obtain 

1-<t>^-4>^-2(|)^4^2/(1-<j>2)l = (4.90) 

or a/ = a,2(1-<()2)/[ (1-<j»,-.j)2)(1-(j>2 + ((>,)(1-K|>2)I (4.91) 

To make sure cr/> 0 Eq. 4.91 requires that 

(1 - <I>1 - <(>2) > 0 , (1 - <j>2 + ) > 0 . and | .j>21 >0 (4.92) 

Calculating the covariance of and where m > 2 we obtain 

Cov(y,. yK.„,) = y„ - r„ o/ = Cov((j>, y,., + <j»2 . y,.„,) 

= (j), Cov(y,.i . y,.„) + (>2 Cov( y,.2, y,_„) 

r„ a/ = <(>, r^i a/ + (j>2 r^2«yy^ 

^2^m.2 : nn>2 (4.93) 

To solve this difference equation we let 

U = a'" (4.94) 
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Substituting this into 4.93 we have, 

a-" = (4.95) 

Letting m=2 we have 

a} = <|>i a + (J>2 (4.96) 

or - <|>ia - <j>2 = 0 (4.97) 

From this quadratic equation we see that we have two roots, a, and Uj. 

a, = (j>,/2 + (<|)i2 + 4(|>2) '̂̂ /2 (4.98) 

a2 = (j>,/2 - ((j>,2 + 4<j»2) '̂=/2 (4.99) 

The general solution to the second order difference equation (4.93) for is 

[K090]. 

r„ = Ciai" + (4.100) 

Since we know that = Cov(yk,yk)/(Ty^ = OyVa/ = 1 we then see that 

1 = To = c, + C2 

and so we have, Cj = l-c, (4.101) 

Our solution then becomes 

r„ = c,ar + (l-cOa^"" (4.102) 
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To determine the value of c, we set m=1 and use the fact that r, = 4), / (1 - <j>2). 

which is equation 4.88a, and so we have, 

r, = -<l>2) = + (1-Ci)a2 

or solving for c,, 

-< l>2) -a2 l / (a i - t ta )  (4 .103)  

To treat the continuous case let us define 

m = (4.104) 

where is the X position associated with m=1. 

We also define Xi = -Xgi/ln(ai) (4.105) 

X2 = -X,i / In(a2) (4.106) 

With this our correlation model (equation 4.102) is then 

r„ = c, exp(-X„ / X,) + (1 - c,) exp( - X„ / X^ ) (4.107) 

For the continuous case we drop the m subscript and so we have 

r = c, exp(.X/X,) + (1 - c,) exp( - X/X2) (4.108) 

To relate the values of X^ and Xj back to (|ii and ^2 we evaluate the correlation, r, 

at X positions Xa = Xg^ and Xb = 2 X^ = 2 Xg^ In an application, the exact value of 
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is not critical ~ as long as XB=2XA, and Xg^ is within the common spacings at 

which real devices are going to be placed. 

Also, we will let these two equally spaced X positions be the correlations 

corresponding to r^ and With this we have the relations; 

Since c, = Ci((()i,(j)2), and = a2(<l>i.<l>2) are a" functions of <|>i and <j>2, 

then we can use equations 4.109 and 4.110 to solve for <t>i and ^2 terms of the 

observed values of r^ and r^. We will not do this here. The reason being that we 

will use equation 4.108 as a phenomenologically based correlation model 

thereby allowing curve fitting to determine c^, X^, and Xj. This will allow us to use 

the freedom in selecting c^ to phenomenologically fit a value based on the r vs. x 

data actually measured. 

We now turn our attention to the degenerate case where =a2. For this case, 

the first term of the quadratic equation, 4.98 and 4.99, tells us that 

R^ — R, — C-, (XI + (1 - CI) CTJ 

Tg = r2 — Ci (1 " Ci) ct^ 

(4.109) 

(4.110) 

a, = (4.111) 

and the second term tells us that ((^^^ -i- 4 (>2) = 0 and so 

<l>2 = (4.112) 

The general solution to the second order difference equation (4.93) for = aj is 

[K090], 
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= aai"" + b m a,'" (4.113) 

where b is a constant. At m=0 we know that 1 = TQ = a and so 

a = 1  ( 4 . 1 1 4 )  

At m=1 equation 4.113 gives us r, = a, + b a, which tells us that 

b  =  r , /a ,  -  1  (4 .115)  

Recalling that equation 4.88a. whereby r^ - we then see that 

b = r,/a,-1 = (j»,/[(1-<|»2)a,]-1 = 2 (|), / [(1-<(>2) - 1 (4.116) 

To treat the continuous case let us define 

m = X^/X,, (4.117) 

where again Xg^ is the X position associated with m=1. We also define 

X, = -Xg,/ln(aO (4.118) 

and c, = b/Xgi (4.119) 

With this our correlation model (equation 4.113) is then 

r„ = (1 + c, X„) exp(. X„ / X,) (4.120) 
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Again, for the continuous case we drop the m subscript and so we have 

r  =  (1+c ,  X)exp( -X /X i )  (4 -121)  

Both and are functions of (|>i and so the value of can be determined 

based on two values of r at different X positions. However, as before, we will not 

do this here. And again the reason is that we will use equation 4.121 as a 

phenomenologically based correlation model thereby allowing curve fitting to 

determine c^ and X^ This will give us a little more flexibility in fitting an actual real 

correlation model — even when it does not exactly conform to the degenerate 

case of the AR(2) process model. 

As previously mentioned, when discussing the AR(1) model, an altemate method 

to analyzing a higher order random process is shown in Appendix C using the 

spectral representation of a random process. 

Although the random process analyzed in section C.8 [where we analyzed the 

non-directional random process model X^ = <j> (X^., + X^^,) + ej is not exactly the 

same as the AR(2) model presented here, the result from the spectral 

representation in equation C.74 [where we obtained r = (1 a |t| )exp(-a |t| ) ] is 

very similar to the AR(2) correlation equation 4.121. 

Before leaving AR(2) theory, we briefly mention that there is one more solution 

case. And that Is where the roots and aj are complex. Since we are restricting 

ourselves in our continuous application to 0< r <1 the complex case does not 

apply since It would allow r < 0. Those interested in the complex case are 
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referred to Kendall and Ord [K090], or to most standard text books on Time 

Series Analysis. 

One last point, the second-order difference equation (4.93) is equivalent to: 

•{•a ('̂ m " 2r^, + ^m-2) ("2<!>2 " 4*1) (^m " '̂ m-l) "*• (4*1 "*• 'j'2 " ^) *^01 ~ 0 (4.122) 

In the continuous case, the associated second-order difFerential equation would 

be, 

(J>2 d^r/dx^ + (-2(|»2-<j>i)dr/dx + (<|>i + <j)2 -1) r = 0 

or d^r/dx^ + bdr./dx + cr = 0 (4.123) 

where b = ( -2 - (j), /(j)2) and c = (1 + <(>i / <i>2 - 1/<j»2 )• 

The only reason the continuous relation (equation 4.123) is mentioned here is in 

case the reader desires to use the spectral representation explained in Appendix 

C to handle the continuous version of the AR(2) process. 
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4.5.6 Comparison To Actual Measuroments 

Using data taken from 25 wafers, the following correlation coefficients for the 

parameter = Beta = Ic / 'B (Equation 1.2) of bipolar transistor pairs was 

obtained; 

Table 4.2 Spatial Correlation Coefficients 

Spacing (meters) Correlation Coef (r) 

X, =2.54x10-2 r, = 0.95 
X js  3.56x10-2  r2  =  0 .91  
X3 = 5.08x10-2 r3 = 0.85 

Using the AR(1) process correlation equation r = e -*'*' we solve for X, = -X/ 

ln(r) at each of the spacings, we obtain 

X„ = -X,/ln(r,) = 0.50 m 

X„ = -X2/ln(r2) = 0.38 m 

X„ = -X3/ln(r3) = 0.31m 

Theoretically, for the AR(1) process we should have X,, = X^ = X^. A plot of the 

correlation using the AR(1) model is shown in Figure 4.7. There the average 

value of the X '̂s was used. That is X, = ( X„ + X^ + XQ ) / 3 = 0.397 meters. 

To get a better fit we may want to use the AR(2) based correlation equation (Eq. 

4.108) to fit our r vs. x data. Doing this we obtain the AR(2) based correlation 

model, 

r = 1.1604 exp(-X / 0.1756)-0.1604 exp(-X/0.02384) (4.124) 
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A plot of the correlation using the AR(2) based model is shown in Figure 4.7. If 

equation 4.124 is expanded in a Taylor series, we obtain, 

r « 1.1604{ 1 - X / 0.1756 + 0[(X/0.1756)2] } 

- 0.1604{ 1 - X / 0.02384 + 0[(X/0.02384f] } 

r ^ 1 - (6.608 - 6.728) X - O(X^) ^ 1 - ©(X^) 

This fitted AR(2) model has an X^ type of dependence near X=0. This is very 

interesting, since in Section 4.1 we mentioned how Pelgrom's approximate 

model was also seen to have an X^ type of dependence near X=0. 

The fit of the observed correlations to the AR(2) model is remarkably good. 

There are a couple of reason for this. One reason is that the spacings involved 

were at 2.54 cm, 3.56 cm, 5.08 cm. This in tum produced enough measurement 

differences between the devices which the measurement equipment could easily 

resolve. In contrast, the fit for measured devices at closer spacing may not be so 

good. For example, in section 5.10.3 the fit for resistor C to the AR(2) model had 

more error. 
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AR(1); r=exp(-X/0.397) 

AR(2): r= 1.1604 exp(-X/0.1756 )-0.1604 exp(-X / 0.02384 ) 

A non-linear optimization algorithm could be used to get the parameters for the 

AR(2) correlation equation, if this is done, care must be taken to ensure that 0 < 

r < 1 for all regions of x. 

Here we used a more simplistic approach to obtain the fitted AR(2) equation 

4.108 { r = c, exp(- x / x,) + (1 - c, ) exp(- x / Xj) }. In this approach, we stepped 

values for x^ and Xj and calculated what the c^ values would have to be, to get 

the r value that was measured. (For our situation, we only had 3 "r" values for 

each X.) The x^, XJ pair that gives the lowest spread for c^ is then taken to be the 

"best fit." This procedure is as follows; 
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Procedure For Best Fit Estimates x^, x,. and ; 

1. Select 0 < X, < xmax , and 0 < Xj < xmax in stepwise grid fashion. 

2. At each x^, Xj step perform items 3-5 below. 

3. Calculate y = exp(- x / x^ and z =exp(- x / Xj) at each x data point. 

4. Also calculate c^ - (r - z ) / (y - z ) at each x , r data point. 

This is based on the equation r = c, expC-x/x,) + (1-Ci) expc-x/xj) 

=  C iy - i - (1 -C i )z  

5. Calculate the variance of c,; Var(c,) = S [ c^ik ' N - (Ciavg )' 1 

Here C^AVG's the average of c, values (C,AVG / N ) at a particular x,. X2 

step. 

6. Whichever x^, Xj selection gives the smallest Var(Ci) is the "best fit." 

Since we are only stepping a two-dimensional grid this procedure is fairiy quick. 

Another advantage of this approach is that selection of a "global extremum" is 

much more likely. In addition, the condition that the correlation coefficient. 0 < r < 

1, for all regions of x, can easily be embedded in the program code. A refinement 

of this approach is to nest a finer x^, Xj grid spacing after the first coarse grid Is 

used. 

An example program to perform just such a procedure is shown below. (The 

program syntax is very similar to the BASIC language.) 
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// 

// FILE: AR2.PRG M.PERALTA 9/17/99 
// Escirr.ac.e Parameters For Ail( 2) Correlation Model Using r vs. x data 

N'CATA=3 // N'um of Data Points 
^JDIV=1G0 // Num of Divisions 
^-lAXyj^G^O. 5 // Maximum Magnitude Of XI, X2 
:<CHK=0.001 // X Position To Check That r<=l 
MSTAGE=4 // Num of Stages 
// Note: Each Stage Refines Parameter Estimates 3y A Factor Of 10 

// Declare Arrays To Be Used 
X=AR?AY(NDATA) 
R=ARRAY(NDATA) 
'!'= ARRAY (MDATA) 
Z=AR?AY (NDATA) 

// X Data Point 
X'l]=0.0254 
X[2j =0.0356 
X[3]=0.0508 

// R Data Points 
R[lj=0.95 
R[2]=0.91 
R[3]=0.85 

CSUM2BEST=1000CO // Set Initial CI Variance To Big Number 
X1BEST=MAXMAG 
X2BEST=MAXMAG 

X1 L0W=MJ1J<M-A.G / N DIV 
X1H : G K=MA:<MAG 
X2 LCW=MAJ<MAG / N DIV 
X2HIGH=MJ\XMAG 

FOR L=1 TO NSTAGE 
// Note: Each L Iteration Refines Parameter Estimates By A Factor Of 10 

FOR Xl=XlLOW TO XIHIGH STEP (XIHIGH-XILOW)/NDIV 
FOR X2=X2LOW TO X2KIGH STEP (X2.HIGH-X2LOW) /NDIV 
IF X1==X2 .OR. X1<=0 .OR. X2<=0 
LOOPFOR // LOOPFOR means to go to next iteration of FOR loop 

ENDIF 
CSUM=0 
CSUM2=0 
FOR K=1 TO NDATA 
YrK]=EXP(-X[K]/Xl) 
Z[K]=EXP(-X[K]/X2) 
CVAL=(R[K]-Z[K])/(Y[K]-Z[K] ) 
CSUM=CSUM+CVAL 
CSUM2=CSUM2+CVAL*CVAL 

NEXT K 
CSUM2=CSUM2/NDATA-(CSUM/NDATA) "2 // Variance Of CI 
RCHK= (CSUM/NDATA) 'EXP {-XCHK/Xl) + (I-CSUM/NDATA) *EXP (-XCHK/X2) 
IF CSUM2<CSUM2BEST .AND. RCHK<=1 
X1BEST=X1 
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X23EST=X2 
C1BEST=CSUM/NDATA 
C3'JM23EST=CSUM2 

ENDIE 
NEXT X2 

NEXT XI 

// Refine The Xi, X2 Grid (Nesced In Previous Grid) 
X1L0W=X1BEST-ABS (XIBEST) /iO-" (L-1) 
X1HIGH=X1BEST+ABS(XIBEST)/lO^(L-1) 
X2L0W=X23EST-ABS(X23EST)/lO"(L-1) 
X2H:GK=X23EST-^ABS (X2BEST) /lO^ (L-1) 

NEXT 

Ml=-i/X13EST 
M2=-1/X23EST 

// SolLicion will be in variables XIBEST, X2BEST, CIBEST 

/ /  
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Fitting For The Degenerate AR(2) Case: 

To fit the other AR(2) equation 4.121 { r = (1 + c, x) exp(- x / x,) } we use the 

following procedure. Again we use a simple approach to obtain the fitted AR(2) 

equation 4.121. In this approach, we step values for x^ and calculate what the c^ 

values would have to be to get the correlation value, r, that was measured. (For 

our situation, we only had 3 V values for each x.) The x^ value that gives the 

lowest spread for c^ is then taken to be the "best fit." This procedure is as 

follows: 

Procedure For Best Fit Estimates and : 

1. Select 0 < X, < xmax in a stepwise fashion. 

2. At each x, step perform items 3-5 below. 

3. Calculate y = exp(- x / x^ at each x data point. 

4. Also calculate c^ - (r / y -1 ) / x at each x , r data point. 

This is based on the equation r = (1 - c, x) exp(-x / x,) = (1 - c, x) y. 

5. Calculate the variance of c,: Var(Ci) = S [ c^^k / N - (Ciavg f 1 

Here c^AVG 'S the average of c, values (CIAVG =2:0,^ / N ) at a particular x, step. 

6. Whichever x^ selection gives the smallest Var(Ci) is the "best fit." 

Since we are only stepping in one dimension this procedure is fairly quick. 

Another advantage of this approach is that selection of a "global extremum" is 

much more likely. In addition, the condition that the correlation coefficient, 

0 < r < 1, for all regions of x, can easily be embedded in the program code. A 

refinement of this approach is to nest a finer x^ grid spacing after the first coarse 

grid is used. An example program to perform just such a procedure is shown 

below. 
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// 

// tILE: AR2DEG.PRG M.PERALTA 9/17/99 

MEM^/AR I, J, K, L, X, S, Y, Ml, NDIV, NDATA 
MEM^/AR CVAL, CSUM, CSUM2, CSUM2BEST 
MEMVAR MIBEST, CIBEST, RCA-LC, MAXMAG 
MEMYAR M1L0W,M1HIGH 
MEMVAJl X1,X13EST,X1 LOW, X1HIGH 
MEMVAR XCHK,RCHK,NSTAGE,PKIl 

MDATA=3 // Num of Data Points 
NDIV=100 // Num of Divisions 
MAXf-lAG=0. 5 // Maximum Magnitude Of XI, X2 
XCHK=0.001 // X Position To Check That r<=l 
NSTAGE=8 // Num of Stages 
// Note: Each Stage Improves Parameter Estimates By A Factor Of 10 

X=ARRAY{NDATA) 
R=ARRAY tNDATA) 
Y=ARRAY(NDATA) 
RCALC=ARRAY(NDATA) 

// X Data Points 
X[l]=0.0254 
X[2]=0.0356 
X[3]=0.0508 

// R Data Points 
R[i]=0.95 
R[2]=0.91 
R[3]=0.8 5 

CSOM23EST=100000 // Set Initial CI Variance To Big Number 
X1BEST=MAXMJ\G 
X1 LOW=MAXMJ\G /NDIV 
X1HIGH=MJ0<MAG 

FOR L=i TO NSTAGE 
// Note: Each L Iteration Improves Parameter Estimates By A Factor Of 10 

FOR X1=XIL0W TO XIHIGH STEP (XIHIGH-XILOW)/NDIV 
IF X1<=0 // Negative XI values are not allowed 
LOOPFOR // LOOPFOR means to go to next iteration of FOR loco 

ENDIF 

CSUM=0 
CSUM2=0 
FOR K=1 TO NDATA 
Y[K]=EXP(-X[K]/XI) 
CVAL=(R[K]/Y[K]-1)/X[K] 
CSUM=CSUM+CVAJ. 
CSUM2=CSUM2+CVAL*CVAL 

NEXT K 
CSUM2=CSUM2/NDATA-(CSUM/NDATA)"2 // Variance Of CI 
RCHK=(1+XCHK*CSUM/NDATA)•EXP(-XCHK/Xl) 
IF CSUM2<CSUM2BEST .AND. RCHK<=1 
X1BEST=X1 
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C13EST=CSUM/NDATA 
CSUM2HEST=CSaM2 

ENDIr 

N'EXT XI 

// Refine The XI Grid (Nesced In Previous Grid) 
XlL0W=Xi3E3T-ABS(XIBEST)/lO"(L-1) 
X1KIGH=X1BEST+A3S(XIBEST)/lO"(L-l) 

N'EXT L 

// Solutior. Will Be In Variables XIBEST And CIBEST 
// 
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4.5.7 Mismatch Standard Deviation, , As A Function Of Distance 

Substituting our AR(1) expression (Eq. 4.81) for the correlation coefficient, r, into 

our expression for (Eq. 4.64) we obtain, 

= t^A-B = 2 '̂̂  CTB [ 1 - r = 2 '̂̂  CTB [ 1 - e (4.125a) 

For X » X, we see that <TA.B = which is the standard deviation of A-B when 

the random variables A and B are statistically independent (given that - (TB). 

If we use the AR(2) expression (4.108) of the correlation coefficient, r, in the 

expression for CTA.B (Eq. 4.64) we obtain, 

a;,.8 = 2 '̂"aB[1 - c, exp(-X/X,) - (1 - c,) exp( - X / X^) '̂̂  (4.125b) 

And if we use the degenerate AR(2) expression (4.121) of the correlation 

coefficient, r, in the expression for 0^.3 (Eq. 4.64) we have. 

(JA-B = 2 '̂̂ <TB[1  -  (1+c ,X)exp( -X /X, )  r  (4.126c) 
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4.5.8 Example: Inferring Matching Using Matching Data At One Distance 

The beta, p, of a pair of transistors of the same geometry (same physical layout) 

is measured. The spacing between each transistor pair is 200 ^m. A very large 

sample size of pairs is measured at different locations on many wafers. It is 

found that the standard deviation of matching (which is the standard deviation of 

P2 - Pi) is ap2.|3i = 1-47, and the standard deviation of the measured p's is found 

to be (Tg = 53.8. 

Problem: 

Using the AR(1) correlation model calculate: (1) The correlation coefficient r, 

(2) The correlation fall-off distance X^, and (3) What the correlation and standard 

deviation matching would be if the pairs are 500 ^m apart. 

Answer: 

(1) Using Eq. 4.64 we have 

^02-(ji ~ o'p [ 1 

Solving for the correlation coefficient r this implies 

R = 1 - CT^P2-PI / [2CT2P] = 1 -(1.47)2/[2(53.8)M = 0.999627 

(2) To calculate the correlation fall-off distance, Xf, we use Eq. 4.81, 

r = exp( - X / Xf) 

or solving for X, 

X„ = - X, / ln(ri) = - 200x10"® meters / ln(0.999627) = 0.536 meters 
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(3) To calculate correlation and standard deviation matching for pairs which are 

500 }im apart we use Eq. 4.81 

r = e = exp(-500x10-®/0.536) = 0.999068 

And so the matching standard deviation is 

<YP2-PI = 2^'^AP[1 -R]"^ = (1.4142)(53.8)I 1 - 0.999068 = 2.323 
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4.6 Interdevice Proximity Correlation In Two Dimensions 

[9 D 

Phantom 
iilc- Device 

Coilinear Case Non-Collinear Case 

Figure 4.8 Devices Are Generally NorvCollinear 

The interdevice correlation models treated in the previous section (Section 4.5) 

are valid only when the devices are coilinear as shown in the left half of Figure 

There are some Iricks" that can be used if we still want to use the one-

dimensional spatial series (AR(1), AR(2), etc.) models for the non-collinear case. 

For example we could put a "phantom device" in between devices O, E, and F. 

We then begin by first generating parameters for the phantom device. After this 

we then generate for the other devices using the phantom device as the spatial 

series "prior value." In this way, all the devices would be closest to the "phantom 

device" and we would obtain a good approximation to the real spatial correlation 

relationships between the real devices. 

Instead of using phantom devices we can also "key off" the closest device that 

has had parameters already generated. We call this the "nearest known 

neighbor" method. We could also use combinations of the "phantom device" and 

"nearest known neighbor" methods. 

4.8. 
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All this can be done and good results can be obtained. In fact the software 

developed and documented here in Appendix D uses the one-dimensional 

approach very effectively. It does require interaction and judgment calls by the 

user. This is not usually a big problem since the user knows the devices for 

which spatial matching (correlation) is critical in his circuit. How the user specifies 

the sequence and which devices to match to each other is covered in section 

7.2. 

In spite of the "work arounds" that are possible by using the one-dimensional 

approach, it would be very desirable if there were a two-dimensional approach to 

this problem. 

Indeed, as the next few sections show, a two dimensional approach is possible. 

However, it does come with an additional price: More than one device's 

parameters must be used, and it involves a matrix inverse operation to generate 

each device's parameter. For each new device parameter generated we must 

invert an NxN matrix, where N is the number of devices previously generated 

and being used. 

For the one-dimensional approach the numerical workload increases lineariy by 

number of devices, N. For the two-dimensional approach the numerical workload 

increases by N^. To alleviate some of the cost for the two dimensional approach 

it is many times possible to involve only devices within a certain radius of the 

device whose parameters are being generated. This is a very practical approach 

since if correlation between devices is important for a circuit, the devices are 

intentionally kept very close to each other. 
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4.6.1 Random Fields 

In one dimension, the system of random values is referred to as a time series or 

a spatial series depending if we are sequencing in time or space. For more than 

one dimension, however, we refer to our system of random values as a random 

field. Some refer to the system of random values as a distributed disordered 

system [Van83]. 

The usefulness of using random field theory for accurately simulating the 

statistical behavior of a system, such as our complex correlated device system, 

is well expressed by Vanmarke [Van 83]: 

"Many physical, biological, and social systems have attributes which, viewed on 
an appropriate scale, exhibit complex pattems of variation in space and 
time... When the degree of disorder is sufficiently large, there is usually merit and 
economy in probabilistic rather than complex deterministic models. In particular, 
random field theory seeks to model complex pattems of variation and 
interdependence in cases where deterministic treatment is inefficient and 
conventional statistics insufficient An ideal random field model will capture the 
essential features of a complex random phenomenon in terms of a minimum 
number of physically meaningful and experimentally accessible parameters." 

A random field can be viewed as an indexed set of random variables Z(r). The 

collective result of all the observations making up the random field is sometimes 

denoted by the lower case z(r), the realization of the random field. The resulting 

outcome of the random variable at a specific position, r, is called the state of the 

random field at that position. A random field is referred to as, discrete state or 

continuous state depending on whether the random variables Z(r) take on 

discrete or continuous values. For example, Z(r) may be discrete and be 

assigned one of two values, such as -<-1 or -1, depending on whether a threshold 

of some sort is reached. 
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As well as the state being discrete or continuous the coordinates over which 

random variable observations are made can be either discrete or continuous. 

The two types of random fields that we will be dealing with here is; (1) a lattice 

random field where observations are made at nodes or sites of a discrete lattice, 

and (2) a continuous coordinate random field where observations are made 

continuously at all points along one or more coordinate axes x, y, etc. (One of 

the coordinates can be time.) Both the lattice and continuous coordinate random 

fields can be discrete state or continuous state. 
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4.6.2 Correlation Over Distance In Two Dimensions 

Z(k.m) 

k 

Figure 4.9 Example of Two Dimensional Random Field: Lattice Process 

( Height of Pickets Are Values of Z(k,m) ] 

One of the simplest models for a two dimensional random field is of the form 

where k,m=1,2, ... n denotes the indices in two dimensions, and 

denotes the random error terms. Since the points are indexed in more than one 

dimension this type of random field is referred to as a lattice continuous state 

random field. The analysis of random fields in several dimensions is covered by 

Vanmarcke in [Van831. 

The model equation 4.126 is treated by Whittle [Whi54]. There Whittle shows 

that the correlation between points at indices (k.m) and (0,0) is given by 

2<tn ^ ^ 1 ^k.ni (4.126) 

= r ,=o{(k + m-i)!/[2m!(k-i)!]H''^ 

+ I'"i=o{(k + m-i)!/(2k!(m-i)!l}<j>' 

k » m - i - 1 

k  •  m  - 1  -  1  (4.127) 
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This formula holds for indices k,m>0. This implies a directional preference in 

space. For, example the lattice point (k,m) can be affected by the state at point 

(0,0) but the point (0,0) cannot be affected by the state at point (k,m). One 

application, for example, where there may be a directional preference is in fluid 

flow where random field properties may only influence positions "downstream" 

from a given point. 

However, in our present application for semiconductor devices a directional 

preference does not exist in space. To avoid this type of directional preference 

we will have to alter our two dimensional model. Before proceeding with this new 

model we address the stationarity properties that must be met in two dimensions. 

4.6.3 Stationarity Properties For A Two Dimensional Lattice Random Field 

Similar to the one dimensional case, the general properties of homogeniety and 

isotropy (i.e. no position-dependence or directional preference) for a lattice 

random field of two dimensions imply the following for the mean, variance, 

covariance; 

(1) Mean; E(z^J = M(k,m) = ^ (4.128a) 

(The parameter means at any position are equal.) 

(ii) Variance: Var(Zfc,J = CT^(k.m) = a/ (4.128b) 

(The parameter variances at any position are equal.) 

(iii) Autocovariance; Y,.t = yu.v where [(s)^+(t)^] '̂' = [(u)^+(v)^ '̂' (4.128c) 

and Y,, = y(k,m; k-s,m-t) = Cov(2fc.„.2,..,^,) 

(The parameter covariance for any two devices which are equidistant from 
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each other in any direction are equal. This is also referred to as the random 

field being isotropic or rotationally invariant) 

4.6.4 Non-Oirectional Lattice Random Field 

To avoid the directional preference which does not exist in space we will use the 

following higher order two dimensional random field form with no directional 

preference [Whi541: 

Zk,tn ~ m m •*" ^m-1 (4.129) 

Here the term is the en-or term and (for consistency with the stationary 

properties 4.128a-4.128c) has the following properties: 

(i) E(£k. J = 0 (Mean of error term at all positions is zero). (4.130a) 

(ii) Var(8,,J = (4.130b) 

(Variance of error term is the same at any position and equal to a constant. 

This is also referred to as the random field being homogeneous or 

translationally invariant.) 

(iii) COV(G^^, = 0 for s or t * 0 (Error terms independent.) (4.130c) 

(iv) Cov(E^„. z,., ̂  = 0 for s or t * 0 (4.130d) 

(Error term independent to z values of different (k.m) index.) 
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We will refer to a field that has no directional preference as a non-directional 

random field. Other references that treat non-directional random field models 

along these lines are in [Van83]. [Hei55], [Whi621, and (Whi56]. 

Notice in 4.129, that the value of z^.^, can be viewed as 4 times the average 

(multiplied by a scale factor, <(>) of the Z values around the (k.m) lattice position 

plus an error term component. 

Using the central difference operators, 

Z^m = (Z,., (4.131) 

~ (Ztt.tn*i • 2Z)5 „ + Zfci m.i) (4.132) 

equation 4.129 can then be written in the form (refer to [Whi54]) 

[ - (I/4, - 4) ] (4.133) 

Actually 8^^ gets divided by but we merely scale it accordingly and re-define a 

new error term. At the end, when we obtain a covariance relationship for our 

random process, we will normalize to conform to the actual variance of our 

random process. 

It is well known that (1/(|> - 4) should be positive in order to define a stationary 

two-dimensional random field. 
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4.6.5 Two Dimensional Continuous-State, Continuous Coordinate Random 

Field 

The lattice random field in equation 4.133 suggests that the corresponding 

continuous-coordinate random field would satisfy; 

- a2)Z(x,y) = e(x,y) (4.134a) 

where a} - A >0 (4.134b) 

With > 0 the left hand side of equation 4.119a has the form of the damped 

Helmholtz equation which has applications in plasma electrodynamics as well as 

many other damped systems. 

The condition that > 0 is required due to stationarity restrictions. Stationarity 

requires that we have |<|>| < Y* for equation 4.134b. (Values of |<|>| > Y* will cause 

random field simulated values to "blow up.") In addition, the nature of our current 

application - with correlations between same geometry semiconductor devices 

always being positive — requires that ^>0. From these two restrictions we then 

have that 0<<j><1/4. 

We will generalize 4.134a phenomenologically, to allow for higher order fitting, by 

raising the differential operator in parenthesis to the ti power, where n > 1 and is 

an integer. We will then have the relation, 

- a'rZix.y) = E(x,y) (4.135) 

where ^ + 5^/5y^. 
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4.6.6 Spectral Representation of our Two Dimensional Continuous 

Random Field 

Although there may be some random field systems which have known solutions 

to its partial differential equations, it is much more likely that a real random field 

system will have partial differential systems which will need to be solved 

numerically. Not only is this because the partial differential equation is not 

solvable analytically, but also because we are dealing with random variables 

which must be dealt with in a proper statistical manner. 

Because of these needs, we will treat our random field systems using the 

spectral representation. The spectral representation makes use of Fourier 

transforms to convert our partial differential equation system into a much simpler 

algebraic system. In turn, this will allow us to easily determine the spectral 

density (equivalent to a type of "probability density" in the frequency domain) of 

our random field. From there we can easily get at the covariance and correlation 

function of our random field by a simple Fourier transform. 

The basics of the spectral representation is covered in Appendix C. It is highly 

recommended that you read this appendix to get a working understanding of the 

spectral representation to analyze random fields. From this point on, it will be 

assumed that the reader is familiar with the spectral representation. 
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4.6.7 The Correlation Function of our Two Dimensional Random Field 

The random error term e(x,y) in equation 4.135 is "^hite noise." This is 

equivalent to saying that the covariance of the error terms at different points is 

proportional to the delta function [ i.e. < e(x,y) e(x',y') > = k 6(x-x')5(y-y') ]. That 

is. the error terms at different locations are statistically independent. This means 

that, in the spectral domain, the error term will have a constant value for its 

spectral density and is spread out through all frequencies from to 

To determine the transfer function (also known as the Green's function) for the 

left hand side of our two dimensional random field system (left hand side of 

equation 4.136), we replace Z(x,y) with exp(ioĵ +io3yy). and 

H((a,,£Oy)exp(ioĵ +io>yy) in place of the expression - a^)" Z(x,y). (Refer to 

Appendix C for an explanation of this methodology.) 

H((o^,CL>y) exp(io),x+io>yy) = ( )'' exp(i(o^x+io)yy) 

= [ (- (o'y - )'' exp( ico,x + itOyy ) 

= (-<o\ - Q}\ - exp(io)^ + ioiyy) (4.136) 

where we used equation C.43 (in Appendix C) to determine the transfer function 

for our second order partial derivative. This implies that 

H(to,,c£>y) = (-o^, - (o\ - )'' (4.137) 

According to equation C.37 (in Appendix C), the spectral density function of our 

partial differential expression (left hand side of equation 4.135) is then 
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SY(Q)x,<ay) = |H(0j„c0y)|^ Sz(o„a)y) = (-1)^" (co^ + (o\ + f"" Sz(0)„c0y) 

(4.138) 

where we defined Y(t) = ( )" Z(x,y). 

The spectral density function of the white noise random error term e(t) is constant 

and we shall denote it as SQ, 

S,(a>„o),) = So (4.139) 

Using equations 4.138 and 4.139 we have the spectral representation of our 

differential equation 4.135, 

(-l)^^"^^®^^+aM"'Sz(0J„c0y) = So (4.140) 

Solving for S2(a)„cOy) we have, 

Sz(oJx.o)y) = So / [ (-1)^*' (oĵ  + Gi\ + (4.141) 

This last equation is the spectral density function of our random field Z(x,y). 
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4.6.8 The Covariance Function of The Random Field Z(x,y) 

Now that we have the spectral density function of Z(x,y) we can now calculate 

the covariance function, Bx(x,y), of our randonn field Z(x,y) using equation C.22 

and equation 4.141. 

Bx(x,y) = Lao" Sz(a)„cOy) exp(ict)x x + icoy y) cko^ cko^ 

= { So / [ (-l)^"^ (e>^x "*• ) '̂'l } expOOx* + ioyy) cfc), cfedy (4.142) 

Since we are restricting r) to be an integer the (-1)^" factor becomes one. To 

obtain the covariance for our two dimensional non-directional continuous-

coordinate random field model (4.134) we will make use of the Fourier integral 

relation [Tit48], 

(47t)'̂  If [exp( i(x cox y ojy) ) / (o)*^ * a^)^" ] do, dojy 

== [ p /(2a)r-' K2,.,(a p) / r(2Ti) (4.143a) 

where p = [x^+y^]^'^ (4.143b) 

Recall that > 0. From equation (4.142) and this last Fourier integral relation 

(4.143), we infer that the covariance function for our Z(x,y) random field is 

B(x.y) = B(p) = 47tSo(p/2a) '̂̂ ^K2,.,(ap) / r(2Ti) (4.144) 

where p = [x^+y^] '̂', and Kĵ ., is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, 

of order 2ri-1. 
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We can detennine what Sg has to be by the fact that B(0) is equal to the variance 

B(0) = cr^. We can also use that fact that the con-elation has to be 1 at p=0. From 

Appendix C the correlation at p=0 is given by r(0) = B(0) / [a(p) CT(0)] = 8(0) / . 

If we now let TI=1 and since lim,_^ x K îx) - 1 then the correlation corresponding 

to 4.144 is 

r(x.y) = a p K,(a p) ; p = (4-145) 

This is considered by some [Whi54] as the "elementary" correlation in two 

dinriensions, similar to the exponential exp(-|x|/xF) in one dimension. Defining x = 

a p, then equation 4.145 is monotonically decreasing, proportional to x '̂̂ expi-x) 

at large x values [AS74], and is proportional to [1 + (x^ / 2) ln(x/2)] near x=0. 

Although we did not pursue it here, a quadratic behavior near x=0 is also found 

when r|>1 [AS74]. For example, for r\~2 the correlation is given by r = x^ K2(x) 

which has a quadratic behavior near x=0. 

The quadratic behavior in two dimensions is also consistent with the quadratic 

behavior of the one dimensional AR(2) example analyzed in section 4.5.6. Also 

recall, as was mentioned in section 4.1, that Pelgrom's approximate model in the 

literature [PDW89] was seen to have an x^ type of dependence near x=0. 
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Figure 4.10 Plot of XKi(x) 

The following source code is used to calculate the Modified Bessel Function of 

the second kind, for order 1 (that is for r)s1). This is based on a series 

approximation by Abramowitz and Stegun [AS74]. 

// MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF 2ND KIND, ORDER 1 
FUNCTION :<1(X) 
LOCAL Y,TEMPVAL 
LOCAL I1,T,T2,T4,T6,T8,T10,T12 
LOCAL R:<,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X8,X10,X12 

// Based Or. Abramowitz & Stegun 

IF X<=2 
T=X/3.75; T2=T*T; T4=T2*T2; T6=T2*T4; T8=T4*T4; T10=T4*T6; T12=T6*T6 

TEMPVAL=0.0003241I'T12 + 0.0G3O1532*TI0 + 0.02658733*T8 +0.15084934•Te 
TEM?VAL=TEMPVAL + 0.51498869*T4 + 0.87890594*T2 + 0.5 
I1=X*T£MPVAL 

X2= (X/2) • (X/2) ; X4=X2*X2; X6=X4*X2; X8=X4''X4; X10=X4*X6; X12=X6*X5 

TEMFV.a.L= -0 . 00004 68 6*X12 -0 . 001104 04 *X10 -0 . 019194 02*X8 -0 .181568 97'Xe 
TEMPVAL= TEMPVAL - 0.67278579*X4 + 0.15443144*X2 + X*LOG(X/2)*11 + 1 
Y= TEMPVAL/X 

ELSE 
RX=2/X 
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X2=EIX-RX; X3=X2-RX; X4=X2*X2; X5=X2-X3; X6=X3-X3 
TEMPVAL= -0.00068245*X6 ^0.00325614-X5 - 0.00780353-X4 + 0.G150426e'X3 
TEM?VAL= TEMPVAL - 0 . 03655620*X2 + 0 .234 98 619'EIX + 1.25331414 
•i = TEMPVAL / (SQRT (X) 'EXP (X) ) 
EMDir 

RETURN(Y) 
// 

The following source code is used to determine the ALPHA value given a 

measured correlation coefficient value, R, at a specific spacing, XP. [When 

several (XP, R) pairs are known an ALPHA value can be determined for each 

and the best one to use will be the average of the ALPHAs calculated.] 

// 

// ALPHA.?RG M.PERALTA 9/17/99 

MEMVAR r,J,X,Y 
MEKV.a^R XP, ALPHA, ALPKAl, .ALPHA2, R 

ALPHA1=1 
ALPHA2=100 
AL P HA= {AL P .HA 1 AL P .HA2 ) / 2 
XP=C.01G6 // ACTUAL SPACING 
R=0.S51 // CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

FOR 1=1 TO 40 
X=.ALPHA'XF 
Y=Ki;x; 

// Using Bisection Method To Home In On ALPHA 
// .aissuming ALPHAl and ALPHA2 surrounds real ALPHA this always 
// works and gives a unique value since K1(X) is monotonic. 
IF X*Y<R 
.=vL?HA2=ALPHA 

ELSE 
ALPHA1=ALPHA 

ENDIF 
.-.LP.HA=(AL?.HA1-!-ALPHA2) /2 

NEXT I 

DISP_MSG( 9,4 0,"AL?HA= "+NTOS(ALPHA)) 
IMKEY(O) // Pause 

/ /  
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The following values, for the correlation coefficient between devices as a function 

of interdevice spacing, are taken from real data (the correlation data shown in 

Table 4.9 of section 4.7.7 for principal variable 1). The Alpha estimate is 

determined from the ALPHA.PRG program code listed above. 

Table 4.3 Correlation And Alpha Values (n-1) 

Spacing Measured Alpha 
(meters) Corr Coef Cafe 

0.0039 0.933 66.6 
0.0061 0.888 60.3 
0.0106 0.851 42.5 
0.0140 0.647 63.9 

The best Alpha to use would then be the average of the Alpha's calculated. The 

average of the Alphas is 58.3. With this, according to equation 4.145, and with a 

= 58.3, the correlation, r, between devices as a function of device-to-device 

spacing, p. is given by, 

r = apK,(ap) = 58.3 p Ki(58.3 p) (4.146) 

A plot of this and the measured correlation values (from Table 4.3) on which it is 

based is shown in Figure 4.11. 
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4.6.9 Simulating Correlated Device Parameters In Two Dimensions 

For the one dimensional case (for either the AR(1) or AR(2) process) we were 

able to use equations 4.57 to 4.61 to generate parameter values for a random 

variable (for a device) that is correlated with another random variable (another 

device in close proximity). 

In one dimensional correlated Monte-Cario simulation, the parameters for the 

first device are generated with the simple Gaussian algorithm described in 

section 4.4.1. The parameters for the next device (which is correlated with the 

first device) are then generated by using equations 4.57 to 4.61. The third 

device, correlated with the second device, also uses equations 4.58 to 4.61 to 

generate parameters (4.57 is not used since the initial "X" value is the second 

device value which is already known). This can be continued indefinitely when 

the device sequence is treated as a one-dimensional chain of values. Of course 

each device is correlated with all devices on the one-dimensional chain, but for 

an AR(1) process (for each specific device parameter) only the parameter value 

for the device prior to it is needed to obtain the value fcr the next device. (For 

AR(2) two prior devices are needed.) 

However, the two dimensional case is different. To simulate in two dimensions, 

we will (potentially) need the parameter values, of all prior generated devices. 

Or, if we are willing to approximate, we will at least need values for all devices 

within a certain radius of the new device being simulated. In order to do this 

properiy we will have to deal with the multivariate joint probability density function 

and the conditional density function. 
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As previously mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the modeling and 

simulation of device-to-device correlation in two dimensions is the most 

significant applied stochastic advance in this dissertation. This is significant since 

device-to-device correlations can now be accurately modeled and simulated 

between all correlated devices in a group. 

Although it may seem to restrict our range of applicability, we will assume that 

the multivariate distribution is normal. For those variables that are not normal we 

can transform the variable according to the suggestions in section 3.4. 

Given that we have a multivariate normal distribution, we are then assured that 

any marginal distribution of a multivariate nomial distribution is itself nonnal 

[Cra46]. A similar analysis to that presented here is also in [Cra46]. We start with 

the multivariate normal joint probability density function. 

The multivariate normal joint probability density function is given by 

f(z„...ZN) = (2:r)-'«|Czr exp[-(1/2)(2.^^C/^(z.^) (4.147) 

where is the covariance matrix for the random variables Z^, Zj, ... : |Cz| is 

the determinant of the covariance matrix; and ^ is the vector of means values for 

the random variables Z^, Zj, ... Z^. 

According to the needs of our case, let us say we have properly generated 

random values for z,, We then want to know how to generate the value 

for ZN-
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Figure 4.12 Correlated Monte-Carlo Generation In Two Dimensions 

This is simply a question of finding the conditional probability density function for 

ZN given the values for Z^, ...ZN-V NOW assuming that all the Z random variables, 

are normally distributed we know that the conditional probability density function, 

for Zn which is denoted as f(ZN | , Zj, ... z,^.,), will be normally distributed and 

will have some mean ji„^and variance er^n^,-

f(ZN I z,, Z2. ... Zn.i) = [(271)-''̂  / ] exp[ - (Zn - / (2 ) ] (4.148) 

This is simply a single normally distributed random variable with mean and 

variance which can simply be generated by our Gaussian algorithm in 

section 4.4.1. 

To get at the values for the variance we will need to evaluate the 

expression (z-n)^(z-n). 

For simplicity of notation we define D = [d^k ] = C{\ We will also take z-^ as 

simply z (we can re-insert the means at the end of our derivations). Our 

simplified notation gives us 
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{z-yif iZ'̂ ) -• 2^0 2 (4.149) 

Evaluating D z we have 

z^Dz = z, (d„z, +d,2Z2 + ...+d,NZN) 

^2 ( ^21 ^22 ^2 + ... + d2N ) 

+ ZN (dNiZi +dN2Z2 + ...+dNNZN) 

~ dfijM "*• ZN [ (dm z, + ... + d^^.^ ZN.I ) + (dĵ z^ + ... + d^-iNZfn) ] 

+ [z, Z2 . . .ZN .,]G [Z I  ZJ . . .ZN. ,R (4.150) 

where G is 

dii di2 ••• d^ N-1 

^21 ^22 ••• d2.N.1 

G = : : (4.151) 

dw-l.! dn-i.a ••• dfj-iN.! 

Now since the covariance nnatrix, Cj, is symmetric then Cz'̂  is also symmetric. 

We can show this because for any matrix A, (A'^)^ = (A^)'V If A is symmetric (i.e. 

A=A^) then we have that A ' == (A^) ' = (A"^)^ and so A"^ is symmetric. 

Since D = Cz^ is symmetric we see that 

diK = d^ (4.152) 

Defining w = [z, Z2 ... ZN.,r (4.153) 
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we then have 

D z = ZN^ + 2 ZN [ (D^, z, + ... + D^.N-I ZN-I ) ] + G W 

~ ^NN { + z î (2 / d^N) \si (df îcZk ) + (1 I G w } 

(4.144) 

Defining b = (2/d^N) z, ) (4.155) 

and c = (l/d^N) w^G w (4.156) 

we get the form z^Dz = d^wizw^ + bz^ + c } (4.157) 

If we complete the square in terms of z^ we then have 

z^Dz = dNN{ (Zn + b/2)^ - b^/4 + c } (4.158) 

Substituting this into Eq. 4.137 our joint density function, f(Zi. ... z^), 

f(z,. . ..zj = i2n)-^\C^r'^ exp[-(1/2)dU (ZN + b/2f - bV4 + c } ] 

(4.159) 

f(z„ ...z^) = (2:t)-*«|Czr'2expIdHN(b^/8- c/2)] expl-(1/2) d^, (z^ + b/2 )^ 

1 (4.160) 

Equating this to our conditional density function (Eq. 4.148) 

f(ZN I Zn, Zj, ... ZN.I) = [(271)-''' / ] exp[ - (ZN - / (2 ) ] 
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and re-inserting our means n,, Hj. ••• I^n we have the mean 

= -b/2 = - (1/dNN)S'^Vi[dN.(z,-Mj] (4.161) 

and variance cr^n^ = l/d^N (4.162) 

This also implies 

= (27r)-'̂ |Czr exp( d^^ (b^/8 - c/2) ] (4.163) 

The new mean, , is then given, using vector expression, by 

(4.164) 

where e'' = [ 6^, d^2 dN.N., ] and h^= [ Zj-Hz ZN-I-HN.I ] 

The new standard deviation, , would then be 

(4.165) 

Notice here that we did not have to assume the equality of the means , ^2 < --• 

)iN or the equality of the standard deviations Oz, However, due to spatial 

homogeneity, we expect that the same type of device geometry (same size and 

design) will have equality of parameter means and parameter variances. 
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If we denote NEWAVG = and NEWSIG = ANEW, to simulate the value of z„ 

we would use the GaussQ function described in section 4.4.4 . The program 

statement to perform the simulation would simply be code as follows; 

ZN = GAUSS(NEWAVG.NEVVSIG) (4.166) 

The first value is simply determined by the Gaussian random number 

generation function with mean ZAVG = and standard deviation ZSIG = CR,; 

Z1 = GAUSS(ZAVG.ZSIG) (4.167) 

Thereafter, to determine Zj, ... Z^ we use equations 4.164 to 4.166. 

Shown below is some source code to perform this random number generation for 

25 devices. The devices are placed in a square grid, 5 per row, and with 5 

columns. Each grid is spaced 0.004 meters apart. The correlation, r, between 

devices is given by equation 4.145, r = a p Ki(a p) were p is the distance 

between devices, and the value of a = 58.323915 . The value for ZAVG = 1.3903 

and for zsiG = 0.0354 . (These values are taken from real data, the correlation 

data shown in Table 4.9 of section 4.7.7 for Principal Variable 1). 

( Note; In the source code below RANDNORMO is the same as the GAUSSO 

function described in section 4.4.4 .) 
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// 

// For Generating Correlated Device Parameters In Two Dimensions 
// rile: 2DIM3.PRG M.Peralta 9/17/99 

MEMVAR 
MEMVAR ZAVG,ZSIG 
MEM^/AR Y, NEWAVG, NEWS IG 
MENT/AR AX, AY, AZ, ZVAL, AVAL, DIST 
MEMVAR ALPHA, R 
MEM^/AR RMAT, SIGMAT, CMAT, DMAT 
MEMVAR ETMAT,HMAT,TEMPMAT,TVAL 
MEMVAR NDEVICES 
MEr-T/AR ZMAT 

ZAVG=1.3903 
ZSIG=0.0354 
AL?HA=58.323915 

-̂•<= { } 
AY={ } 
AZ=( } 
// Create AX and AY Values (X and Y Device Positions) 
rOR 1=1 TO 5 
FOR J=1 TO 5 
AADD{AX,1/250) 
AADD(AY,J/250) 

NEXT J 
NEXT I 

// Calculate 1st Value 
ZVAL=RANDNORM( ZAVG, ZSIG) // RANDNORM () is the same as the GAUSS () 

// function described in section 4.4.4 

Aii.DD (.AZ, ZVAL) 

NDEVICES=LEN(AX) 

FOR 1=2 TO NDEVICES 
DIS?_MSG(3,40,"AT "+ALLSTR(I)) 

// — Form Correlation Matrix — 
RM.2tT=-ARRAY (1,1) 
FOR K=1 TO I 
FOR L=1 TO I 
DIST=SQRT ( (AX[L]-AX [K] ) "2 + (AY [L]-AY [K] ) "^2 ) 
IF DISTOO 

R=ALP.HA-DIST''K1 (ALPHA'DIST) 
ELSE 
R=1 

ENDIF 
RMAT[K][L]=R 

NEXT L 
NEXT :< 
MAT2DBF (RMAT, "R.t^T") 

// -- Calculate Covariance Matrix — 
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SIGMAT=ARRAY(1,1) 
rOR :<=i 70 I 
FOR L=1 TO I 
IF :«>L 
SIGMAT[K][L]=0 

£NDIF 
NEXT L 
SIGMAT[K][K]=XSIG 

NEXT K 
MAT2DBF (SIGMAT, "SIGMAT.MAT") 
MATMULT ( "R.MAT", "SIGMAT . MAT" , "TEMP.MAT") 
MATMULT ( "SIGMAT. MAT", "TEMP.MAT", "C.MJS^T") 

// — Calculate Inverse of Ccv Matrix — 
MAT I ̂4 V { " C . MJ^T " , " D. MAT " ) 
CMAT=DBF2MAT("D.MAT") 

// -- Calculate New Avg and New StdDev Of Next Device — 
ETMAT=ARRAY(1,1-1) 
HMJiT=ARRAY (1-1,1) 
FOR K=1 TO 1-1 
ETMAT[1][K]=DMAT[II[K] 
HMAT[ K] [1J =AZ[K]-XAVG 

NEXT K 
MJiT2DBF (ETMAT, "ETMAT.MAT") 
M_AT2DBF(KMAT, "HMAT.MAT") 
MATMULT ( "ETMAT.MAT", "HMAT. MAT", "TEMP. MAT") 
TEMPMJ\T=DBF2MAT ("TEMP.MAT") 
NEWAVG=XAVG-TEMPMAT[1][1]/DMAT[I][I] 
NEWSIG=SQRT(1/DMAT[I] [I ] ) 

// — Generate Random Value Of Next Device — 
ZV.AL=RANDNORM (NEWAVG, NEWSIG) 
AA.DD !.AZ, ZV.AL) 

NEXT I 

2M_AT=.ARRAY (5,5) 
K=0 
FOR 1=5 TO 1 STEP -1 
FOR J=1 TO 5 

K = K - 1  

ZMAT[I][J]=AZ[K] 
NEXT J 

NEXT I 

MAT2DBF ( ZMAT, "ZMAT . M-AT" ) 

// CcKur.ents: 
/ / 

// The M.AT2DBF() function converts a 2 dim numeric array (1st arg) and 
// stores it in a file (2nd arg). 
// 
// The DBF2MAT() function reads in a file and returns a matrix as 
// a 2 dim numeric array. 
// 
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// Tr.e MATMULT {) function performs a matrix multiplication of the 
// first two matrices (in file form) and assigns it to the 3rd argument 
// also in file form) 
/ / 

// The '-IATINV() function performs a matrix inverse of the first matrix 
•'/ 'in file form) and assigns it to the 2nd argument (also a file). 
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4.6.10 Example of Correlated Monte-Cario Simulation In Two Dimensions 

The following plot and data is an example of Correlated Monte-Carlo simulation 

for two dimensions, for normally distributed random variables (which are 

correlated). The correlation coefficient between vertices is given by r s a p Ki(a 

p) were p is the distance between devices, a = 58.323915. The value for ZAVG = 

1.3903 and for ZSIG = 0.0354 . Notice the gradual change from vertex to vertex in 

either the X or Y directions. 
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Figure 4.13 Surface Of Generated Correlated Values 

Table 4.4 Two Dimensional Correlated Values 
Values For Generated Correlated Values In Figure 4.6 

X i 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.020 <-Y 
0.004 1.344 1.367 1.365 1.365 1.372 
0.008 1.339 1.363 1.362 1.355 1.351 
0.012 1.343 1.364 1.361 1.359 1.349 
0.016 1.347 1.355 1.368 1.375 1.367 
0.020 1.359 1.372 1.372 1.378 1.363 
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4.6.11 Example of Stat Independent Monte-Cario Simulation In Two 

Dimensions 

The following plot and data is an example of Statistically Independent Monte-

Carlo simulation for two dimensions, for normally distributed random variables. 

The value for ZAVG = 1.3903 and for ZSIG - 0.0354 (the same as the Correlated 

Monte-Carlo case). Notice the more abrupt changes (as compared to the 

Correlated Monte-Carlo case) from vertex to vertex in both the X or Y directions. 
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Figure 4.14 Surface of Generated Statistically Independent Values 

Table 4.5 Two Dimensional Statistically Independent Values 
Values For Generated Stat. Independent Values In Figure 4.7 

Xi 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.020 <-Y 
0.004 1.409 1.373 1.438 1.409 1.407 
0.008 1.355 1.383 1.433 1.372 1.415 
0.012 1.445 1.359 1.415 1.425 1.352 
0.016 1.383 1.371 1.424 1.414 1.390 
0.020 1.377 1.437 1.366 1.407 1.342 
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4.7 Intradevice & Interdevice Correlation Example, JFET 

To exemplify the procedures needed to get at both the intradevice and 

interdevice parameters, and the corresponding correlation parameters needed 

for simulation, we first measure and extract the parameters for several sets of 

Junction Field Effect Transistors (JFETs). For this example, each JFET is the 

same design (size and structure). It is replicated 4 times (denoted as JFETs; A, 

B, C, and D) on each die (rectangle). 

Note; For the test wafer that we used, other devices were also on each die but 

we were not interested in those devices. 

On the wafers used there were about 42 die on each wafer. Devices were 

measured on two wafers. Only around 29 die (sets) were sampled on both 

wafers (making a total of 116 JFETs measured). 

• A=(P.O) D=(1.4,0)n 

• B=(p.43.-0.44) 

• C=(p.67.-0.74) 

Figure 4.15 Placement of JFETs 

The positions (in cm) between JFETs is as shown in Figure 4.15. (The centroid 

of device A was taken as the origin.) Note that the 4 JFET devices are repeated 

on each die (i.e. the pattern in figure 4.11 is repeated all throughout the wafer). 

As can be seen in figure 4.8, the devices A, B, and C are roughly along a line. 

The D device is not aligned with the A, B, C device "line." There was no special 
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reason for the JFETs to be in this pattern. The reason this pattern was used, is 

that interdevice correlation was not a pre-planned consideration when the die 

was laid out. (You have to remember there were many other types and sizes of 

devices on each die besides these 4 JFETs.) 

The distances between devices A, B, C, and D are as follows: 

BC = 0.39 cm, AB = 0.61 cm, AC = 1.00 cm, 

AD = 1.40 cm, BD = 1.08 cm, CD = 1.06 cm 

4.7.1 JFET Model Equations & Measurements (DC Characteristics) 

The main terminals on a JFET device are the drain, the source, and the gate. 

The conductive path between the drain and source terminals consists of (for a P-

Channel JFET) of p-type doped resistive layer whose effective channel width is 

modulated by the voltage at the gate terminal(s). The voltage bias between the 

gate and the drain-source channel is reversed biased and hence the gate current 

is usually very low and in the pico-amp region. 

Source Gate Drain Gate Substrate 
Contact Contacti Contact Contact2 Contact 

I  I I I  1  

p substrate 

Figure 4.16 Cross Section of P-Channel JFET 
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Figure 4.17 JFET Schematic Symbol Denoting 
Terminal Voltages And Drain Current. Iq 

There are various characteristics for JFETs that might be simulated. For 

example, the DC current & voltage relationships, capacitance relationships, or 

noise characteristics. For the example here, we will only deal with the OC current 

and voltage characteristics between the gate-to-source voltage (Vgs) . the drain-

to-source voltage (Vqs). and the drain-to-source current (los)-

in a JFET model equation the terminal voltages and currents are related in terms 

of various SPICE parameters. One of the simplest standard models for the JFET 

equations that apply are as follows: 

Ids For Region Vqs > Vqs - Vto >0 

IDS = P ( V<3S - IQSRS - VTO)' ( 1 + (VDS - IDS RD )) (4-168) 

Ids For Region 0 < Vqs < Vqs -

'ds ~ P (VQS " 'osRo) ( 2(VQS ~ 'dsRS) " 2Vxo - - 'osRo )^ (^ ^ O^os " 'DS RQ )) 

(4.169) 
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Gate Current: 

'GD ~ 's ®*P( VQD / VJ ) IQS ~ 's ®*P( VQS / V-R) ; 'G ~ 'GO •*" 'GS 

(4.170) 

where = kT/q , k = Boltzmann constant, T = Temperature (°K), q = Electron 

Charge 

Notice that the IQS equation is an implicit equation. Based on various 

measurements of VQS & VQS against IQS.' and VQO & ^gs against IGQ & IGS extract 

the SPICE parameters p, Vjo . K Rs. and RQ and Ig. Although Rg and RQ can 

each be extracted as separate parameters we chose to set RQ to be equal to Rg. 

The appropriate substitutions in the equations were used. 

Other more complicated and accurate models for the JFET can also be used. 

But for our purposes the simple model presented here models our JFET devices 

quite well. 

In order to extract the SPICE parameters we used non-linear optimization. The 

ICCAP'̂ '̂  software from Hewlett-Packard was used to both measure the JFET 

devices as well as to perform the non-linear optimization and extraction for 

SPICE parameters. 

The function that we optimized was the square of the difference between the 

measured los and the predicted 1^ from the JFET model equations presented 

above. That is the quantity [los(Measured) - los(Predicted) was minimized 

through non-linear optimization and the SPICE parameters (p, Vtq , X., and Rs) 

extracted. To extract Is the quantity [IcCMeasured) - IcCPredicted)]^ was 

minimized through non-linear optimization. 
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Although we could have extracted the parameters p, VTO . K and Rg with one set 

of current-voltage measurement curves, we chose to extract these parameters 

through a sequence of three separate current-voltage measurement curves; 

Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20. In these figures the so//d curves are the measured 

values and the dashed curves are the predicted values using the JFET model 

equations. (Figures 4.19 and 4.20 reveal such a good fit that no visual difference 

can be detected between the solid and dashed curves.) 

U3 
I 
UJ 

—tee.e 

—150.0 

—2IHB . a 

—2sa.a 

—300.0 

1—1—I—r I ' ' ' ' I 1—r—1—r I ' ' ' ' I 

—5 0 . 0  

Figure 4.18 IDS vs VD Curves, P-Channel JFET 

In Figure 4.18 the parameters 3, Vjo . K and Rg were extracted. But this is 

considered only a first pass and is intended only to get close to the parameter 

values. Figure 4.18 consists of 5 curves of IQS vs. VQS where each curve has a 

different value for VQS-
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Figure 4.19 IDS vs VGS Curve. VDS =-5 V 

In Figure 4.19 we extract only the parameters f3 and VTO where we restrict the 

non-linear optimization to be done where | IQS I 5 100x10"° amps. In this region of 

operation there is little effect of the parameters Rs or R^ on the current-voltage 

curves. At this point of the extraction sequence, the values used for >. and Rs will 

be held constant at the optimization values obtained from Figure 4.18. Notice 

that Figure 4.19 consists of only one cun/e of IQS VS. VGS- At this point we are only 

interested in obtaining accurate values for P and VTO • 
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Figure 4.20 IDS vs VGS, VDS =-3,-4.-5 V 

In Figure 4.20 we again extract ail the parameters p, Vjo. K and Rs. Figure 4.20 

consists of 3 curves of IDS VS. VQS at three different VQS steps. The VQS steps are 

necessary in order to get at the X parameter. Since we had already extracted all 

the parameters in Figure 4.18, you may wonder why we did so again in Figure 

4.20. Well actually Figure 4.20 uses Iqs VS. VQS data with VQS steps and Figure 

4.14 uses Ids VS. Vqs data with Vgs steps. There are basically three reasons why 

this Is done: 

(1) The region of operation for Figure 4.20 is more than likely where the device 

will actually be operated. In the vast majority of cases, the JFET will be operated 

where Vos will be greater in magnitude than VTO- This is the so called saturation 

region where, Vqs > Vqs - V-ro > 0. 

(2) The data in Figure 4.20 distinguishes the k and Rs parameters much better 

than Figure 4.18. One reason for this is that in Figure 4.18 the predictions where 
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VQS is close to zero heavily afFects the IQS values. This will heavily influence the 

optimization of the >. and Rs parameters in a region that we do not want to 

emphasize (where Vqs is small). 

(3) Using three different systems of data (Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20) for the 

same device makes it more likely that the global minimum will be found for the 

non-linear optimization. The reason for this is that different systems of data and 

their paths of non-linear optimization more than likely will have different local 

minima. In other words, different paths will have different sets of "pot-holes." 

Even if one of the prior optimizations was trapped in a local minima the 

subsequent optimizations, using a different system of data, will free the 

optimization sequence from the prior local minima and make it more likely that 

the global minima is reached. 
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Figure 4.21 IG vs VG. VD = VS = 0 V 
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In Figure 4.21 the parameter Ig is extracted from IQ VS. VQD and VQS data. This is 

a simple optimization and it can be performed without consideration of the IQS 

based optimizations. 
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4.7.2 JFET Model Parameter Extractions 

In measuring 29 sets of JFETs (where each set consists of 4 JFETs) some of the 

devices were either non-functioning, or the measurements turned out invalid (i.e. 

outliers) and so only 19 sets of JFETs were useful. For reasons that will 

discussed later, if only 1 device out of a set of 4 was invalid the whole set was 

discarded. This is why only 19 sets out of the original 29 sets remained. JP01A, 

JP01B, JP01C, JP01D denote the 4 JFETs which comprise the 1st die (set). The 

other sets are designated in a similar way. The extracted JFET parameters for 

19 sets are listed in Table 4.6. 

Table 4 . 6 Ext racced Model (SPICE) Parameter •s For JFETs 

DEVICE VTO BETA LAMBDA RS IS 
JPOIA -1. 723 6. 662E-05 6. 328E-02 312 .37 2 . 053E-•18 
JPOIB -1. 713 6. 715E-05 6, 160E-02 314 .09 2. 037E-•18 
J?01C -1. 705 6. 653E-05 6. 330E-02 311 . 12 1. 960E-•18 
JPOID -1. 691 6. 755E-05 6. 275E-02 327 . 62 2. 058E-•18 
JP03A -1. 764 6. 491E-05 6. 562E-02 320 .71 2. 136E-•18 
JP033 -1. 705 6. 787E-05 6. 223E-02 341 .91 2. 045E-•18 
JP03C -1. 730 6. 713E-05 6. 373E-02 348 .08 2. 017E-•18 
JP0 3D -1. 794 6. 646E-05 6. 611E-02 375 .90 2. 166E-18 
JP04A -1. 777 6. 439E-05 6. 930E-02 359 .01 2. 160E-18 
JP0 4B 770 6. 515E-05 6. 819E-02 379 . 13 2. 077E-18 
JP04C -1. 776 6. 560E-05 6. 442E-02 366 .23 2. 060E-18 
JP04D -1. 850 6. 543E-05 6. 745E-02 390 .61 2. 212E-18 
JP05A 661 6. 673E-05 6. 007E-02 244 .56 2. 004E-18 
JP05B -1. 620 6. 798E-05 5. 878E-02 247 .34 1. 943E-18 
JP05C -1. 566 6. 969E-05 5. 727E-02 259 . 10 1. 994E-18 
JP05D -1. 588 6. 859E-05 6. 049E-02 280 .56 2. 090E-18 
JP06A -1. 534 6. 942E-05 5. 683E-02 225 .82 1. 888E-18 
JP06B -1. 526 6. 808E-05 5. 788E-02 200 . 14 1. 933E-18 
JP06C -1. 517 6. 715E-05 5. 791E-02 162 .35 1. 894E-18 
JP06D -1. 561 6. 721E-05 6. 127E-02 240 .22 1. 961E-18 
JP07A -2. 036 6. 120E-05 7. 303E-02 427 .85 2. 009E-18 
JP07B -1. 871 6. 525E-05 6. 604E-02 426 .60 1. 957E-18 
JP07C -1. 879 6. 469E-05 6. 691E-02 406 .84 1. 984E-18 
JP07D -1. 849 6. 532E-05 6. 638E-02 411 .80 2. OOOE-18 
JP09A -2 . 066 6. 245E-05 6. 860E-02 432 .37 1. 992E-18 
JP09B -1. 812 6. 458E-05 6. 570E-02 369 .75 2. 017E-18 
JP09C -1. 812 6. 458E-05 6. 570E-02 369 .75 2. 017E-18 
JP09D -1. 753 6. 542E-05 6. 080E-02 293 . 66 2. 052E-18 
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JPllA 
JPllB 
JPllC 
JPllD 

-1.913 
-1.912 
-1.905 
-1.806 

6.049E-05 
C.012E-05 
6.064E-05 
6.285E-05 

7.274E-02 
6.987E-02 
7.041E-02 
6.888E-02 

352.17 
323.13 
340.49 
339.24 

2.240E-18 
2.lOlE-18 
2.417E-18 
2.163E-18 

JP13A 
JP13B 
JP13C 
JP13D 

-1.921 
-1.949 
-1.945 
-1. 862 

5.975E-05 
6.008E-05 
6.021E-05 
6.181E-05 

7.068E-02 
7.029E-02 
6.898E-02 
6.760E-02 

329.46 
357.58 
345.40 
339.86 

2.199E-18 
2.089E-18 
2.115E-18 
2.305E-18 

JP15A 
JP15B 
JP15C 
JP15D 

-1.782 
-1.787 
-1.813 
-1.793 

6.334E-05 
6.276E-G5 
6.283E-05 
6.437E-05 

6.698E-02 
6.772E-02 
6.734E-02 
6.569E-02 

326.77 
330.27 
344.01 
348.81 

2.136E-18 
2.123E-18 
2.169E-18 
2.130E-18 

JP17A 
JP17B 
JP17C 
JP17D 

-1. 922 
-1. 873 
•1.934 
•1. 936 

6.20eE-05 
6.085E-05 
5.996E-05 
6.196E-05 

6.755E-02 
6.804E-02 
6.985E-02 
6.930E-02 

376.27 
346.86 
371.93 
408.75 

2.188E-18 
2.168E-18 
2.099E-18 
2.077E-18 

JP18A 
JP18B 
JP18C 
JP18D 

•1. 931 
•1. 959 
•1.917 
•1.938 

6.048E-05 
5.899E-05 
6.046E-05 
5.980E-05 

6.978E-02 
7.153E-02 
6.950E-02 
7.152E-02 

373.92 
366.67 
375.58 
382.21 

2.llOE-18 
2.261E-18 
2.453E-18 
2.llOE-18 

JP19A 
JP19B 
JP19C 
JP19D 

-1.949 
-1.918 
-1.896 
-2.033 

5.876E-05 
5.855E-05 
5.971E-05 
5.855E-05 

6.925E-02 
6.853E-02 
7,005E-02 
7,103E-02 

328.76 
318.34 
365.69 
391.15 

2 .126E-18 
2.108E-1B 
2.174E-18 
2.123E-18 

JP20A 
JP20B 
JP20C 
JP20D 

-1. 690 
-1. 696 
•1. 691 
-1.698 

6.697E-05 
6.669E-05 
6.573E-05 
6.662E-05 

6,725E-02 
6.664E-02 
6.470E-02 
6.619E-02 

312.50 
320.40 
258.28 
309.07 

2.302E-18 
2.034E-18 
1.972E-1B 
2.027E-18 

JP23A 
JP23B 
JP23C 
JP23D 

-1.777 
-1.706 
-1.704 
-1. 680 

6.598E-05 
6.564E-05 
6.511E-05 
6.703E-05 

6.650E-02 
6.540E-02 
6.564E-02 
6,638E-02 

347.62 
302.34 
291.56 
338.09 

2.103E-18 
1.937E-18 
1.935E-18 
2.003E-18 

JP25A 
JP25B 
JP25C 
JP25D 

-1.702 
-1. 680 
-1. 666 
-1.773 

6.612E-05 
6.735E-05 
6.723E-05 
6.620E-05 

6.779E-02 
6.558E-02 
6.522E-02 
6.736E-02 

328.34 
334.50 
318.98 
359.75 

2.089E-18 
2.014E-18 
2.029E-18 
2.036E-18 

JP27A 
JP27B 
JP27C 
JP27D 

-1.701 
•1.692 
•1.723 
•1.722 

6.649E-05 
6.573E-05 
6.509E-05 
6.600E-05 

6.583E-02 
6.489E-02 
6.421E-02 
6.632E-02 

329.36 
316.62 
309.73 
344.70 

1.956E-18 
1.925E-18 
1.942E-18 
1.978E-18 

JP28A 
JP28B 
JP28C 
JP28D 

-1. 698 
-1.819 
-1.795 
•1.781 

6.538E-05 
6.316E-05 
6.351E-05 
6.437E-05 

6. 438E-02 
6.709E-02 
6.650E-02 
6.658E-02 

301.73 
333.92 
335.09 
345.06 

1.943E-18 
1.894E-18 
1.922E-18 
1.947E-18 

JP29A 
JP29B 
JP29C 
JP29D 

-1. 834 
•1.863 
-1.880 
-1.902 

6.349E-05 
6.274E-05 
6.229E-05 
6.430E-05 

6.780E-02 
6.866E-02 
6.666E-02 
6.685E-02 

362.34 
386.07 
350.90 
411.18 

1.906E-18 
2.051E-18 
1.948E-18 
1.985E-18 
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4.7.3 Scaling The Parameters 

The next step at this point is to scale this data using the D matrix. The D matrix is 

calculated as described in Section 3.6. For the data in Table 4.6 we obtain for 

the D matrix, 

0.5561 0 0 0 0 
0 15584 0 0 0 

D = 0 0 15.028 0 0 
0 0 0 2.924E-3 0 
0 0 0 0 4.834E+17 

To describe how the diagonal elements of the D matrix are determined we will 

explain how the value of D,, is caiculated. For our case here, involves the 

scaling for the VTO column. These are the steps; (1) Take the absolute value of 

all the values in the VTO column, (2) Calculate the average of all the absolute 

values, and (3) Take the reciprocal of this average and that is the value of 

If we denote each row of the original model parameters as then the new 

scaled rows of data would be calculated to be 

s;'' - s\D or Si* = D^Si (4.171) 

where I is the i'th row. For example, the row of parameters for device JP01 A. 

The scaling is important because we will perform a Singular Value 

Decomposition on the covariance matrix — which still retains the scale of the 

columns of data. 
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4.7.4 The Covariance Matrix 

The next step is to calculate the covariance matrix of the scaled parameter 

columns. We determine the covariance matrix for these columns of data 

according to 

Var(VTO ) CovCVTO'. BETA ) 

c,. = Cov(BETA'.VTO) Var(BETA) 

C0V(LAMBDA',VT0') Cov(LAMBDA". BETA*) 

COV(LAMBDA'.VTO) 

Cov(LAMBDA'. BETA ) 

Var(LAMBDA) 

(4.172) 

where VTO', BETA', LAMBDA', etc. are the scaled parameter column values. 

Actually calculating this out we obtain the covariance matrix, 

c. = -

4 . 470E-03 
2.624E-03 
2.959E-03 

7.448E-03 
1.869E-03 

2.624E-03 
1.958E-03 
-1. 853E-03 
•3.017E-03 
•1.375E-03 

-2.959E-03 
-1.853E-03 

2.648E-03 

5.438E-03 
1.610E-03 

-7.448E-03 
-3.017E-03 
5.438E-03 
1.991E-02 
2.555E-03 

-1.869E-03 
-1.375E-03 
1.510E-03 
2.555E-03 
3.L86E-03 
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4.7.5 Performing The Singular Value Decomposition 

The next step is to perfomn a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the 

covariance matrix, C,.. The algorithm on how to perform the SVD is coded in 

Appendix D. The SVD algorithm in Appendix D is based on the algorithm used in 

the public domain LINPACK software. As mentioned in Section 3.10, the 

Singular Value Decomposition algorithm is described in (including source code) 

W.H. Press, B.P. Flannery, S.A. Teukolsky, W.T. Vetterling, Numerical Recipes. 

Cambridge University Press. 1986. [PFT86] 

Performing the SVD gives us the matrices U, and Op such that (as per equation 

3.48), 

c,. = UCpU  ̂

we obtain the following matrix for U, 

-0.3698 0.3423 -0.4481 0.5750 0.4634 
-0.1781 0.4457 -0.4168 -0.7679 0.0784 

U = 0.2718 -0.2899 0.1621 -0.2301 0.8734 
0.8563 0.4480 -0.1948 0.1632 -0.0386 
0.1565 -0.6319 -0.7492 -0.0089 -0.1218 
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4.7.6 Transforming The Parameters To Principal Variables 

With O and U we can now transform from the original model (SPICE) parameter 

values to the principal variables values (using the 3.42 relations). 

Pi^ = = s^, D U or Pi = U^s', = U^D^s^ (4.173) 

Since these values can be calculate firom the data in Table 4.6 and the 

transformation equations just presented we only present the principal values for 

two of the devices in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 Principal Variable Values For Devices JPOl and JP03 

DEVICE PI P2 P3 P4 P5 

JPOIA 1 . 3652 -0.3587 -0.7707 -1 . 4268 0 . 3120 
JPOIB 1 .3580 -0.3386 -0.7756 -1.4233 0 .2938 
JPOIC 1 .3519 -0.3294 -0.7400 -1.4205 0 . 3221 
JPOID 1 .3925 -0.3254 -0.7965 -1.4185 0 .3124 
JP03A 1 .4153 -0 . 4030 -0.7781 -1.4241 0 . 3241 
JP03B 1 .4272 -0.3009 -0.7998 -1.4181 0 . 3014 
JP0 3C 1 .4539 -0.3008 -0.7785 -1.4194 0 .3148 
JPQ3D 1 . 5596 -0.3370 -0.8219 -1.4276 0 . 3167 

: : : : : 

To make this procedure very clear let us look at how the first row of parameters 

are transformed into principal variables. From Table 4.6 the original (SPICE) 

parameter values for the first device, JP01A, are; 

S,-/ = [-1.723 6.662E-05 6.328E-02 312.37 2.053E-18] 

According to equation 4.173, Pj^ = s^j D U. Performing this calculation we get for 

the principal variables for device JP01A the following; 

p,./ = [ 1.3652 -0.3587 -0.7707 -1.4268 0.3120 ] 
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Which is the value obtained in the first row of Table 4.7. (There is a slight 

discrepancy because we limited the number of digits presented in this paper. 

The internal precision in our computer programs retained double precision 

throughout.) 
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4.7.7 Correlation Between Principal Variables Of Separate Devices 

Now that we have the columns of principal variable values for each of the 

devices we can now also look at how the correlation of each principal variable 

(P, for example) between separate devices falls off with separation distance. 

Notice that there should be correlations only between corresponding principal 

variables between each device. For example, there should only be strong 

correlation between P, of device A, P, of device B, P, of device C, etc. 

(Assuming devices A, B, C, etc. are close together.) Also there should be very 

little correlation between P, of device A and Pj of device B, or between Pj of 

device B and P3 of device C. etc. 

Based on the principal variable data determinable from Table 4.6 and relations 

4.171, 4.172, 4.173 we find the following correlations between the principal 

variable values both within each device and between each of the devices A, B, 

C, and D. These are presented in Table 4.8. (P1A, PZA refers to principal 

variables PI, P2 of device A, P1B, P2B refers to principal variables PI, P2 of 

device B, etc.) 
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Table 4.8 Correlation Coef Between Principal Variables Of Devices A, B, C, and D 
PIA P2A P3A P4A PSA PIB P2B P3B P4B P5B 

PIA 
P2A 
P3A 
P4A 
PSA 

I.OOO 0.011 0.330 -0.381 0.091 
0.011 1.000 0.209 -0.111 -0.184 
0.330 0.209 1.000 0.000 -0.354 
-0.381 -0.111 0.000 1.000 0.223 
0.091 -0.184 -0.354 0.223 1.000 

0.888 0.065 -0.016 0.355 0.057 
-0.084 0.679 -0.284 0.362 -0.095 
0.317 -0.084 0.482 0.409 -0.463 
-0.066 -0.415 0.137 0.355 0.264 
0.300 0.154 -0.008 -0.180 0.717 

PIB 
P2B 
P3B 
P4B 
P5B 

0.888 -0.084 0.317 -0.066 0.300 
0.065 0.679 -0.084 -0.415 0.154 
-0.016 -0.284 0.482 0.137 -0.008 
0.355 0.362 0.409 0.355 -0.180 
0.057 -0.095 -0.463 0.264 0.717 

1.000 0.043 0.000 0.356 0.155 
0.043 1.000 -0.474 0.011 -0.087 
0.000 -0.474 1.000 -0.082 0.099 
0.356 0.011 -0.082 1.000 -0.005 
0.155 -0.087 0.099 -0.005 1.000 

PIC 
P2C 
P3C 
P4C 
P5C 

0.867 -0.204 0.403 0.007 0.153 
0.040 0.646 0.023 -0.285 -0.067 
-0.181 0.307 0.063 -0.028 -0.097 
0.182 0.110 0.489 0.464 -0.340 
-0.054 -0.045 -0.432 0.016 0.386 

0.933 -0.139 0.115 0.408 0.013 
0.042 0.910 -0.454 0.190 -0.241 
-0.138 0.243 0.295 0.136 0.085 
0.181 -0.283 0.167 0.763 -0.152 
-0.115 -0.016 0.171 -0.133 0.593 

PID 
P2D 
P3D 
P4D 
PSD 

0.647 -0.208 0.241 0.301 0.330 
0.036 0.743 -0.042 -0.063 0.149 
0.195 0.103 0.442 0.230 -0.110 
-0.151 0.042 0.489 0.214 -0.398 
-0.363 -0.127 -0.534 0.249 0.525 

0.819 -0.129 0.017 0.503 0.124 
0.047 0.754 -0.360 0.241 -0.035 
0.179 -0.376 0.520 0.394 0.143 
-0.212 -0.419 0.537 0.083 -0.329 
-0.343 -0.156 0.154 -0.396 0.573 

(Correlation Coefficients Between Principal Variables Continued On Next Page.) 
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Table 4.8 (Continued) Correlation Coef Between Principal Variables 
PIC P2C P3C P4C P5C FID P2D P3D P4D PSD 

PIA 
P2A 
P3A 
P4A 
PSA 

0.867 0.040 -0.181 0.182 -0.054 
-0.204 0.646 0.307 O.llO -0.045 
0.403 0.023 0.063 0.489 -0.432 
0.007 -0.285 -0.028 0.464 0.016 
0.153 -0.067 -0.097 -0.340 0.386 

0.647 0.036 0.195 -0.151 -0.363 
-0.208 0.743 0.103 0.042 -0.127 
0.241 -0.042 0.442 0.489 -0.534 
0.301 -0.063 0.230 0.214 0.249 
0.330 0.149 -0.110 -0.398 0.525 

PIB 
P2B 
P3B 
P4B 
P5B 

0.933 0.042 -0.138 0.181 -0.115 
-0.139 0.910 0.243 -0.283 -0.016 
0.115 -0.454 0.295 0.167 0.171 
0.408 0.190 0.136 0.763 -0.133 
0.013 -0.241 0.085 -0.152 0.593 

0.819 0.047 0.179 -0.212 -0.343 
-0.129 0.754 -0.376 -0.419 -0.156 
0.017 -0.360 0.520 0.537 0.154 
0.503 0.241 0.394 0.083 -0.396 
0.124 -0.035 0.143 -0.329 0.573 

PIC 
P2C 
P3C 
P4C 
P5C 

1.000 -0.050 -0.269 0.397 -0.141 
-0.050 l.OOO 0.241 0.031 -0.119 
-0.269 0.241 1.000 -0.173 0.350 
0.397 0.031 -0.173 1.000 -0.184 
-0.141 -0.119 0.350 -0.184 1.000 

0.851 -0.071 0.216 -0.064 -0.382 
-0.027 0.713 -0.358 -0.398 -0.368 
-0.129 0.298 0.243 0.028 -0.020 
0.402 -0.068 0.409 0.246 -0.342 
-0.015 0.125 0.327 -0.238 0.594 

PID 
P2D 
P3D 
P4D 
PSD 

0.851 -0.027 -0.129 0.402 -0.015 
-0.071 0.713 0.298 -0.068 0.125 
0.216 -0.358 0.243 0.409 0.327 
-0.064 -0.398 0.028 0.246 -0.238 
-0.382 -0.368 -0.020 -0.342 0.594 

l.OOO 0.128 0.255 -0.160 -0.154 
0.128 1.000 -0.014 -0.135 0.072 
0.255 -0.014 1.000 0.353 0.151 
-0.160 -0.135 0.353 1.000 0.107 
-0.154 0.072 0.151 0.107 1.000 

To see how inter-device correlations of corresponding principal variables fall off 

with distance we list sonne of the data from Table 4.8 alongside the relative 

device spacing. 

Table 4.9 Principal Variable 1 Correlations 

Principal Correlation 
Variable 1 Spacing Coefficient 

P1B, P1C 0.39 cm 0.933 
P1A. P1B 0.61 cm 0.888 
P1A, P1C 1.00 cm 0.867 
PIC, PID 1.06cm 0.851 
P1B, PID 1.08 cm 0.819 
P1A. PID 1.40cm 0.647 
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Table 4.10 Principal Variable 2 Correlations 

Principal Correlation 
Variable 2 Spacing Coefficient 

P2B. P2C 0.39 cm 0.910 
P2A. P2B 0.61 cm 0.679 
P2A. P2C 1.00 cm 0.646 
P2C. P2D 1.06 cm 0.713 
P2B. P2D 1.08 cm 0.754 
P2A. P2D 1.40 cm 0.743 

Table 4.11 Principal Variable 3 Correlations 

Principal Correlation 
Variable 3 Spacing Coefficient 

P3B. P3C 0.39 cm 0.295 
P3A, P3B 0.61 cm 0.482 
P3A. P3C 1.00 cm 0.063 
P3C. P3D 1.06 cm 0.243 
P3B, P3D 1.08 cm 0.520 
P3A. P3D 1.40 cm 0.442 

Table 4.12 Principal Variable 4 Correlations 

Principal Correlation 
Variable 4 Spacing Coefficient 

P4B. P4C 0.39 cm 0.763 
P4A. P4B 0.61 cm 0.355 
P4A, P4C 1.00 cm 0.464 
P4C. P4D 1.06 cm 0.246 
P4B. P4D 1.08 cm 0.083 
P4A, P4D 1.40 cm 0.214 
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Principal 
Variable 5 

Correlation 
Spacing Coefficient 

P5B. P5C 
PSA. P5B 
PSA, PSC 
PSC, PSD 
PSB, PSD 
PSA, PSD 

0.39 cm 
0.61 cm 
1.00 cm 
1.06 cm 
1.08 cm 
1.40 cm 

0.593 
0.717 
0.386 
0.S94 
0.S73 
0.S25 

As previously mentioned, there should be very little correlation between principal 

variables of different indices (i.e. Corr(P, ,PJ for i^k should be « 0). This should 

be true even between the principal variables of different devices (for i^k). For 

example there should be very little correlation between P^ of device A and Pz of 

device B, or between Pj of device B and P3 of device C, etc. From Table 4.8 we 

indeed see that there is very little correlation. For example for Principal variables 

1 and 2 between the different devices A, B, C, and D we have: 

Table 4.14 Principal Variable 1.2 Cross Correlations 

Principal Var 1,2 Spacing Correlation Coef 

P1B, P2C 
PI A, P2B 
P1A, P2C 
PIC, P2D 
PIB, P2D 
P1A, P2D 

0.39 cm 
0.61 cm 
1.00 cm 
1.06 cm 
1.08 cm 
1.40 cm 

0.042 
0.06S 
0.040 
-0.071 
0.047 
0.036 

The interdevice correlations between the other principal variables pairs (1,3) 

(1.4), (1,5), (2,3), (2,4), (2,S), (3,4), (3,S), and (4,5) are also seen to be very close 

to zero. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STATISTICAL RESISTOR MODEL 

In this chapter, we present the information and models necessary to simulate the 

statistical behavior of planar integrated circuit resistors. It will be shown that both 

the width and length of the resistors affect how they correlate over distance. 

In order to am've at a statistical model of a planar resistor we first derive the 

relationship for the nominal resistance value. From this analysis it is then easier 

to progress to a full statistical model. The full model will include modeling the 

variation of resistance as a function of length (L) and width (W), and the mis

match or correlation between resistors of the same size or different sizes. An 

analysis of a statistical resistor model by Larsen et al [LIA96] is very similar to 

that derived here except that we model the contact resistance (the resistance at 

the end points between the resistive material and the metal contact) as 

diminishing in proportion to 1 / W (see Eq. 5.5). 
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L Actual 

W 
Actual 

Top View W Drawn 

L Drawn 

Contacts 
Contact 

L Actual 

Side View 
P+ P+ 

P Type 

p substrate 

Figure 5.1 Top & Side Views Of P Type Diffused Resistor 

5.1 Nominal (Average) Resistance 

Nominal resistance is modeled according to the relations: 

^NOM ~ ^SEFF L / W (5.1) 

RSEFF =  a  +  b / W  +  c / L  +  d / ( W L )  ( 5 . 2 )  

where L = Length, W = Width, RSEFF = "Effective" Sheet Resistance, and the 

coefficients a,b,c,d = Fitted Parameters based on resistance measurements of 

resistors with different W and L. 
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5.1.1 Justification Of 

The RSEFF equation models the sheet resistivity as equal to a constant plus some 

correction terms involving the resistor width, W, and length, L. The first few 

terms, and usually the most dominant terms, of the Taylor Series expansion has 

the form (refer to Appendix A) 

F = ao + a,  X + aaY + a3 XY (5.3)  

Using the assignments F = RSEFF. X = 1 / W, Y = 1 / L, AO = a, a, = b, AJ = C, and 

83 = d, we obtain the effective sheet resistance equation 

RSEFF =  a  +  b / W  +  c / L  +  d /  ( W L )  ( 5 . 4 )  

The reason that we used X = 1A/V, and Y = 1/L, is that this form more closely 

mimics a physically based model of sheet resistance. A physically based model 

of sheet resistivity is derived as follows; Let us model resistance as comprised of 

two terms 

R = RsL' /W + 2Rc/W (5.5)  

where R is the actual resistance, L' is the actual length, and W is the actual 

width. (The actual length and width may be different from the drawn length and 

width.) 

The term Rg L' / W is due to "pure" sheet resistivity and is the relation for an 

ideal planar resistor. The term 2Rc / W* models the contact resistance. The 

factor of 2 comes from the fact that there are two contacts. Also notice that the 
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contact resistance decreases as the contact gets wider. (The width of the contact 

is assumed to be the width of the resistor.) 

Let the relations between the actual and drawn, length and width be denoted as 

follows; 

L = Drawn Length 

L' = L + AL = Actual Length 

W = Drawn Width 

W = W + AW = Actual Width 

Substituting these length and width relations into our resistance model (Eq. 5.5) 

we obtain 

R = Rs (L + AL) / (W + AW) + 2RC/ (W + AW) (5.6)  

Factoring out L/W from the first term and lA/Vfrom the second tenm we see that 

R= RS(LA/\/)(1+AL/L)/(1+AW/W) + 2RC(1/W)/(1 + AW/W) (5.7) 

Assuming that AW is much less than W , AW « W, then 

1 / (1 + AW/ W) = 1 - AW/ W (5.8) 

Our equation for R then becomes 

R= Rs (L/W) (1 + AL/L)  (1 -  AW/W) + 2 Rc (1/W)(1-AW/W) (5.9)  

We now define the Effective Sheet Resistivity, RSEFF . according to the relation 
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R = RSEFFL/W (5.10)  

where L and W is the drawn length and width. Substituting the Effective Sheet 

Resist iv i ty equat ion (Eq. 5.10) onto the lef t  hand side of our R equation (Eq. 5.9) 

we obtain 

R SEFFL / W  =  R  = Rs(L/W)(1+AL/L)(1-AW/W)+ 2Rc(1/W)(1-AW/W) 

Solving for RSEFF we get 

RSEFF = (W/L)  [  Rs(L/W)(1 +  AL/L)(1  -AW/W)+ 2Rc(1/W)(1 -AW/W)]  

(5.12) 

RSEFF = Rs C + AL/ L) (1 - AW/ W) + 2 Rc (1/ L) (1 - AW/ W) (5.13) 

RSEFF = RG [1 + AL/L - AW/W - A L  AW /  (L W) ]  + 2 Rc /  L -2RcAW/(WL) 

(5.14) 

RSEFF = RS + (RS AL + 2 Rc) / L - Rg AW/ W - (Rg AL AW + 2 Rc AW) / (W L) 

(5.11) 

(5.15) 

This is of the form of Eq. 5.2 

RSEFF = A +  b / W  +  c / L  +  d /  ( W L )  (5.16) 

where 

a = Rs 

b -  -RgAW 

c = Rg AL + 2 Rc 

d = - (Rs AL AW + 2 Rc AW) 

(5.16a) 

(5.16b) 

(5.16c) 

(5.16d) 
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CAVEAT; Although values for Rs , Rc. AL, and AW can be calculated from the 

values of a, b, c, and d, you may find that you obtain "non-physical" values for 

AL. AW, or RC (negative values for example). These non-physical values occur 

because of the things we did not model. For example, we didn't model that the 

thickness and volume resistivity changes over the different regions of the 

resistor, as well as the fact that our values of a, b, c, and d are based on 

measurements on 4 separate resistors. The main purpose of the RSEFF derivation 

was to justify the use of 1/W and 1/L as the variables to use in the Taylor series 

expansion. If the values of a, b, c, and d are based on real measurements then 

our model should very closely follow the real behavior of planar resistors. 

5.1.2 Why The Nominal Resistance Relations Are Needed 

Nominal resistance is calculated using the nominal resistance relations only if 

both W and L are specified in the master circuit file. Otherwise the value 

specified in the master circuit file is used as the nominal resistance value. If only 

one of the values W or L is specified (but not both) the nominal resistance 

relations are used to determine the other value. For example, given R and W, the 

nominal resistance relations are used to determine the L necessary to get the R 

specified. Even when the user does not specify a L or W, DICE uses a default W 

value from the resistor statistical model file. 

As previously mentioned, resistor parameters (tolerances, temperature 

coefficients, and correlation or matching between resistors) are significantly 

affected by the width and/or length of the resistors involved. Therefore, both L 

and W need to be determined since their values are used to determine standard 

deviations, temperature coefficients, and correlations between resistors. 
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5.1.3 Determining W or L When Only (RNOMIM or (RNOM>^ Given 

Given the coefficients a, b, c, and d and two of the three quantities (RNOM. L, W) 

the other quantity can be easily determined. 

Case 1; Determine RNOM given L and W 

Solution; Simply use equations 5.1 and 5.2 

Case 2: Determine W given R^OM and L 

Solution: Combining equations 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain 

RNOM = A L/W + b L / W ®  + c/ W  + D / W 2  ( 5 . 1 7 )  

Rearranging this to get 1/W^ and lA/V terms we have 

(bL + d) /W2 + (aL + c) /W - RNOM = 0 (5.18) 

Solving this quadratic equation for 1/W we obtain 

1 / W = - (aL+c) / (2bL+2d) + [(aL+c)' + 4(b L + d)RNOMl"^/ (2bL+2d) (5.19) 

or for W 

W = (2bL+2d) / {-(aL+c) + [(aL+c)^ + 4(b L + d)RNOM 1"^ } (5.20) 
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Case 3; Determine L given R^OM and W 

Solution; We rearrange equation 5.17 to factor out L and get, 

RNOM = (a/W-«-b/W^)L + c/W +d/W2 (5.21) 

Solving for L we obtain. 

L  = ( RNOM -  c /  W -  d /  W )  /  ( a / W  +  b /  W ^ )  ( 5 . 2 2 )  
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5.2 Resistance Variation (Standard Deviation) 

The resistance standard deviation, CTR , is modeled according to the relation; 

~ Rnom * "TOLr (5.23) 

TOLr = e  +  f /W + g /L  +  h / (WL)  (5 .24)  

where L = Length, W - Width, - Nominal (Average) Resistance, and the 

coefficients e, f, g, h are empirically fitted parameters based on resistance 

measurements of resistors with different W and L over several wafers. Notice 

that in the language of statistics the quantity TOLR = /Rnom is called the 

coefficient of variation. 

The dependence of TOLR on 1A/V and 1/L can be justified by the analysis similar 

to that given by Larsen et al [LIA96]. Larsen actually analyzed mismatches but 

the analysis proceeds in the same way for modeling variations. The only thing 

d i f fe ren t  i s  the  in te rpre ta t ion  o f  the  smal l  changes  in  the  sub-var iab les  L ,  W,  Rs ,  

and Re-

Notice that the involvement of 1 / W and 1 / L in the TOLR equation is similar to 

the nominal resistance equation. Whatever affects the nominal resistance value 

affects the resistor tolerance in a similar way — at least in the form of the Taylor 

Series expansion. Ultimately the form of the equation must be confirmed by 

agreement to experimental results. 

In fact the form for our TOLr equation can be derived starting from the previous 

equation for RNOM- Starting with equation 5.17 we can get an estimate for the 
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Standard deviation, Although it is an approximation we will assume statistical 

independence between the coefficients a. b, c, and d. We will also assume, for 

this approximate derivation, that the 1/W and 1/L factors have no variation. The 

real situation is more complicated than this, but we are just trying to motivate the 

fomi for our TOL^ (Eq. 5.23,5.24). An estimate for the standard deviation, aR, is 

given by the relation, 

(5.25) 

The statistical justification for equation 5.25 is the same as what is explained in 

section 8.3 where we are predicting the variation of circuit responses. 

Using equation 5.25 and the equation for Rnom. 5.17) we can then get a 

relation for the quantity <y^ /RNOM . 

/Rnom = [ + CTt,' / W®+ (W^ L^) / [ a + b / W + c / L+ d /(W L)] 

(5.26) 

Assuming a»b,c,d then we can bring the denominator up and get that, 

CTr/rnom s [ct,2+a,w+ct,2/l2+(t,v(w2l2)] '̂2(1/a)[1-b/(aw)-c/(al)-d/(awl)] 

(5.27) 

This is essentially close to our form for TOLf, in equation 5.24. Since we arrived 

at this through over-simplifying, we are not going to try to adhere to our 

approximately derived /Rmom relation in equation 5.27. Instead, we are going 

to use a sufficient amount of measurement data to extract the coefficients e, f, g, 

and h for TOLR in equation 5.24. 
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5.3 Resistor TCI Temperature Coefficient 

The standard temperature behavior of resistors is modeled, in most SPICE 

simulators, according to the following equation; 

R = RTO*I1 + TC1*(T-TO) + TC2TR-TO)M (5.28) 

where TQ is the reference temperature and is usually taken to be room 

temperature (27° C), and RTQ is the resistance value at temperature Tg. (This 

second order polynomial is a very common model used by most SPICE 

simulators in the semiconductor field.) 

After several resistors have been measured over at least 3 different 

temperatures, then values for TC1 and TC2 are determined for each resistor. 

The values for TC1 and TC2 can now be treated statistically. 

The (statistically) nominal TC1 temperature coefficient is modeled according to 

the relation 

TCINOM = a '  +  b ' /W + C'/L + d ' / (WL)  (5.29) 

where a', b', c', d' are fitted parameters based on TC1 measurements of 

resistors with different W and L over several wafers. 

The TC1 variation (standard deviation), GTCI . is modeled according to the 

relations 
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axci - TCINOM* TOLXCI (5.30) 

TOLtci =  e '  +  f/W + g ' / L  +  h ' / (V\rL) (5 .31) 

where e', fg', h' are fitted parameters based on TC1 measurements of resistors 

with different W and L over several wafers. 
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5.4 Resistor TC2 Temparature Coefficient 

The nominal TC2 temperature coefficient is modeled according to the relation 

TC2NOM = a"  +  b" /W + c" /L  +  d" / (W*L)  (5 .32)  

where a", b", c", d" are fitted parameters based on TC2 measurements of 

resistors with different W and L over several wafers. 

The TC2 variation (standard deviation), aTC2, is modeled according to the 

relations 

CTtc2 ~ '''C2NOM* "''0LTC2 (5.33) 

T0Ltc2 =  e"  +  f " /W + g" /L  +  h" / (V\rL) (5.34) 

where e", f, g", h" are fitted parameters based on TC2 measurements of 

resistors with different W and L over several wafers. 
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5.5 Resistor-To-Resistor Correlation (Matching) 

Resistor-to-resistor correlation (whether for R. TC1, or TC2) is modeled by the 

AR(1) exponential relation: 

r  =  exp( -X /X, )  (5 .35)  

where r is the correlation coefficient, X is the resistor-to-resistor spacing, and the 

value of Xr is fit according to how correlation falls off with distance. (Each of the 

parameters R, TC1. and TC2 will have their own Xf parameter.) 

As previously mentioned, how well resistors correlate with each other not only 

depends on their relative spacing but also on their width, W, and length, L. To 

model this dependence on W and L, the parameter Xf is modeled according to 

the following relation: 

-1 /X ,  =  ao +  a , /W +  a j /L  +  a3 / (WL)  (5 .36)  

Again the dependence of the coefficients X, on 1/W and 1/L can be justified by 

the analysis given by Larsen et al [LIA96]. 
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5.6 How Fitted Parameters Are Determined For Resistor IModels 

To model the statistical characteristics of resistors in an Integrated Circuit, twelve 

resistor structures are spaced apart according to the following prescription; 

0 0 0 0 

7 10 8 11 

3 d 

0 0 
9 12 

— 

Figure 5.2 Structures For Statistical Resistor Modeling 

Devices 1, 4, 7, and 10 (which comprise a device family) should be placed as 

close as possible to each other. For statistical model generation purposes, DICE 

assumes the resistance/square or the capacitance/area is approximately the 

same for these devices (within a family). The same requirement holds for device 

family (2,5,8,11), and device family (3,6,9,12). 

Let's say we wish to determine the fitted parameter a, b, c, and d for the nominal 

resistance model equations (equations 5.1, 5.2) 

rnom ~ ^seff l ' w 
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Rseff =  A +  b / W  +  c / L  +  d / ( W L )  

Solving for RSEFF we obtain 

RSEFF = R W/L  (5 .37)  

where we will be using individual resistor values, R. (At the end average values 

for a, b, c, and d will be calculated.) 

Taking measurements on resistors 1, 4, 7, and 10 we get the system of 

equations: 

Rseffi =  R,  =  a  +  b  /  W,  +  c  /  L ,  +  d  /  (W,  L , )  (5 .38a)  

RSEFF4 =  R4 W4/L4 =  a  +  b /W4 +  c /U +d/ (W4L4)  (5 .38b)  

Rseff7 =  R7 W7/L7 =  a  +  b /W^ +  C/L7  +  d / (W7L7)  (5 .38c)  

Rseffio ~ R10 W10/U = a  +  b /W,o  +  c /L ,O +d/ (WioL ,O)  (5.38d) 

where L, ~ '-lo . W, = W,o 

U 0 
-

J
 II . W, = WH, 

u z
 

-
J
 II . W, = W,o 

L,o = LH, . W,o II
 

Notice that all quantities are known (or measured) except for the coefficients a, 

b, c, and d. Notice also that, the assumption that the coefficients a, b, c, and d 

are the same for resistors 1, 4, 7, and 10 is equivalent to assuming that 

quantities such as sheet resistivity, Rs , contact resistance/width, R^, AL, and AW 

stay relatively the same among the resistors 1. 4, 7, and 10. This is why resistors 

in a device family should be placed as close as possible to each other. 
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With 4 equations and 4 unknowns we can solve for the unknowns a, b, c, and d. 

This must be done for each device family and for all the wafers being used. Once 

all the device families have their a, b, c, and d parameters determined then all 

the a's are averaged, b's are averaged, c's are averaged, and d's are averaged. 

These parameter values are then used in the nominal resistance relations; 

^NOM ~ RsEFF L / W (5.1) 

Rseff =a  + b /  W +  c /  L+  d /  (WL)  (5 .2 )  

Similar procedures are used to calculate the nominal parameters for TC1 and 

TC2. However, determining the parameters for the variation relations is handled 

differently than the nominal case and so this is explained below. 

5.6.1 More Than Four Resistor Structures May B« Advisable 

As shown in Figure 5.2 we only used four different sized resistor structures (two 

different lengths and two different widths) to arrive at our four coefficients a, b, c, 

and d. Hence our solution for the coefficients is merely a simultaneous equation 

application. (The same situation applies to the coefficients for resistance 

variation and device-to-device correlation as well as the other parameters of the 

resistor, e.g. TC1, TC2, etc.) 

Limiting the structures to only two lengths and two widths was done only for 

efficiency reasons. If it is desired to test how good our model for R^om (Ec|. 5.1) 

and Rsepp (Eq. 5.2) truly is (as well as for resistance variation and the other 

parameters) we may desire to include more structures than the two lengths and 
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two widths. In this way we can then truly get "least squares best-fit" values for 

the four coefficients a, b, c, and d. 

Since placing these structures in silicon can get fairly expensive we opted for 

staying with two widths and two lengths. It is very typical in a silicon process to 

have to handle from six to a dozen different types of resistors — meaning 

resistors with different sheet resistances. For example, for a very typical process 

we had the following different resistance layers; 

nab: n-type (lightly doped), nominal sheet resistance = 1300 ohms /square 

ndc; n-type (heavily doped), nominal sheet resistance = 70 ohms/square 

nxb; n-type (very heavily doped), nominal sheet resistance - 40 ohms/square 

pab; p-type (lightly doped), nominal sheet resistance = 1600 ohms/square 

pdc: p-type (heavily doped), nominal sheet resistance - 120 ohms/square 

pxb; p-type (very heavily doped), nominal sheet resistance - 50 ohms/square 

Considering that we need 12 structures in ail for each differently doped layer to 

get the information described in this chapter (including resistor-to-resistor 

correlation) we see how quickly we can consume "silicon real estate" for our test 

structures. This is the main reason we tend to use the minimum number of 

structures that will give us the coefficient values we need. 

However, there are occasions to use more than four sizes for a highly used or 

critical type of resistance layer. 
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5.7 Determining Parameters For Resistance Variation 

For resistance variation, the equations are 

~ RNOM * TOLR (5.23) 

TOLR = e + f/W + g/L + h/ (WL) (5.24) 

Or substituting Eq. 5.24 into Eq. 5.23 the single equation 

CTr  =  RNOM^TOLR =  RNOM [e  +  f /W + g /L  +  h / (WL) ]  (5 .39)  

In this case we cannot measure the standard deviation (TR for one resistor at a 

time. For this we determine cr^ for groups of resistors, where each group has the 

same L and W, 

where the values for 

RNOM A and are determined from all the resistors of width WLO and length LLQ , 

f^NOM.B and are determined from all the resistors of width WHI and length L(.O , 

^NOM c and Qrc are determined from all the resistors of width W^o and length Lhi , 

^NOM D and ctro are determined from all the resistors of width Whi and length Lh, . 

CTra ~ Rnoma * [ ® '̂ WLO 9 ' + h / (WLQ LLO) 1 

^RB ~ Rnomb * [ ® "*• '̂ ̂ Hi '*• 9 ' Llo "*• h / (Whi LLO) 1 

~ Rnomc * I ® ^ ' WLO 9 ' ̂-hi + h / (WLO ^-hi) ] 

^Ro ~ ^NOMD * [ ® "*• ^ ' WHI g / Lhi h / (WHI LHI) 1 

(5.40a) 

(5.40b) 

(5.40c) 

(5.40d) 
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With this we now have values for all quantities except the four unknowns e, f, g, 

and h. However, since we have 4 equations we can solve for the values of e, f, 

g, and h. 

5.8 Typical Values For TC1 and TC2 

Since the mathematics and algorithms are the same as for the nominal 

resistance and resistance variation relations (Eqs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.23, 5.24) we will 

not extract the coefficient values for the TC1 and TC2 relations. However, we do 

record some nominal values here for the resistance layer types mentioned in 

section 5.6.1. This is done just to get a sense of the magnitude of numbers that 

are involved in TCI and TC2. 

nab: n-type (lightly doped), TC1 = -175E-6 / deg C, TC2 = 10.6E-6 / (deg C)^ 

ndc: n-type (heavily doped), TCI = 449E-6 / deg C, TC2 = 3.63E-6 / (deg C)^ 

nxb: n-type (very heavily doped), TCI = 1.73E-3/deg C, TC2 = 271E-9 /(deg C)^ 

pab: p-type (lightly doped). TCI = 597E-6 / deg C, TC2 = 7.1 E-6 / (deg C)^ 

pdc: p-type (heavily doped), TCI = 176E-6 / deg C, TC2 = 4.54E-6 / (deg C)^ 

pxb: p-type (very heavily doped), TCI = 1.30E-3/deg C, TC2 = 1.52E-6/(deg C)^ 
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5.9 Determining Parameters For Resistor-To-Resistor Correlation 

To determine the parameters for resistor-to-resistor correlation, we start with the 

resistor correlation equations, 

r  =  exp( -X /X, )  (5 .35)  

- 1/ X, = ao + a, / W + 32 / L + aa / (W L) (5.36) 

To determine the coefficient values Sq , a^ , ... etc. we measure the correlation 

coefficient for resistance (or TC1 or TC2) for the same size resistors for several 

wafers. Recall that the layout for the resistors of length llq and width W|^o a 

single wafer looks as follows: 

0 0 0 
< d >1 

t 3 d > 

Figure 5.3 Resistor-To-Resistor Correlation 

Using data from several wafers, we will be able to obtain three correlation 

coefficients-between devices 1 and 2, devices 1 and 3, and devices 2 and 3. 

The distance between devices 1 and 2 is d, between 2 and 3 is 2*d, and 

between 1 and 3 the distance is 3*d. This will give us 3 equations 

= exp( - d / X„ ) (5.41a) 
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r23 = exp( - 2d / ) 

r,3 = exp( - 3d / X„ ) 

(5.41b) 

(5.41c) 

From this, a "least squares best fit" value for X„ can be determined for the 

resistors of length L|.o and width W,.o - Or if being conservative is necessary, the 

minimum of the Xf '̂s calculated can be used. 

Similarly, X^ , X„ , and X^ values for the other size resistors can be obtained, in 

general, the X^ values will be different for the different sized resistors. 

Once the X, values for the different sized resistors are measured, the coefficients 

for the 

relation (5.36) can be determined. For example, the different sized resistors will 

g ive  d i f fe ren t  va lues  fo r  X , :  

where X^ . X^ , Xf, , and X^ are the X, values for the different sized resistors. 

From these 4 equations, values for the 4 coefficients, ag, a^ , aj , and a, can be 

determined. 

-1 /X ,  =  ao +  a i /W + a2/L  +  a3/ (WL)  

-1 / x,i — 3^ / wlo a2 / l̂ o a3 / (w^o llo) 

-1 / xf2 = ag a^ / whi + a2 / llo a3 / (wm llo) 

-1 / Xf3 — 3^ f Wlo ^2 ^ LHI 3^ I (WLQ LHI) 

-1 / XY4 — AG a^ / WHI + a2 / LHI + 83 / (Wm Lm) 

(5.42a) 

(5.42b) 

(5.42c) 

(5.42d) 
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5.10 Example; Statistical Modeling Of Diffused Resistors 

To exemplify how to detemiine resistor models as a function of 1/W, 1/L, and 

1/(WL) we measured 720 diffused resistor structures, which formed 180 families 

(4 resistors/family), and where 3 families are spaced a distance of d, 2d, and 3d 

apart according to Figure 5.2. Resistance measurement were taken for resistors 

1 to 12. 

5.10.1 Calculating Coefficients For The Rseff Equation (Eq. 5.2) 

Since per (Eq. 5-37, 5-38) Rseff = R W / L and Rseff = a + b/ W + c/ L 

d / (W L). We consider the measurements on resistors 1, 4, 7, and 10. We use 

the system of equations (5.38a,b,c,d); 

Rseffi =  R i  W, /U =  a  +  b /W,  +  c /L ,  d / (W,  L , )  

Rsef f4  =  R4 W, /U =  a  +  b /W,  +  c /L ,  +d / (W4L4)  

RSEFFT = R7 W7/L7 =  a  +  b /W^ +  C/L7 +  d / (  W7L7)  

Rsef f io  =  Rio  W,o /Uo =  a  +  b /W,o  +  c /Uo +d / (W,oU)  

where = L4 = Llo = 45.75E-6 meters 

L7 = L10 = LHI = 502.92E-6 meters 

W, =W7 = Wlo = 10.16E-6 meters 

W4 = W,O = WH, = 40.64E-6 meters 

In matrix form this can be represented as 

VRS = WX. (5.43) 
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Measurements were performed for resistors 1,4, 7, and 10 and RSEFF values 

were calculated; 

Rseff, = Ri W,/L, = 135.024 a 

Yrs = Rseff4 = R4 W,/L4 = 157.234 x. = b 

RsEFF7 =  R7 W7/L7 =  115.071 c  

Rseffio ~ Rio W,o/L,o = 134.948 d 

1 1/W lo 1/LLO 1 / (WI.OLlo) 1 9.842E4 2.186E4 2.151E09 

W = I 1/W„, I/Llo 1/(W„,Llo) = I 2.461E4 2.186E4 5.378E08 

1 1/Wlo I/LHI 1/(WLOLHI) I 9.843E4 1.988E3 1.957E08 

1 1/WH, 1/L„ W(W„L„) 1 2.461E4 1.988E3 4.893E07 

(5.44) 

To get at the values for a. b, c, and d we solve our matrix equation for x, 

* .  =  VV^/m (5 .45)  

The inverse of W is calculated to be. 

w = 
3.336E-2 

-1.356E-6 

-1.678E-5 

6.818E-10 

-0.1334 

1.356E-6 

6.71 OE-5 

-6.818E-10 

-0.3667 

1.490E-5 

1.678E-5 

-6.818E-10 

1.4668 

-1.490E-5 

-6.710E-5 

6.818E-10 

(5.46) 
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And so our x, vector calculates out to be, 

*. 

d 

c 

a 

b 

139.266 

-2.661E-4 

1.161E-3 

-1.591E-9 

According to Equations 5.16a-d we can use the values of a and b and obtain 

estimates for Rg and AW. 

AW =  -b /a  =  2 .661E^/139.266 =  1 .911E-6  meters  

We can also use values of c and d to obtain an estimate of AW, 

AW = -d/c = -1.591E-9/1.161E-3 = 1.370E-6 meters 

From these two values of AW we take the average to get a value of AW(avg) = 

1.641 E-6 meters with a typical spread of+0.27E-6 meters. 

The signs of the calculated values for both Rs and AW are as expected. Also the 

two estimates of AW are reasonably close to each other. Because the p-layer 

does diffuse out beyond the drawn width (see Figure 5.1), getting an increase in 

the actual width, W, is as expected. 

Attempting to extract values for AL and Rc is more problematic and we will not 

attempt to do so here. As mentioned before, the main purpose of the Rseff 

Rs = a s: 139.266 ohms 
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derivation was to justify the use of 1/W and 1/L as the variables to use in the 

Taylor series expansion. If the values of a, b, c, and d are based on real 

measurements then our model will very closely follow the real behavior of planar 

resistors. 

With the calculated values for a, b, c. and d the equation (Eq. 5.2) for Rseff 

this family of resistors (Resistors 1,4,7, and 10) is. 

RSEFF =  a  +  b /  W + c / L + d / ( W L )  ( 5 . 2 )  

RSEFF = 139.266 - 2.661 E-4/W + 1.161E-3/L - 1.591E-9 / (W L) 

In the same way, the measurements for all of the other families of resistors are 

used to determine a, b, c, and d coefficients for those families. (Recall that each 

family has the four different W, L combinations. See Figure 5.2 .) 

A nominal set of values for the a, b, c, and d coefficients can be determined by 

averaging the a's, b's, c's, and d's for all the families of resistors measured. This 

will give a nominal RSEFF which we denote RSEFF.NOM- With this we can determine 

what the value of the nominal resistance will be: 

L / W  
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5.10.2 Calculating Coefficients For Resistance Variation, TOL^ (Eq. 5.18) 

According to equations 5.23 and 5.24, 

The value of is determined for each resistor structure of the same size (where 

each L and W dimension is the same). Since there are 4 sizes (WLO.LLO), 

(WHr-Lto). (WLO.LHI). and (WH„LHI). We will have 4 equations and 4 unknowns (e, f, 

g, and h). 

The applicable equations are Eq. 5.40a,b.c,d 

TOLr;, =aR;,/RNo„_A = (e + f/W^o + g/ko + h/(W,oko)] (5.40a) 

TOLrb = o^RB / Rnc3m_b = [© + f/Wni *" g / Llo + h / (Whi Llo) 1 (5.40b) 

"'"OLrc ~ ! Rnom_c = [ 6 + f / Wlo 9 ^ Lhi + h / (Wlo Lm) ] (5.40c) 

TOLro - <^RD / Rnom_d - [6 + f/Wni "*• 9 / 1-Hi h / (Whi Lhi) ] (5.40d) 

In matrix form this can be represented as 

~ ^NOM * "'"OLR (5.23) 

TOLR = e + f/W + 9/L + h/(WL) (5.24) 

^TOL ~ w U, (5.47) 

where 

TOLr^ = <TR/^ / Rnom_A ~ 0.02270 

VTOL ~ TOLrb ~ ^^RB' RNOM_8 ~ 0.01244 

e 

TOLRC - ctrc ! RNOM_C ~ 0.04422 

'''O'-no ~ Cro / Rf40M 0 ~ 0.00967 

9 

h 
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I  1 / W l o  1 / L l o  1 / ( W l o L l o )  I  9 . 8 4 2 E 4  2 . 1 8 6 E 4  2 . 1 5 1 E 9  

W = 1 1/Wh, 1/Llo 1/(WHILLO) = 1 2.461E4 2.186E4 5.378E8 

1 I/Wlo l/L„, 1/(WloL„) 1 9.843E4 1.988E3 1.957E8 

1 I/W„i 1/L„ 1/(Wh,L„,) 1 2.461E4 1.988E3 4.893E7 

(see 5.44) 

To get at the values for e, f, g. and h we solve our matrix equation for u, 

u, = W"^ VjoL (5.48) 

The inverse of W was calculated to be, 

3.336e-2 -0.1334 -0.3667 1.4668 

w"^ = -1.356e-6 1.356e-6 1.490e-5 -1.490e-5 (5.49) 

-1.678e-5 6.71 oe-5 1.678e-5 -6.71 oe-5 

6.818e-10 -6.818e-10 -6.818e-10 6.818e-10 

And so our vector calculates out to be, 

e -2.934E-3 

u, = f = 5.009E-7 

g 5.469E-7 

h -1.656E-11 

We then have the equation for how the resistor variation, TOLr = Or / R^om. 

changes with W and L: 
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TOU = CTr I Rnom = e + f/ W + g/ L + h / (W L) (5.24) 

tol« = -2.934E-3 + 5.009E-7/W + 5.469E-7/L - 1.656E-11/(WL) 

~ Rnom * TOLr (5.23) 
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5.10.3 Calculating Coefficients For Resistor-to-Resistor Correlation 

(Eq 5.41a.b,c,d) 

Correlation coefficients were calculated for resistors of 4 sizes (wLO'1-LO)> 

(Wh,.Luo). (Wlo.Lh,). and (Wh,.Lh,). 

0 0 0 
< d ^ 

< 3 d > 

Figure 5.4 Calculating Resistor-To-Resistor Correlation 

The correlation coefficient, r^s • was the correlation calculated from 180 resistors 

which were a distance 1d apart (1d = 0.4953 mm); rj, , was the correlation 

calculated from 180 resistors which were a distance 2d apart (2d = 0.9906 mm); 

r,3 , was the correlation calculated from 180 resistors which were a distance 3d 

apart (3d = 1.4859 mm). 

From the measured resistances of our four sized resistor sets we obtained; 

Table 5.1 Resistor-To-Resistor Correlation Coefficients 
Size W(um) L(um) ri2 r^2 
A 10.16 45.72 0.905 0.847 0.834 
B 40.64 45.72 0.938 0.928 0.915 
0 10.16 502.92 0.999 0.995 0.994 
D 40.64 502.92 0.994 0.987 0.986 

Our model for how correlation falls off with spacing is given by Eq. 5.35 
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r = exp( - X / X,) 

If we solve for X, for each of the r,2, r23. and r,3 correlations we obtain 

xf12 ~ •x i2/ ln(n2) • x f23 ~  "  ̂ 23  ̂  ' '^ ( ' '23)  •  ^13 ~ "x i3/ ln(r i3)  

where X12 = d = 0.4953E-3 meters, X23 = 2d, and X,3 = 3d. (Here the X's and the 

X/s are in meters.) 

Ideally a linear model implies X,^2 = ^(23 ~ Xfi3- As you can see, however, we get 

some variation in our Xf values depending on the spacing. 

Table 5.2 Resistor Correlation Fall-Off Distances 
Size W(m) L(m) xfi2 xt23 x„3 Min(X,) 
A 10.16E-6 45.72E-6 5.232E-3 6.477E-3 8.941 E-3 5.232E-3 
B 40.64E-6 45.72E-6 7.976E-3 13.82E-3 17.50E-3 7.976E-3 
C 10.16E-6 502.92E-6 0.444 0.190 0.272 0.190 
D 40.64E-6 502.92E-6 0.084 0.079 0.112 0.079 

A plot of the correlation coefficients for resistor sizes C and D is shown in Figure 

5.5. The actual measured correlation coefficients are compared against the 

predicted curves based on the model, Eqn. 5.35, using the average value for X, 

a t  the  th ree  d i f fe ren t  spac ings .  That  i s  X ,  =  (X,12  +  +  X„3)  /  3 .  
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To get a better fit for the measured against the predicted correlations, we could 

use a higher order correlation model such as AR(2), etc. (See Section 4.5.5). A 

lack of fit can also be an indication of measurement problems or of possible non-

stationary trends in the semiconductor device characteristics. (See Section 

4.5.2). 

For resistor sizes A and B the plot of the actual and predicted correlation 

coefficients is shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 Correlation CoefAs Function Of Spacing 
( Resistor Sizes A and B) 
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As already mentioned, it is possible to use an AR(2) model to get a better fit 

between the correlation and spacing. As an example, if we take the correlation 

data for the C resistor size, and if we use the algorithms shown in Section 4.5.6 

for the second of the AR(2) models, r = (1 + c, x) exp(- x / x,), that is equation 

4.121, then we obtain XI=1.5073E-2 and CI=64.6. A plot of of the C resistor 

correlation vs. spacing data and models is shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 AR(2) Model For Resistor Size C 
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AR(2); r = (1 + 64.6 X) exp( -X / 0.015073 ) 

Notice in figure 5.7 that the fit of the observed correlations to the AR(2) model is 

somewhat poor. There are a couple of reason for this. One reason is that the 

spacings involved were at close spacings 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, and 1.5 mm and the 

observed correlations were very high 0.999, 0.995, and 0.994. When correlations 

are very high more accuracy and precision is demanded from the measurement 

equipment being used. OtheoA îse, the variation of the measurement equipment 

will directly influence the observed correlation values. In contrast, notice in 

section 4.5.6 where the spacings were larger (2.54 cm, 3.56 cm, and 5.08 cm) 

and the observed correlations lower (0.95, 0.91, 0.85), the fit to an AR(2) model 

was remarkable. 

Although we could use an AR(2) correlation model, here we choose to use the 

AR(1) model, r = exp(-X/X,). With the AR(1) model we only need to model how X, 
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changes with resistor width and length. In contrast, the AR(2) model, r = (1 + c, 

X) exp(- X / X,), would require us to model how two parameters, and x^, change 

with resistor width and length. For this reason we will use the AR(1) correlation 

model, r = exp(-X/X,). 

Since we are using the AR(1) correlation model then to avoid over-optimistic 

correlation values, we use the minimum value of the Xf's (otherwise there may 

be some regions with actual correlations lower than the "best fit" AR(1) model), 

X ,  =  Min(X„2 .X„3 .X , ,3 )  (5 .50)  

Using the minimum X, values we now define the p vector as 

-1 /X^  -1  /5 .232E-3  -191.13  

p = -1 /X« =  -1 /7 .976E-3  =  -125.38  (5 .51)  

-1 /X«:  -1 /0 .190 -5 .26  

-1 /X„ j  -1  /0 .079 -12 .66  

where X,a is the X, value for the A size resistors, Xfg is the X, value for the B size 

resistors, X^ is the X, value for the C size resistors, and X^ is the Xf value for 

the 0 size resistors. 

We want to model how m in the correlation model r = exp(pX) varies with W 

and L by 

p  =  - i / X f  =  j  +  k /  W  +  m /  L  +  n /  ( W L )  (5.52) 
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The dependence of the p coefficient on l/W and 1/L can be justified by the 

analysis given by Larsen et a/ [LIA96]. 

To estimate the coefficients j, k. m, and n we use the infomnation in the vector 

Pci and the matrix W. Defining the vector j by 

j = [j k m nf (5.53) 

we then have p = W j (5.54) 

Solving for j we get j = W"^ p (5.55) 

Performing this last operation with our data (where is defined by Eq. 5.49 we 

obtain, 

j = [j k m nf = [ -6.287 1.994E-4 -4.446E-3 -4.987E-8 f 

The equation for p (Eq. 5.54) then gives 

p = .1 /x, = -6.287 + 1.994E-4/W - 4.446E-3/L - 4.987E-8 / (W L) 

(5.56) 

And so our correlation equation r = exp(pX) as a function or X. W, and L is 

r  =  exp{X[ i  +  k /W + m/L  +  n / (WL) l }  (5 .57)  

r = exp { X [ -6.287 + 1.994E-4 / W - 4.446E-3 / L - 4.987E-8 / (W L) ] } 
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For the widths (W) and lengths (L) of the resistor structures we used here (sizes 

A, B, C, and D) 
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5.11 Correlation Between Different Sized Resistors 

The correlation approach so far presented involves the correlation between the 

same sized resistors. What do we do for different sized resistors (different W 

and/or L)? 

The simplest and safest approach is to calculate the correlation for both sized 

resistors (for the spacing involved) and then use the lower of the correlation 

coefficients calculated. For example let us say we have 

Resistor U: Wu= 25.4E-6, Lu=127E-6, X = 2.032E-3 (all in meters) 

Using our correlation equation 

r = exp { X [ -6.287 + 1.994E-4 / W - 4.446E-3 / L - 4.987E-8 / (W L) ] } 

(5.58) 

we get that r^ = 0.905 which is the correlation between two resistors, both with 

Wu= 25.4E-6, Lu=127E-6, spaced 2.032E-3 meters apart. 

Resistor V: Wv= 50.8E-6, Lv=305E-6. X = 2.032E-3 (all in meters) 

We get that r^ =0.960 which is the correlation between two resistors, both with 

Wv= 50.8E-6, Lv=305E-6, spaced 2.032E-3 meters apart. 

The overall correlation coefficient matching between resistor U and V is then 

taken as the least of these two correlations: 

r^v = min{ r(Wu. Ly, X), r(Wv, U. X) } (5.59) 
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For our case here r^v = min{0.906.0.960} = 0.905, and so the correlation 

between our different sized resistors, U and V, is 0.905. 

Once the correlation coefficient between two resistors is determined the standard 

deviation of their mis-match or the variation in their ratio can be calculated 

according to the procedures in Section 4.3 (Correlation Relationship For Non-

Unity Ratios) or Section 4.4 (Correlated Monte-Carlo). 

To determine RSEFF. RNOM. TOLR, CTR, and r for both the U and V resistor sizes we 

use the equations we have previously presented as equations 5.2, 5.1, 5.24, and 

5.23: 

Rseff = 139.266 - 2.661E-4/W + 1.161E-3/L - 1.591E-9 / (W L) 

RNOM ~ RSEFF.NOM L ' W 

TOLr = -2.934E-3 + 5.009E-7/W + 5.469E-7/L - 1.656E-11 / (W L) 

~ Rnom * "'"OLR 

Table 5.3 Statistics For Different Sized Resistors 
Resistor rseff rnom tou <Jr r 

U 43.140 215.7017 0.01596 3.4431 0.905 
V 90.587 543.5202 0.00765 4.1587 0.960 

Defining X = Ry ,Y = , and Z = Y/X = Ry /Ru we use Eq. 4.5 to calculate the 

standard deviation of the ratio Z = Rv /Ru -
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^2^ = (-yo/xo^)2ax=' + (1/xo)^cty' - 2(yo/xo')rctxay 

CTz' = (-543.5202/215.7017^3.44312 + (1/215.7017)M.15872 

- 2 (543.5202/215.7017") 0.901 (3.4431)(4.1587 ) 

= 5.92094e-4 

and so <TZ = 0.024333 

where the nominal value of Z is 

Znom = Rv.nom/Ru.nom = 543.5202/215.7017 2.519777 

Defining a "3ct Ratio Variation Percentage" as 100% (3 / Zmom ) 

3a Ratio Variation Percentage = 100% (3 / Z^om ) - 2.90 % 

This is the "Sa" percentage variation to expect around the Nominal Z value of 

2.519777 due to the mis-matching or non-perfect correlation, r=0.905, between 

resistors U and V which are 2.032E-3 meters apart. 
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5.12 SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL RESISTOR RELATIONSHIPS 

5.12.1 Relationship Between Std Dev ofX-Y And The Correlation Coef OfX 

And Y(Same Size Resistors) 

ax.y = 2 '̂̂ (TyI1-rr (4.2) 

where 

1 '̂ and 2"^ Resistors are spaced a certain distance apart from each other 

X = Values of 1" Resistor 

Y = Values of 2"^ Resistor 

Gy = ax = Standard deviation of either Resistor X or Resistor Y 

r = Correlation coefficient of Resistor X against Resistor Y values 

a^.y = standard deviation of (Resistor X - Resistor Y) values 

5.12.2 Correlation Relationship For Nominal Ratios Not Equal To One 

(Different Size Resistors) 

Oz' = (-Yo/XO')^ctx^ + (1/Xo)'ay^ - 2(Yo/Xo^)rax<Ty (4.5) 

where 

1 and 2"^ Resistors are spaced a certain distance apart from each other 

X = Values of 1" Resistor 

Y = Values of 2"^ Resistor 

XQ = Nominal (average) value of Resistor X 

YQ = Nominal (average) value of Resistor Y 

Z  =  Y/X ra t io  va lues 

Cx = Standard deviation of Resistor X values 

ay = Standard deviation of Resistor Y values 

r = Correlation coefficient of Resistor X against Resistor Y values 

az = Standard deviation of Z = Y / X ratio values 
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5.12.3 Nominal Resistance A Effective Resistivity 

RNOM ~ ^SEFF L / W (5.1) 

Rseff =  a  +  b / W  +  c / L  +  d /  ( W L )  ( 5 . 2 )  

where 

L = Drawn Length Of Resistor 

W = Drawn Width Of Resistor 

^NOM = Nominal (Average) Resistance Value 

Rseff = Effective Sheet Resistivity 

a, b, c, d = Pre-determined Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.6) 

5.12.4 Standard Deviation Of Resistance 

~ Rnom * TOLr (5.23) 

TOLR =  e  +  f / W  +  g /L + h/ ( W L )  (5.24) 

where 

L = Drawn Length Of Resistor 

W = Drawn Width Of Resistor 

ctr = Standard Deviation Of Resistance 

I^NOM = Nominal (Average) Resistance Value 

TOLr = Relative Tolerance = ctr / R^om 

e, f, g, h = Pre-determined Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.7) 
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5.12.5 Linear A Quadratic Temperature Coefficients 

TCInom = a' + b'/W + c'/L + d*/(WL) (5.28) 

cJtci ~ "''OL-rci (5.30) 

TOLtci =  e*  +  f/W + g ' / L  +  h ' / (V \ rL)  (5.31) 

TC2nom = a" b"/W + c"/L + d"/(V\rL) (5.32) 

CTjca ~ ''"C2NOM* TOLXCJ (5.33) 

TOLtc2 = e" f" / W  + g" / L  +  h " / ( W L )  ( 5 . 3 4 )  

where 

L = Drawn Length Of Resistor 

W = Drawn Width Of Resistor 

TC1 = Linear Temperature Coefficient 

TCInom = Nonninal (Average) TC1 Temperature Coefficient 

(Tjci = Standard Deviation Of TC1 Temperature Coefficient 

TOLtci = Relative Tolerance = cttci / TCI^om 

a', b', c', d' = Pre-determlned Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.3) 

e'. f9', h' = Pre-determined Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.3) 

TC2 = Quadratic Temperature Coefficient 

TC2NOM = Nominal (Average) TC2 Temperature Coefficient 

CTtc2 = Standard Deviation Of TC2 Temperature Coefficient 

TOLtc2 = Relative Tolerance = CTtc2 ! TC2nom 

a", b", c", d" = Pre-determined Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.4) 

e", f, g", h" = Pre-determined Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.4) 
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5.12.6 Correlation Between Resistors (Possibly Different Size) 

Tu = exp { X [ j + k / Wu + m / Ly + n / (Wu L^) ]} (5.57) 

Tv =  exp {X( j  +  k /Wv+ m/Lv +  n  /  (Wv Ly)  ]  }  (5 .57)  

r^v = min( Ty, ) (5.58) 

where 

Resistors U and V maybe of different size (different W and/or L) 

L(j = Drawn Length of Resistor U 

Wu = Drawn Width of Resistor U 

Lv = Drawn Length of Resistor V 

Wv = Drawn Width of Resistor V 

Tu = Correlation Between Two Resistors of Size U 

Tv = Correlation Between Two Resistors of Size V 

ri;v = Correlation Between Resistors U and V 

X = Spacing Between Resistors U and V 

j, k, nn, n = Pre-determined Coefficients (Refer To Section 5.10) 
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CHAPTER 6 

STATISTICAL CAPACITOR MODEL 

In this chapter, we present the information and models necessary to simulate the 

statistical behavior of planar integrated circuit capacitors. Here it will be shown 

that both the area and perimeter of the capacitors affect how they correlate over 

distance. 

Similar to the resistor case, we will arrive at a statistical model of a planar 

capacitor by first deriving the relationship for the nominal capacitance value. We 

then progress to a full statistical model. The full model will include modeling the 

variation of capacitance as a function of length (L) and width (W), and the mis

match or correlation between capacitors of the same size or different sizes. 

An analysis of a nominal and statistical capacitor model is given by Nouet et al 

[NT97]. There, as here, capacitance is modeled as comprised of an area (WL) 

dependent term and a perimeter (2W+2L) dependent term (see Eq. 6.5). The 

dependence of Capacitance on 1 / W and 1 / L will be derived here in Section 

6.1. The dependence of capacitance variation, /Cnqm. on 1 / W and 1 / L has 

been analyzed and revealed in [STK84], [STY82]. 

Since the device structure of capacitors and MOSFETs are very similar (both are 

affected by area and oxide thickness parameters and variations) we also see the 

1 / W and 1 / L dependencies, of both nominal and variation of parameter values, 

for MOSFETs and planar Capacitors in [HS87], [LHC86], [MNK79], and [SSK87]. 

Investigations of correlations (mismatches) in MOSFETs and planar Capacitors 

are pursued in [LHC86]. [POW89], and [STK84]. There we see that correlations 

also tend to vary in proportion to 1 / W and 1 / L. 
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Figure 6.1 Top & Side Views of Metat-Oxide-Semiconductor Capacitor 

6.1 Nominal (Average) Capacitance 

Nominal capacitance is modeled according to the relations: 

=  a  +  b /  W + c /  L+  d /  (WL)  

where L = Length, W = Width, C^EFF = "Effective" Capacitance/Area, and the 

coefficients a,b,c,d = Fitted Parameters based on capacitance measurements of 

capacitors with different W and L. 
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6.1.1 Justification Of Caeff 

The Caeff equation models the capacitance per unit area as equal to a constant 

plus some correction terms involving the capacitor width, W, and length, L. The 

first few terms, and usually the most dominant terms, of the Taylor Series 

expansion has the form (refer to Appendix A) 

F = ao + a, X + aj Y + a3 X Y (6.3) 

Using the assignments F = CAEFF. X = 1 / W, Y = 1 / L, AO = a, a, = b, AJ = C, and 

83 = d, we obtain the effective Capacitance/Area equation 

Caeff = a + b/W + c/L + d/ ( W L )  ( 6 .4) 

The reason that we used X = 1/W, and Y = l/L, is that this form more closely 

mimics a physically based model of capacitance/area. A physically based model 

of capacitance/area is derived as follows: Let us model capacitance as 

comprised of three terms 

C =  Co +  CAL '  W + 2Cp(L '  +  W)  (6.5)  

where C is the actual capacitance, L' is the actual length, and W is the actual 

width. (The actual length and width may be different from the drawn length and 

width.) 

The term CQ is due to parasitic capacitances (metal lines etc.) in parallel with the 

actual capacitor structure. The term CA L' W is due to "pure" capacitance/area 

and is the relation for an ideal planar capacitor. The term 2 Cp (U W ) models 
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the capacitance due to the perimeter of the capacitor (fringe capacitance). The 

factor of 2 comes from the fact that there are two L sides and two W sides to a 

rectangular capacitor. 

Let the relations between the actual and drawn, length and width be denoted as 

follows; 

L = Drawn Length 

L' = L + aL = Actual Length 

W = Drawn Width 

W = W + AW = Actual Width 

Substituting these length and width relations into our capacitance model (Eq. 

6.5) we obtain 

C = Co + Ca (L + AL) (W + AW) + 2 Cp (L + AL + W + AW) (6.6) 

We now define the Effective Capacitance/Area, Caeff . according to the relation 

C = Caefp L W (6.7) 

where L and W is the drawn length and width. Substituting this into the left side 

of Eq. 6.6 we obtain 

CAEFF L W = C = CO + CA (L + AL)(W + AW) + 2 Cp (L + AL + W + AW) 

(6.8) 

C^EFpLW = Co +CA(LW + WAL+LAW+ALAW )  +  2Cp (L+W+AL + AW) 

(6.9) 
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Solving for Caeff obtain 

Caeff = Co /(W L) + Ca + CA (WAL + LAW + AL AW) / (W L) 

+ 2 Cp [ 1/W + 1/L + (AL + AW) / (W L) 1 (6.10) 

CAEFF = CA + [ CA AW + 2 Cp J/W + [ CA A L  +  2  Cp ] / L  

+ [ Co + CA AL AW + 2 Cp (AL + AW) J / (W L) (6.11) 

This is of the form of Eq. 6.2 

Caeff = a  +  b /  W + C/  L  +  d /  (WL)  

where 

a = CA (6.12a) 

b = CAAW+ 2Cp (6.12b) 

c = CA A L +  2Cp (6.12c) 

d = CO + CAALAW+ 2CP(AL + AW) (6.12d) 

CAVEAT: Although values for Ca , Cp, AL, and AW can t)e calculated from the 

values of a, b, c, and d, you may find that you obtain "non-physical" values for 

AL, AW, or Cp (negative values for example). These non-physical values occur 

because of the things we did not model. For example, we didn't model that the 

dielectric thickness and permitivity changes over the different regions of the 

capacitor, as well as the fact that our values of a, b, c, and d are based on 

measurements on 4 separate capacitors. The main purpose of the CAEFF 

derivation was to justify the use of 1/W and 1/L as the variables to use in the 

Taylor series expansion. If the values of a, b, c, and d are based on real 

measurements then our model should very closely follow the real behavior of 

planar capacitors. 
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6.1.2 Why The Nominal Capacitance Relations Are Needed 

Nominal capacitance is calculated using the nominal capacitance relations only if 

both W and L are specified in the master circuit file. Otherwise the value 

specified in the master circuit file is used as the nominal capacitance value. If 

only one of the values W or L is specified (but not both) the nominal capacitance 

relations are used to determine the other value. For example, given C and W, the 

nominal capacitance relations are used to determine the L necessary to get the 

C specified. Even when the user does not specify a L or W, DICE uses a default 

W value from the capacitor statistical model file. 

As previously mentioned, capacitor parameters (tolerances, temperature 

coefficients, and correlation or matching between capacitors) are significantly 

affected by the width and/or length of the capacitors involved. Therefore, both L 

and W need to be determined since their values are used to determine standard 

deviations, temperature coefficients, and correlations between capacitors. 
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6.1.3 Determining W or L When Only (CM<MI.L) or (CNOM,W) IS Given 

Given the coefficients a, b, c, and d and two of the three quantities (CNOM< L, W) 

the other quantity can be easily determined. 

Case 1; Determine CNOM given L and W 

Solution; Simply use equations 6.1 and 6.2 

Case 2; Determine W given GNOM and L 

Solution; Combining equations 6.1 and 6.2 we obtain 

CNOM =  a L W  +  b L + c W  +  d  ( 6 . 1 3 )  

Rearranging this equation to factor out W we get, 

Cncjm =  (aL+c)W + bL + d  (6 .14)  

Solving for W we obtain, 

W =  ( CNOM - b L - d ) /  ( a L + c )  ( 6 . 1 5 )  
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Case 3: Determine L given CNOM and W 

Solution; We rearrange equation 6.13 to factor out L and we get, 

CNOM = (aW + b)L  (cW + d)  (6 .16)  

Solving for L we obtain, 

L = (C^oM -cW-d) / (aW + b)  (6.17) 
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6.2 Capacitance Variation (Standard Deviation) 

The capacitance standard deviation, ac, is modeled according to the relation; 

~ cnom * "'"olc (6.18) 

TOLc =e  + f /W + g /L  + h / (WL)  (6 .19)  

where L = Length, W = Width, CNOM = Nominal (Average) Capacitance, and e, f, 

g, h = Fitted parameters based on capacitance measurements of capacitors with 

different W and L over several wafers. 

As previously mentioned, the dependence of relative capacitance variation 

(coefficient of variation), TOLc = ctc on 1/W and 1/L has been analyzed 

and revealed in [STK84], [STY82]. Hence we see the 1/W and 1/L dependence 

in the TOLc equation is similar to the 1/W and 1/L dependence in the nominal 

capacitance equation [Eqs. 6.1 & 6.2]. Whatever affects the nominal capacitance 

value affects the capacitor tolerance in a similar way - at least in the fonm of the 

Taylor Series expansion. Ultimately the form of the equation must be confirmed 

by agreement to experimental results. 
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6.3 Capacitor TCI Temperature Coefficient 

The standard temperature behavior of capacitors is modeled according to the 

following equation; 

where Tq is the reference temperature and is usually taken to be room 

temperature (27° C), and Cro is the resistance value at temperature TQ . 

After several capacitors have been measured over at least 3 different 

temperatures, then values for TC1 and TC2 are determined for each capacitor. 

The values for TC1 and TC2 can now be treated statistically. 

The nominal TC1 temperature coefficient is modeled according to the relation 

where a', b', c', d' are fitted parameters based on TC1 measurements of 

capacitors with different W and L over several wafers. 

The TC1 variation (standard deviation), cttci. is modeled according to the 

relations 

C = CTO*[1 + TCr(T-To) + TC2*(T-To)^ (6.20) 

TCINOM = a '  +  b ' /W + c ' /L  +  d ' / (WL)  (6.21) 

ctci - tcinom* toltci (6.22) 

TOLTCI = e* + f/W + g'/L + h'/(WL) (6.23) 
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where e', f g', h' are fitted parameters based on TC1 measurements of 

capacitors with different W and L over several wafers. 

6.4 Capacitor TC2 Temperature Coefficient 

The nominal TC2 temperature coefficient is modeled according to the relation 

TC2NOM = a"  +  b" /W + c" /L  +  d" / (WL)  (6 .24)  

where a", b", c", d" are fitted parameters based on TC2 measurements of 

capacitors with different W and L. 

The TC2 variation (standard deviation), aTC2. 'S modeled according to the 

relations 

(Ttc2 ~ TOLXC2 (6.25) 

TOLtc2 =  e "  +  f ' / W  +  g " / L  + h" / ( W L )  (6.26) 

where e", f. g", h" are fitted parameters based on TC2 measurements of 

capacitors with different W and L over several wafers. 
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6.5 Capacitor-To-Capacitor Correlation 

Capacitor-to-capacitor correlation (whether for C, TC1, or TC2) is modeled by the 

exponential relation: 

r  =  exp( -X/X, )  (6 .27)  

where r is the correlation coefficient, X is the capacitor-to-capacitor spacing, and 

the parameter Xf is fitted according to how correlation fails off with distance. 

(Each of the parameters C, TC1, and TC2 will have their own X^ parameter.) 

As previously mentioned, how well capacitors correlate with each other not only 

depends on their relative spacing but also on their width, W, and length, L. To 

model this dependence on W and L, the parameter Xf is modeled according to 

the following relation: 

-1 / Xf = ao + a, / W + aj / L + aj / (W L) (6.28) 
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6.6 How Fitted Parameters Are Determined For Capacitor IModels 

Simiiar to the resistor case, to model the statistical characteristics of capacitors 

in an Integrated Circuit, twelve capacitor structures are spaced apart according 

to the following prescription; 

0 0  0 0  0 0 
7 10 8 11 9 12 

< d 

3 d 

Figure 6.2 Structures For Statistical Capacitor Modeling 

Devices 1. 4, 7, and 10 (which comprise a device family) should be placed as 

close as possible to each other. For statistical model generation purposes, DICE 

assumes the capacitance/area and the capacitance/perimeter is approximately 

the same for these devices (within a family). The same requirement holds for 

device family (2,5,8,11), and device family (3,6,9,12). 

Let's say we wish to determine the fitted parameter a, b, c, and d for the nominal 

capacitance model equations 

^NOM ~ CAEFF L W (6.1) 
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CAEFF =  a  +  b / W  +  c / L + d / ( W L )  ( 6 . 2 )  

Solving for obtain 

Caeff = C/(WL) (6.29) 

where we will be using individual capacitor values, C. (At the end average values 

for a, b, c, and d will be calculated.) 

f 
Taking measurements on resistors 1. 4, 7, and 10 we get the system of 

equations; 

CAEFFI = C, /(W, LJ = a + b/W, + c/L, + d/(W, L, ) 

CAEFF4 = C, /(W, U) = a + b/W4 + c/U +d/(W,U) 

^aeff7 — C7 / (W7 L7) = a + b / W7 + C/L7 + d/ ( W7 L7) 

Caeffio ~ C10 I (W10 L10) = a + b / W^o + c / L10 + d / (W10 L10) 

where. 

L, ~ LLO . W, -WLO 

L4 - LLO • W4 = WH, 

L7 X 
-J II 

, W7 = WLO 

1-10 X 
-1 II 

= w„, 

Notice that all quantities are known (or measured) except for the coefficients a, 

b, c, and d. Notice also that, the assumption that the coefficients a, b, c, and d 

are the same for capacitors 1, 4, 7, and 10 is equivalent to assuming that 

quantities such as capacitance/area, Ca , contact capacitance/perimeter, Cp , aL, 

and AW stay relatively the same among the capacitors 1, 4, 7, and 10. This is 

(6.30a) 

(6.30b) 

(6.30c) 

(6.30d) 
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why resistors in a device family should be placed as close as possible to each 

other. 

With 4 equations and 4 unknowns we can solve for the unknowns a, b, c, and d. 

This must be done for each device family and for all the wafers being used. Once 

all the device families have their a, b, c, and d parameters determined then all 

the a's are averaged, b's are averaged, c's are averaged, and d's are averaged. 

These parameter values are then used in the nominal capacitance relations: 

CnOM ~ L W (6.1) 

Caeff =  a + b /W + c/ L+ d/ (WL) (6.2) 

Similar procedures are used to calculate the nominal parameters for TC1 and 

TC2. 

6.7 Fitted Parameters For Variations And Correlations For Capacitor 

Models 

Mathematically, determining parameters for the variations and interdevice 

correlations for C, TC1, and TC2 follows along the same lines as for resistors. 

Refer to sections 5.7 and 5.8. 
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CHAPTER 7 

HOW THE CORRELATED STATISTICAL SIMULATION IS ACCOMPLISHED 

In this chapter, we show how the correlated statistical simulation is accomplished 

in DICE. It is shown how the designer can specify the matching, by specifying 

the spacing, between devices. This specification of matching can also be 

automated from the layout of the circuit. The layout specifies the exact 

coordinates of each device in the circuit — and that is the main information 

needed to determine the correlation between devices. Examples of DICE 

generated files and post-simulation analyses are presented. A powerful example, 

of how excessive circuit variation can be traced to individual devices is included 

in this chapter. 

Before discussing how the correlated statistical simulation is accomplished, it is 

advisable to remind the reader that the final goal of circuit system simulation is 

the accurate prediction of the system's statistical responses based on the 

individual behavior of its subsystems - in our case the transistors, resistors, etc. 

in the integrated circuit. 

In addition to the prediction of circuit responses, another valuable aim is to trace 

back a circuit's output behavior to the device parameters that are the most 

responsible for a circuit's response. 

For the circuit shown in Section 7.8 (Differential NPN Transistor Amplifier) the 

analysis in Section 7.9.3 (Multivariate Regression Analysis) shows the very 

powerful value of DICE. There it is found that the most influential factors of the 

circuit in Section 7.8 are the differences RL2-RL1, R2-R1, and IS2-IS1. Given 

this information the designer can now change aspects about RL1, Rl_2, R1, R2, 
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etc. to improve the statistical responses ~ if that is needed. For example, bring 

RL1 closer to RL2 in the layout, or make RL1 and RL2 wider resistors so that 

they match better, etc. 

Although it was pointed out in chapter 2, the following statement bears repeating; 

The capability to track down the major contributors to a circuit's variation 

to the device parameter level — and to do it in an accurate manner ~ is one 

of the most valuable features that DICE allows. 
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Figure 7.1 DICE Statistical Circuit Simulation Flowchart 
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7.1 How The Simulation Is Accomplished 

Statistical circuit simulation is accomplished in three stages (refer to Figure 7.1); 

Statistically Generate Many SPICE Circuit Files using DICE. 

The first stage is to, by using DICE, generate many SPICE circuit files (net lists) 

based on a nominal SPICE circuit file and pre-established statistical device 

libraries. The circuit files generated will each contain parameter values different 

from the other circuit files in accordance with the information in the statistical 

libraries. 

Simulate Each Generated Circuit File With SPICE. 

The next stage is then to actually simulate each generated circuit file with a 

SPICE simulator. To enhance the speed of SPICE simulations the first circuit file 

will save the bias levels (through the SPICE .SAVEBIAS command) so that 

SPICE simulations after the first circuit file will proceed at comparatively very 

rapid rates. (A batch file is created by DICE, the Statistical Circuit Generator 

software, so that the SPICE program is called and passed all the appropriate 

circuit file names without need of interaction by the user. The user merely enters 

the name of the batch file to initiate the batch process.) 

Post-SPICE Analysis. 

After the SPICE simulations the resulting data can be analyzed and presented in 

the form of descriptive statistics (means, std dev, etc.), histograms, scatter 

diagrams, regressions between device parameters and circuit responses, etc. 

A flow chart of how statistical circuit generation and simulation is accomplished is 

depicted in Figure 7.1. 
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7.2 The Master SPICE Circuit File 

The circuit file, called the master circuit file, used by DICE to create a statistical 

sample of circuit files, is a normal functional SPICE circuit file. In fact, the master 

circuit file should be able to be used, as is, in the SPICE simulator. 

For active devices, such as diodes and transistors, the parameter values used by 

DICE are based on the values in the statistical model files. 

For passive devices (resistors and capacitors), DICE uses the parameter values 

specified in the master circuit file as the mean of the device parameter. The 

other statistical values (standard deviations, correlations, etc.) are taken from the 

statistical model files. For example, if the master SPICE circuit file contains the 

statement 

r37 node1 n0de2 film 1000 

DICE uses the value 1000 as the mean value of resistance. It then looks into the 

model files associated with the model name FILM to find what standard deviation 

value to use. (Actually the value in the stat model file contains the coefficient of 

variation, which is equal to Xavg ^ Xstooev> which when multiplied by the mean 

value, XAVG • gives the actual standard deviation.) 
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7.3 How To Specify Device-To-Device Matching (interdevice Correlation) 

For Active Devices 

NOTE; The following treats the correlation properties of the circuit in a one-

dimensional manner. (Refer to Section 4.6) When the analysis reported in this 

chapter was first done, the two dimensional approach had not yet been 

developed. There is no major difficulty, however, in incorporating the two 

dimensional statistical generation approach instead of the one dimensional 

approach. (Refer to Section 4.6.9) 

For the one dimensional correlation approach, specifying device-to-device 

matching merely involves specifying the spacing between a device and its 

partner. This is done by using comments in the SPICE circuit file. For example, 

the following specifies that Q3 matches and is 100UM from Q2; 04 matches and 

is 150UM away from OS; and Q5 matches and is 120UM from 02 

Q2 NODEl N0DE2 N0DE3 [BULK] NMIN 1 
Q3 N0DE4 NODES NODES [BULK] NMIN 1 
Q4 NODE? NODES NODE9 [BULK] NMIN 1 
Q5 NODEl N0DE3 NODES [BULK] NMIN 1 

MATCHES Q2 lOOUM 
MATCHES Q3 I50UM 
MATCHES Q2 I20UM 

[ Per SPICE syntax anything after a semicolon ( ; ) is considered to be a 

comment for the SPICE simulator. ] 

For the above series of statements, it would NOT have been allowed for the Q2 

statement to have a matching comment such as 

Q2 NODEl NODE2 N0DE3 [BULK] NMIN 1 ; MATCHES Q4 lOOUM 
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Q2 Q3 

N. 

05 04 

Not Allowed 
(If 02,03 and 03,04 Already Matched) 

Figure 7.2 Circular Reference Not Allowed 

This is not allowed since it produces a "circular reference" and may cause the 

spacings to be inconsistent. (Notice that Q4 matches Q3, and Q3 matches Q2, 

and so specifying that Q2 matches Q4 causes a circular reference.) 

NOTE: It is important to point out that this problem of not allowing a circular 

reference is only necessary for the one-dimensional correlation approach. The 

circular reference problem does not exist at all in the two-dimensional correlation 

approach (see Section 4.6). Also notice that, for this example, the one-

dimensional approach will start to give erroneous results for the correlation 

between the pair (Q2,Q4) although the correlation between the pairs (Q2,Q3) 

and (Q3,Q4) will be correct. 

We return back to our one-dimensional example in Figure 7.2. A device can have 

more than one partner. For the above, Q2 is a partner to both Q3 and Q5. 

Spacings are from device centroid to device centroid. Even when the matching 

comment is not present in the master circuit file, matching is automatically used. 

The default spacing is MAX_DIE_SIZE or 0.01 meters if MAX_DIE_SIZE is not 
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specified in the nnaster circuit file. Default matching is done against the first 

device encountered of a specific model name. For example, in the following 

series of statements 

Q7 MODEl N0DE2 NODE3 [BULK] NMIN 1 
Q8 N0DE4 NODES NODE6 [BULK] NMIN 1 
Q9 N0DE7 NODES NODE9 [BULK] NMIN 1 

and with no prior statements involving the NMIN model, the device Q8 is 

matched with Q7, and Q9 is matched with Q7, with the spacing being the 

MAX_DIE_SIZE. 

NOTE: For integrated circuits, devices are generally very highly correlated with 

each other. For example, in a specific but typical case it was found that even for 

devices (1mil NPN transistors) spaced 1 inch apart (0.025 meters) the correlation 

coefficient of Beta was 0.95. 

The MAX DiE sizE is specified by including it as a comment (on its own line) in 

the master circuit file: 

* MAX_DIE_SIZE lOOMILS 

Units that you can use are FM (femtometer), PM (picometer), NM (nanometer), 

UM (micrometer or micron), MM (millimeter), KM (kilometer), MEGM 

(megameter), GM (gigameter), and TM (terameter). 

You should NOT denote spacing as 1M or 0.1 M as this will be interpreted as 

millimeters. However, a number with no units (i.e. 0.01, 10E-6, ..) is interpreted 

to be in meters. 
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To specify distances you can also use MILS (25.4 micrometers). 

There must be no spaces between the number and its units. For example, 100 

UM is not valid but 100UM is valid. 

At this time, only devices with the same model name can be matched. For 

example, the following two statements in the master circuit file 

Q2 NODEL N0DE2 NODE3 [BULK] NMIN 1 
Q8 N0DE5 N0DE6 N0DE7 [BULK] NMIN2X 1 

have different model names (NMIN and NMIN2X) and so matching cannot be 

specified between them. 
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7.4 Device-To-Device Matching (interdevice Correlation) For Passive 

Devices 

The same syntax used for active devices is used to specify matching/spacing for 

resistors and capacitors. However, an additional piece of information can be 

included for resistors and capacitors. This Is the width of the resistor or capacitor. 

Matching is not only affected by relative spacing but also by the width of the 

devices involved. Some examples of statements for resistors are: 

R1 NODEl N0DE2 FILM 500 ; W=20UM 
R2 N0DE3 N0DE4 FILM 1000 ; W=20UM MATCHES R1 75UM 
R3 NODE5 NODE6 FILM 1000 ; MATCHES R1 200UM 

Usually, devices with smaller widths do not match as well as devices with larger 

widths. If the width is not specified the default width contained in the statistical 

model file is used. 

7.5 To Avoid Statistics For A Device 

To prevent DICE from generating statistically varying parameter values, use NO 

STAT as a comment: 

Q3 NODEl NODE2 N0DE3 [BULK] NMIN 1 ; NO STAT 

This instructs DICE to copy the statement line without modification onto each 

circuit run. 
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7.6 Types Of Files That DICE Generates 

For each circuit run, DICE generates two files. The first file is a SPICE circuit file 

and has a file extension such as .A01 . .A02 , etc. Parameter values for resistors, 

capacitors, and inductors will be placed in line in these circuit files. For example, 

if the master circuit file contains 

R37 NODEl N0DE2 FILM 1000 

DICE produces a circuit file (i.e. STAT.A01) with a statement such as 

R37 NODEl N0DE2 FILM 1002.863 (TC=-41.4E-6,-1.2E-6) 

The second file is a SPICE library file and has a file extension such as .01A , 

.02A , etc. This second file has the SPICE model parameter values for the active 

devices such as diodes and transistors. Each reference designator (i.e. Q15) in 

the circuit file will have its own model. Each model name will be the same as the 

reference designator. For example, if the master circuit file contains 

Q15 NODEl N0DE2 NODE3 [BULK] NMIN 1 

DICE creates the following statement in the first (circuit) file 

Q15 NODEl N0DE2 NODE3 [BULK] Q15 1 

and also creates the following statement (with various values) in the second 

(library) file. (Refer to sections 7.7.2 & 7.7.3 for examples.) 
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-MODEL Q15 NPN 
+ rS=1.273E-15 BF=216.35 VAF=84.29 

The second (library) file name (i.e. STAT.01A) is contained within the body of the 

first (circuit) file in a .LIB statement. For example. 

-LIE STAT.OIA 

An example of a master circuit file and the two types of files that DICE generates 

is shown in Section 7.8. 
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7.7 Types Of Files That DICE And SPICE Creates 

For each circuit run, the SPICE simulator creates two files. An output file and a 

data file. The output files are set to have extensions .001 , .002 , etc. The data 

files are those used by SPICE's PROBE module and are set to have extensions 

.0A1 , .GA2, etc. The sequence of file name extensions created by DICE and 

SPICE is as follows; 

DICE Created Files - SPICE Created Files 
Circuit Circuit File Library File Output File Data File 

1 .AOl . OlA .001 . OAl 
2 .A02 . 02A .002 .0A2 

9S .A99 . 99A .099 . 9A9 
100 .BOO . 003 . 100 .OBO 
101 .BOl . OIB . 101 . oai 

Up to 999 circuit files can be generated by DICE. 
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7.8 Examples of DICE Generated Files 

To get some familiarity with what type of files DICE generates we will analyze the 

Differential NPN Transistor Amplifier Circuit shown in Figure 7.3. The SPICE 

netlist for this circuit is shown in section 7.8.1. 

Figure 7 3 Differential NPN Transistor Amplifier Circuit 
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7.8.1 Example Master SPICE Circuit File 

The following is an example of a SPICE circuit (netlist) file that the user of the 

DICE software provides. 

' Project ST.A.T.CIR 
* No-e: Lines Prefaced With * Are Conunencs 

Ql OUTM INP El [BULK] NRNG 1 
S3 COM B3 E3 [BULK] .^IRNG 1 ; MATCH Q4 8MILS 
R3 E3 BULK FILM IK 
Q4 33 33 E4 [BULK] NRNG I 
•22 OUTP INM E2 [BULK] NRNG I ; MATCH QI 3MILS 
R4 E4 BULK FILM IK 
I21I27 VCC 83 lOOU 
VCC VCC BULK DC 30 
RLl VCC OUTM FILM lOK 
.RL2 VCC OUT? FILM lOK 
R1I47 VCC INM FILM lOK 
R1I4 9 INM BULK FILM lOK 
VIN INP INM DC 0 AC I PULSE(-.1 .1 .lU .OIU .OIU .5U lU) 
RLOAD OUTM OUTP FILM {PRLOAD} 
R1 El COM FILM IK 
R1I62 BULK 0 FILM IK 
R1I63 BULK 0 FILM IK 
R2 COM E2 FILM IK ; MATCH R1 2MILS 
CLOAD OUTM OUT? lOP 

. ?.ARA_M PRLOAD 2OK 

.PROBE 
• STEP P.ARAM P.RLOAD 5K 25K lOK 
.LIB ?43X.LIB 
.OPTIONS NUMDGT=8 WIDTH=132 NOBIAS NOECHO NOMOD 
.DC VIN -0.5 0.5 0.1 
.AC DEC 5 iOE3 100E6 
• S.-.VEBIAS "STAT. DC" DC DC=-0. 5 
.TEMP 25 
. END 
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7.8.2 Example DICE Generated Circuit Files 

The following is an example of a circuit file that DICE generates. Notice how 

resistors and capacitors have their parameter values placed in-line. Also notice 

that the model name for each active device is the same as its reference 

designator. (Refer also to section 7.6) 

' D:\DICE\STAT..A.C1 09/17/99 10:57:32 
' PROJECT STAT.CIR 

Q1 OUTM IMP El [BULK] Q1 1 
Q3 COM 33 E3 [BULK] Q3 1 
R3 E3 BULK FILM 997.02~037385 (TC=-5.0548E-5,-2 . 1027E-6) 
Q4 B3 B3 E4 [BULK] Q4 1 
Q2 OUTP INM E2 [BULK] <22 i 
R4 E4 BULK FILM 1.001111125E3 (TC=-4.5996E-5,-2 . 6S05E-6) 
IZ1I27 VCC 33 lOOE-6 
VCC VCC BULK DC 30 
RLl VCC OUTM FILM 9.991462025E3 (TC=-4.9982E-5,-2.317E-6) 
RL2 VCC OUTP FILM 9.998870303E3 (TC=-4.6613E-5,-2.2513E-6) 
R1I47 VCC INM FILM 1.000607969E4 (TC=-4.3955E-5,-2.1711E-6) 
RiI49 INM BULK FILM 9.985603115E3 (TC=-4.574 2E-5 ,-2.2466E-6) 
VIN INP INM DC 0 AC 1 PULSE ( -.1 .1 .lE-6 .OlE-6 .OlE-6 .5E-6 lE-6 } 
RLOAD OUTM OUTP FILM {FRLOAD} 
R1 El COM FILM 1.012233558E3 (TC=-5 .2868E-5,-2.4688E-6) 
R1I62 BULK 0 FILM 1.000342986E3 (TC=-4.078E-5,-2 . 5301E-6) 
R1I63 BULK 0 FILM 1.001324187E3 (TC=-4.288E-5,-2 . 2494E-6) 
R2 COM E2 FILM 1.009717091E3 {TC=-5.2457E-5,-2.3886E-6) 
CLO.AD OUTM OUTP lOE-12 
. P.aRAM PRLOAD 20E3 
.PROBE 
.STEP PARAM PRLOAD 5E3 25E3 10E3 
.LIB P43X.LIB 
.OPTIONS NUMDGT = 8 WIDTH = 132 NOBIAS NOECHO NOMOD 
.DC VIN -0.5 0.5 0.1 
•AC DEC 5 10E3 100E6 
.SAVEBIAS "STAT.DC" DC DC = -0.5 
.lEMP 25 
.PRINT DC V([OUTM]) V([INP]) V([E1]) V([BULK]) V{[COM]) 
.PRINT DC V([B3]) V{[E3]) V([E4]) V([OUTP]) V([INM]) 
.PRINT DC V([E2]) V([VCC]) V(0) 
. PRINT .a.C V( [OUTM] ) V([INP]) V([E1]) V([BULK]) V([CCM]) 
.PRINT AC V([B3]) V([E3]) V([E4]) V([OUTP]) V([INM]) 
.PRINT AC V;[E2]) V([VCC]) V(0) 
-LIB D:\DICE\STAT.01A 
.END 
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7.8.3 Example of DICE Generated Library Files 

The following is an example of a library file that DICE generates. A library file is 

created for each circuit file that is created. Each library file contains the 

parameter values for every active device in its corresponding circuit file. (Refer 

also to section 7.6) 

' 3:\DICE\STAT.OlA 09/17/99 10:57:20 

.MODEL Q1 M?N 
- 13=4.26G7G3632E-16 3F=238.480963798 NF=1.001751957 
- V.AF=179 . 422103843 IKF=9 . 0322934 15E-3 ISE=1. 167853349E-17 
- ME=1.202877912 3R=58.884418083 VAR=12.206340087 
- IKR=3.96980189E-5 ISC=1.266867965E-16 NC=1.166543175 

?.3=370 . 186279209 rRB=4 . 007801147E-4 RCO=802 . 015713459 
- 70=10.693271813 GAMMA=5.867340222E-9 
- MR=1.0 NK=0.5 rSS=0 NS=1 RE=1.0 RBM=50.0 RC=0 CJE=0 
- VJE=0.75 MJE=0.333 CJC=0 VJC=0.75 MJC=0.333 XCJC=1.0 
- CJS=0 VJS=G.7 5 MJS=0 FC=0.5 TF=0 XTF=0 VTF=10.0E2 
- ITF=0 ?TF=G TR=1.0E-9 QCO=0 EG=1.11 XTB=0 XTI=3.G 
- TRE1=G TRE2=0 TRB1=0 TRB2=0 TRM1=0 TRM2=0 TRC1=G TRC2=0 
^ KF=G AF=1 

.MODEL Q4 NPN 
- IS=3.853582707E-16 BF=223.769492938 NF=1.000286222 
- VAF=191.373166407 IKF=8.904969074E-3 ISE=1.021175834E-17 
- NE=1.202498368 BR=63.541452302 VAR=12.331453706 
- :KR=1.015282733E-4 ISC=1.091540215E-16 NC=1.159631822 
- RB=362.760801711 IRB=2.541970894E-4 RCO=844.626629662 
- 70=11.178412029 GAMMA=5.413466302E-9 
- NR=1.0 MK=0.5 ISS=0 NS=1 RE=1.G RBM=50.0 RC=0 CJE=0 
^ 7JE=G.75 MJE=0.333 CJC=0 VJC=0.75 MJC=0.333 XCJC=1.0 
- CJS=0 VJS=0.7 5 MJS=0 FC=0.5 TF=0 XTF=0 VTF=1G.GE2 
- :TF=0 ?TF=0 TR=l.GE-9 QCO=0 EG=1.11 XTB=C XTI=3.G 
- TRE1=0 TRE2=0 TRB1=0 TRB2=0 TRM1=0 TRM2=0 TRC1=0 TRC2=G 
- Kr=G AF=1 

•MODEL Q3 NPN 
- IS=3.804427238E-16 BF=221.971051827 NF=1.000129637 
- 7AF=193.422495948 IKF=8.90311873E-3 ISE=1.0554684 7E-17 
- NE=1.203915252 BR=63.428968266 VAR=12.373720825 
- :KR=i.03I599897E-4 ISC=1.087514929E-16 NC=1.159177261 
- R3=361.111031573 IRB=2.592957002E-4 RCO=846.501881468 
- 70=11.20236472 GAMMA=5.355751345E-9 

NR=1.0 NK=0.5 ISS=0 NS=1 RE=1.0 RBM=50.0 RC=0 CJE=0 
- 7JE=G.7 5 MJE=0.333 CJC=0 VJC=0.75 MJC=0.333 XCJC=1.0 
- CJS=0 VJS=0.75 MJS=0 FC=0.5 TF=0 XTF=0 VTF=10.0E2 
+ ITF=G PTF=0 TR=1.0E-9 QCO=0 EG=1.11 XTB=0 XTI=3.0 
- TRE1=G TRE2=0 TRB1=0 TRB2=0 TRM1=0 TRM2=0 TRC1=0 TRC2=0 
^ KF=0 AF=1 

(Continued Next Page) 
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•MODEL Q2 M?M 
- IS=4.271370543E-16 3F=238.782465357 NF=1.001796133 
- ViF=178.015553831 rKF=9.03S682282E-3 ISE=1.149400743E-17 
- N-E=l.202017341 3R=58 . 9213977 VAR=12 . 209997301 
- :K?=8.873315427E-5 ISC=1.26i31Q025E-16 NC=1.166171546 
- P.3=370 . 380121054 IRB=3 . 98217635E-4 RCO=799 . 599166792 
- 70=10.669101684 GAMMA=5.393264746E-9 
- N'R=1.0 NK=0.5 ISS=0 NS=1 RE=1.0 RBM=50.0 RC=0 CJE=0 
- •/JE=0.7 5 MJE=0.33 3 CJC=G VJC=0.7 5 MJC=0.333 XCJC=1.0 
- CJS=0 VJS=0.7 5 MJS=0 FC=0.5 TF=0 XTF=0 VTF=10.0E2 
- :TF=0 ?TF=0 TR=1.0E-9 QCO=0 EG=1.11 XTB=0 XTI=3.0 
- T=E1=0 TRE2=0 TRB1=0 TRB2=0 TRM1=0 TRM2=0 TRC1=0 TRC2=0 
- KF=0 AF=1 
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7.9 DICE Post-Processing (After SPICE Simulations) 

7.9.1 DICE Generated Histogram Report 

The following two pages contain an example of a Histogram report that DICE 

can create; 

09/1"'/99 D:\DICE\STAT\STAT 

V iOUT?)-V tOUTM) 
?RLOAD=25. OOOOE-i-03 vlN=0 . OOOOOOOE+00 ) 

Page: 1 

1 XXX 1 
1 XXX 1 
i XXX XXX XXX i 
I XXX XXX XXX ; 

3- XXX XXX XXX f 
! XXX XXX XXX i 
1 XXX XXX XXX 1 
' XXX XXX XXX 1 

Muir. 1 XXX XXX XXX ! 

6-^ XXX XXX XXX 
Of 1 XXX XXX XXX 1 

i XXX XXX XXX 1 
Occur i XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 

1 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX i 
4- XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 

; XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 
i XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 
1 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX i 
i XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 

2" XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 
! XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 
1 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 
! XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 

1 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 1 
—-t-

-5.354E--3 6. ,7E-5 5 _ 488E 

V(OUT?)-V(OUTM) 

3a.T.pies = 50 Mum Bins i 0 
Mean = 1. 5004E-•4 Std Dev = 2 .407476492E-3 
Minimum = -5 .354E-•3 Maximum = 5 .488E-3 

Median = 5. 17E-4 Mode = 1 .6933E -3 
Mean-3Sig = -7 .072389476E-3 Mean+3Sig = 7 .372469476E-3 
10% iie = -3 .527E-3 90% ile = 2 .638E-3 
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Circ 

0036 
0022 

0004 
0046 
0006 
0035 
0048 
0001 

0 0 2 6  

0015 
0041 
0025 
0038 
0013 
0 0 2 8  

0042 
0013 
0050 
0 0 1 2  
0002  

0 0 2 0  

0011 
0031 
0017 
0005 
0045 
0007 
0003 
0040 
0008 

0010  
0014 
0047 
0033 
0023 
0039 
0032 
0024 
0044 
0030 
0049 
0021 
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2:\DXCE\STAT\STAT Page: 2 

Sorted 3y Variable 

V(OUT?)-V(OUTM) 

Variable Value Ncrmalized In 3in 

-5.354E-3 -2.286 T_ 
-4.823E-3 -2.066 1_ 
-4.109E-3 -1.769 2 
-3.833E-3 -1.654 2 
-3.527E-3 -1.527 2 
-3.225E-3 -1.402 2 
-3.025E-3 -1.319 3 
-2.353E-3 -1.040 3 
-1.6E-3 -0.727 4 
-1.569E-3 -0.714 4 
-1.545E-3 -0.704 4 
-i.491E-3 -0.582 4 
-1.408E-3 -0.647 4 
-1.255E-3 -0.584 4 
-1.156E-3 -0.542 4 
-i.076E-3 -0.509 4 
-1.059E-3 -0.502 4 
-9.72E-4 -0.466 5 
-7.2iE-4 -0.362 C 
-6.6E—4 -0.336 5 
-6.43E-4 -0.329 5 
-4.52E-4 -0.250 C 
1.56E-4 0.002 6 
2.46E-4 0.040 6 
4.79E-4 0. 137 6 
5.55E-4 0. 168 6 
7.8E-4 0.262 6 
8.92E-4 0. 308 6 
9.61E-4 0. 337 6 
1.064E-3 0. 380 6 
1.099E-3 0. 394 6 
1.234E-3 0. 450 7 
1.27E-3 0. 465 7 
1.404E-3 0. 521 7 
1.556E-3 0.584 7 
1.665E-3 0. 629 7 
1.831E-3 0. 698 7 
1.837E-3 0.701 7 
1.949E-3 0.747 7 
2.043E-3 0. 786 7 
2.124E-3 0. 820 7 
2.36E-3 0. 918 8 
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0009 2. 451E-3 0, .956 8 
0037 2.515E-3 0, .982 8 
0027 2.538E-3 1. ,033 8 
0034 3.094E-3 T_ , .219 8 
0043 3.802E-3 1. .517 9 
0029 3.a39E-3 T_ ^ ,532 9 
0016 4.036E-3 X. ,614 9 
0019 5.483E-3 2. ,217 10 
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7.9.2 DICE Generated Scatter Diagram Report 

The following is an example of a Scatter Diagram report that DICE can create: 

09/17/99 D:\DICE\STAT\STAT Page: 1 

V (OUTP)-V fOUTM) 
3  .  0  

2 . 0 -  I  

I - 1 

I  i  

I  - *  I  

1.0+ . » . . » I 
I i 

1  I  

I  *  i  

0 . 0 +  I  

1  *  *  •  -  I  

I  . . .  ,  I  

-1. 0 + 
I  

- 2 . G -  •  I  

I  *  I  

I  Corr Coef=-0.958152 I  

I  I  

-3.0- + + 
-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 

RL2:.R-RL1 :R 

NOTE: Data for both variables is normalized (i.e. Mean=0, Scd Dev=l) 

Number Of Samples = 50 

Correlation Threshold = 0.279000 
(If the correlation coefficient is greater in magnitude than the 
threshold then the correlation is statistically significant.) 



3ca-isci-cs Ir. Original Scale: 

HORIZONTAL AXIS = RI.2:R-RL1:R 

Mean = -4.54 4 Scd Dev 

VERTICAL AXIS = V (OUTP)-V (OUTM) 
: ?RLOAS=25 . 0000E-'03 VIN=0 . OOOOOOOE+OC ) 
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76.306150714 

2.n — 1. 5004E-4 Scd Dev = 2.407476492E-3 
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7.9.3 DICE Generated Multivariate Regnssion Report 

The following pages contain an example of a Multivariate Regression report 

that DICE can create. Through the use of the information in this type of report a 

designer can analyze which devices (and which parameters of those devices) 

are causing the most contribution to a circuit's variation. This feature is one of 

the most valuable that DICE provides. 

09/17/99 D:\DICE\ST.3iT\STAT.REG REGRESSION 

Mear. £ Standard Deviation Of Factors s Responses 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION MEAN STD DEV 

F1 Q2:IS-Ql:IS 5.140966E-20 3.439808E-18 
r2 Q2:VAF-Ql:VAF 0.117532 1.412931 
F3 RI.2:R-RL1:R -4 .544 76.306150 
F4 R2:R-R1:R 3.5824E-2 2.005922 
F5 Q2: IS 4.971064E-16 1.845525E-16 
F6 Q2:BF 274.515403 76.672155 
F7 Q2:VAF 163.630155 63.204863 
F8 R1 :R 999.324654 7.823574 
F9 R2:R 999.360478 7.761339 
R1 V{OUTP)-V(OUTM) 1.500399E-4 2.407476E-3 
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RESPONSE R1 : V(OUT?)-V(OUTM) 
(Factor i response data normalized : mean=0 and std dev=L) 

Measured vs Calculated ResDonse 
3.01 

2 . 0 - r  :  

! '• i 

! * 1 
1 . 0 +  I  

Calculated i *•• | 

Response i I 

Value i 

0.0-i- • • I 
R1 I I 

I 1 

I I 
-1.0^ * • I 

I ' ' 1 
! I 
! • Multiple I 

-2.0+ • Correlation I 
I Coefficient i 
I = 0.999547 I 
I I 

-3.0+ + + + + + + 
-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 

Measured Response Value 

Measured R1 : V(OUTP)-V(OUTM) 

P.esponse Equation (With Factor S Response Data Normalized) : 

R1 = -0.8S2T3 + 0.148T4 + -0.137-Fl + 0.127T2 + -0.020-F8 
- 0.019-F9 + -0.011*F7 + 0.009*F5 + -0.008*F6 

NOTE: All measured response and factor data is normalized such that: 

R = (Rorig - Ravg)/Rstddev S F = (Forig - Favg)/Fstddev 

R = Normalized Response Data Value; Rorig = Original Response Data Value 
Ravg = Average of Original Response (Rorig) Data 
Rstddev = Standard Deviation of Original Response (Rorig) Data 

F = Normalized Factor Data Value; Forig = Original Factor Data Value 
Favg = Average of Original Factor (Forig) Data 
Fstddev = Standard Deviation of Original Factor (Forig) Data 
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RESPONSE R1 : V(OUT?)-V(OUTM) 
[Factor 5 response data norrr^lized : .•nean=0 and see dev=l) 

Regression Coefficients For Most Influential Factors 
1 . 0 0 -

I XXX 
i XXX 

0.75- XXX 
Coef i XXX 
Abs I XXX 
Value i XXX 

i XXX 
0.50+ XXX 

I XXX I 

; XXX I 

I XXX I 

I XXX i 
0.25- :<XX I 

I XXX I 

I XXX I 

I XXX XXX XXX XXX I 

I XXX XXX XXX XXX I 

0.00+ 

F F F F F F F F F  
3 4 1 2 8 9 7 5 6  

Most Influential Regression Coefficients (Sorted By Magnitude) 

FACTOR DESCRIPTION COEF COEF STATISTICAL 

VALUE STD ERR SIGNIFICANT 

r 3 RL2:R-RL1:R -0.882 0.004 YES 

" t R2:R-R1:R 0. 148 0.004 YES 

PX Q2:IS-Q1:IS -0.137 0.007 YES 

F2 Q2:VAF-Q1:VAF 0.127 0.007 YES 

F8 R1 :R -0.020 0.002 YES 

F9 R2 :R 0.018 0.002 YES 

F7 Q2:VAF -0.011 0.013 NO 

F5 Q2:IS 0.009 0.009 NO 

F6 Q2:BF -0.008 0.015 NO 

A coefficient is statistically significant if the absolute value of 
t.^e coefficient is at least 2.0 times the cciagnitude of its standard 
error. A coefficient which is not statistically significant means 
that there is a greater than 5% chance that the coefficient value 
is due to pure chance and not to an actual relationship between the 
the factor and the response. It may also be due to excessive error 
in the factor or response data. 
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RESPONSE R1 : V(OUT?)-V(OUTM) 
Response {In Original Scale) Is Given 3y: 

?.l = 1.500399E-4 -2.783607E-5* (r3 4.544) 
- :.779719E-4-(F4 - 3.3824E-2) - -9.574886E13-(F1 - 5.140966E-20) 
- 2.160887E-4*(r2 - 0.117532) + -6.160793E-6-(F8 - 999.324654) 
^ 5.627880E-6*(F9 - 999.360478) + -4.216185E-7-(F7 - 163.630155) 
- 1.217574E11-(F5 - 4.971064E-16) + -2.498634E-7*(F6 - 274.515403) 

As previously mentioned, the final goal of circuit system statistical simulation is 

accurate prediction of the circuit statistical responses based on the individual 

behavior of the transistors, resistors, etc. in the integrated circuit. It was also 

mentioned that another valuable aim is to trace back a circuit's output behavior 

to the device parameters that are the most responsible for a circuit's response. 

For the circuit analyzed here, we can now see the very powerful value of DICE. 

From the Multivariate Regression analysis we see that the most influential 

factors are the differences RL2-RL1, R2-R1, and IS2-IS1. 

If need be, with this information, the designer can now change aspects about 

RL1, RL2, R1, R2, etc. so as to improve the circuit's statistical behavior. For 

example, since the difference RL2-RL1 is the most influential factor in the 

circuit's statistical response the designer can bring RL1 closer to RL2 in the 

layout, or make RL1 and RL2 wider resistors so that they match better. 

It is significant to note that, all this can be done before going through a 

fabrication run which can run into the 100's of thousands and even millions of 

dollars. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SENSITIVITY OF CIRCUIT RESPONSES AND CORNER MODELS 

In this chapter, we present a technique to obtain what are called "comer models" 

using principal component transfomnations. Although these techniques are not 

necessary for simulating in DICE, this analysis can be useful to run some 

"manual checks" when only within device correlations are of interest. "Corner 

models" do not lend themselves to handle between device correlations. 

Even though the topic covered here is actually not used in DICE, it is included 

here because these techniques are useful for addressing within device 

correlations between parameters through the use of principal variables. 

However, as already stated, these techniques cannot be used to effectively 

handle the correlations that exist between devices at different spacings. 

These techniques can be useful when only statistical comer models are all that 

are desired to model the statistical spread of device parameters. Corner models 

are those sets of device parameters that represent the low, nominal, and high 

characteristics of each device. For example, the low parameter set might 

represent the low operating current (in the statistical sense) of a device at a 

specific voltage bias. Likewise the high parameter set would represent the high 

operating current of a device. 

One of the problems with corner models is that a different set of models would 

be needed for each type of characteristic. A comer model set developed to 

capture the statistical spread for operating current would be different than one 

developed to capture the statistical spread for speed, or for device gain, or for 

device impedance, etc. 
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In addition to this, selecting combinations of low, nominal, and high for different 

devices quickly becomes prohibitive. To cover the three levels for N devices 

requires S'' combinations. Since there can be hundreds and even thousands of 

devices we are faced with unfeasible numbers of circuit SPICE simulations to 

cover all the combinations. In the end the designer will have to select a very few 

number of combinations. That will, more than likely, not be representative of the 

true statistical nature of the circuit design. 

In addition to this, selecting the different combinations (low set for one device 

and high for another) completely ignores the correlation of devices at specific 

relative spacing. This results in simulation analyses that will always be suspect 

since interdevice correlations as a function of spacing are very influential aspects 

of Integrated Circuit designs. 

In spite of all these disadvantages, comer models are still used since they are 

easy to create and are easily included in current SPICE simulators as different 

SPICE model libraries (for example; slow, nominal, and fast models). 
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8.1 Sensitivity To SPICE Parameters 

If it is desired to use parameter sets that represent the high, low, and nominal for 

a specific circuit response (such as for the IC-VCE curves, HpE-lc curves, etc.) then 

we will need to know the sensitivities of that response to each of the SPICE 

parameters. For example, for a given V^E. operating point, a change in the Ic 

response is affected (to first order) by changes in Bp according to 

where (die / oBp) is the sensitivity of Ic to Bp . Similar terms apply to the other 

parameters. 

Once the sensitivities and variations of the SPICE parameters are known then 

the overall change in the Ic response can be estimated as: 

( 'c " 'cNOM )bF ~ (5lc ̂  ̂ Bp) (Bp - Bpf^oM ) (8.1) 

( 'c " 'cNOM ) ~ ( 'c " 'cNOM )BF "*• ( 'c " 'cNOM )lS • * * (8.2) 'CNOM ^IS 

or 

( 'c * 'cNOM ) ~ (^'c ! ̂ ®f) (Bp - BpMOM ) + (51c / 51s) ( Is " UnOM ) •*• • • • 

(8.3a) 

or if we define ale = Ic - 'cnom . ABp ~ Bp ~ 6{ 'FNOM • 6tc.. 

Ale = (5lc/5Bp)ABp + (5lc/ais)Als + (8.3b) 

Let us collect all the sensitivity derivatives into the sensitivity vector 

= [ (aic/5Bp) (51c/51s) (51c/5VJ ... ] (8.4) 
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If the parameters are functionally transformed (i.e. FBF = InCBp), Fis = In(ls), etc.), 

then the following sensitivity vector would be used: 

v̂  = [ (5lc/5Bp)/(aFB,/5Bp) (olc/5ls)/(cF,s/ais) (aic/5VJ/(oFV5VJ ... ] 

(8.5) 

Defining the changes in the SPICE parameters in vector form, and denoting it by 

As , 

AS = [ABp Als AVa r (8.6) 

or if functionally transformed 

As = [ AFBF AFIS AFva (8.7) 

We then see that the first order Taylor Series expansion for Ale can be 

represented by the relationship: 

Ale = v"^ AS (8.8) 
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8.2 Sensitivity To Principal Variables 

To determine the relationship of Ale to changes in the principal variables, Ab, we 

use the relationship s - [D'^UJb (Eq. 3.36). The vector As is then, 

AS = [D-'U]Ab (8.9) 

Substituting this into the Ale relationship (Eq. 8.8) we obtain, 

Ale = v^As = v^[D-'U]Ab (8.10) 

In expanded form this reads 

Ale = (aie/abi)Ab, + (Sic / Sbj) Abj + ... (8.11) 

Therefore the sensitivity vector between Ale and the statistically independent 

variables b^, bj, etc. is 

w^ = v^[D-'U] = [ (aie/abi) (aie/abz) (aie/abs) ... ] (8.12) 

Hence we can determine the sensitivities of a circuit response, such as le, to the 

statistically independent principal variables (b^, bj, etc.) through knowledge of the 

matrix D'^U and knowledge of v^, the sensitivities of le to the original (correlated) 

SPICE parameters (Bp, Ig, V*, etc.). 

As will be demonstrated, the sensitivities [D'^U] have very valuable uses 

for modeling and predicting circuit variations. 
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8.3 Predicting Variation Of Circuit Responses 

It is possible to predict the variation in responses, such as a,c, without running 

randomly (Monte Carlo) selected parameter sets. Let us start with the 

relationship 

Ale = AS = [D-^U] Ab = (51c / 5bi) Ab, + (aic / Sbj) Abj + ... 

(8.11.12) 

If we determine the variance of both sides we obtain 

Var(Alc) = (aic/ab,)2Var(Ab,) + (aic/5b2)2Var(Ab2) + ... (8.13) 

This result uses the fact that Ab^ , Abz, etc. are statistically independent 

variables, and the theorem that Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y) for X,Y statistically 

independent. It also uses the variance theorem that Var(cX) = c^ Var(X), where 

the constant coefficient are the quantities d\Jdbi, olc/^bj, etc. 

Denoting Var(Alc) = c^ic. Var(Abi) = . Var(Ab2) = . ®tc. we can then 

represent Var(Alc) in the form, 

cr^ic = (olc/^i)^ + (aic/Sbj)^ a^b3 + ••• (8.14) 

This is the variance decomposition of a^,c , also known as the propagation-of-

error equation. The equivalent matrix representation for a^,c is 

a^,c = [ D-'U ] Zte I D-'U f (8.15) 

where is the covariance matrix of the principal variable data 
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<̂ b1 0 0 

= 0 0 (8.16) 

0 0 
• • • 

Hence through knowledge of the sensitivities of the 1^ circuit response to the 

variables b^, bj, etc. and the standard deviations etc., the standard 

deviation of the circuit response a,c can be calculated. 

Notice that the variation for any circuit response such as open loop gain (AOL), 

common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR), etc. can be estimated from knowledge of 

the sensitivity of that circuit response to changes in either the SPICE parameters 

or the statistically independent variables b^, bj, etc. 

Each of the terms in <T^,C equation can be represented in a table format: 

Table 8.1 Principal Variable Variance Contributions 

Parameter Variance Contribution Value % of (T^ic 

b, {dysb.f 7.8 78% 

b2 idydb^)' o'w 1.1 11 % 

For this example, we see that b, accounts for 78% of cr^ic, bj accounts for 11 % of 

a^ic, etc. This information is very valuable in understanding, reducing, or 

controlling the variation in the circuit response variation of Ic by reducing or 

monitoring the terms (dicfdb )̂̂  {dystoif ct̂ m, etc. that dominates or̂ ic-
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Notice that if a specific term is very small, relative to the dominant 

terms, then the value of can be approximated to be zero, meaning that b^ is 

set to a constant (nominal) value. (This does n^ imply that b„ can be set to 0.) 

Also notice that this applies relative to the response (IQ in this case) being 

studied. Other responses may dictate that NOT be set to zero. Because of 

this it is recommended that all information be kept, conceming the cTf^'s. since 

different designs and responses result in different sensitivities, cY/cbK, and 

different variance, terms. (Here Y denotes a circuit response.) 

The sensitivities should be estimated at the nominal parameter set and can be 

calculated by changing each parameter value a small amount (keeping the other 

parameters constant at their nominal values) and then observing how much the 

response changes. The sensitivities, of course, are dependent on the circuit 

design. The variations cTbi, 0^,2, etc., however, are dependent on the devices and 

process, and can be pre-established by prior characterization of the devices that 

will be used in a design. The Principal Transformation matrix, U, is also 

dependent on the devices and process used, and can also be pre-established 

before a design. (Refer to Chapter 3.) 
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8.4 Example : Sensitivity And Circuit Response Variation 

For the case and the data in the last part of Section A, the parameter Is and Bp 

were functionally transformed such that 

Is -> In(ls) and Bp -• InCBp) (8.17) 

Therefore we have 

F,s = In(ls) (8.18a) 

FBF = In(BF) (8.18b) 

Fva = V;, (8.18c) 

Also note that VA was not functionally transformed. Hence we have 

V' = [ (aic/5is)/(aF,s/ais) • • • 1 

(8.19) 

Since aF,s/ais = ain(ls)/ais = 1 / U (8.20) 

aFep/^Bp = ain(BF)/5BF = 1 / Bp (8.21) 

aFv^/av^ = av^/av^ = 1 (8.22) 

then we get 

= [ Is (5«c/5ls) Bp (olc/aBp) (aic/^VJ ] (8.23) 
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The derivatives cic/cis, cIc/cBp. and cIC/oVA should be estimated, using the SPICE 

simulator, at the nominal parameter set values and can be calculated by 

changing each parameter value a small amount (keeping the other parameters 

constant at their nominal or average values) and then observing how much the 

response changes. Performing this for our case we found: 

= [ 178.027E-6 0 -32.2E-9 ] (8.24) 

From values for , D, and U we find that 

= v^[D-'U] = ( (olc/cb,) (aic/obz) (aic/oba) ... ] (8.25) 

or = [ -1.9273E-4 -6.2254E-3 8.2607E-4 ] 

From the last part of Chapter 3 we have the statistics 

Table 8.2 Principal Variable Statistics 

Statistic b, ^2 ba 

Average 0.8974 1.1121 0.9787 
Std Dev 0.3860 3.361 E-3 2.611E-2 

and so (Eqn. 8.16) is 

(0.386)2 

lb = 0 

0 

0 

(3.361 E-3)2 

0 

0 

0 

(2.611 e-2)2 
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Now that we have values for , D, U, and I„ we can calculate (8.15) 

= [v^d-^u] [v^d-^ur 

or per equation 8.17 cr^ic = w 

and so obtain that <t,c = 80.2386E-6 (8.26) 
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8.5 High, Low, And Nominal SPICE Parameter Sets 

As previously mentioned, since the elements of b are statistically independent 

we can select the values for the elements of b independently of each other. 

Hence the elements of b should be selected to model the statistical spread of the 

b parameters. How this is done is now described. 

As an example, let us say that the sensitivities of Ic to b^, bj, bj is such that 

51c/ob, >0 ; 51c/obj < 0 ; olc/obj >0 (8.27) 

Then the combination of elements in b that will give the high end Ic response (for 

the "3a" extreme) can be determined by choosing the elements of b as follows; 

Since clc/5bi >0 then b^H = bi^vc 3 Osi 

3ince 51c / c^2 ^ ^ then b2H ^2avg ~ ^ ^d2 

3ince 51c/ ^ 0 then b3m • b3^y/Q ^ 3 ^^3 

For the low end : 

~ - 3 CT(,i ; bjH ~ b2AVG 3 cTt,2 , bsH ~ bsAvQ - 3 CT(^ 

For the nominal: 

binom ~ bi/^vg • bjnom ~ b2avg • '̂ inom ~ '̂ savg 
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In the original SPICE parameter space (through use of Eq. 3.36 whereby 

s = [D'̂ U] b ) the high, low, and nominal are given by 

Sh == D 'U bH (8.28a) 

Sl = D 'U bL (8.28b) 

^NOM ~ D 'U b|ioM (8.28c) 

Notice that other "sigma factors" other than "Sa" can be used to determine SH 

and Su. 
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8.6 Selection Of The Sigma Factor 

In most cases selecting the 3 extremes, as just shown for the b '̂s gives 

overly pessimistic estimates for the variation in the response (Ic)- However, by 

proper selection of the sigma factor (other than 3) it is possible to come up with a 

combination of b '̂s which result in any "cr" extreme for the response. 

For notational simplicity let us define the derivatives as 

Ci = 5lc/obi; Cj = 51c/cbj ; Cj = dlc/cb^ -, etc. (8.29a,b.c) 

To obtain a response of Ic at the "n CT,c" extreme (i.e. Ic = lc(Nom) + n <i,c) each of 

the b„'s are chosen according to the equation 

bk ~ + z Cfc / |C)t| (8.30) 

where z is 

Z = n CT|C / { |Ci| Otji + IC2I CTt,2 IC3I CT^ + .. • } (8.31) 

Notice that n can be chosen negative or positive so as to obtain a negative or 

positive "n CT.C" extreme. 
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8.6.1 Derivation Of The z Factor 

From section 8.2 we have that 

Ale = (olc / cb,) Ab, + (51c / obj) Ab2 + . . . (8.11) 

Using our definitions of c, = 51c/cb, , Cj = 51c / cbz, C3 = 51c/ 5b3 , etc. Ale can 

be represented as 

For the response at Ic = Icnom ri cr,c (notice that n can be positive or negative) 

we use the definition for Ale that Ale = ic - 'cnom and so, 

Ale ic ~ ^cnom " ®ic C, Ab, C2 Ab2 c3 Ab3 ... (8.33) 

From this we see that there are an infinite number of combinations of Ab, , Abj. 

Abj, etc. which can lead to a change in Ic of n a,c . For simplicity we will use the 

same sigma factor, z, for each term such that 

where Ab, ~ b, ~ b,^yQ , Abj b2 * b2AVG » etc. 

Substituting the Ab,,'s from Eq. 8.34 into the Ale equation (Eq. 8.32), we obtain 

ALE - C, Ab, + C2 Ab2 + C3 Abs + . . . (8.32) 

Ab, = ZCTb, c,/|c,| ; Ab2 = z<yb2C2/|C2| ; etc. (8.34) 

Ale n CTic " c, z c, / |c,I ^ z ®b2 ^ / 1^1 ^ ... (8.35) 
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Now since c, Ci/|Ci| = |Ci| or in general CkC^/Ic^l = (c^l we obtain 

Ale ~ n CT|c — z |Ci| CTgi + z IC2I o'{,2 ^ 1^1 • (8.36) 

Factoring out the z we obtain 

Ale ~ n <T|c — z { |c^| CTbi IC2I <7^2 1^1 • • • } (8-37) 

Solving for z we get 

z = nCT,c / { |c,|a6, + IC2ICT62 + ICalcTba + ••• } (8-31) 

This in conjunction with the relationships 

Ab, = zabiCi/|Ci| : Abj = zaBaCj/ICjl ; etc. (8.34) 

Reveals that to obtain a response of Ic = Icnom " ^ic ®3ch of the b^ can be 

chosen such that 

~ z cTfifc Cij / |Ct,| (8.30) 
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8.7 Example : Sigma Factor Selection 

To exemplify how to select the z "sigma factor" we use the following values (Eqn. 

8.26) obtained in Section 8.4 ; 

CT,c = 80.2386E-6 

b, = 0.8974 CTbi = 0.3860 c, = aic/ab, = -1.9273E-4 

ba = 1.1121 = 3.361 E-3 C2 = aic/cb2 = -6.2254E-3 

b3 = 0.9787 CTb3 = 2.6108E-2 C3 = aic/5b3 = 8.2607E-4 

From this we calculate that 

z = n(t,c / { |Ci| ctb, + ICjIcTbz + IC3I ctm + • • •} = n 0.6865 

High Response : Ic = Icnom + 3 <T|c 

For the high end (Icnom 3 CT|c ) response extreme we want n = +3, which implies 

z would be chosen to be z - n 0.6865 = 3 (0.6865) = 2.0595. Which implies that 

b^, bj, and bj should be chosen to be 

bi = biAVG * 2^6,0,/|Ci| = 0.1024 since Ci / |Ci| =-1 

^2 = bjAVG ZCTbzCa/ICjl = 1.1052 since C2 / IC2I =-1 

bs = bsAVG + ZCTB3C3/IC3I = 1.0325 since C3 / IC3I =+1 
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Low Response i 1^ — ICNOM • 3 

For the low end (Icnom - 3 a,c ) response extreme we want n =: -3. which implies z 

= n (0.6865) = -2.0595 and so b,. bs, and bj will be 

bi — b^^y/Q + z <ii3i Ci / |c.,j — 1.6924 

^2 ~ ^2AVG ^ ^ ̂ 1^1 ~ 1.1190 

bs b3/^vQ +• z <T()3 C3 / IC3I 0.9249 

Nominal Response ; Ic = Icnom 

For the nominal response b^ , bj, and bj will be 

bi — ~ 0.8974 

b2 = = 1-1121 

b3 ^sAVG ~ 0.9787 

Collecting the data in table form we have 

Table 8.3 High, Low, and Nominal Principal Variable Sets 
Ic Level b, t>2 b3 
Low 1.6924 1.1190 0.9249 
Nominal 0.8974 1.1121 0.9787 
High 0.1024 1.1052 1.0325 
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We can now transform the low, nominal, and high b vectors back to the original 

(but functionally transformed) scale with the relation (2.36) 

s = [0 'U] b 

Table 8.4 High, Low, and Nominal Transformed Parameter Sets 
Ic Level Inds) ln(B,) 
Low 
Nominal 
High 

-36.623 5.248 271.2 
-35.292 6.179 152.2 
-33.961 7.111 33.3 

Transforming In(ls) Is , and inCBp) Bp we finally obtain the low, nominal. 

and high SPICE parameter sets: 

Table 8.5 High, Low, and Nominal SPICE Parameter Sets 
Ic Level Is Bp 
Low 
Nominal 
High 

1.244E-16 190.1 271.2 
4.707E-16 482.6 152.2 

17.810E-16 1224.8 33.3 

For this example, the response of interest was Ic but we can perform a similar 

analysis for any other desired response. Notice that since the sensitivities will be 

different for another response the corresponding SPICE parameters sets will be 

different from that of the Ic response. 
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APPENDIX A 

MULTIVARIATE TAYLOR SERIES 

Let F(X^ , X2, ... Xn) be a function of several variables which is continuous and 

differentiable over a certain region of interest. Similar to the single variable case, 

a function of several variables can be expanded as a Multivariable Taylor Series 

around a specific nominal point: 

F(X, . X2, ... X„ ) = F(X,o.X2o....X^) + I.(adF/5dXJ(X,-X,o) 

+ (1/2) 1.1, {SfF/dX, dX, ) (X, - Xk, )(X, - X,o) 

(A.1) 

where F(Xio, ^20. ... Xno) is the nominal point, dF/dX^ is the partial derivative of F 

with respect to Xj, and d^F/dX^ dX^ is the cross partial derivative with respect to Xj 

and X^ (or if i=k the second partial derivative). There are other higher order 

terms, of course, but we will restrict our expansion to the second order as shown. 

For a function of two variables, X and Y, the Multivariable Taylor Series 

expansion is 

F(X,Y) = F(Xo.Yo) + (aF/5X)o(X-Xo) + (aF/aY)o (Y - Yo ) 

+ i^F/dX aY)o (X -Xo )(Y - Yo) + (1/2)( cf'F/dX^ )o (X - Xo )2 

+ (1/2)( ^FldY^ )o (Y - Yo f (A.2) 

where (XQ ,YO ) is the nominal point. This can also be represented in the form 

F = ao + a, X + 82 Y + a, X Y + a* X^ + as Y^ (A.3) 
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where all the constant tenns such as F(Xo,Yo), (aF/aX)o (-Xo), etc. are coalesced 

into the coefficient . Similarly all the terms multiplied by X are coalesced into 

the coefficient a^ Likewise for coefficients aj, a,. a«, and . 

A more general type of series is the Multivariate Laurent Type Series for which 

the expansions Include both (X-Xo)" and 1/(X-Xo)'' type terms. 

G(X, . X2. ... X„) = I. [ a, (X, - X,o) + b, (X, - XJ^ J + ... 

Si Sk Cjk (Xj - Xio )(Xfc - Xfco) — 

+ i ,  id, /(x,-x„) + ei/(x,-xk,)m + ... 

+ si sk fjit / [(xj - xj<j )(xfc - x|(o}] + ... (a.4) 

For best accuracy the terms after ag (e.g. a^ X. ajY, a, XY. a4X^, ajY^ ) should 

be small compared to ao . Also higher accuracy may result if the expansion is 

done as certain functions of X and Y (e.g. 1 / X , 1 / Y). For example, 

F= ao +a,/X + a^/y + a, /(XY) + a4 (l/X)^ + 85(1^0^ (A.5) 

The best type of X or Y function to use can many times be inferred from the 

nature of the system being modeled. 
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APPENDIX B 

STATISTICAL RELATIONS 

B.1 The Expectation (Average) Value, Variance, And Covariance 

The expectation value of a random vanable can be defined as the average or 

mean of that random variable. (A random variable is merely a variable which has 

statistical variation.) Therefore denoting x as a random variable the expectation 

value of X can be estimated from a sample of data according to 

As N approaches infinity then E(x) = x^vg exactly. 

The variance of a random variable describes the dispersion of a random variable 

(actually the square of the deviation relative to the mean) and Is defined as the 

expectation value of the quantity ( x - E(x) f and can be estimated as the 

average of (x - x^vg)^ 

E(x) = Average Of X = x^vg = IjXj /N (B.1) 

Var(x) = E[(x-E(x))M (B.2) 

or using sampled data 

Var(x) = Avg( (x - x^^g)^ 1 = (x^ - x^vg )^ / N (B.3) 

where, like the E(x) case, as N approaches infinity Var(x) = Avg[ ( x - x^VG)^ 1 

exactly. 
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For reasons that will be discussed shortly a slight modification of this last formula 

for Var(x) is usually used 

Var(x) = 2,  (x . -x^vg )^  / (N-1)  (B.4)  

This last form is used since if we had an infinite population with variance, a^, a 

finite sample from this distribution would result in the expectation values 

El Si (Xi -x^vG )' /(N-1) J = (B.5) 

and E[Si (Xi-X^vc)^ /N] = a2(N-1)/N (B.6) 

Hence the best estimate of Var(x), using a finite sample of data, is 

Var(x) = Zi (Xi-X^vc)" / (N-1) (B.7) 

The standard deviation of a random variable, denoted a., is merely the square 

root of the variance 

a, = StdDev(x) = (Var(x) (B.8) 

The covariance of two random variables describes the amount of "common 

variance" between two random variables, x and y, and is defined as 

Cov(x,y) = E[(x-E(x) )(y-E(y))] (B.9) 

and can be estimated firom sampled data by 

Cov(x.y) = 2, ( xi - Xavg )( Yi - Yavg ) / (N -1) (B. 10) 
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where again (N - 1) is used for the sake of accuracy for small sample sizes. 

Notice that for x = y the covariance Cov(x,y) = Cov(x,x) is equal to the variance 

Var(x). This is seen to be true since 

Cov(x,x) = E( ( X - E(x)) ( X - E(x)) ] = E( ( x - E(x) f ] = Var(x) (B.11) 

Notice also that interchanging x and y does not change the covariance. That is 

Cov(y,x) = Cov(x,y) (B.12) 
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B.2 Statistical Definitions And Theorems 

Let X and Y be random variables. Also let f(X) and f(Y) denote the probability 

density functions of X and Y respectively. In addition, let f(X,Y) denote the joint 

probability density function of X and Y. Reference; [HPS71], [Shi96] 

Expectation Definition; E(X) = Z, xjf(x,) ; E(x) = / xf(x)dx (B.13) 

E(c) = c ; where c is a constant (B.14) 

E(cX) = cE(X) (B.15) 

E(X+Y) = E(X) + E(Y) (8.16) 

Variance Definition; Var(X) = E( X - E(X) Y (B.17) 

Var(X) = E(X2) - [ E(X) ]2 (8.18) 

Var(c) = 0 ; where c is a constant (B.I9) 

Var(cX) = c^ Var(X) ; where c is a constant (8.20) 

Covariance Definition; Cov(X.Y) = E{ [ X - E(X) ] [ Y - E(Y) ] } (8.21) 

Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y) + 2 Cov(X,Y) (8.22) 

Statistical Independence; X.Y are stat. indep. If f(X,Y) = f(X) f(Y) (8.23) 

Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + \/ar(Y) if X,Y are statistically independent (B.24) 

Var( a X + b Y ) = a^ Var(X) + b^ Var(Y) ; where X.Y stat. indep. and a, b are 
constants (B.25) 

Cov(a X, b Y) = a b Cov(X.Y) (8.26) 

Cov( Si a, X, . Ik b. X,) = Z, S, a^ b, Cov( X, . Xk ) (8.27) 

r = Cov(X,Y) / axtTy : where r = correlation coefficient between X and Y (8.28) 
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B.3 The Covariance Matrix 

Consider the randonn vector v consisting of n elements each of which are 

random variables denoted v,. Vj, ... Vn. The random variables (v,. V2, ... Vn ) 

each have variances which we denote by Var(Vi). Var(v2), ... \/ar(Vn). If we 

measure several random variables at the same time for a given system then we 

can use that to determine covariances between any two random variables v, and 

v,. Let us denote the covariance between the two random variables V| and v, with 

cov(v„v,). We can put these in a matrix called the covariance matrix of v, denoted 

cv 

COV(V, .V, ) C0V(Vi ,V2) ... cov(v, ,v„) 

Cv = C0V(V2 ,v,) C0V(V2 .Vj) ... C0V(V2 ,v„) (B.29) 
• • • 
• • • 

COV(V„ .V, ) C0V(V„ .V2 ) ... cov(v„ ,Vn ) 

Since cov(Vi .v, ) = var(vi ), cov(v2 .Vj) = varcvj) , etc... the covariance matrix, 

Cv, is also 

var(v,) cov(v, ,V2) ... cov(Vi .v„) 

Cv = cov(V2 ,Vi) var(v2) ... cov(V2 ,Vn) (B.30) 
• • • 
• • • 

cov(v„ .Vi) cov(v„ .V2) ... var(v„) 

Notice that since cov(v2,v,) = cov(Vi,V2) the matrix Cy is symmetric. That is we 

have that Cv = [Cv Y . 

Since from the definition of covariance 
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Cov(v,.v,) = E[ ( V, - E(v,)) (V, - E(v,)) J (B.31) 

the covariance matrix Cv can also be represented by 

E[(v, -E(v,))(v, -E(v,))I E((v, -E(v, ) ) ( V2  - E { y ^ ) ) ]  . . .  

Cv = E[ ( V2 -  E ( V 2  ) )  (  V ,  -  E ( v , ) )  ]  E [  (  V 2  -  E ( V 2  ) )  (  V 2  -  E ( V 2 )  )  ]  . . .  

: : (B.32) 

If we define the expectation of a vector or matrix as the vector or matrix of 

expectation values for each of the elements of the vector or matrix, then 

r v,-E(v,) 1 [ (v,-E(v,)) (v,-E(v,)) ... <v„-E(v„))l 

Cv = E V2-E(V2) 

L VN-E(V„) J 

or C, = E{ [ V  -E( v ) ] [ v  -E( v )f } (B.33) 

where [ E(v) ]^ = [ E(v, ) E(V2) ... E(v„) 

and 

[ v - E ( v ) r  =  [ ( v , - E ( v J )  ( V2 - E ( v2 ) )  . . .  ( v „ - E ( v „ ) ) r  

(B.34) 
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B.4 The Correlation Matrix 

Another nfiatrix closely related to the covariance matrix is the correlation matrix. 

The correlation matrix, denoted Ry can be calculated from the covariance 

matrix. Cv , by the relationship 

Rv = Z\ Cv Z\ (B.35) 

where Zv and Z'V are diagonal matrices 

(Tvi 0 0 1/trvi 0 0 

0
 

II >
 

N
 ®V2 0 <

 II 0
 

1 /0'v2 0 

0 0 ^V3 • • • 0 0 1/a, 

(B.36) 

and where avi = Sqrt(Var(Vi)), CTv2 = Sqrt(Var(V2)), etc. 

The correlation matrix, Ry , has elements consisting of the correlation coefficients 

between random variables V^, Vj, etc. 

where 

*^12 

« 2 1  '  ' 2 3  •  •  •  

rji t22 1 • • • 

: : : (B.37) 

r^2 - Tj, = Correlation Coefficient Between V, and V2 

Tn - - Correlation Coefficient Between and V, 

>'23 = ^32 - Correlation Coefficient Between Vj and V3 
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Notice that the Rv matrix is symmetric, and so equal to its transpose (Ry = Ry^)-

Alternately, the covariance matrix, Cy , can be calculated from the correlation 

matrix, Ry, and the diagonal standard deviation matrix, Zy , by the relationship 

Cy 2[y Ry 2^ (B.38) 
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B.5 The Expectation Of u = Mv Given E(v) 

Given the relationship 

u - Mv (B.39) 

and the expectation of the vector v, E(v), then 

E(u) = E(iWv) = ME(v) (B.40) 

This follows from a statistical theorem that states that the expectation value of a 

constant, c, multiplied by a statistical variable, X, equals that constant multiplied 

by the expectation of X, 

E(cX) = cE(X) (B.41) 
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B.6 The Covariance Of u = M v Given The Covariance Matrix Of v, 

Given the relationship 

u = Mv (B.42) 

and the covariance matrix of v , Cy . we can derive the covariance matrix of u. 

. We start by using the matrix notation 

C „  =  E {  [ u - E ( u ) I [ u  - E ( u ) r  }  ( B . 4 3 )  

Substituting M v in place of u we obtain 

C„ = E{ [ M V - E(M V ) I [ M V - E(M V ) (8.44) 

Since E(M v )=M E(v ) we can factor out the M's 

C „  =  E {  M [ v - E ( v ) ]  [ M ( v  - E ( v ) ) r  }  ( B . 4 5 )  

Since for any matrices A and 8 [A B]^ = A^ 

C „  =  E {  M ( v - E ( v ) ]  [ V  - E ( v ) r M M  ( B . 4 6 )  

The matrices M and can be factored out of the expectation operation. Hence 

C„ = M E{[v-E(v)] [V -E(v)r } (B.47) 

Since Cy = E{ [ v - E(v ) ] [ v - E(v ) f } we then obtain 
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(B.48) 

Hence given that u = M v and given Cv we can detennine C^. 

NOTE: This last relation, C„ = M Cv M ,̂ is the statistical foundation for Principal 

Component Analysis as discussed in Section 3.10. 
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APPENDIX C 

SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF RANDOM FIELDS 

In this appendix we cover some basics about the spectral representation of 

random fields. A random field system many times involves an analytically 

intractable partial differential equation. Analysis in the spectral representation 

reduces the system into a much simpler algebraic system. Once analysis in the 

spectral domain is complete, a Fourier transform is all that is needed to 

determine the correlation function of the random field. 

As can be seen in dealing with random processes or fields in Chapter 4, the 

solutions to getting at the correlation functions (or other quantities of interest) 

usually involves solving a partial differential equation. When the partial 

differential equation is of a known form with a known solution, a quick search 

through a reference book of partial differential equations solutions is all that is 

needed. However, fitting a real world stochastic system may involve partial 

differential equations that are not analytically solvable. For these cases we may 

need to resort to numerical methods. 

In addition to an analytically intractable partial differential equation, a random 

process or field involves correlated random variables with a random error term as 

part of the equation. For example, in Chapter 4 we are faced with the following 

two dimensional random field system. 

[ ^ /5x^ + 5^ /5y^ - ] Z(x,y) = e(x,y) (C.1) 
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where x and y are the coordinates, Z(x,y) is the two dimensional random field, 

and E(x,y) is the random error term. (Refer to Chapter 4 about the definition of a 

random field.) 

Hence we are faced, not with a traditional partial differential equation systenn 

involving regular types of variables, but one with variables with stochastic 

properties - which must be dealt with in a proper statistical manner. 

As it turns out, transforming the problem into the frequency (or spectral) domain 

transforms the problem from a partial differential equation system to an algebraic 

system involving Fourier transforms of the partial differential equation tenn and 

the random error term. The Fourier transform of the partial differential operations 

affects the transfer behavior and hence the output of the system. Whereas the 

Fourier transfomris of the random error term and the random field Z(x,y) can be 

viewed as the inputs to the system. 

The exact relationships between the transforms of the partial differential term 

and the random error term will be covered after we introduce some of the 

definitions and properties of the spectral representation. The spectral 

representation will also allow us to get at the correlation relationship 

corresponding to our random process or field. 
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C.1 The Covariance and Correlation Functi'ons For A Random Process 

The auto-covariance function of a random process is defined as 

where ^(t) is the mean of Z(t), and n(t') is the mean of Z(t). 

The auto-correlation function of a random process is defined as 

p(t.t') = Cov(Z(t).2(t')]/[a(t)a(t')I = B(t.t') / [ <y(t) a(t') ] (C.3) 

where a(t) is the standard deviation of Z(t), and a(t') is the standard deviation of 

Z(f). 

If t=t' then B(t,t') is simply the variance, a^(t), of the random process Z(t), 

B(t.t) = Cov[Z(t).Z(t)I = VartZ(t)] = a'it) = (t' (0.4) 

If a random process is translationally invariant (also called homogeneous) then 

its auto-covariance and auto-correlation functions will depend only on the relative 

position of t and t' and we then have, 

B(t,t') = Cov[Z(t),Z(t')] = E[(Z(t)Z(f)l - ^(t) ^(t•) (0.2) 

B(t,t') = B(t+a,f+a) (C.5) 

If we take a = -t' then we have 

B(t, f) = B(t-t',t'-f) = B(t - f,0) (C.6) 
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= Cov[Z(t-t').Z(0)] = E[(Z(t-f)Z(0)] - M(t-t') n(0) (C.7) 

and p(t.f) = p(t-f.O) = B(t-t'.O) / [ a(t-t') o(0) ] (C.8) 

Since Cov(U,V) = Cov(V,U) we also have that 

B(t,t') = B(f.t) (C.9) 

p(t.t') = p(t'.t) (C.10) 

This implies that 

B(t. f) = B(t-t'.0) = B(f,t) = B(f-t.O) (C.11) 

and so B(T,0) = B(-T,0) (C.12) 

where X = t - t'which we will call the lag difference. Hence we see that B(T,0) is 

symmetric about the origin and hence an even function. 
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C.2 The Spectral Density Function For A Random Process 

To analyze the properties of a stationary random Z(t) process, in the frequency 

domain, we are going to use both positive and negative frequencies. Using this 

approach will allow us to extend these techniques to real multidimensional 

random fields. 

The variance, of a continuous coordinate random process Z(t) can be viewed 

as distributed over the frequencies -QO < CO < QO. This motivates introducing the 

definition of the discrete spectral density function, S{ci)), whereby. 

where S{co) is called the spectral density function of Z(t). S(o>) is real and non-

negative. Also, since our approach used both positive and negative frequencies, 

S(co) is two-sided, in communication theory the spectral density function is also 

referred to as the power spectrum [Pap84]. 

The spectral density function is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 

function [Pap84], 

= Loo" S(a)) cfcj (C.13) 

S((o) = {2k)'^ B(T, 0) exp(-i a x) dz (C.14) 

and the autocorrelation is the Fourier transform of the spectral density function: 
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B(T, 0) = Lao" S(co) exp(i 0) T) cfo) (C.15) 

Equation C.15 is an extremely valuable relationship which we will be using 

extensively in analyzing our random field systems. 

If we set t=0 then our C.15 equation reduces down to the variance equation 

C.13 

8(0,0) = = l«" S((o) cos(O) cfeo = W S(oj) cfo) (C.I6a) 

Since B(T,0) is an even function, B(T,0)=B(-T,0), then from equation C.14 we see 

that S(o)) is also an even function. That is, it is symmetric about co-O, 

S(-ci)) = S((o) (C.16b) 
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C.3 More Formal Spectral Representation 

We can use a more formal representation using complex operations. We begin 

by representing a zero mean random field, Z(t), and the real part of a complex 

random field Z'it), [Van83] 

Z(t) = Re{r(t)} = Re{ Z„ exp(i co„ t) } -• Re{ L exp(i o)„ t) Z(cfo)) } (C. 17) 

This relation can be interpreted as saying that Z(t) is comprised of a sum of 

elemental oscillations exp(i -1). Each additive component is associated with 

different regions dca in the frequency domain, and each is multiplied by the 

complex random values Z^-Zida). These random values comprise a random 

field which is uncorrelated and has a mean of zero. That is 

E[Z(cfeo)] = 0 (C.18) 

For two selected regions that do not overiap, denoted as do^ and dcoj, 

e[z*(cfej,)z(cfcj2)] = 0 (C.19) 

The variance of each elemental component is [Van83], 

E[|Z(do))|2] =s(co)db) (C.20) 

To obtain the covariance function of Z(t) we substitute Z(T) and Z(0) into the 

definition for B(T, 0) 
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B(T. 0) = Cov[Z(T).Z(0)l = E [ (I, z; expo oj, t)) ( S, Z„)] 

= I„E[|AlMexp(io). t) (C.21> 

Substituting equation C.20 into C.21 we obtain that the covariance function is, 

B(T, 0) = F.oo" S(ci)) exp(i 0) • T) CFO) (C.22) 

And the Inverse Fourier transform of this yields 

S(ci)) = (271)"*" F.."" B(T, 0) exp(-i co x) dx (C.23) 

This Is the fomn of the spectral density function and autocorrelation Fourier 

transform pairs which we will use extensively in analyzing our random field 

systems. 
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C.4 Input-Output System Representation 

When we are faced with a multi-dimensionai random field system such as the 

one described in equation C.1, [ ^ ^ Id^ - ] Z(x,y) = e(x,y), we can 

analyze the system as having inputs, due to the random field Z(x,y) and the 

random error term 8(x,y), and an output due to the partial differential operation [ 

Idx^ + ^ /5y^ - a} ] affecting the inputs. In order to easily analyze these input 

and output system responses we will the use frequency system response and 

transfer function methodologies that is so common In the Electrical Engineering 

discipline. 

As previously mentioned, transforming the problem into the frequency (or 

spectral) domain transforms the problem from a partial differential equation 

system to a simple algebraic system. As will be shown, once analysis in the 

frequency domain is completed (which usually involves converting partial 

derivative terms into algebraic terms) a Fourier transform is then performed to 

obtain the correlation relation in which we are ultimately interested. Of course, a 

real system may require that we perform the Fourier transform numerically. If this 

is necessary, this can easily be done with modem day FFT algorithms. 

We now begin our input source and output system response methodology. 

A multi-dimensional linear operator may make use of a unit impulse (delta) 

response function h(t) or a complex frequency response function H(o)). The unit 

impulse at location t^t' in m-dimensional space is, 

x(t) = 5( t - f) = 5( t, - f,)5( t, -1*,) • • • 5( t, . f J (C.24) 
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Assuming the system is initially at rest, the response to a unit innpulse is, 

y(t) = h(t-t*) = h(T) (C.25) 

where h(T) is the unit response function of the system. 

The other common excitation to use is a muiti-dimensionai complex sinusoid of 

unit amplitude, 

x(t) = exp(io)t) = exp[i(a),ti+C02t2+-a)„t„)] (C.26) 

The steady-state response would then be 

y(t) = H(o))exp(ia)t) (C.27) 

where H(cd) is the transfer function or the frequency response function of the 

system. 

The functions h(t) and H(ti)) are related by the m-tuple Fourier transform pair, 

H(O)) = /.oo" h(T) exp( i (0 • T) dr (C.28) 

h(t) = (27trL."' H(Q))exp(-io) t)dbj (C.29) 
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C.5 Homogeneous Random Field Input-Output Relationships 

Given the h(t) unit impulse response function, and the random field "input 

source", X(t), then the "output response" random field, Y(t), can be determined 

by superposition as, 

Y(t) = /,„„X(u) h(t-u)du = h(v)X(t-v) (/V (C.30) 

This is a convolution integral which relates the "output response" random field 

Y(t) in terms of the "input source" random field X(t). if the input source random 

field, X(t), is homogeneous then the output response random field,Y(t), will also 

be homogeneous. 

In the frequency domain, the input X(t) and output Y(t) random fields can be 

spectrally represented as, 

X(t) = Lexp(io) t)Zx(cfa)) (C.31) 

and Y(t) = L expO ® t) ZvCdco) (C.32) 

In this representation X(t) and Y(t) can be complex random fields. To keep 

notation simple, the Re{ } notation is omitted in the remainder of this section. 

Substituting X(t) (equation C.32) and the Fourier transform relation for H(co) 

(equation C.28) into the convolution relation for Y(t) (equation C.30) we obtain. 

Y(t) = I h(v) X(t-v) cfv = t h(v) dv JL exp[« o> (t-v)] Zx(cfa)) 
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= L exp(i cot) Zx(cfa)) t h(v) exp(i co • v) c/v 

And so we have, 

Y(t) = L exp(i co t) 2x(cfc>) H(co) (C.33) 

Now if we compare equations C.32 and C.33 we see that 

Zy(cfeo) = H(co)Zx(cfeo) (C.34) 

Which relates the amplitudes of the Fourier transforms for X(t) and Y(t). 

By substituting equation C.34, the expectation of the square of the magnitudes 

(absolute value) of Zy(dco) is given by, 

E[|Zy(cfeo)n = |H(co)|2E[|Zx(cfo))|2l (C.35) 

If we equate this last expression C.35, with equation C.20, which is the formal 

representation relation for E[ IZyCdco)!^], we have, 

Sy(co)c/co = E[|ZY(dco)n = |H(co)|2 E[ |Zx(cfeo)|M = |H(co)|2 Sx(co) cfeo (C.36) 

And hence we see that. 

SYCo) = |H(co)r Sx(co) (C.37) 
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This relates the spectral density functions of the input random field to the output 

response random field. This is a very valuable relationship which we will use 

repeatedly in analyzing our random field systems. 
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C.6 Statistics And Frequency Responses of Random Field Partial 

Derivatives 

In all the following, we will assume that the random fields we are dealing with, 

meet the conditions of differentiability. 

We start with a m-dimensional homogeneous random field Z(t) = Z(ti. ta, ... U. 

which has a spectral density Sz((o), and covariance function B(T, 0). 

Transfer Function For Partial Derivatives 

To determine the transfer function, HCo), corresponding to the partial derivative 

operation we substitute exp(i co t) in place of Z(t), and H(cd) exp(i o t) in place of 

D^Z(t). With this we have, 

Hence for the partial derivative of a random field, 5Z(t)/5tk, the transfer function is 

D,Z(t) = H(co) exp(i cot) = 5Z(t) / 5 t k  =  a exp(i co t) Z(t) / 51^ 

= i con exp(i co t) (C.38) 

H(co) = i CO (C.39) 

The square of the magnitude of this H(co) is 

I H(o)) = 0)^ (C.40) 
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Using the relation SyC©) = |H(o))|^Sx(oj) (Eq. C.37) we see that the spectral 

density for the partial derivative is 

SDkZ(t)(6J) = o)^Sz(co) (C.41) 

Transfer Function For Second Order Partial Derivative 

To determine the transfer function. H(co), corresponding to this second partial 

derivative operation we substitute exp(i o t) in place of Z(t), and H(co) exp(i co t) in 

place of DkpZ(t). With this we have, 

D^pZ(t) = H(o>) exp(i oj t) = a2Z(t) / a t f c 5 t p  =  a ^expO cot) Z(t) / 51, a tp 

= (i o)J (i o)p) exp(i cot) (C.42) 

Hence for the second order partial derivative of a random field the transfer 

function is 

H(co) = - cOk tOp (C.43) 

The square of the magnitude of this H(co) is 

I H(co) 1^ = Gi\ (0% (C.44) 

Again, using the relation SY(co) = |H(co)|^Sx(co) we see that the spectral density for 

the second order partial derivative is 

sd(c.pz(t)(«) = sz(a)) (C.45) 
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Transfer Function For Operator To A Power Q'' 

Let's say we have the following differential operator 

Q  =  ( a a ^ / a t ^ a t p  +  b s / a t ,  +  c )  ( C . 4 6 )  

By applying the partial derivative transfer function operations shown earlier in 

this section to each term in parenthesis we readily find that the transfer function 

H(co) is, 

Hq(o)) = - a 0),^ cop - i b oj, + c (C.47) 

If the differential operator Qs:(a5^ I  d X ^ d X ^  + b6 / 5t, + c)is squared, then this 

is equivalent to letting the transfer function within parenthesis operate twice in 

succession. Hence for = ( a / 51^ 5 tp + b 5 / 5t, + c)^ the transfer function 

will be 

Hq.2(<b) = (- a oj^ o)p - i b o, + c)^ (C.48a) 

Or generalizing this to any integer power t|, and any operator Q, we can see that 

if Hq(co) is the transfer function for the operator Q, then the transfer function for 

the differential operator Q*" is [HQ(o))]'' . 

Ha.„(ti)) = IHQ(o))]'' = (- a cOk cOp - i b 0), + c)" (C.48b) 
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C.7 Application: Markov Random Process 

In chapter 4 we presented that the model for the Markov random process (also 

called the AR(1) process) had the form, 

The model form in chapter 4 had a constant term on the right but that was the 

mean of the random process multiplied by 1-4t> (refer to equation 4.71). Therefore 

getting rid of the constant term is equivalent to assuming that the mean of the 

random process is zero. This results in no loss of generality, but it will make our 

analysis simpler. 

We can rearrange equation C.49 to give us. 

Actually 8^ gets divided by but we merely scale it accordingly and re-define a 

new error term. At the end, when we obtain a covariance relationship for our 

random process, we will normalize to conform to the actual variance of our 

random process. 

In the continuous limit, equation C.50 gives the following differential equation, 

(C.49) 

x.- x,., + = e. (C.50) 

dX(t)/cft + aX(t) = e(t) (C.51) 

where we substituted a - 1/^ -1, and the random error term e(t) is '>white noise" 

which has a constant value for its spectral density. Because of stationarity 
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restrictions ((><1 (see Section 4.5.2). In addition we nnake the further restriction 

that (|>>0. From these two restrictions we then have that a>0. Also notice that we 

are restricted to t>0 since our original random series was in the direction of 

Increasing k. 

To determine the transfer function for this last equation, C.51, we replace X(t) 

with exp(icot), and H(o)) exp(ici)t) in place of the full expression [c// dt + a] X(t) 

H(co) exp(icat) = [ d / dl + a ] exp(io}t) = (ico + a ) exp(icat) (C.52) 

This implies that H(co) = ioj + a (C.53) 

The spectral density function of the full partial difTerential equation is then 

SY(O>) = I H(oj) |2 Sx(co) = ( oj2 + aM Sx((o) (C.54) 

where we defined Y(t) = d X(t) / dl + a X(t). 

The spectral density function of the white noise random error term e(t) is constant 

and we shall denote it as SQ, 

S,(o)) = So (C.55) 

Using equations C.54 and C.55 we have the spectral representation of our 

differential equation C.51, 

(co^ + ) Sx(co) = So (C.56) 

Solving for Sx(a)) we have that 
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Sx((o) = Sq / ( ) (C.57) 

This last equation is the spectral density function of X(t). Now that we have the 

spectral density function of X(t) we can now calculate the covariance function of 

X(t) through equation C.15, 

Bx(t. 0) = /.»" Sx(co) exp(i co t) <*o = /.«" [ So / ( )] exp(i o> t) do 

(C.58) 

This is merely the Fourier transform of SQ / ( ). Since the Fourier 

transform of 1/(to^ + a^) is known to be:: exp(-at)/a. we then have that Bx(t. 0) is 

proportional to the quantity exp(-a t ). Since according to equation C.16a, the 

quantity Bx(0,0) = a^x we then have that the covariance function for the random 

process X(t) is, 

Bx(t. 0) = a^xexp(-at) (C.59) 

The correlation function is then (according to Eqn. C.8), 

p(t.O) = B(t.O) /[CTx(t)<Tx(0)] = exp(-at) (C.60) 

where due to stationarity properties, the standard deviation of X(t) does not 

change with time. That is CTx(t) = <Tx(0) = c* • 

Notice that the correlation equation, C.60, has the same form as the AR(1) 

correlation exponential model, equation 4.81. 
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As was mentioned in section 4.5.4 where the AR(1) process was first discussed, 

the great advantage of the spectral representation is that a much wider class, 

complexity, and orders of random processes (or fields for that matter) can be 

modeled and analyzed. 

It was also mentioned that, in the spectral representation, models which are not 

analytically tractable can easily be dealt with in a numerical fashion with Fast 

Fourier Transfonn (FFT) techniques. 
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C.8 Application: First-Order Non-Directional Random Process 

The Markovian model (X„ = ) in Section C.7 has a directional 

preference in that the value at point k is only dependent on the point before it, k-

1. In many applications of random processes in space there may be no such 

directional preference. Let us consider a first order model that has no directional 

preference, 

Here the value of can be viewed as 2 times the average (multiplied by a scale 

factor, (j>) of the X values around the k lattice position plus an error term 

component. 

We can rearrange equation C.61 to give us, 

Again, gets divided by but we merely scale it accordingly and re-define a 

new error term. 

Using the central difference operator, 

(C.61) 

(X,.,- 2X, + X,.,) + 2X, - = 8, (C.62) 

Vk'X, = (X,., - 2X, + X,.,) (C-63) 

equation C.62 can be written in the following form, 

+(2-1/<|,)]x^„ (C.64) 
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This suggests that the corresponding continuous-coordinate random field would 

satisfy: 

(d^/dt^ - a2)X(t) = e(t) (C.65a) 

where - 1/^-2 (C.65b) 

and the random error term e(t) is "^hite noise" which has a constant value for its 

spectral density. Because of stationarity restrictions 4><1/2 (see Section 4.5.2). In 

addition we make the further restriction that <(>>0. From these two restrictions we 

then have that >0. 

To determine the transfer function for this last equation, C.65a, we replace X(t) 

with exp(icat), and H(co) exp(icat) in place of the full expression [cF/cl\^ - ] X(t) 

H(co) exp(i<at) = [cf / ] exp(icot) = ((io))^ - ) exp(io)t) (C.66) 

This implies, 

H(a)) = -0)2-a^ (C.67) 

The spectral density function of the full partial differential equation is then 

SY(O)) = I H(o)) I' Sx(co) = ( 0)2 + aY Sx(co) (C.68) 

where we defined Y(t) = cf X(t) I df -a} X(t). 
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The spectral density function of the white noise random error term E(t) is constant 

and we shall denote it as SQ, 

S,(o>) = So (C.69) 

Using equations C.68 and C.69 we have the spectral representation of our 

differential equation C.65a is, 

(co^ + a2)2Sx(oj) = So (C.70) 

Solving for Sx(a)) we have, 

Sx(o)) = So/(oj2 + a')2 (C.71) 

This last equation is the spectral density function of X(t). Now that we have the 

spectral density function of X(t) we can now calculate the covariance function of 

X(t) through equation C.15, 

Bx(t, 0) = J.„°° Sx(co) exp(i o t) cfo) = J.oo"" [ Sg / ( o)^ + exp(i to t) do) 

(C.72) 

This is merely the Fourier transform of SQ / (co^ + f. The Fourier transform of 

1/(co^ + is known to be proportional to (1 a|t() exp(-a(t() [Bra65]. We then 

have that the covariance function Bx(t,0) is proportional to the quantity 

(1+ajt|)exp(-a|t|). Since according to equation C.16a, the quantity Bx(0,0) = c^x 

we then have that the covariance function for the random process X(t) is. 



Bx(t.O) = (1 + a|t|)exp(-a|t|) 

The correlation function is then (according to Eqn. C.8), 
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(C.73) 

p(t.O) = B(t.O) /[ax(t)ax(0)] = ( 1 + a |t|) exp(-a |t|) (C.74) 

Due to stationarity properties, the standard deviation of X(t} does not change 

with time. That is ctxW = CTx(O) = ct* • 

Notice that equation C.74 has the same form as the AR(2) correlation model, 

equation 4.121 [ r = (1+c,X)exp(-X/X,) ]. Be careful to notice, however, that 

whereas the AR(2) model uses the prior two values to determine the next value 

in a random series, the model addressed in the section here, is using one value 

prior and one value past (plus an error temi) to determine the particular value in 

a random series. 

Also notice that near |t| = 0 the order of the correlation equation C.74 is 

r = p(t.O) = ( 1 + a |t|) exp(-a |t|) = (1 + a |t|) (1 - a |t| + 0(e)) 

or r = 1 - a' Itl̂  + 0(1^) (C.75) 

Again, just as mentioned in section 4.1 and section 4.5.6, when discussing the fit 

to the degenerate solution case of AR(2) [which gave r = (1+CiX) exp(-X/Xi) ], 

the type of dependence for the correlation follows the same behavior as 

observed by Pelgrom's approximation [PDW89] for semiconductor device 

mismatch. 
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Notice also that the behavior of the correlation in two dimensions analyzed in 

section 4.6.8, which gave the correlation r - x K^(x) found to be 

approximately equal to [1 / 2) ln(x/2)] near x = 0, also has a quadratic 

behavior near x = 0-
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APPENDIX D 

ALGORITHMS 

In this appendix, we list some of the program code for the key algorithms used In 

the statistical simulation of correlated semiconductor devices as implemented in 

the DICE software. 

It must be understood that only a small amount of the program code used in 

DICE is included here. Most of the code (as is true in most programs) is devoted 

to user interaction, data file reading, writing, etc. Only the key software 

algorithms needed to implement the statistical theory are listed here. 

The particular source code version of the algorithms included here is adapted for 

the Clipper^ Programming Language. Clipper™ is a programming language 

developed by Computer Associates fnc. As can be seen in the source code the 

syntax for the Clipper language is very similar to that of BASIC and Pascal and 

can easily be adapted to the C/C+'>- language. The main strong suit of Clipper is 

its strong support of Database operations. It also has very good features for 

matrix (array) types of operations. 

Documentation and instructions about the Clipper programming language can be 

found in CA-Clipper™ software manuals (versions 5.0 to 5.3) from Computer 

Associates Inc. and in [Til91]. 

Some of the functions unique to Clipper (such as AAOO, ACLONE, etc.), used in the 

algorithms included here, are described after the SVD source code shown below. 
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D.1 Singular Value Decomposition Algorithm 

The Singular Value Decomposition algorithm is described in, W.H. Press, B.P. 

Flannery, S.A. Teukolsky, W.T. Vetteriing, Numerical Recioes. Cambridge 

University Press, 1986. [PFT86]. This SVD algorithm is based on the original 

routine developed by Golub and Reinsch. It is essentially the same as that in 

LINPACK. Explanations of the SVD algorithm is available in literature on 

LINPACK. Other good explanatory references about the SVD are in [LH74]. 

[FMM77], [CM91], and [SB93]. Chapter 12 in [CM91] has a good step-by-step 

outline of the SVD algorithm. 

/. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION •/ 
/' Given a matrix A, with logical dimensions M by N this routine 
co-Tipuces its singular value decomposition, A=U*S»VT. The diagonal matrix 
of singular values S is output as a matrix S. The matrix V (not the 
transpose VT) is output as V. M must be greater or equal to N; if it is 
smaller, then A should be filled up to square with zero rows. '/ 

PROCEDURE SVD(AFILE,UFILE, SFILE, VFILE) 
LOCAL I, J, JJ, K, L,M,N,NM 
LOCAL UNORM,F,G,H,SaMl,SCALE 
LOCAL U:={},S:={}, V: = {},RV1: = {} 
LOCAL NEWR0W:={1 

5 12,2 CLEAR TO 14,78 
DISP_MSG (13, 40, "Singular Value Decomposition Of "•i-AFILE,0) 
SETPOS(25,30) 

U=DBF2MAT(AFILE) 
M=LEN(U) /* Number Of Rows In Matrix U */ 
N=LEN(U[1]) /* Number Of Cols In Matrix U, U[l] Is The 1st Data Row •/ 
/* If num cols>num rows, append rows of zeros until square matrix */ 
IF M<N 

NEWROW=ACLONE(U[1]) 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(NEWROW) 

NEWROW[I]:=0 
MEXT I 
FOR I=M+1 TO N 

.aADD (U, NEWROW) 
NEXT I 
M=LEN(U) 

ENDIF 

S=ARRAY(N,N) 
V=ARRAY(N,N) 
RV1=ARRAY(N) 
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/' Initialize S */ 
FOR 1=1 TO N 

FOR J=1 TO N 
S[I][J]=0.0 

NEXT J 
NEXT I 

Z' Householder Reduction To Bidiagonai Form •/ 
G=0.0 
SCALE=0.0 
t:NORM=0.0 
FOR 1=1 TO N 

L=I + I 
RVl[I]=SCALE*G 
G=0 . 0 
SUMl=0.0 
SCALE=0.0 
IF I<=M 

FOR :<=! TO M 
SCALE=SCALE+ABS(U[K] [I] 1 

NEXT K 
IF SCALEoO.O 

FOR K=I TO M 
U[K][I]=U[K][I]/SCALE 
SUM1=SUM1+U[K][I]'UCK][I] 

NEXT K 
F=U[I][I] 
G=-SQRT(SUMl)'SIGN(F) 
H=F*G-SUM1 
U[I][I]=F-G 
IF ION 

FOR J=L TO N 
SUM1=0.0 
FOR K=I TO M 

SUM1=SUM1+U[K] [I]*U[K] [J] 
NEXT K 
F=SUM1/H 
FOR K=I TO M 

a[K][J]=U[K][J]+F*U[K][I] 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 
ENDIF 
FOR K=I TO M 

U[K][I]=SCALE*U[K][I] 
NEXT K 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
S [I] [I] =SCALE'-G 
G=0.0 
SUM1=0.0 
SCALE=0.0 
IF I<=M .AND. ION 

FOR K=L TO N 
SCALE=SCALE+ABS(U[I] [K] ) 

NEXT K 
IF SCALEoO.O 

FOR K=L TO N 



UCI][K]=a[r][K]/SCALE 
SUMl=SUMl+a[I][K]-uri][K] 

NEXT K 
E=U[I][L] 
G=-SQRT(SUM1)"SIGNIF) 
K=F»G-SUM1 
'Jll j [L]=F-G 
FOR :<=L TO N 

RVl[K]=U[I] [Kj/H 
NEXT :< 
IF roM 

FOR J=L TO M 
SUM1=0.0 
FOR K=L TO N 

SUMl=SUMl-^-U[J] [fC] *U[ rj [K] 
NEXT K 
FOR K=L TO N 
U[J] [K]=U[J] [K]-rSUMl'RVl [K] 

NEXT K 
NEXT J 

ENDIF 
FOR K=L TO N 

U[I] [K]=SCALE'U[I] [K] 
NEXT K 

ENDIF 
END IF 
UNORM=MAX{ UNORM, ABS (S [ I] [I] )+ABS(RVl[I ] ) ) 

NEXT I 
/* Accumulation Of Riaht Hand Transformations 
FOR I=N TO 1 STEP -I 

IF KN 
IF GoO.O 

FOR J=L TO N 
V[J] [I] = (U[I] [J]/U[I] [L]) /G 

NEXT J 
FOR J=L TO N 

S'JM1=0.0 
FOR K=L TO N 

SUM1=SUM1+U[I][K]*V[K][J] 
NEXT K 
FOR K=L TO N 

V[K] [J]=V[K] [J] -i-SUMl'VLK] [I] 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 
ENDIF 
FOR J=L TO N 

V[I][J]=0.0 
V[J][I]=0.0 

NEXT J 
ENDIF 
V[Ij [I]=l 
G=RV1[I] 

NEXT I 
/* Accumulation Of Left Hand Transformations 
FOR I=N TO 1 STEP -1 
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G=S[I][I] 
ir kn 

FOR J=L TO N 
U[I][J]=0.0 

NEXT J 
END IF 
IF GoC.O 
G=l/G 
IF ION 

FOR J=L TO N 
SUM1=0.0 
FOR K=L TO M 

S'JM1=SUM1+U[K] [I] -UCK] [J] 
NEXT K 
F=(SUM1/U[I] [Ij )-G 
FOR K=I TO M 

U[K] [J]=UiK] [J]^F*U[K] [I] 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 
END IF 
FOR J=I TO M 

u[Jl [I]=UCJ] [I]'G 
NEXT J 

ELSE 
FOR J=I TO M 

U[J][I]=0.0 
NEXT J 

ENDIF 
U[I][I]=U[I][I]+1 

NEXT I 
/* Diagonaiization Of The Bidiagonal Form 
FOR K=N TO 1 STEP -1 /* Loop Over Singular Values */ 

FOR ITS=1 TO 30 /* Loop Over Allowed Iterations •/ 
FOR L=K TO 1 STEP -I /• Test For Splitting •/ 

NM=L-1 /* Note That RV1[1] Is Always Zero ' 
FLAG=I 
IF (ABS{RVl [L] )+UNORM)==aNORM 

FLAG=2 ; EXITLOOP 
ENDIF 
IF (ABS(S[NM] [NM] )+UNORM)==UNORM 

FLAG=1 ; EXITLOOP 
ENDIF 

NEXT L 
IF FLAG==1 /* Cancellation Of RV1[1], if L>1 •/ 

C=0.0 
SUM1=1 
FOR I=L TO K 

F=SUM1*RV1[I] 
IF (ABS (F)+UNORM) OUNORM 

G=S[I][I] 
H=HYPOT(F,G) 
S[I][I]=H 
H=l/H 
C=G*H 
SUM1=-F*H 
FOR J=1 TO M 
Y=U[J][NM] 



Z=U[J][I] 
U[J][NM]=(Y-C)+(Z-SUM1) 
U[J] [I] =-(Y-SUMl) (Z-C) 

NEXT J 
ENDIt 

MEXT I 
SMDIF 

Z=S[K][K] 
IF L==K /' Convergence */ 

IF Z<O.Q /• Singular Value Is Made Non-Negative 
S[K] [K]=-Z 
FOR J=1 TO N 

V[J] [K]=-V[J1 [K] 
NEXT J 

ENDIF 
EXITLCO? 

ENDIF 
IF ITS==30 
@ 12,5 CLEAR TO 14,7 5 
DISP_MSG(13,40,"No Convergence In 30 Iterations", 
INKEY(3) 

ENDIF 
X=S[L][L] /• Shift From Bottom 2-By-2 Minor •/ 
NM=K-1 
Y=S[NM][NM] 
G=RV1[NM] 
H=RV1[K] 
F=((Y-Z)'(Y+Z)+(G-H)*(G+H))/(2*H*Y) 
G=HY?OT(F,1) 
F=( (X-Z)*(X+Z)+H*((Y/(F+ABS(G)*SIGN(F) ) )-H)) /X 
/* Next QR Transformation •/ 
C=I 
SUM1=1 
FOR J=L TO NM 

I=J+1 
G=RV1[I] 
Y=S[I][I] 
H=SuMl*G 
G=C'G 
Z=KY?OT(F,H) 
RVl[J]=Z 
C=F/Z 
SUM1=H/Z 
F=(X*C)+(G'SUMl) 
G=-(X'SUMl)+(G-C) 
H=Y-SuMl 
Y=Y'C 
FOR JJ=1 TO N 

X=V[JJ][J] 
Z=V[JJ][I] 
V[JJ] [J] = (X''C) + (Z*SUM1) 
V[JJ][I]=-(X*SUM1)+(Z*C) 

NEXT JJ 
Z=HYPOT(F,H) 
S[J] [J]=Z /* Rotation Can Be Arbitrary If Z==0 
IF ZoO.O 

Z=l/Z 
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C=F-Z 
SUM1=H*Z 

ENDIF 
r=(C-G)+(SUMl'Y) 
X=- (SUMl'G) -r (C'Y) 
FOR JJ=i TO M 

Y=U[JJj [J] 
Z=U[JJ] [i 1 
U[JJI [J] = {Y-C) + (Z-SUMl) 
U[JJ][I]=-(Y'SUMl)-(Z*C) 

MEXT JJ 
MEXT J 
RVl[L]=0.0 
RVl[K]=F 
S[K] [Ki =X 

MEXT ITS 
N'EXT K 

MAT2DBF;U,UFILE) 
yjiT2D3F(S, SFILE) 
MAT 2DBF(V,VFILE} 

/. SIGN OF X •/ 
FUNCTI0^4 SIGN(X) 

LOCAL Y 

IF X<0.0 
Y = -1 

ELSE 
Y = 1 

END IF 

RETURN(Y) 

/ -  ' /  

/. HYPOTENUSE FUNCTION : SQRT{X*X+Y*Y) •/ 
FUNCTION HYPOT(X,Y) 

LOCAL R,Z 

/' Since X*X or Y*Y May Cause Underflow or Overflow The Following Is 
Used •/ 

IF X==0 .AND. Y==C 
Z=0 

ELSEIF A3S(X)<ABS(Y) 
R=X/Y 
Z=ABS(Y)-SQET(1+R*R) 

ELSE 
R=Y/X 
Z=ABS(X)'SQRT(1+R*R) 

ENDIF 
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R£TURN* (Z) 
/ .  . /  

/- Explanation of AADD Function */ 

AADDtATARGET,[EXPRESSION]) 

Description: Add A New Element To The End Of An Array 

Arguments: ATARGET is the name of the array to which you want to add an 
element. 

EXPRESSION is the value of the new element to be added. If 
EXPRESSION is not specified then NIL is added. 

Returns: Returns value of EXPRESSION. If no EXPRESSION is specified NIL 
is returned. 

Example: 

.a.VALUE:={2,4, 1,5} 
AADD(AVALUE, 6) // AVALUE is now {2,4,1,5,6} 

/' Explanation Of ACLONE Function •/ 

ACLONE vASOuRCE) 

Description: Duplicate An Array To A New Array. 

Argument: ASOURCE is the name of the array to clone. 

Returns: Returns an exact duplicate of ASOURCE. 

Example: 

ASUB;={ {2,4},{1,3} } 
AR2=.ACL0NE (ASUB) // AR2 is also { {2,4}, {1,3} } 

/* Explanation of EXITLOOP Command ' I 

EXITLCOP breaks out of the FOR/NEXT or WHILE loop in which the word 
EXITLOOP is at. 

/' Explanation of LEN () Function " / 

LEN'!) Returns the number of elements if the argument is a one-
dime.nsional (vector) array; or the number of rows if the argument is a 
two-dimensional (matrix) array. 

/* Explanation of INKEY() Function */ 

IN'KEY() Waits for the specified (argument) number of seconds or until 
the user presses the keyboard. 

/. 
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D.2 Matrix Inverse Algorithm 

This particular algorithm uses the well-known Gauss-Jordan reduction method, 

explained in practically all linear algebra texts. [Str80] 

/» MATRIX INVERSE -/ 
/' Given a matrix A, wich logical dimensions M by M chis routine 

determines 3, the inverse of the matrix A */ 

PROCEDURE IN^/ERSE (AFILE, BFILE) 
LOCAL I,J,K, L,M,N 
LOCAL TERM,TEMPVAL,CONST,BIG,PIV 
LOCAL A:={},B:={},C:={} 

3 12,2 CLEAR TO 14,78 
DIS?_MSG(13,40,"Inverse Of "+AcILE,0) 
SETPOS(25,30) 

A=DBF2MAT(AFILE) 
M=LEN{A) 
N=2'M 
C=ARRAY(M,N) 

/* Form Extended Matrix C '/ 
FOR 1=1 TO M 
FOR J=1 TO M 

C[I][J+M]=A[I][J] 
IF I==J 

C[I] [J]=l 
ELSE 

C[I][J]=0 
ENDIF 

NEXT J 
N'EXT I 

A:={} /• Set matrix A to nil since not needed any more. */ 

/* Perform Gauss-Jordan Reduction Of Matrix C */ 
FOR 1=1 TO M-1 

/* Determine which row has the largest magnitude */ 
BIG=0 
FOR K=I TO M 
TERM=ABS( C[K] [I-!-M] ) 
IF TERM>3IG 

BIG=TERM 
L=K 

ENDIF 
NEXT K 
IF 3IG==0 
DISP_MSG(13,40, "Singular Matrix",0) 
INKEY(3) 
RETURN 



ENDIF 

I F  l o L  
/* Exchange rows so that the largest magnitude is the pivot 
FOR J=1 TO N 

TEMPVAL=C[I][J] 
C[I]rj]=C[L][J] 
C[L1[J]=TEMPVAL 

NEXT J 
ENDIF 

/* Pivotal Reduction •/ 
? r v = C [ I ]  
I F  P I V o O  
FOR J=I-»-l TO M 
CONST=C[J] [I-^M]/?IV 
FOR K=1 TO N 

C[J][K]=C[J][K]-CONST-C[I][K] 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 
ELSE 
DISP_MSG{13,40,"Singular Matrix",0) 
INKEY(3) 
RETURN 
ENDIF 

NEXT I 
/ .  

/* Perform Back Substitution •/ 
FOR I=M TO 2 STEP -1 
PIV=C[I][I+M] 
I F  P I V o O  

FOR J=1 TO I-l 
CONST=C[J][I+M]/PIV 
FOR K=1 TO N 

C[J][Kj=C[J][K]-CONST'CCI][K] 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 
ELSE 

DISP_MSG(13,40,"Singular Matrix",0) 
INKEY{3) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 

/* -- Scale to get ones in diagonal on right half of matrix C 
FOR 1=1 TO M 
CONST=C[I][I+M] 
C[I][I+M]=l 
FOR J=1 TO M 
C[I] LJ]=C[I][J]/C0NST 
NEXT J 

NEXT I 

/' Form & Assign Values To Matrix B */ 
B=ARRAY(M,M) 
FOR 1=1 TO M 
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FOR J=1 TO M 
B[I] [J]=C[I] [J] 

NEXT J 
NEXT I 

C:={} /* Sec. matrix C to nil since not needed any more. */ 

MAT2DBF(B, 3FILE) 

RETURN 
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D.3 Correlated Monte-Carlo Algorithm 

Note; Refer to section D.4 for explanation of RAND() function. 

/' CORRELATED RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR '/ 
rUNCTION RNGCOR(X,XAVG,XSIG, YAVG, YSIG, CORCOEF, DIST) 

LOCAL Y,ZAVG, ZSIG, Z 

/* Produces Random Generated Y values Correlated With X Values With 
Correlation Coefficient of Value CORCOEF. 
X = Random Value: Usually Generated With GAUSS() Function 
XAVG = Average Of X Values 
XSIG = Standard Deviation Of X Values 
YAVG = Average Of Y Values 
YSIG = Standard Deviation Of Y Values 
CORCOEF = Correlation Coefficient Between X and Y Values 
DrST= "GAUSS" For Gaussian, DIST="UNIFORM" For Uniform Dist 

- /  

ZAVG=YAVG- (YSIG/XSIG) •CORCCEF-'XAVG 
ZSIG=YSIG'SQRT (1-C0RC0EF*C0RC0EF) 
Z=RNG{ZAVG,ZSIG, DIST) 
Y=Z+(YSIG/XSIG)•CORCOEF'X 

RETURN(Y) 

/- RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR (DIST SELECTABLE) -/ 
FUNCTION RNG(AVG,SIG,DIST) 

LOCAL Y 

DIST=UP?ER(ALLTRIM(DIST)) 
IF DIST=="UNIFORM" 

Y=UNIFORM(AVG,SIG) 
ELSEIF DIST=="GAUSS" 

Y=GAUSS(AVG,SIG) 
ENDIF 

RETURN(Y) 

/' UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR (AVG, SIG SPECIFIED) •/ 
FUNCTION UNIFORM(AVG,SIG) 

LOCAL XMIN,XMAX,X,Y 

XMIN=AVG-SQRT(3)•SIG 
XMAX=AVG+SQRT(3)"SIG 
X=RAND() 
Y=XMIN+(XMAX-XMIN)•X 

RETURN(Y) 
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- GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR -/ 
FUNCTION GAUSS(AYG, SIG) 

LOCAL X1,X2,YI,Y2 

/' ?I()=3.14159265358979 '/ 
/' LOG () IS natural log and COS () arguitienc is in radians •/ 

X1=RAND() 
X2=RAND() 
IF X1==0 /' Unlikely But Just In Case '/ 

Xl=lE-99 
ENDIF 
Y1=SQRT(2-ABS(LOG(Xl)J)*C0S(2'?I()*X2) 
Y2=AVG+SIG-Y1 

RETURN(Y2) 
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D.4 High Quality Uniform Random Number Generator 

The following random number generator (adapted for the Clipper language) is 

based on Knuth's algorithm that uses three linear congruential generators 

[KnuSI], Its period is practically infinite and has practically no sequential 

correlations even in multidimensional space. (Some random number generators 

that have no detectable correlations in one-dimension show correlations in 

several dimensions. This is important to avoid in DICE t>ecause we are dealing 

with many dimensions — as many as there are SPICE parameters that are being 

statistically selected.) 

/* RA.NDOM NUMBER GENERATOR •/ 
rUNCTION RAND(SEED) 
LOCAL I,_RANDVAL 
STATIC INITRAND:=1,lAl,lAZ,IA3,ICl, IC2, IC3, Ml,M2,M3,RMl,RM2 
STATIC IXl,1X2, 1X3,RANDARR[97] 

IF rNITRAND==l 
Ml=259200 ; IA1=7141 ; IC1=54773 ; RM1=1/M1 
M2=i34456 ; IA2=8121 ; IC2=28411 ; RM2=1/M2 
M3=243000 ; rA3=4561 ; IC3=51349 
/- 1X1= (ICl-^-INITRAND) %M1 */ 

IF SEED==NIL 
SEED=INT(100*SECONDS()) 

ELSE 
SEED=INT{SEED+IOO'SECONDS() ) 

ENDIF 
3££D=M0D(SEED, 999999) 
IXl=(ICl-t-SEED) %MI 
IX1=(IA1'IX1+IC1)%M1 
1X2=1X1 % M2 
rXI={IAl*IXl+ICl)%M1 
1X3=1X1 % M3 
FOR 1=1 TO 97 

IX1=(IA1*IX1+IC1)IMl 
IX2=(IA2*IX2+IC2)%M2 
RANDARR[I]=(IX2*RM2+IX1)-RMl 

NEXT I 
INITRAND=0 

ENDIF 

1X1= (IA1*IX1+IC1) % Ml 
1X2= {IA2-IX2+IC2) % M2 
1X3= (IA3-IX3-!-IC3) % M3 
I=1+INT{(97*1X3)/M3) 
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_EIANDVAL=RAN DARK [ I ] 
RANDARR[I] = (IX2-RM2-IX1) 'RiMi 

RETURN(_RANDVAL) 
/ .  , /  
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0.5 DBX Macro (Scripting) Language 

Among the many modules used to run DICE is the DBX engine. This engine 

evaluates various created modules of program text code (scripts) generated by 

DICE. 

The DBX engine is actually a language interpreter. Although there were many 

language possibilities that could have been chosen, it was decided to keep the 

language to be the same as the native Clipper programming language. For those 

who are interested the DBX language is documented here and the source code 

for the parsing, translation, and run-time compilation features of the DBX engine 

are included in the source code below. 

Actually the run-time compilation is an inherent feature of the Clipper 

programming language - which is the language which DBX was written in. The 

run-time compilation feature is what Clipper calls "code blocks." The syntax for 

code blocks and their use is also described in the documentation below. 

The way the DBX engine works is that each program line in a script is converted 

into a code block and assigned to be elements in an array of code blocks. Lines 

that contain flow control (such as FOR-NEXT or IF-ELSEIF-ENDIF statements) 

are converted to NEXTLINE=IIF( ) expressions that control which index of the 

array of code blocks should be evaluated next. (Refer to the PEVALUATE() 

function in the DBX source code below.) If a line contains an expression that 

does not affect the flow of control it is merely evaluated and control flows to the 

next line in the array of code blocks. 
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Principles of interpreter and compiler design can be found in [AU77] and [PP82]. 

As previously mentioned, documentation and instructions about the Clipper 

programming language can be found in CA-Clipper™ software manuals 

(versions 5.0 to 5.3) from Computer Associates Inc. and in [Til91]. 

0.5.1 To Create A User Macro (Script) 

Creating a user macro or program merely involves editing an ASCII text file. Any 

ASCII text editor can be used to edit the user program. 

Every program line consists of functions (such as ALLTRIM(CSTR) ), operators 

(such as +, *, etc.), or program commands (such as IF, WHILE, etc.). All the 

standard functions that can be called are described later in this document. 

D.5.2 To Run Or Execute A User Macro Within DBX 

Select RUN MACRO from the menu. If this is selected then you will be 

prompted to select or enter the file to run. Enter the file name and press ENTER. 

The execution of the program will then proceed. 

Running (executing) a .PRG file ( i.e. DBEOIT.PRG ) causes a translation to 

occur before the actual execution. By passing a translated (.TRN) file instead ( 

1.e. DBEDIT.TRN ), the translation is avoided resulting in much less delay for 

program execution. 

When running (executing) a .PRG file a .TRN file is created. The root file name 

of the .TRN file will be the same as the root file name of the .PRG file. 
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Refer also to the EXECUTE() function. 

D.5.3 To Translate A User Macro 

Select TRANSLATE MACRO fironn the menu. If this is selected then you will be 

prompted to select or enter the file to translate. Enter the file name and press 

ENTER. The translation of the program will then proceed. 

Upon translating a .PRG file a .TRN file is created. The root file name of the 

TRN file will be the same as the root file name of the .PRG file 

Refer also to the TRANSLATE() function. 

D.5.4 To Run A Macro From The DOS Prompt And The ARGV[ ] Array 

To run a macro, for example DBEDIT.TRN, from the DOS prompt (or as an 

operating system command) enter 

DBXEXEC.EXE RUN DBEDIT.TRN [ARGI] [ARG2] . .. [ARGIO] 

The arguments passed to DBXEXEC.EXE are RUN and DBEDIT.TRN as well as 

any optional arguments ARG1, ARG2, etc. These arguments tell DBXEXEC.EXE 

to "RUN" the "DBEDIT.TRN" macro and to pass the arguments ARG1, ARG2, 

etc. to the macro DBEDIT.TRN. Upon completion of running the macro, control 

returns back to the DOS prompt (or operating system). 

Notice that we could have passed DBEDIT.PRG instead of DBEDIT.TRN. 

However, by passing a translated (.TRN) file, translation is avoided resulting in 

much less delay for macro execution. 
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The arguments ARG1. ARG2, etc. are passed to the macro by assigning ARG1 

to the ARGV[1] array element, ARG2 to the ARGV[2] element, etc. up to 

ARGV[10]. The ARGVQ array is not and should not be declared in the macro. For 

example, within the following section of a macro, the TFILE1 and TFILE2 

variables are declared with the MEMVAR key word. (MEMVAR is described 4 or 

5 pages from here.) However, the ARGVQ array is not declared in the macro. 

MEMVAR TFILEl, TFILE2 
TFILEl = ARGV[1] // ARGV[ ] should not be declared with MEMVAR 
TFILE2 = ARGV[2] 

The ARGVQ array is a system variable used exclusively to pass arguments to the 

macro. Arguments can also be passed to macros when using the EXECUTE() 

function. ( Refer to the EXECUTE() function.) 

D.5.5 Example Of Macros Using ARGV[ ] Array 

An example of a macro using the ARGVQ array is (notice that ARGVQ is not and 

should not be declared); 

// File: TRYARG.PRG 9/27/2001 
MEMVAR CSTRl, CSTR2 

CSTRl = ARGV[1] 
CSTR2 = ARGV[2] 

CLEAR_SCR() 
SAY (5,10,"ARGl is "+CSTR1) 
SAY (6,10, "ARG2 is "+CSTR2) 
INKEY(0) 
// 

After translating the TRYARG.PRG macro, so as to create the TRYARG.TRN 

file, the following was entered at the DOS prompt: 
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DBEXEC.EXE RUN TRYARG.TRN ONE TWO 

According to the functions in the TRYARG.PRG macro the following was 

displayed on screen; 

ARGl is ONE 
ARG2 is TWO 

D.5.6 Macro/Program Control Commands 

The program control commands that can be used are as follows: 

D.5.6.1 IF Branching Commands: 

IF <conditionl> 
<other program stat.ements> 

ELSEIF <condition2> 
<other program stat:emencs> 

ELSEIF <conditionN> 
<ot:her program statements> 

ELSE 
<other program stat.ements> 

ENDIF 

The <condition1>, <condition2>, etc. must evaluate to be either a logical .T. or 

•F. (Refer to Data Types section.) The ELSE statement is optional. The ELSEIF 

statement is also optional. There can be several ELSEIF statements. There must 

be an ENDIF statement for each IF statement. 
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D.5.6.2 WHILE Loop Commands: 

WHILE <condition> 
<ocher program st;aterrients> 
EXITWHILE 
<ocher program statemen.c.s> 
LOOPWHILE 
<oT;her program st;acements> 

ENDWHILE 

The <condition> must evaluate to be either a logical T. or .F. EXITWHILE will 

break out of the while loop. LOOPWHILE will loop control back to the WHILE 

statement. The EXITWHILE and LOOPWHILE statements are optional. There 

must be an ENDWHILE statement for each WHILE statement. 

D.5.6.3 FOR-NEXT Loop Commands: 

FOR J = A TO B STEP C 
<other program statements> 
EXITFOR 
<orher program stacements> 
LOOPFOR 
<other program statemencs> 

NEXT J 

There must be an NEXT statement for each FOR statement. EXITFOR will break 

out of the FOR/NEXT loop. LOOPFOR will loop control to the NEXT J statement. 

The EXITFOR and LOOPFOR statements are optional. If STEP C is omitted the 

default increment step will be 1. 
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D.5.7 Macro Comments: 

Comments in the macro/program can be included by preceding the comment 

with two slash characters, // . Comments must be on their own line or at the end 

of a program statement. An example is given below. 

MEMVAR COST 
IF COST>100.00 // Check To See If Over 100.00 

SAY(13,40,"Over $100.00") 
// Note: INKEY(4) waits 4 seconds 
INKEY(4) 

ENDIF 

D.5.8 Memory And Field Variable Declarations: 

There are two types of variable declarations: Memory variables and Field 

variables. The memory variables are declared with the command MEMVAR. The 

field variables are declared with the command FIELD. For example in the 

program statements: 

MEMVAR I, J, FILEl, COST 
FIELD CUST,AMOUNT 

NETUSE("SALES.DBF",2) // Open SALES.DBF Exclusively 
COST=100.0 // The MEMVAR COST will change not the field COST. 
DBCLOSEALL() 

The MEMVAR are regular variables used in the macro (program). The FIELD 

command is used to declare database fields being used. The distinction is 

necessary in cases where memory variable names happen to inadvertently 

have the same name as a field of a database file in use. 

For example, let us say COST happens to be a field name in the database file in 
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use. Since we declared COST as a MEMVAR then only the COST memory 

variable value (when assigned a value as in the example above) will change and 

not the value of the COST field. Notice that the same variable name cannot be 

declared as both a MEMVAR and a FIELD. 

0.5.9 Data Types: Variable Data Types 

The data types supported in the DBX macro language are; Array, Character 

String, Code Block, Numeric, Date, Logical, and NIL. 

D.5.9.1 Array 

An array is a collection of data elements and can be specified to be one or multi

dimensional. Each element in the array can be of different data types - even 

other arrays. Values can be assigned to each array element (i.e. AVAL[2]=3.14 ) 

or a complete array can be assigned by using the { and } symbols (i.e. BVAL={1, 

2, 3}). Array sizes are changed by the AAOO(). ADELSHRINK(), AINSGROWQ. 

ARRAYO, and ASIZE() functions. Refer to these functions regarding their use. 

Example: 

MEMVAR AVAL, ATABLE, I, J, BVAL, BSUM 

AVAL=ARRAY(3) // 3 elements in one dimensional array 
AVAL[1]="Value Of Pi" 
AVAL[2]=3.14159 
AVAL [ 3 ] =. F. 
ATABLE=ARRAY(3,4) // two dim array with 3 rows and 4 columns 
FOR 1=1 TO 3 

FOR J=1 TO 4 
ATABLE[I][J]=RAND() 

NEXT J 
NEXT I 
BVAL={1, 2, 3} 
BSUM=ASUM(BVAL) // Sum of BVAL array elements, will equal 6 
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D.5.9.2 Character Strings 

Character strings can have a length from 0 to 65535 characters. String values 

can be assigned to character variables by specifying the assigned string in 

quotes (i.e. CSTR-"Helio there."). Valid character operations are as follows; 

Character Operators 

Operation Description 

Concatenate Two Strings 

= Assign Variable A String Value 

== Compare For Equality 

!=,<> Compare For Inequality 

< Compare For Sorts Before 

> Compare For Sorts After 

<= Compare For Sorts Before & Same 

>= Compare For Sorts After & Same 

$ Is First String Within Second String 

Example 1: 

CSTR="Todays Date Is " 
CSTR=CSTR+DTOC(DATE() ) 

Example 2; 

CNAME="Joe Smith" 
// Check to see if Joe is within CNAME 
IF "Joe" $ CNAME 

SAY(13,40,"Hello Joe") 
ENDIF 
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D.5.9.3 Code Blocks 

Code blocks provide a means to export small pieces of executable program code 

from one place in a system to another. Use the BCOMPILEQ function (listed 

below) to compile character strings to code blocks. Code blocks are treated in 

much the same way as any other variable type — they can be assigned and 

stored to variables and passed as arguments. Code blocks are a new data type. 

They are sometimes described as "assignable unnamed functions". They 

happen to contain compiled Clipper code. Because of this they execute at 

speeds comparable to compiled code. 

In the Clipper programming language code blocks follow the format: 

{ I <arguments> I <expression liso } 

The entire codeblock is surrounded by curly braces. On the left side of the block 

inside the vertical bars | is a comma-delimited list of arguments passed to the 

code block as parameters to be passed to the block. Even when no parameters 

are to be passed to the block the vertical bars are still needed in order to signal 

to the Clipper compiler to treat it as a code block. On the right side of the code 

block is one or more expressions. If more than one is used, commas must 

separate the expressions. The return value of the code block is the value that the 

last expression in the list produces. You cannot include commands or statements 

in a code block, but the block may contain any expression involving operators 

etc.) and any Clipper or Compiled User-Defined functions. 

An example of a code block assigned to the variable myblock is: 

myblock = { |x| x + 30 } 
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myblock is a variable name used as the pointer to the block itself. The argument 

X is a value that will be passed to the code block as a parameter. The action the 

code block performs is to take the parameter and add 30 to it. 

Code blocks are evaluated in one of four ways; AEVAL(), OBEVALQ, or EVAL(). 

These functions expect code blocks as arguments. Each of these serves a 

slightly different purpose. EVAL() is the simplest; it passes any arguments as 

parameters to the code block and retums a value of the last expression in the 

code block. AEVAL() is used to evaluate a code block for each element in an 

array. DBEVAL() evaluates the code block for each record in a database file. 

In order to make the codeblcck a little easier to work with, the DBX program 

contains the following COMPILE definition and the BCOMPILE function. (This 

code is in the DBX progrann and not in macros or scripts.) Notice that the 

COMPILE definition has limited the code blocks to have no parameters. But the 

BCOMPILEO function can handle either a true code block string complete with 

parameters (which uses the curiy brace syntax} or a string expression which 

uses no code block parameters. 

#DEFINE COMPILE(C_EXPR) &("{ I I"+C_EXPR+"}") 
/* */ 

FUNCTION BCOMPILE(CSTR) 
LOCAL BCOMP 

IF SUBSTR(ALLTRIM(CSTR),1,1)=="{" 
BC0MP=4CSTR 

ELSE 
// The following is expanded to BCOMP= & ( " { I I"+CSTR+"}") 
// In accordance wich the COMPILE() Definition at 
// beginning of DBX Program 
BCOMP=COMPILE(CSTR) 

ENDIF 
RETURN(BCOMP) 

/* •/ 
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A couple of examples of using code blocks in macros (scripts) follows. 

Example 1; 

MEMVAR CBLK,BBLK 
FIELD SUBTOTAL, UNIT_PRICE,QUANTITY 

// Calculate SUBTOTAL field values based on UNIT_PRICE and 
// QUANTITY field values. 
NETUSE("ORDER.DBF",2) 
CBLK= • SUBTOTAL=UNIT_PRICE*QUANTITY' 

// CBLK is a character string variable 
BBLK=BCOMPILE(CBLK) // BBLK is a code block variable 
DBEVAL(CBLK) 
DBCLOSEALL() 

Example 2: 

MEMVAR AVAL, CBLK,BBLK 

AVAL=ARRAY(3,2) 
AVAL[1][1]=1 
AVAL[1][2]="PIG" 
AVAL[2][1]=2 
AVAL[2][2]="C0W" 
AVAL[3][1]=3 
AVAL[3][2]="ANT" 

// Sort Multi-Dim Array Using Second Element Of Each 
II Sub-Array Sort Order Shown Is Ascending. For Descending 
// Use X[2]>Y[2] 
CBLK="{IX,Y| X[2]<Y[2] }" 
BBLK=BCOMPILE(CBLK) 
ASORT(AVAL, , , BBLK) 
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D.5.9.4 Numeric 

The numeric data types are used for mathematical variables. The magnitude for 

numeric variables ranges from 1E-308 to 1E308. Numeric precision is 

guaranteed up to 16 significant digits. Formatting a numeric value is guaranteed 

up to a length of 32 (i.e. 30 digits, a sign, and a decimal point). To avoid loss of 

numerical precision use scientific notation strings. Scientific notation strings are 

not of numeric type (they are character strings) but they can readily be converted 

to and from numeric types using the CTON() and NTOS() functions as shown in 

the example below. 

Numeric Operators 

Operation Description 

Add Or Unary Positive 

Subtract Or Unary Negative 

Multiply 

Divide 

Power Operator xy 

Assign Variable A Value 

Compare For Equality 

Compare For Inequality 

Compare For Less Than 

Compare For Greater Than 

Compare For Less Than Or Equal 

Compare For Greater Than Or Equal 

+ 

/ 

1= <> 

< 

> 
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Example; 

MEMVAR NVAL, X, Y, CSTR 

NVAL=100 . 00 
X=CTON("6.02345678E23") //Use CTON() converts string to numeric 
Y=LOG10(X) 
CSTR=NTOS(Y) 
// Use NTOS() to convert numeric to scientific notation) string 

0.5.9.5 Date 

The Date data type is used to specify values that represent calendar dates. You 

can manipulate date variables in various ways. 

Date Operators 

Operation Description 

Add Number Of Days To Date 

Subtract Number Of Days From Date 

Subtract Two Dates (Gives Num Of Days) 

= Assign Variable A Value 

== Compare For Equality 

!= , <> Compare For Inequality 

< Compare For Before Than 

> Compare For After Than 

<= Compare For Before Than Or Equal 

>= Compare For After Than Or Equal 

You can add an integer value to a date to represent that many more (or less) 

days from the date specified. For example, 
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DVAL1=CT0D("8/25/2001") 
// Note CTOD() converts character strings to date values. 
DVAL2=DVAL1+10 // DVAL2 will have the date value 8/25/2001 

You can subtract two dates (the later date minus the prior date). For example, 

DVALl=CTOD{"8/1/2001") 
DVAL2=CTOD("8/15/2001") 
NVAL=DVAL2 - DVALl // NVAL will have the value 14 

You can logically compare two dates. For example, 

DVAL1=CT0D("8/1/99") 
DVAL2=CT0D{"8/15/99") 
IF DVAL2>DVALl 

SAY (13,40,"The second date is later in time.") 
ELSE 

SAY(13,40,"The second date is at same,earlier in time.") 
ENDIF 

D.5.9.6 Logical 

The logical data type is used to represent logical (boolean) true or false values. 

The two values for a logical variable are .T. or .F. for true or false respectively. 

For the purpose of comparing values false (.F.) is always less than true (.T.). The 

logical operations valid for logical variables are as follows; 

Logical Operators 

Operation Description 

AND. And 

OR. Or 

•NOT. Negate 

== Compare For Equality 

!= , <> Compare For Inequality 
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Example; 

MEMVAR X 
IF X>1Q0.00 -OR. X<0 

SAY(13,40,"X is greater than 100.00 or less than 0") 
ELSE 

SAY(13,40,"X is <= 100.00 and greater than 0") 
ENDIF 

D.5.9.7 Nil 

NIL is a data type that allows manipulation of variables without aintime errors. It 

is a data type that has only one possible value, the NIL value. 

Example; 

MEMVAR X 
X=NIL 
IF X==NIL 

SAY(13,40," X is NIL") 
ENDIF 
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D.5.10 Example of DBX Source and Translated Script Code 

The following is an example of source code for a macro (script); 

1 // File: NOISEZ.PRG 9/17/99 M.PERALTA 
2 
3 MEMVAR I,J,X1,X2,Y1,Y2,PI,AVG,SIG 
4 MEMVAR DFILE,ADBF,AVAL 
c 
6 DFILE="N0ISE2.DBF" 
7 ADBF={} 
8 AADD(ADBF, {"TRIAL","N",10,O}) 
9 AADD{ADBF, {"VALUE","N",15,6}) 

10 DBCREATE(DFILE, ADBF) 
1 T_ 
12 PI=3.14159265358979 
13 AVG=0 
14 SIG=1 
15 
15 NETUSE(DFILE,2) 
17 FOR 1=1 TO 100 
18 // Uniform Rand. Var. 
19 X1=RAND() 
2 0 X2=RAND() 
21 // Gaussian Rand. Var. 
22 IF X1==0 
23 X1=CT0N("lE-99") 
24 ENDIF 
25 Y1=SQRT(2*ABS(LOG(Xl)))'COS(2*PI*X2) 
26 Y2=AVG+SIG*Y1 
27 // Assign To Database 
23 DBAPPENDO 
29 FIELDPUT(1,I) // Trial 
30 FIELDPUT (2, Y2) // Random Value 
31 NEXT I 
32 DBCLOSEALLO 
33 
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The following file (NOISE.TRN) is the translated version of the NOISE.PRG 

source code above. 

1 NOP() 
2 NOP() 
3 NOPO 
4 NOP() 
5 NOP() 
6 VAR[10]:="NOISE2.DBF" 
7 VAR[!!]:={} 
8 AADD(VAR[11], {"TRIAL","N" ,10,0}) 
9 AADD(VAR[11] , {"VALUE","N", 15, 6}) 

10 DBCREATE(VAR[10],VAR[11] ) 
11 NOPO 
12 VAR[7]:=3.14159265358979 
13 VAR[8]:=0 
14 VAR[9]:=1 
15 NOPO 
16 NETUSE(VAR[10] , 2) 
17 VAR[1]:=1,NEXTLINE:=IIF( VAR[1]>=MIN(1, 100) .AND. 

VAR[1]<=MAX(100, 1),0,31) 
18 NOPO 
19 VAR[3]:=RAND() 
20 VAR[4] :=RAND() 
21 NOPO 
22 NEXTLINE:=IIF( VAR[3]==Q ,0,24) 
23 VAR[3]:=CTON("lE-99") 
24 NOPO 
25 VAR[5] :=SQRT (2*ABS (LOG (VAR [3 ] ) ) ) *COS (2*VAR[7] *VAR[4] ) 
26 VAR[6] :=VAR[8]+VAR[9] *VAR[5] 
27 NOPO 
28 DBAPPENDO 
29 FIELDPUT(1,VAR[1]) 
30 FIELDPUT(2,VAR[6]) 
31 VAR[1] := VAR[1]+1,NEXTLINE:=IIF( VAR[1]>=MIN(1, 100 ) .AND. 

VAR[1]<=MAX( 10 0 ,1),17,0) 
32 DBCLOSEALL () 
3 3 NOPO 
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D.5.10 Some Of The DBX Interpreter Source Code 

There are hundreds of supporting functions in the DBX program but the only 

ones being shown here are those associated with script parsing, run-time 

compiling, and execution. 

/. DBX SCRIPTING LAIJGUAGE SOFTWARE '/ 
/' rile: D3X.PRG •/ 
/' Lar.guage: Clipper 5.0 •/ 
/' Version 1.3 9/17/99 M. Peral'a '/ 

[Zr.cl-j.ds srarertiencs here] 

'Define sratemenrs here] 

?D£rINE COMPILE .,C EXPR) S("(ll"-<-C EXPR+")") 

/. DBX PROGRAM MAIN FUNCTION */ 
PROCEDURE 

.MAIN {COMMAND, ARGFILE, ARGi, ARG2, ARG3, .ARG4 , ARG5, ARG6, ABG7, ARG8, ARG9, ARGl0) 

[Variable declararions and inicializacion statements] 

/' Process If Arguments Passed */ 
IF VALTYPE(COMMAND)=="C" .AND. VALTYPE(ARGFILE) =="C" 

CCMMAND=UPPER(ALLTRIM (COMMAND) ) 
IF CCMMAND=="RUN" 

EXECUTE (ARGFILE, ARGl, ARG2, ARG3 , ARG4 , ARG5, ARG6, ARG7 , ARGS , ARG9, ARGIO ) 
QUIT // Exits program 

ELSEIF COMMAND=="TRANSLATE" 
TRANSLATE(ARGFILE) 
QUIT // Exits program 

END IF 

RETURN 

'There are hundreds of supporting functio.is in the DBX program but the only 
ones being shown here are those associated with script parsing, run-time 
co-piling, and execution. ] 

EXECUTE USER PROGRAM '/ 
FUNCTION EXECUTE (RFILE, A1, A2, A3, A4 , A5, A6, A7 , A8, A9, A10 ) 

LOCAL I, J, K,CSTRING,ALINE: = {}, BLINE: = {) 
LOCAL 03JL0CAL, BLASTHANDLER, ERRFLAG: = . F. 
PRIVATE VAR[100],NEXTLINE, FTABLE: = {) 
PRIVATE ARGVilO] 

ARGV[11=A1 ; ARGV[2]=A2 ; ARGV[3]=A3 ; ARGV[4]=A4 ; ARGV(5]=A5 
ARGV[6]=A6 ; ARGV[7]=A7 ; ARGV[8]=A8 ; ARGV[9]=A9 ; ARGV[10]=A10 

BLASTHANDLER: =ERRORBLOCK ({ | OBJERR I MY.HANDLER (OBJERR, . T. ) } ) 
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/• Translate If Nor TRN File '/ 
IF UPPER(FILE_EXT(RFILE))<>"TRN" 

PUSKSCR() 
TRANSLATE(RFILE) 
POPSCR() 

ENDIF 

/* Read Translated File To Array */ 
ALINE=MEM02AHRAY(FILE_R00T (RFILE) -k" - TRN") 

/* Compile Into Array Of Code Blocks */ 
PUSHSCR() 
/• aUSYi) •/ 
3LINE:=A_C0M?ILE(ALINE) 
ALINE:=(( 
POPSCR() 

/* Evaluate Array Of Code Blocks '/ 
PEVALUATE(3LINE) 

RECOVER USING OBJLOCAL 
ERRFLAG=.T. 
DISP_MSG(13, 40, "Execute Error Detected'*,!) 
EVENT(0) 
BUSYO 

END SEQUENCE 
ERRORBLOCK(BLASTHANDLER) 

RETURN(NIL) 

FUNCTION BCOMPILE(CSTR) 
LOCAL BCOMP 

IF SUBSTR(ALLTRIM{CSTR) , 1, 1)=="{" 
BCOMP=SCSTR 

ELSE 
// The following is expanded to BCOMP= S (•* { I I "+CSTRt-" } ") 
// In accordance with the COMPILE() Definition at beginning of DBX 

ogram 
BCOMP=COMPILE(CSTR) 

ENDIF 

RETURN(BCOMP) 
COMPILE TO CODE BLOCK ARRAY 

r-UNCTION A_COMPILE (ALINE) 
LOCAL I, 3LINE:={},ALINE_LEN 
LOCAL OBJLOCAL,BLASTHANDLER,ERRFLAG:=.F. 

BLASTHANDLER: =ERRORBLOCK{ { I OB JERR I MYHANDLER (OBJERR, .T. ) ) ) 
BEGIN SEQUENCE 

ALINE_LEN=LEN(ALINE) 
FOR 1=1 TO ALINE_LEN 
AADD(BLINE,COMPILE(ALINE[I])) 
NEXT I 

RECOVER USING OBJLOCAL 
ERRFLAG=.T. 
DISP_MSG(13,4 0,"Compile Error Detected",!) 
EVENT(0) 
BUSYO 

END SEQUENCE 
ERRORBLOCK(BLASTHANDLER) 
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EVALUATE PROGRAM CODE 3L0CK ARRAY 

FUNCTION PEVALUATE(BLINE) 
LOCAL I, RETVAL, BLrNE_LEN 
LOCAL 03JL0CAL, BLASTHANDLER, ERRFLAG: = . c . 

3LASTKANDLER: =ERRORBLOCK ({ I OBJERRI MYKANDLER (OB JERR, . T . ) } ) 
SEGIN SEQUENCE 

NEXTLINE=0 
3LINE_LEN=LEN(BLINE) 
FOR I=i TO BLINE_LEN 
EVAL(BLINE[I]) 
IF NEXTLINE==0 
ELSEIF NEXTLINE>0 

I=NEXTLINE 
NEXTLINE=0 

ELSE /* — NEXTLINE <0 Inipiies Return — */ 
EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 

RECOVER USING OBJLOCAL 
ERRFLAG=.T. 
DIS?_MSG(13, 40, "Evaluation Error At Line "+ALLSTR(I), 1) 
EVENT{0) 
BUSY() 

END SEQUENCE 
ERRORBLOCK (BLASTHAJJDLER) 

RETURN(RETVAL) 
TRANSLATE SOURCE USER PROGRAM 

FUNCTION TRANSLATE(RFILE) 
LOCAL ALINE:=(} 
LOCAL 03JL0CAL, BLASTHANDLER, ERRFLAG; =. F. 

3LASTHANDLER: =ERRORBLOCK ( { i OBJERR I MYKANDLER (OBJERR, . T . ) } ) 
BEGIN SEQUENCE 

/. Read Text File To Array */ 
ALINE=MEM02ARRAY (RFILE) 

/* Translate Tokens In Array •/ 
ALINE=TOKTRAN (ALINE) 

/* Translate Array */ 
ALINE=ATRANSLATE (ALINE) 

/' Write Out Translated Array To Text File */ 
ARRAY2t<EM0 (ALINE, FX LE_R00T (RFILE) +".TRN") 

RECOVER USING OBJLOCAL 
ERRFLAG=.T. 
DISP_MSG(13,40,ALLTRIM(RFILE)+" : Translate Error Detected. 
EVENT(0) 
3USY() 

END SEQUENCE 
ERRORSLOCK(BLASTHANDLER) 

RETURN(NIL) 
TRANSLATE USER PROGRAM ARRAY 

FUNCTION ATRANSLATE(ALINE) 
LOCAL I,J,K,CSTR1NG,CVAL,NEWSTRING 
LOCAL REM_POS,NLAST,NLINE 
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lOCAL rr_LCC,ELSE_LOC,ELSEIF_LOC, EILEN 
LOCAL AWHILE : = { } , WHILE_LOC, WHILE_COND, WLOOPLOC, WEXITLOC 
LOCAL FORPOS, EQPOS, IVAR, TOPOS, STEPPOS, ISTART, ISTOP, IS7EP 
LOCAL AFOR: = { J , FCR_LOC, FOR_COND, FLOOPLOC, FEXITLOC, FOR_LINE 
LOCAL CBJLOCAI-, BLASTHANDLER,ERRFLAG: = . F. 
PRIVATE IF_STACK: = ( ), ELSE_STACK: = { } , ELSEIF_STACK: = ( } 
PRIVATE WHILE_STACK: = ( ) , WEXIT_STACK: = ( }, WLOOP_STAC:<: = { ( 
PRIVATE FOR_STACK: = ( }, FEXIT_STACK: = { t, FLOOP_STACK: = { } 

3LASTHJ!iNDLER:=ERRORBLOCK( { ! OBJERR I MYHANDLER (OBJERR, .T.) M 
BEGIN SEQUENCE 

FOR 1=1 TO LENCALINE) 
NEWSTRING="" 
FOR J=1 TO LEN(ALINE[I]) 
CVAL=SU3STR(ALINE[I],J,1) 
IF ASC (CVAL) >=32 .AND. ASC ! CVAL) <=12'7 

NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+CVAL 
END IF 
NEXT J 

ALINE[II=ALLTRIM(NEWSTRING) 

/' Strip Cue Remarks */ 
REM_POS=AT I." U", ALINE [ I ] ) 
IF REM_POS>0 
ALINE[I]=SUBSTR{ALINE[I],1, REM_?OS-I) 
ENDIF 

IF LEN(ALLTRIM(ALINE[I]))==0 ; ALINE[I]="NOP()" ; ENDIF 
ALINE[1]=" "+ALINECI]+" " 

/* Translate IF/ENDIF Statement •/ 
IF AT(" IF ",ALINE[I])==! 
PUSHIFd) 
ALINE[I1=STRTRAN(ALINE[I]," IF NEXTLINE:=IIF( ") 
PUS.HELSE (I) 
PUSHELSEIF({}) 
ENDIF 
IF AT(" ELSEIF ",ALINE[I]) ==1 
ALINE[I]=STRTRAN(ALINE[I]," ELSEIF NEXTLINE:=IIF( ") 
AADD(ELSEIF_STACK[LEN(ELSEIF_STACK) ] , I) 
ENDIF 

IF AT!" ELSE ",ALINE[I])==1 
ELSE_STACK[LEN(ELSE_STACK) 1=1 
ENDIF 

IF AT(" ENDIF ", ALINE[I])==1 
IF_LOC=POPIF{) 
ELSE_LOC=POPELSE() 
ELSEIF_LOC=POPELSEIF() 
EILEN=LEN{ELSEIF_LOC) 

IF EILEN>0 
ALINE [IF_L0C]=ALINE[IF_L0C1+" ,0, "-t-ALLSTR (ELSEIF_LOC [ 1 ]-1) •>•") 
FOR J=1 TO (EILEN-1) 

ALINE[ELSEIF_LOC[J] ]=ALINE[ELSEIF_LOC[J] ]+•• ,0,"+ ; 
ALLSTR(ELSEIF_LOC[J+1]-1)+")" 

NEXT J 
IF ELSE_LOC==IF_LOC 

ALINE [ELSEIF_LOC[EILEN] ] =ALINE [ELSEIt_LOC [EILEN] ]+" ,0, •' + ; 
ALLSTR(I)+")" 
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ELSE 
ALINE [ELSEIF_L0C[EILEN1 I =ALINE [ELSEIF_LOC [EILEN] J+" ,0,"-^; 

ALLSTR (ELSE_LOC) •>•")" 
ENDIr 

ENDIF 

IF £LSE_LOC==IF_LOC 
:? EILEN==0 

ALINECIF_LOC]=ALINE[IF_LOC]+" ,0,"+ALLSTR(I)+")" 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
ALINE [ELSE_L0C1 ="NEXTLINE; =" -t-ALLSTR (I) 
IF LEN(ELSEIF_LOC)==0 
ALINE[Ir_LOCl=ALINE[IF_LOC],0,"*ALLSTR(ELSE_LOC)*")" 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

FOR J=1 TO EILEN 
NLINE=ELSEIF_LOC[J] -1 
IF NLINE==IF_LOC 

ALINE [NLINE]=ALINE [NLINE] , NEXTLINE : =IIF (NEXTLINE==0, ••+ALLSTR (I) -t-", NEXTLINE) " 
ELSEIF J>=2 .AND. NLINE==ELSEIF_LOC[J-1] 

ALINE[NLINE]=ALINE[NLINE]+ ; 
" , NEXTLINE : =I IF (NEXTLINE==0, " -t-ALLSTR (I) + ", NEXTLINE) " 

ELSE 

ALINE [NLINE ]=ALINE [NLINE] -t-'*, NEXTLINE : =IIF (NEXTLINE==0, "+ALL5TR(I) f", NEXTLINE) " 
ENDIF 

NEXT J 

ALINE[I]="NOP()" 
ENDIF 

. /  

/• Translate WHILE/ENDWHILE Statement -/ 
IF AT{" WHILE ALINE[I])==1 
HHILE_COND=STRTRAN(ALINE[I!," WHILE " ") 
PUSHWKILE(I,WHILE_COND) 
ALINE[I]="NO?()" 
PUSKWLOOP({() 
PUSHWEXIT({1) 
ENDIF 
IF AT(" LOOPWHILE ",ALINE[I])==1 
AADD(WL00P_STACK[LEN(WL00P_STACK)],I) 
ENDIF 
IF ATC* EXITWHILE ",ALINE[I] ) ==1 
AADD(WEXIT_STACK(LEN(WEXIT_STACK)1,1) 
ENDIF 
IF AT(" ENDWHILE ",ALINE[I])==1 
AWHILE=POPWHILE() 
WKILE_LOC=AWHILE[1 ] 
WHILE_COND=AWHILE[2 ] 

WLOOPLOC=POPWLOOP() 
IF LEN(WLOOPLOC)>0 

FOR J=1 TO LEN(WLOOPLOC) 
ALINE[WLOOPLOC[J]]="NEXTLINE:="+ALLSTR(I-l) 

NEXT J 
ENDIF 

WEXITLOC=POPWEXIT() 
IF LEN(WEXITLOC)>0 
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rOR J=1 TO LEN(WEXITLOCl 
ALINE [WEXITLOC [ J] i ="NEXTLINE: ="-t-ALLSTR (I) 

NEXT J 
END IF 

ALINE [I] ="NEXTLINE:=IIF( "*WHILE_COND-r", "-t-ALLSTR (WHILE_LOC) 0) " 
INDIr 
/ .  , /  

/' Translate FOR/NEXT Statement */ 
IF { FORPOS: =AT {•• FOR ", ALINE [ I ] ) ) ==1 
EQPOS:=AT ( " = ",ALINE[I]) 
IVAR; =SUBSTR (ALINE [ 11 , FORPOS 4 , EQPOS - FORPOS - 4 -1) 
TOPOS:=AT(" TO ALINE[I]) 
STEP?OS:=AT(" STEP ALINE[I]) 
-START: =SUBSTR (ALINE [II, EQPOS-rl, TOPOS-EQPOS-1) 
IF STEP?OS==0 

ISTOP:=SUBSTR(ALINEtI] , TOPOS-i-a) 
ELSE 

ISTOP: =SUBSTR (ALINE [ I ] , TOPOS+3, STEFPOS-TOPOS-3) 
ENDIF 
IF STEPPOS==0 

ISTEP:="1" 
ELSE 

ISTEP: =SUBSTR(ALINE[I] , STEPPOS+5) 
ENDIF 
FOR_COND=IVAR+">=MIN ("-t-ISTART "•i-ISTOP+") .AND. ; 

IVAR+"<=MAX(" + ISTOP+", "•t-ISTART+") " 
FOR_LINE = IVAR-t-":=" + ISTART+",NEXTLINE:=IIF("+FOR_COND+",0, " 
PUSHFORd, IVAR, ISTART, ISTOP, ISTEP, FOR_COND, FOR_LINE) 
PUSHFLOOP( { 1 ) 
PUSHFEXIT({i) 
ENDIF 
IF AT(" LOOPFOR ", ALINE[I])==1 
AADD (FLOOP_STACK [ LEN (FLOOP_STACK) ] , I) 
ENDIF 
IF AT(" EXITFOR ",ALINE[11) ==1 
AADD(FEXIT_STACK[LEN(FEXIT_STACK) ] ,1) 
ENDIF 
IF .AT(" NEXT ", ALINE [II )==I 
AFOR=POPFOR() 
FOR_LOC=AFOR[1 ] 
IVA_R=AF0R[21 
ISTART=AF0R[3] 
IST0?=AF0R[4] 
ISTEP=AF0Rt5] 
FOR_COND=AFOR[6 ] 
F0R_LINE=AF0R[7] 

ALINE[FOR_LOC]=FOR_LINE+ALLSTR(I) +") " 

FLOOPLOC=POPFLOOP() 
IF LEN(FLOOPLOC)>0 

FOR J=1 TO LEN(FLOOPLOC) 
ALINE [FLOOPLOC [J] ] ="NEXTLINE: ="+ALLSTR (I-l) 

N-EXT J 
ENDIF 

FEXITLOC=POPFEXIT() 
IF LEN(FEXITLOC)>0 

FOR J=1 TO LEN(FEXITLOC) 
ALINE [FEXITLOC [J] ] ="NEXTLINE:-"+ALLSTR (I) 

NEXT J 



ENDIF 
ALINE[I]=IVAR-i-":="*IVAR+"-i-"-^ISTEP+ ; 

",NEXTLINE:=IIF("-FOR_COND+", "+ALLSTR {FOR_LOC) 0) 
ENDIF 
/ .  '/ 

I' Translate RETURN Statement */ 
IF AT(" RETURN ALINE[I])==1 
ALINE[I]=STRTRAN{ALINE[I]RETURN NEXTLINE:=-1 ") 
ENDIF 
/ »  '/ 

ALINE[I]=ALLTRIM(ALINE[I]) 

NEXT I 

RECOVER USING OBJLOCAL 
ERRFLAG=.T. 
DISP_MSG{13, 40, "Translation Error Detected",!) 
EVENT (0) 
3USY() 

END SEQUENCE 
ERRORBLOCK(3LASTHANDLER) 

RETURN(ALINE) 
TOKEN TRANSLATION 

FUNCTION TOKTRAN(ATEXT) 
LOCAL I,J,K,CSTRING,MSG,ALEN,NEWSTRING,REM_POS 
PRIVATE LPOS,ERRFLAG,NLINE,IDTYPE,ISMEMVAR, ISFLDVAR,ISPARVAR 
PRIVATE ERRMSG:="" 
PRIVATE VTABLE:={),HTABLE[4096] 
PRIVATE VARCOUNT:=0,PARCOUNT:=0,FLDCOUNT:=0 
PRIVATE NUMPROBE:=0,MAXPROBE:=0,NVAR:=0 

KEYWORD() /• — Insert Keywords Into Hash Table — */ 
STDFNO /• Insert Standard Functions Into Hash Table * 

NLINE=LEN{ATEXT) 

L?OS=I 
/* PRIMARY TOKEN TRANSLATION WHILE LOOP 
DO WHILE LPOS<=NLINE 
IDTYPE="U" 

/• Strip Out Remarks •/ 
REM_POS=AT{"//",ATEXT[LPOS]) 
IF REM_POS>0 
ATEXT[LPOS]=SUBSTR(ATEXT[LPOS],1,REM_P0S-1) 
ENDIF 

ATEXT[LPOS]-" "+ALLTRIM(ATEXT[LPOS])+" " 

ISMEMVAR=.F. ; ISFLDVAR=.F. ; ISPARVAR=.F. 
IF AT(" MEMVAR ",ATEXT(LPOS])>0 
ISMEMVAR=.T. ; IDTYPE="V" 
ELSEIF AT(" FIELD ", ATEXT[LPOS])>0 
ISFLDVAR=.T. ; IDTYPE="F" 
ENDIF 

£RRFLAG=0 

/* Parse Program Text Line(s) And Return New String */ 
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ATEXT[LPOS]=PARSE(ATEXT) 
IF ISMEMVAR -OR. ISFLDVAR 
ATEXT[LPOS]="NOP()" 

EMDIF 

IF ERRFLAGoO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 

L?CS=L?OS-rl 

ENDDO 
/- £fjD OF PRIMARY TRANSLATION WHILE LOOP '/ 

IF ERRFLAG==0 
MSG="Translacion Complete" 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG==1 
MSG="Invaiid Continuation At Line "•••ALLTRIM<STR(LPOS) ) 

ELSE IF ERRFLAG=2 
MSG="Uninacchecl Parenthesis At Line "-t-ALLTRIM (STR (LPOS) ) 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG==3 
MSG="Unmatched Quote At Line "+ALLTRIM(STR(LPOS)) 

ELSEIF ERRFIAG=4 
MSG="Unrecognized Symbol At Line "-t-ALLTRIM (STR (LPOS) ) 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG==5 
MSG="Syntax Error At Line "+ALLTRIM(STR(LPOS)) 
MSG=MSG+" : Associated With Comment" 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG-=6 
MSG="Syntax Error At Line "+ALLTRIM(STR(LPOS)) 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG==7 
MSG=ERRMSG+" Not Defined (At Line "+ALLTRIM(STR(LPOS))+")" 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG==8 
MSG="Unmatched Brace At Line "+ALLTRIM(STR(LPOS)) 

ELSEIF ERRFLAG==9 
MSG="Unmatched Single Quote At Line "+ALLTRIM(STR(LPOS)) 

ENDIF 

IF ERRFLAGOO 
DISP_MSG{13, 40,MSG) 
KEYSET(EVENT(0)) 

ENDIF 

RETURN(ATEXT) 
PARSE PROGRAM LINE •/ 

FUNCTION PARSE(ATEXT) 
/* Checic For Unmatched Parenthesis, Unmatched Quotes, And Unrecognized */ 
/* Symbols. Trim Out All Comments. Translate Parameters, Variables, and '/ 
/* User Function Names. •/ 
/, ,/ 

LOCAL CPOS,CPOS_ORIG, C, TLINE,TLEN,TOKEN,ALEN,DOTFLAG,EXPFLAG 
LOCAL HVAL,VSTR,COMFLAG,ENDCOMETAG, PCNT, QCNT, BCNT, QICNT, NEWSTRING 

TOKEN="" 
PCNT=0 
QCNT=0 
3CNT=0 
Q1CNT=0 
NEWSTRING="" 

TLINE=ATEXT[LPOS] 
TLEN=LEN(TLINE) /* Determine Length Of Program Text Line •/ 
CPOS=l 

/. PRIMARY PARSE WHILE LOOP •/ 
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CO WHILE C?OS<=TLEN 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS,1) 

DO CASE 

/' White Character : Space Or Tab */ 
CASE ISWHITE(C) 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+C 

/* Keyword, Variable, Function Or Procedure */ 
CASE ISALPHJSLCC) .OR. C=="_" 
IDTYPE="V" /• - Initially Assume .MEMVAR Type - •/ 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CP0S=CP0S+1 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,C?OS,1} 
IF ISALPHA(C) .OR. ISDIGIT(C) .OR. C="_" 

TCKEN=TO:<£N->-C ; LOO? 
ELSE 
IF C=="(" ; IDTYPE="S" ; ENDIF 
C?OS=C?OS-i ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
ENDDO 
IF ERRFLAGOO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 

TOKEN=UPPER(TOKEN) 
IF TOKEN=="ARGV" .OR. TOKEN=="NIL*' 
/' Leave Alone */ 

ELSEIr IDTYPE=="S" 
ELSEIF IDTYPE=="K" 
ELSE 
HVAL=HASK (TOKEN, HTABLE, VTABLE) 
IF HVAL>0 /* — Token Was Found — •/ 
IDTYPE=VTABLE [BIN2I(HTABLE [HVAL] ) ] [ 2 ]  
IF IDTY?E=="V" 
VSTR=ALLTRIM(STR( VTABLE [BIN2I (HTABLE [HVAL] )][ 3 ] )) 
TOKEN="VAR [ •••I-VSTR+" ] " 

ELSEIF IDTYPE=='*F" 
TOKEN="FIELD->"+TOKEN 

ELSEIF IDTY?E=="K" 
ENDIF 

ELSEIF HVAL<0 /* — Elmpty Hash Loc Found — */ 
IF ISMEMVAR 
/* - Append Variable Name To Variable Table - */ 
AADD (VTABLE, {TOKEN, "V", VARCOUNT+1 1 ) 
VARCOUNT=VARCOUNT +1 
/' - Assign Variable Array Index To Hash Pointer Table - •/ 
HTABLE [ABS (HVAL) ] =I2BIN (LEN (VTABLE) ) 

ELSEIF ISFLDVAR 
/• - Append Field Variable Name To Variable Table - */ 
AADD (VTABLE, (TOKEN, "F", FLDCOONT+l) ) 
FLDC0UNT=FLDC0UNT+1 
/* - Assign Variable Array Index To Hash Pointer Table - •/ 
HTABLE [ABS (HVAL) 1 =I2BIN (LEN (VTABLE) ) 

ELSE 
ERRFLAG=7 
ERRMSG=TOKEN 

ENDIF 
ELSE /* — Toicen Not Found And Hash Table Full — */ 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 
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/• Parenthesis •/ 
CASE C S " () " 
IF C=="(" 

PCtJT=PCNT + l 
ELSE 
?CNT=PCNT-1 

ENDIF 
MEWSTRIMG=NEWSTRING+C 

/. Braces */ 
CASE C S " { 1 " 

7 r ";" 
3CNT=BCNT-rl 

ELSE 
BCNT=BCNT-1 

ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+C 

/• Single Quote: ' 
CASE C==CHR(3 9) 
QICNT=TOGGLE(QICNT) 
TOKEN=C 
MEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 

/* Semicolon Or Equal Assignment Operator •/ 
CASE C == ":" 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CPOS=CPOS+l 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS,1) 
IF C == "=•* 
TOKEN=TOKEN+C ; EXIT 

ELSE 
CPOS=CPOS-l ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
END DO 
IF ERRFLAGoO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 

/* Single Character Operator Or Delimiter •/ 
CASE C S %0 !S" 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+C 

/• Numeric Constant •/ 
CASE ISDIGIT(C) 
DOTFLAG=0 ; EXPFLAG=0 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
C?0S=CP0S+1 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS,1) 
IF C=="." .AND. DOTFLAG=0 ; 
ELSEIF (C=="e" .OR. C=="E") 
ELSEIF (C=="+" .OR. C=="-") 
ELSEIF ISDELIM(C) ; CP0S=CP0S-1 ; 
ELSEIF ISDIGIT(C) .AND. EXPFLAG-1 

D0TFLAG=1 
.AND. EXPFLAG=0 ; 
.AND. EXPFLAG=1 

EXIT 
; EXPFLAG-2 

EXPFLAG=1 

ELSEIF ISALPHA(C) 
ENDIF 
TOKEN-TOKEN+C 

ERRFLAG-6 EXIT 
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ENDDO 
TOKEN=UPPER(TOKEN) 
IF ERRFLAGOO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING-t-TOKEN 

/• Equal Or Relational Operator */ 
CASE C S ••=<>" 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CPOS=CPOS+l 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS,I) 
IF C S "=<>" 
TOKEN=TOKEN+C ; EXIT 

ELSE 
C?OS=CPOS-1 ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
ENDDO 
IF TOKEN=="=" ; TOKEN=":=" ; ENDIF 
IF ERRFLAGOO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 

/• String In Quotes */ 
CASE C==CHR(34) 
CCNT=TOGGLE(QCNT) 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPCS<TLEN 
CPOS=CPOS+l 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS, 1) 
TOKEN=TOKEN+C 
IF C==CHR(34); QCNT=TOGGLE(QCNT) ; EXIT ; ENDIF 

ENDDO 
IF ERRFLAGOO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 

/• Comment Or Division Operator */ 
CASE C=="/" 
C?OS_ORIG=CPOS 
TOKEN=C 
COMFLAG-0 ; ENDCOMFLAG=0 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CPOS=CPOS+l 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE, CPOS, 1) 
IF ISWHITE(C) ; LOOP ; ENDIF 
IF C=="»" /» Is Comment */ 
C0MFLAG=1 ; EXIT 

ELSE /* Division Operator '/ 
COMFLAG=0 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 
CPOS»CPOS_ORIG ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
ENDDO 
IF C0MFLAG=1 /' Phrase Is Comment */ 
ERRFLAG=5 
/• See If Comment Continues On Next Line */ 
IF CPOS>=TLEN 
CPOS-0 
LPOS=LPOS+l 
IF LPOS>NLINE ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
TLINE=ATEXT[LPOS] 



TLEN=LEN(TLINE) 
END IF 
/ .  . /  
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CP0S=CP0S+1 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS,1) 
/» Possible End Of Comment •/ 
IF C=="*" .AND. CPOS<TLEN 
IF SUBSTR(TLINE,CPOS+1,1)=="/" 
CPOS=CPOS+l ; ENDCCMFLAG=1 ; ERRFLAG=0 ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
END IF 
/• See If Comment Continues On Next Line •/ 
IF CPOS>=TLEN 
cpos=o 
LPOS=LPOS+l 
IF LPOS>NLINE ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
TLINE=ATEXT[LPOS J 
TLEN=LEN(TLINE) 
ENDIF 

. /  
ENDDO 

ENDIF 
IF ERRFLAGOO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 

/* Logical Operator/Constant Or Numeric Constant 
CASE C=="." 
/* See If Logical Operator/Constant •/ 
IF CPOS<TLEN .AND. SUBSTR (TLINE, CPOS+1,1) $ "AOXNTF" 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CP0S=CP0S+1 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE, CPOS,1) 
TOKEN=TOKEN+C 
IFC=="." ; EXIT ; ENDIF 

ENDDO 
IF ERRFLAGoO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 

ELSE /• Numeric Constant •/ 
DOTFLAG=0 ; EXPFLAG=0 
IF C=="." ; DOTFLAG=l ; ENDIF 
TOKEN=C 
DO WHILE CPOS<TLEN 
CP0S=CP0S+1 
C=SUBSTR(TLINE, CPOS,1) 
IF €=="." -AND. DOTFLAG=0 ; D0TFLAG=1 
ELSEIF (C=="e'* .OR. C=="E") .AND. EXPFLAG=0 ; EXPFLAG= 
ELSEIF (C=="+" .OR. C=="-") .AND. EXPFLAG=1 
ELSEIF ISDELIM(C) ; CPOS=CPOS-l ; EXIT 
ELSEIF ISDIGIT(C) .AND. EXPFLAG=1 ; EXPFLAG=2 
ELSEIF ISALPHA(C) ; ERRFLAG=6 ; EXIT 
ENDIF 
TOKEN=TOKEN+C 

ENDDO 
TOKEN=UPPER(TOKEN) 
IF ERRFLAGOO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+TOKEN 

ENDIF 

/* Program Line Continuation */ 
CASE c=="s" 
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IF ISWHITESTR(TLINE,C?OS-t-l,TLEN) 
CPOS=0 
L?0S=LP0S+1 
TLINE=ATEXT[LPOS] 
TLEN=LEN(TLINE) 

ELSE 
ERRFLAG=1 

ENDIF 
IF ERRFLAGoO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 

/* Other Single Character Operator Or Punctuation */ 
CASE ISDELIM(C) 
NEWSTRING=NEWSTRING+C 

EMDCASE 

IF ERRFIAGoO ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
CPOS=CFOS-rl 

ENDDO 
/• END OF PARSE PRIMARY WHILE LOOP -/ 

IF ERRFLAG==0 
IF PCNToO ; ERRFLAG=2 ; ENDIF 
IF QCNToO ; ERRFLAG=3 ; ENDIF 
IF 3CNTO0 ; ERRFLAG=8 ; ENDIF 
IF QlCNToO ; ERRFLAG=9 ; ENDIF 

ENDIF 

RETURN(NEWSTRING) 
/* TOGGLE FUNCTION •/ 
FUNCTION TOGGLE (I) 

IF I==0 ; RETURN (1) ; ENDIF 

RETURN(0) 
/' IS STRING WHITE FOR CHARACTERS FROM NSTART TO NSTOP •/ 
FUNCTION ISWHITESTR(TLINE,NSTART,NSTOP) 
LOCAL K 

FOR :<=NSTART TO NSTOP 
IF -NOT. ISWHITE(SUBSTR(TLINE,K, 1) ) 
RETURN(.F.) 

ENDIF 
NEXT :< 

RETURN(.T.) 
/• IS CHARACTER A DELIMITER '/ 
FUNCTION ISDELIM(C) 

/• Space or Tab '/ 
IF C==CHR(32) .OR. C==CHR(9) ; RETURN(.T.) ; ENDIF 

/' Quote, Carriage Return, Or Line Feed */ 
IF C==CHR(34) .OR. C==-CHR(13) .OR. C==CHR(10) ; RETURN(.T.) ; ENDIF 

/' Operator Or Punctuation •/ 
IF C S "*--/~(){}[]<>=,;S!%@:." ; RETURN(.T.) ; ENDIF 

RETURN(.F.) 
/» £3 CHARACTER WHITE •/ 
FUNCTION ISWHITE(C) 



/- Space or Tab •/ 
IF C==CKR(32) .OR. C==CHR(9) ; RETURN(.T.) ; ENDIF 

.ETURN ( . F. ) 

CODE STRING TO INTEGER KEY 
FUNCTION C0DE2(CSTRING) 
LOCAL I,STRLEN,KCODE 

STRLEN=LEN(CSTRING) 
KCODE=0 
FOR 1=1 TO STRLEN 
KCODE=KCODE-I*ASC(SUBSTR(CSTRING, I,li ) 

N'EXT I 

RET'JRN (KCODE) 
.HASH: SEARCH FOR IDENTIFIER I» HASH TABLE 

FUNCTION .HASH (CSTRING, HTA3LE, VTA3LE) 
LOCAL I, HI, H2, N, NTRI?: =20, EFLAG: =0, .HVAL: =0 

N=LEN fHTABLE) 

/' Primary Hash •/ 
HI = I (C0DE2 (CSTRING) % N) 
NUMPROBE=NUMPROBE*1 

/* Checlc To See If Hash Table Element. Is Empty (Zero) 

IF HTABLE[H1]==NIL 
HVAL= -HI /* — Empty Hash Loc Found — */ 
NVAR=NVAR^1 

ELSEIF VTABLE[BIN2I(HTABLE[H11)][1]==CSTRING 
HVAL= HI /• — String Was Found — */ 

ELSE 
/' Resolve Collision With Double .Hashing •/ 
FOR 1=1 TO NTRI? 
H2 = 1 ( ( (Hlv(Hl+Kl-rl) %N)-I) % N ) /* Double Hashing •/ 
MUMPROBE=NUMPROBE-t-l 
MAXPROBE=MAX(I,MAXPROBE) /• Delete This When Prog Done */ 
IF .HTABLE [H2) ==NIL 
HVAL= -H2 /* Empty Hash Loc Found — */ 
NVAR=NVAR+1 ; EFLAG=1 ; EXIT 

ELSEIF VTABLE [BIN21 (HTABLE [H2] ) ] [ 11 ==CSTRING 
.HVAL= H2 /• — String Was Found — •/ 
EFLAG=1 ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
/' Continue With Linear Probes If Not Yet Successful 
IF EFLAG==0 
FOR I=(NTRIP+1) TO (NTRIP+N) 
H2 = 1 + ((H1+I)%N) /• Linear Search After Primary Hash 
NUMPR0BE=NUMPR0BE+1 /* Delete When Done '/ 
MAXPROBE=MAX(I,MAXPROBE) /• Delete When Done */ 
IF HTABLE[H2]==NIL 
HVAL= -H2 /* Empty Hash Loc Found — •/ 
NVAR=NVAR+1 ; EFLAG=1 ; EXIT 

ELSEIF VTABLE [BIN2I (HTABLE [H21 ) ] [ 1 ] ==CSTRING 
KVAL= H2 /* — String Was Found — •/ 
EFLAG=1 ; EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
ENDIF 



RETURN(KVAL) 
INSERT KEY WORDS INTO HASH TABLE 

rUMCTION KEYWORD() 
LOCAL X, HVAL,AKEYWORD: = (} 

/' — Insert Keywords Into Hash Table — '/ 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"IF") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"ELSEIF") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"ELSE") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"ENDIF") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"WHILE") 
AADD (AKE'iTWORD, "LOOPWKILE") 
AADD (AKEYWORD, "EXITWHILE") 
AADD (AKEYWORD, "ENDWHILE") 
AADD (AKEYWORD, "MEMVAR") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"FIELD") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"FOR") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"TO") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"STEP") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"LOOPFOR") 
AADD (AKEYWORD, "EXITFOR") 
AADD(AKEYWORD,"NEXT") 

FOR 1 = 1 TO LEN (AKEYWORD) 
HVAL=KASH {AKEYWORD [ I ] , HTABLE, VTA3LE) 
AADD(VTABLE, {AKEYWORD [I] , "K",0) ) 
HTABLE [ABS (HVAL) ] =I2BIN (LEN (VTABLE) ) 

NEXT I 
AKEYWORD:={1 

RETURN(NIL) 
INSERT STANDARD FUNCTIONS & PROCEDURES 

FUNCTION STDFNO 
LOCAL I,HVAL,ASTDFN: = { } 

#INCLUDE "DBXFN.PRG" 

/- -- Insert Standard Function Names Into Hash Table — •/ 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(ASTDFN) 
HVAL=HJ\SH (ASTDFN [ 11 , HTABLE, VTABLE) 
AADD(VTAaLE,{ASTDFN[I],"S",0}) 
HTABLE[ABS(HVAL)1=I2BIN(LEN(VTABLE)) 

NEXT I 
ASTDFN:={) 

RETURN(NIL) 

PUSH DBF FILE AND ASSOCIATED VALUES ONTO DBF_STACK ARRAY 
FUNCTION PUSHDBFO 
LOCAL PTR,DBFILE,ADBF[10] 

DBFILE=DBNAME() 

ADBF[1]=DBFILE 
IF USED() 
ADBF[2]=INDEXORD() 

ELSE 
ADBF[21=0 



SNDIF 
ADBc L3]=SET(_SET_SOrrSEEK) 
IF USEDO 
ADBF[41=DBFILTER() 
ADBF[5]=RECNO() 

ELSE 
ADBF[4 j 
AD3FL5i=0 

ENDIF 
ADBF[6J=SEARCHBY 
ADBF[7 J =SEARCHFOR 
ADBF [ 8]=SEARCHCRIT 
ADBF[91=SEARCHTYPE 

AADD(DBF_STACK,ADBF) 

DBCLOSEALL;) /* Close All Current DBFs S Associated Files 

SEARCH3Y="" 
SEARCHFOR="" 

RETURN(NIL) 

POP DBF FILE AND ASSOCIATED VALUES FROM DBF_STACK ARRAY 
FUNCTION POPDBF(NSELECT) 
LOCAL PTR, DEFILE,CFILTER,LENSTACK 

IF NSELECT==NIL ; NSELECT=-1 ; ENDIF 

LENSTACK=LEN(DBF_STACK) 

DBCLOSEALL() /* Close All Current DBFs & Associated Files */ 

IF LENSTACK>0 
IF NSELECT==-1 
PTR=LEN tDBF_STACK) 
ELSE 
?TR=NSELECT 
ENDIF 

IF ?TR==0 
RETURN(NIL) 
ENDIF 

DBFILE=DBF_STACK[PTR][1] 

IF LEN(ALLTRIM(FILE_RGOT(DEFILE)))>0 .AND. FILE(DBFILE)==.T 
NETUSE(DEFILE,OPEN_SHARED,5) 
IF NETERRO—.F. 
PUB_FILE-DEFILE 
DBNAME(DBFILE) 
IF UPPER(FILE_EXT(DBFILE))=="SAF" /• Special Case •/ 
SET SOFTSEEK OFF 
SET INDEX TO 
SET ORDER TO 0 

ELSE 
OPEN_NTX(DBFILE) 
SET ORDER TO DBF_STACK[PTRl[2] 
SET(_SET_SOFTSEEK, DBF_STACK[PTR] [3] ) 

ENDIF 
CFILTER=DEF_STACK[PTR][4] 
IF LEN(ALLTRIM(CFILTER))>0 
SET FILTER TO 5CFILTER 
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ENDIF 
IF DBF_STACK[?TR][31<=RECC0aNT() 
DBGOTO(DB F_STACK[PTRI [51) 

ELSE 
DBGOBOTTOM() 

ENDIF 
SEARCHBY=DBF_STACK[?TR1[6] 
SEARCHFOR=DSF_STACK[PTR][7] 
SEARCHCRIT=DBF_STACK[PTR][8] 
SEARCHTYPE=DBF_STACK[PTR][9] 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

/» Delete Row PTR From DBF_STACK Array •/ 
IF LENSTACK>0 ; ADEL(DBF_STACK,PTR) ; ENDIF 

/• Shrink DBF_STACK Array Size By i */ 
IF LENSTACK>0 ; ASIZEtDBF_STACK,LENSTACK-1) ; ENDIF 

ENDIF 

RETURN(NIL) 

/. PUSH LINE LOCATION OF ELSE FOR USER PROG '/ 
FUNCTION PUSHELSE(NLINE) 

AADD(ELSE_STACK, NLINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 
/- POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF ELSE STATEMENT FOR USER PROG -/ 

rJNCTION POPELSEO 
LOCAL PTR.RVAL 

PTR=LEN(ELSE_STACK) 
RVAL=ELSE_STACK[PTR] 

/- Shrink ELSE_STACK Array Size By 1 •/ 
ASIZE(ELSE_STACK,PTR-1) 

RETURN(RVAL) 
/' PUSH LINE LOCATION OF ELSEIF FOR USER PROG •/ 

FUNCTION PUSHELSEIF(ALINE) 

AADD(ELSEIF_STACK,ALINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 

/' POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF ELSEIF STATEMENT FOR USER PROG -/ 
FUNCTION POPELSEIFO 
LOCAL PTR,RVAL 

?TR=LEN(ELSEIF_STACK) 
RVAL=ELSEIF_STACK[PTR] 

/• Shrink ELSEIF_STACK Array Size By 1 */ 
ASIZE(ELSEIF_STACK,PTR-1) 

RETURN(RVAL) 
/' PUSH LINE LOCATION OF FOR STATEMENT FROM USER PROG '/ 

FUNCTION PUSHFOR(I, IVAR,ISTART,ISTOP,ISTEP, FOR_COND,FOR_LINE) 

AADD(FOR STACK,{I,IVAR,ISTART,ISTOP,ISTEP,FOR COND,FOR LINE}) 



RETURN(NIL) 
POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF FOR STATEMENT FOR USER PROG 

rJNCTION POPFORO 
LOCAL PTR,RVAL 

?TR=LEN(FOR_STACK) 
SVAL=FOR_STACK[PTR] 
/* ShrinJc FOR_STACK Array Size By 1 •/ 
IF ?TR>=1 
ASI2E(FOR_STACK,PTR-I) 

ENDIF 

RETURN(RVAL) 
PUSH LINE LOCATION OF LOOPFOR FOR USER PROG 

FUNCTION PUSKFLOOP(ALINE) 

AADD(FLCOP_STACK,ALINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 
POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF LOOPFOR STATEMENT FOR USER PROG 

FUNCTION POPFLOOPO 
LOCAL PTR,RVAL 

FTR=LEN{FLOOP_STACK) 

RVAL=FLOOP_STACK[PTR] 

/* Shrink FLOOP_STACK Array Size By 1 */ 
ASIZE(FLOOP_STACK,PTR-1) 

RETURN(RVAL) 

PUSH LINE LOCATION OF EXITFOR FOR USER PROG 
FUNCTION PUSHFEXIT(ALINE) 

AADD(FEXIT_STACK,ALINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 
POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF EXITFOR STATEMENT FOR USER PROG 

FUNCTION POPFEXITO 
LOCAL PTR, RVAL 

?TR=LEN(FEXIT_STACK) 

RVAL= FEXIT_STACK[PTR] 

/• Shrink FEXIT_STACK Array Size By 1 */ 
ASIZE(FEXIT_STACK,PTR-I) 

RETURN(RVAL) 

PUSH GETS ONTO GET_STACK ARRAY 
FUNCTION PUSHGET() 

AADD(GET_STACK,GETLIST) 

GETLIST={) 

RETURN(NIL) 
POP GETS FROM GET_STACK ARRAY 

FUNCTION POPGETO 
LOCAL PTR 
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?TR=L£N(GET_STACK) 

GETLIST=GET_STACK[PTR] 

/• Shrink GET_STACK Array Size By I '/ 
ASIZEiGET^STACK,PTR-1) 

RETURN(NIL) 

/' PUSH LINE LOCATION OF IF FOR USER PROG '/ 
FUNCTION PUSHIFCNLINE) 

AAD D(IF_STACK,NLINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 
/- POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF IF STATEMENT FOR USER PROG •/ 

FUNCTION POPIFO 
LOCAL ?TR,RVAL 

?TR=LEN(IF_STACK) 

RVAL=IF_STACK[PTR] 

/' Shrink IF_STACK Array Size By 1 •/ 
ASIZE(IF_STACK,PTR-i) 

RETURN(RVAL) 

/• PUSH CURSOR, COLOR, & SCREEN ONTO SCR_STACK ARRAY •/ 
FUNCTION PUSHSCR () 

AADD(SCR_STACK, {SETCURSOR{) , ROW () , COLO,SETCOLOR() , SAVESCREEN(0, 0, 24, 79) }) 

RETURN(NIL) 
/' POP CURSOR, COLOR, & SCREEN FROM SCR_STACK ARRAY •/ 

FUNCTION POPSCRO 
LOCAL PTR 

?TR=LEN(SCR_STACK) 

SETCURSOR(SCR_STACK[PTR 1 [1 ] ) 
CURSOR_SHAPE() 
SETPOS(3CR_STACK[?TR][2],SCR_STACK[PTR][3]) 
SETCOLOR(SCR_STACK[PTR][4]) 
RESTSCR£EN(0,0,24,7 9,SCR_STACK[?TR1[5]) 

/' Shrink SCR_STACK Array Size By I */ 
ASIZE(SCR_STACK,PTR-1) 

RETURN(NIL) 

/• PUSH LINE LOCATION OF WHILE FOR USER PROG '/ 
FUNCTION PUSHWHILE(NLINE,WCOND) 

AADD(WHILE_STACK, {NLINE,WCOND( ) 

RETURN(NIL) 
/' POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF WHILE STATEMENT FOR USER PROG -/ 

rjNCTION POPWHILEO 
LOCAL PTR, RVAL 

PTR=LEN(WHILE STACK) 
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RVAI.=WHILE_STACK [ PTR J 

/- Shrink WHILE_STACK Array Size By 1 -/ 
ASIZE(WHILE_STACK, PTR-1) 

RETURN iRVAL) 

PUSH LINE LOCATION OF LOOPWHILE FOR USER PROG */ 
cUN'CTION PUSKWLOO? (ALINE) 

AADD CWLOOP_STACK,ALINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 
/' POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF LOOPWHILE STATEMENT FOR USER PROG '/ 

FUNCTION POPWLOOPt) 
LOCAL PTR,RVAL 

?TR=LEN (WLOCP_STAC:<) 

RVAL=WLOOP_STACK[ PTR ] 

/• Shrink WEXIT_STACK Array Size By 1 */ 
ASIZE ;WLOOP_STAC:<, PTR-1) 

RETURN ( RVPlL ) 

/* PUSH LINE LOCATION OF EXITWHILE FOR USER PROG */ 
FUNCTION PUSHWEXIT(ALINE) 

AADD(WEXIT_STACK,ALINE) 

RETURN(NIL) 
/• POP (RETURN) LINE LOCATION OF EXITWHILE STATEMENT FOR USER PROG •/ 

FUNCTION POPWEXITO 
LOCAL ?TR,RVAL 

PTR=LEN(WEXIT_STACK) 

RVAL=HEXIT_STACK[PTR] 

/- Shrink WEXIT_STACK Array Size By 1 */ 
ASIZE(WEXIT_STACK,PTR-1) 

RETURN(RVAL) 
/» ./ 

/ ' 

References: 

N'ancucket Clipper 5.0 Manuals 
The Unofficial Clipper 5.0 Manual - Tech Publications 
Clipper Prograitiming Guide (2nd Edition) - Rick Spence 
Clipper 5.0 - A developer's Guide - Greg Lief, Joe Booth 
CA-Clipper 5.2 Manuals 
Clipper 5.3 - A developer's Guide - Greg Lief, Joe Booth 
CA-Clxpper 5.3 Manuals 
Clipper Programmer's Reference, W. Edward Tiley, Que Corporation, 1991 
* / 
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D.6 Primary DICE Circuit Generation Routines 

1. Read master SPICE netlist file. Each text line assigned to an array of 

strings. 

2. Expand subcircuits. Insert or append to array of strings. 

3. Parse each text line into words. 

4. When parsing each line look for key word "MAX.DIE.SIZE". If not found 

MAX_DlE_SiZE defaults to 0.01 meters. Run through ail text lines to make 

sure that MAX_DIE_SIZE value is captured if in master netlist. This first pass 

is also used to save all device reference designators (e.g. R3, Q7, etc.) 

5. Perform steps 6 through 9 for number of circuits selected by user. 

6. When parsing each line look for key phrase "NO STAT". If found leave text 

line as original text line in generated net list. Then proceed to next text line 

(step 3). 

7. Determine device type: Resistor, Capacitor, or Active(Diode, BJT, JFET, 

MOSFET). 

8. Run function of appropriate device type (RES(),CAP(),ACTIVE()] to generate 

parameters. Refer to 8a, 8b, or 8c below. 

9. If statistical model is not specified or found then leave text line as original 

text line in generated net list. 

8a. Resistor IModel [ RES() function]: 

8a. 1 Check if device already registered. If already registered go to step 8a.24. 

8a.2 Get nominal resistor value from netlist text line. 

8a.3 Look for W, L values. 

8a.4 Look for keywords MATCH or MATCHES. After finding one of these keywords 

get referenced device and spacing values. 

8a.5 Look for MILS, MIL, or UM as words in isolation. This is not allowed. Stop 
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program and display this as error message if these words are in isolation. 

(Valid value is 8MILS for example.) 

8a.6 Check if two devices directly reference each other. If so ignore second 

device reference. 

8a.7 Check if there is a referenced device. If not then go to step 8a. 15. 

8a.8 Check for circular device reference. If there is a circular device reference 

then stop the program and display this as an error message. Display the 

device reference designator (i.e. R32) to help the user tract down the 

problem. 

8a.9 Check if referenced device has parameters already assigned. If not go to 

step 8a. 11. 

8a. 10 If referenced device has parameters already assigned retrieve these and 

assign to local variables. Proceed to step 8a. 15. 

8a. 11 If referenced device does not yet have parameters assigned check if 

referenced device exists. (All reference designators were saved in step 4.) 

If referenced device does exist go to step 8a. 14. 

8a. 12 If referenced device does not exist then quit program and display as error 

message. 

8a. 13 Add current device designator to ALNK_DES stack. Also add current text 

line to ALNK^VAL stack. 

8a. 14 Search for text line that has referenced device. When found do a 

recursive call to the res() function so that parameter values can be 

assigned to referenced device. 

8a. 15 Get device model name (RFILM, RDIFF, etc.) from text line. 

8a. 16 Check if statistical model information has already been retrieved and 

assigned to local variables. If already retrieved go to step 8a. 18. 

8a. 17 Retrieve Statistical Model Library for model by calling up the RES.STAT() 

function. This consists of tables of statistical information for the various 
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parameters of the resistor model (e.g. for R, TC1, TC2. etc.). 

8a. 18 If model not previously used, assign resistor parameters statistical values 

using Non-correlated Monte Carlo method. Then go to step 8a.20. 

8a. 19 If model previously used and there is no referenced device retrieve the 

previously generated statistical parameters for the model. Use this and 

the current device nominal resistance information to statistically generate 

resistor parameters for the current device using Correlated Monte-Carlo 

simulation. 

8a.20 Record that the current device (device designator) has had statistical 

parameters values assigned. Also record generated parameter values for 

current device. 

8a.21 If ALNK_DES and ALNK_VAL stacks are not empty, assign text line in top 

of ALNK_VAL Stack to a local variable. Reduce ALNK_DES and ALNK.VAL 

stacks by one. Go back to step 

8a.22 If ALNK.DES is empty proceed to step 8a.24. (Note: Number of elements 

in ALNK.VAL is the same as in ALNK.DES.) 

8a.23 Go back to step 8a. 1. 

8a.25 Record newly generated parameters in database specific to the master 

circuit file being used. Return generated text line with new generated 

parameter values or reference model name (usually name of device 

designator) which contains newly generated parameters. 

8b. Capacitor Model [ CAP() function]: 

The steps for this function are the same as for the res() function except 

that the parameters are for capacitors (C, TCI, TC2, etc.,) instead of for 

resistors. Refer to the steps in 8a Resistor Model. 
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8c. Diode. BJT, JFET, MOSFET. & Other Active Models [ ACTIVE() 

function]: 

The steps are very similar to the RES() and CAPQ functions but there are 

many steps that are different. Below are some of the differences: 

1. W and L values are not specified for active devices (at least not as 

comments for DICE) 

2. Instead of calling up the RES_STAT() function the ACTIVE_STAT{) 

function is called to retrieve AND to statistically generate the device 

parameter values. 

Some of the DICE circuit generation source code is shown below. It must be 

understood that only a small amount of the program code used in DICE is listed 

here. Most of the code (as is true in most programs) is devoted to user 

interaction, data file reading, writing, etc. 

/- CIRCUIT GENERATOR */ 
FUNCTION CIRGEN(PASSFILE, NCIRCUIT,OPTION,FULLSIM, TCIRCUIT) 
LOCAL I, J,K,L,AVAL1: = { },AVAL2: = { },AWORD: = { ( , CLINE, DTYPE, CSTRING, LEN2 
LOCAL AVAL3:={) 
LOCAL ANALYSIS, ARGl, ARG2, ARG3 , ARG4 , ARG5, ARG6, ARG7 , ARG8, ARG9, ARGIO 
LOCAL ARG11,ARG12,ARG13,ARG14,ARG15 
LOCAL CSTRl, NOM_RES, NUM_BJT, NUM_CAP, NUM_DIODE, NUM_JFET, NUM_VSOURCE 
LOCAL NUM_ISOURCE,DPOS,CDISP 
LOCAL NEWFILE,LIBFILE, OUTFILE,DATFILE,BATFILE 
LOCAL CEXT,CEXT1,CEXT2, CEXT 3,BSTRING 
LOCAL TIMEl, TIME2, TIME3, TIMEMSG, TEMPVAL 
LOCAL ANODE, ACURRENT, DCPRINT, ACPRINT, TRANPRINT, PSTRING 
LOCAL DCUSED,ACUSED,TRANUSED 
LOCAL VMEM,NEXIST,CRITERIA 
LOCAL KSTART 
PRIVATE MAX_DIE_SIZE, RECORD_CURRENT 
PRIVATE AREG_DES : - { ) , AREG_DVAL: = { }, AP£G_MOD : = { ), AREG_MVAL : = { } 
PRIVATE CIRFILE,ATCKT,ATEMPFILE:=(},AREF:={} 
PRIVATE 3WORD,ALEN 
PRIVATE BJTFILE.CAPFILE,DIOFILE,RESFILE,JFETFILE,MOSFILE 
PRIVATE DEVFILE,LIBTEMP,IS_SUBCKT,CAPLINE 

KSTART=1 
IF OPTION==NIL ; 0PTI0N="0" ; ENDIF 
IF TCIRCUIT==NIL ; TCIRCUIT=NCIRCUIT ; ENDIF 
/' Possible OPTION = "O" Overwrite, "A" Append, "R" Regenerate »/ 

/• Delete Previously Generated Files •/ 
IF 0PTI0N=="0" 
CKTDELETE(PASSFILE) 
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3ATFILE=tILE_R00T (PASSFILE) . BAT" 
IF FILE(BATFILE) 
FERASE(BATFILE) 

END IF 
ENDIF 

!' Append Generared Circuit Files '/ 
IF 0?TI0M=="A" 
NEXIST=CKTCOUNT(PASSFILE) 
:<START=NEXIST•^1 
NCIRCUIT=NEXIST+NCIRCUIT 

ENDIF 

:S_SUBCKT=.T. 

LI3TEMP="_LIB.7M?" 
CIRFILE=?ASSFILE 
r-!AX_DlE_SI2E= 0 . 0 1  / *  —  0 . 0 1  meters — •/ 
RECORD CURRENT=.F. 

/ - -  - /  

/' Register Device Designator: AREG DES[] '/ 

/' Register Device Parameter Values: AREG DVAL[] - /  

/' Register Model Name: AREG MOD[] - /  

/ •  Register Model Parameter Values: AREG MVALi] '/ 

/' -  • /  

FRAI-IE ( ) 
DISP_MSG (13, 40, "Reading ''+ALLTRIM {PASSFILE) ) 
SETPOS(25,80) 
AVAL1=MEM02ARRAY(PASS FILE) 
AVAL2:={) 
/' — Change Continued Statements Into Single Line Statements — */ 
FPJiJ^E () 
DIS?_MSG(13,40,"Continued Lines To Single Lines") 
SETPOS(25,80) 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AVALl) 
IF SUBSTR(AVALl[I] , 1,1)==" + " 
LEN2=L£N(AVAL2) 
AVAL2(LEN21=AVAL2[LEN2]-t-" "+UPPER (ALLTRIM (SUBSTR (AVALl [ I ] ,2) ) ) 

ELSEIF LEN(ALLTRIM(AVALl[I]))>0 
AADD(AVAL2, UPPER(ALLTRIM(AVALl[I]))) 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
AVALl:=() 

/' List Locations Of Subcircuit Definitions */ 
LIST_SUB(AVAL2) 

/* Expand Subcircuits */ 
FRAME() 
DIS?_MSG(13,40,"Expanding Subcircuits") 
SETPOS(25,80) 
DO WHILE IS_SUBCKT==.T. 
AVAL1=EX?AND_SUB(AVAL2) 
AVAL2=ACL0NE(AVALl) 
AVALl:={} 

ENDDO 

NUM_RES=0 ; NUM_BJT=0 ; NUM_CAP=0 ; NUM_DIODE«0 ; NUM_JFET=0 
NUM VSOURCE=0 ; NUM ISOURCE=0 
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rHAME:) 
AVAL1:={} /* — Array Which Will Contain Parsed Words — '/ 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AVAL2) 

:=• MOD (I, 10) ==0 
DIS?_MSG(13, 40,"Parsing Line "^ALLTRIM (STR(I) ) ) ; SETPOS(25, 80) 

ENDir 
C*IM£=AVAL2[I] 
CL:ME=STRTRAN (CLINE,CHR(13)-CHR(IO) , " ") 
CL:NE=ALLTRIM(CLINE) 
IF SUBSTR(CLINE,1,6)==".PRINT" 
AWGRD=lCLINE} 
AADD(AVALl,AWORD) 
LOOP 

END IF 

CSTRl=a?PER(SUBSTR(CLINE,1,1)) 

Ir CST?.1=="R" 
NUM_R£S=NUM_RES-i-i 

ELSEIF CSTR1=="Q^ 
NUK_B JT=NUM_B JT-f I 

ELSEIF CSTR1=="C" 
NUM_CAP=NUM_CAP+1 

ELSEIF CSTR1=="D" 
NL*M_DI0DE=NUM_DI0DE+1 

ELSEIF CSTR1=="J" 
NUM_ JFET=NUM_ JFET-t-1 

ELSEIF CSTRi=="V" 
NUM_VS0URCE=NUM_VS0URCE+1 

ELSEIF CSTR1=="I" 
NUM_IS0URCE=NUM_IS0URCE+1 

ENDIF 

AWORD=WPARSE(CLINE) 
FCR J=1 TO LEN(AWORD) 
IF ISNUM(AWORD[ J] ) 
/• — Translate Values To Sci Notation — •/ 
AWORD[J]=VALTRAN(AWORD[J]) 
ENDIF 

NEXT J 

/' Get Maximum Die Size •/ 
IF AT("MAX_DIE_SIZE",CLINE)>0 
FOR J=1 TO LEN(AWORD) 
IF AWORD[J] =="MAX_DIE_SIZE" .AND. LEN(AWORD)>J 
MAX_DIE_SIZE=CTON (AWORD [J-^l] ) 
EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT J 

ENDIF 
/' In Case Record All Current */ 
IF AT("RECORD_ALL_CURRENT",CLINE)>0 
RECORD_CURRENT=.T. 

ENDIF 

AADD(AVALl,AWORD) /• — Assign Parsed Words To AVALl — */ 

/* — Array Of Reference Designators — */ 
AREF=ARRAY(LEN(AVALl)) 
FOR J=1 TO LEN(AVALl) 
AREF[J]=AVAL1[J] [1] 

NEXT J 
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MEXT r 

FRAME () 
DIS?_MSG(13,40,"Determining Nodes") 

DEVFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE)+".DEV" 
3JTFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSrILE).BJT" 
CA?FILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE)+".CAP" 
DIOFILE=FILE_ROOT ( PASSFILE) . DIO" 
R£SFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE)+".RES" 
JFETFILE=FILE_ROOT{PASSFILE)+".JFT" 
MOSFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE)>".MOS" 
IF 0?TIGN=="0" 
FCO?Y(DICEDIR-h" DEV. DEV", DEVFILE' 
FCOPY (DIC£DIR-^"~BJT. B JT", HJTFILE) 
FCOPY(DIC£DIR+"_CAP.CAP",CAPFILE) 
FCOPY(DICEDIR+"_DIODE.DIO",DIOFILE) 
FCOPY (DICEDIR-t-"_RES. RES", RES FILE) 
FCOPY ( DICEDIR-^"_JFET . JFT" , JFETFILE) 

ELSEIF OPTION=="R" 
FRAME{) 
DIS?_MSG (13, 40, "Regenerate Cir : Delete Old Pareimeters") 
KSTART=NCIRCUIT 
CRITERIA="ALLTRIM(FIELD->CIRCUIT) ==' " + PADL (ALLSTR (NCIRCUIT) , 4 , "0 " ) -t-" ' " 
DBTRIM(DEVFILE,CRITERIA) 
DBTRIM(HJTFILE,CRITERIA) 
DBTRIM(CAPFILE,CRITERIA) 
DBTRIM(DIOFILE,CRITERIA) 
DBTRIM(RESFILE,CRITERIA) 
DBTRIM(JFETFILE,CRITERIA) 

EMDIF 

/. Create -PRINT 
?STRING="" ; DCPRINT={} ; 
ACURRENT=(} 
DCUSED=.F. ; ACUSED=.F. ; 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AVALl) 
IF AVALlfl][11==".DC" ; 
IF AVAL1[I][1]==".AC" ; 
IF AVAL1[I1[11==".TRAN" 
/• Determine Device 

Statements 
; ACPRINT={) ; 

; TRANUSED=.F. 

'/ 

TRANPRINT={ ANODE={) 

DCUSED=.T. ; ENDIF 
ACUSED=.T. ; ENDIF 
; TRANUSED=.T. ; END] 
Type */ 

3FOS=RAT(".", AVALl[I] [1]) 
IF DP0S>1 
DTYPE=SUBSTR(AVALl[I] [1],DPOS+1, 1 

ELSE 
DTYPE=SUBSTB(AVALl[I] [ 1 ],1,1) 

ENDIF 
IF DTYPE=="R" .OR. DTYPE=="C" .OR 
IF ASCAN(ANODE,AVALl[I][2])==0 
IF ASCAN(ANODE,AVALl[I][3])==0 

ENDIF 
IF DTYPE=="J" .OR. DTYPE=="(2" 
IF ASCAN(ANODE, AVALl [I] [2])==0 
IF ASCAN(ANODE,AVALl[I] (3])==0 
IF .ASCAN (ANODE, AVALl [I] [4])==0 

ENDIF 

DTYPE=="D" 
AADD(ANODE,AVALl[I][2]) ; ENDIF 
AADD(ANODE, AVALl[I] [3]) ; ENDIF 

AADD(ANODE,AVALl[I][2]) ; ENDIF 
AADD(ANODE,AVALl[I][3]) ; ENDIF 
AADD(ANODE,AVALl(I][4]) ; ENDIF 

IF RECORD_CURRENT==.T. 
IF DTYPE=="R" .OR. DTYPE=="C" .OR. DTYPE=-"D" 

AADD (ACURRENT, "I ("-t-AVALl [I ] [1] +") ") 
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ELSEIc DTYPE=="J" 
AADD(ACURRENT, "ID("+AVAL1[I] [1]+") ") 
AADD(ACURRENT,"IG("+AVAL1[I1 [1]+") •*) 
AADD (ACURRENT, "IS ( "-^AVALl [ I ] [1] +") ") 

ELSEIF DTYPE=="Q" 
AADD(ACURRENT,"IC("-^AVAL1[I1 [1]+") ") 
AADD (ACURRENT, " IB ( "+AVAL1 [II [ 1 ] +" ) " ) 
AADD (ACURRENT, " IE ("+AVAL1 [ I ] [ 1 ] +" ) " ) 

ENDIr 
ENDIF 

IF DTY?E=="Q" -AND. SUBSTR(AVALl[I][5],1,1)=="[" 
TEMPVAL=STRTRAN(AVALi(I ] [ 5 I) 
TEM?VAL=STRTRAN (TEMPVAL, 
IF ASCAN (ANODE, TEMPVAL)==0 ; AADD (ANODE, TEMPVAL) ; ENDIF 
IF RECCRD_CURRENT==.T. 

AADD (ACURRENT,"IS ( "-AVALl[I] [IJ *")") 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
/• .PRINT Stacemencs For Node Volcages •/ 
I.=0 
?STRING=".PRINT DC " 
FOR J=i TO LEN(ANODE) 
L=L+i 
TEMPVAL=SUBSTR(ANODE[J],1,1) 
IF ISDIGIT(TEMPVAL) 
PSTRING=PSTRING+"V ( "+ANODE [ J] +" ) " 

ELSE 
PSTRING=PSTRING-t-"V( ("+ANODE[J] +"] ) " 

ENDIF 
IF L>=5 
L=0 
AADD(DCPRINT,PSTRING) 
?STRING=".PRINT DC " 

NEXT J 
IF LEN(ALLTRIM(PSTRING))>9 ; AADD[DCPRINT,PSTRING) ; ENDIF 

/' -PRINT Scatemencs For Device Currents •/ 
L=0 
?STRING=".PRINT DC " 
FCR J=1 TO LEN(ACURRENT) 

L=L- l̂ 
= STRING=PSTRING+ACURRENT[J]-t-'' " 
IF L>=5 
L=0 
AADD(DCPRINT,PSTRING) 
?STRING=".PRINT DC " 

ENDIF 
NEXT J 
IF LEN(ALLTRIM(PSTRING))>9 ; AADD(DCPRINT,PSTRING) ; ENDIF 

/* Copy To .PRINT AC Statements */ 
AC?RINT=ACLONE(DCPRINT) 
FCR 1=1 TO LEN(ACPRINT) 
ACPRINT[I]=STRTRAN(ACPRINT[I] , ".PRINT DC", ".PRINT AC") 

NEXT I 
/* Copy To .PRINT TRAN Statements */ 
TRANPRINT=ACLONE(DCPRINT) 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(TRANPRINT) 
T.RANPRINT[ I] =STRTRAN (TRANPRINT [I], ".PRINT DC", ".PRINT TRAN") 

NEXT I 



1=0;TGEN2=0;TGEN3=0;TGEN4=0;TGEN5=0;TGEN6=0;TGEN7=0 

TRING="" ; TIME3-0 

PRIMARY CIRCUIT GENERATOR FOR-NEXT LOOP 
R ;<=KSTART TO NCIRCUIT 
V-:-!£M=MEMCRY ( -1 i 
:F NEXTKEY()==K_ESC ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
TIME1=SEC0MDS() 
ATC:<T=K 
FRAME () 
DISP_MSG(5,40,"To Scop Press ESC") 
:F MCIRCUIT>TCIRCUIT ; TCIRCUIT=NCIRCUIT ; ENDIF 
DIS?_MSG(12,40,"At Circuit "+ALLSTR(K)+" Of "+ALLSTR(TCIRCUIT 
:F TIME3>0 
TIME3=TIME3' (1-^TCIRCUIT-ATCKT) 
IF TIME3>60 
TIMEMSG=" Completion In "-i-ALLSTR (TIME3 / 60, 1) *" Min " 

ELSE 
TIMEMSG=" Completion In "+ALLSTR(TIME3)+" Sec " 

ENDIF 
TEMPVAL=SETC0L0R() 
SETCOLOR(ACOLOR[2] ) ; CENTER(23,40,TIMEMSG) 
SETCOLOR(TEMPVAL) 

ENDIF 

IF K>=1 .AND. K<=99 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE)+".A"-t-PADL(.ALLSTR(K) ,2, "0") 
LIBFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +" . "+PADL(ALLSTR(K),2, "0") +"A" 

ELSEIF K>=100 .AND. K<=199 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +". 3" + PADL(ALLSTR(K-lOO) ,2, "0") 
LIBFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +" . " + PADL(ALLSTR(K),2,"0")+"B" 

ELSEIF K>=200 .AND. K<=299 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +".C" + PADL(ALLSTR(K-200) , 2, "0") 
LIBFILE=FILE_ROOT (PASSFILE) +". "-i-PADL (ALLSTR (K) ,2, "0") +"C" 

ELSEIF :<>=300 .AND. K<=399 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT (PASSFILE) +". D" + P.ADL (ALLSTR (K-300) ,2, "0") 
LIBFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +". " + PADL(ALLSTR(K),2,"0") -r"D" 

ELSEIF K>=400 .AND. K<=499 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT (PASSFILE) +". E"-t-PADL (ALLSTR (K-400 ) ,2, "0") 
LI3FILE=FILE_R00T(PASSFILE) +". " + PADL(ALLSTR(K),2,"0")+"E" 

ELSEIF K>=500 .AND. K<=599 
N*EWFILE=FILE_ROOT (PASSFILE) -r" . F"+PADL (ALLSTR (K-SOO) , 2, "0") 
LI3FILE=FIL£_R00T(PASSFILE) +" . " + PADL(ALLSTR(K),2,"0")+"F" 

ELSEIF K>=600 .AND. K<=699 
NEWFILE=FILE_R00T(PASSFILE) +".G" + PADL(ALLSTR(K-600) , 2, "0") 
LIBFILE=FILE_ROOT (PASSFILE) +". " + PADL (ALLSTR (K) ,2, "0") -t-"G" 

ELSEIF K>=700 .AND. K<=799 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +". H" + PADL(ALLSTR(K-700) ,2, "0") 
LI3FILE=FILE_R00T(PASSFILE) +" . "-^PADL(ALLSTR(K),2,"0")+"H" 

ELSEIF K>=800 .AND. K<=899 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +". I" + PADL(ALLSTR(K-800) , 2,"0") 
LIBFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +" . " + PADL(ALLSTR(K),2,"0")+"I" 

"LSEIF K>=900 .AND. K<=999 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +". J" + PADL(ALLSTR(K-900),2,"0") 
LI3FILE=FILE_R00T(PASSFILE)+". " + PADL(ALLSTR(K).2,"0") +"J" 

;LSEIF K>=1000 .AND. K<=1099 
NEWFILE=FILE_ROOT(PASSFILE) +" . K"+PADL(ALLSTR(K-IOOO),2,"0") 
LI3FILE=FILE_R00T(PASSFILE)+". "+PADL{ALLSTR(K),2,"0")+"K" 

:NDIF 
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/• — First Line Of LIBTEMP Is Comment With File Name & Date — •/ 
CSTRING="* " + LI3tILE+'* "+DTOC (DATE () )-" "-t-TIMEO 
CSTRING=CSTRING+CKR (13) +CHR(10) -CHR (13 ) -CHR (10) 
MEMOWRIT(LIBTEMP,CSTRING) 

/- STATISTICAL CIRCUIT GENERATOR •/ 
AVAL2:=(} 
A?.EG_MOD : = { } 
AREG_MVAL:={t 
AREG_DES:=(} 
AREG_DVAL:={} 
/' - Erase Temporary Files - •/ 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(ATEMPFILE) 
IF FILE(ATEMPFILE[I])==.T. 
FERASE(ATEMPFILE[11) 
ENDIF 

NEXT I 
ATEMPFILE:=(} 

%'MEM=MEMORy ( -1) 
FOR 1=1 TO 10 
IF VMEM>900 
EXIT 

ELSE 
VM£M=MEMORY(-l) 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
SAY [0,70, "VM="-t-ALLSTR(VMEM) *"K") 

/• — NOTE: The -1 Argument In Memory () Is An Undocirtiented — •/ 
/' — Argument. It Causes The Virtual Memory To Be Packed. — */ 
/* — Refer To MEMPACK () In Straley's Power Tools Library — •/ 
/* — Also To Straley's Power Tools PTFUNC.CH Header File — '/ 

/' - Generate SPICE Circuits - '/ 
CDIS?=REPLICATE(CKR(176),70) 
SETCOLOR(ACOLOR[5]) 
3 13,5 SAY CDISP ; @ 19,5 SAY CDISP ; 3 20,5 SAY CDISP 
SETCOLOR(ACOLOR[3]) 

FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AVALl) 
IF I==l 
DISP_BAR(19, 4 0,"Generate Circuit "+ALLSTR(K),I,LEN(AVALl),40,1) 
ELSE 
DISP_3AR(19,40,"Generate Circuit "+ALLSTR(K) , I, LEN(AVALl),40,0) 
ENDIF 

DPOS=RAT(".",AVALl[II [ 1]) 
IF DP0S>1 
DTYPE=SUBSTR(AVAL1[I][1],DPOS+1,1) 
ELSE 
DTYPE=SUBSTR(AVALl(I1[1],1,1) 
ENDIF 
/. Look For NO STAT */ 
FOR J=1 TO LEN (AVALl[I])-1 
IF AVALl[I][J]=="NO" .AND. AVALl[I][J+l]=="STAT" 
DTYPE=" " 

ENDIF 
NEXT J 
/ .  . /  
CLINE="" 
IF DTYPE=="R" 
CLINE=RES(AVALl[I],AVALl,I) 
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ZLSZZc DTY?E=="C" 
CAPLINE="" 

CLINE=CAP(AVALl[1],AVALl, I) 
ELSEIr OTYPE S "DJMQ" 
CLINE=ACTIVE(AVALl[I],AVALl, I) 

ELSE 
/* -- Leave Scacement As Is — •/ 
rOR J=1 "O LEN(AVALl[II ) 
CLINE=CLINE+AVAL1 [II [ JI" 

NEXT J 
END IF 

AADD(AVAL2, CLINE) 
Ir DTY?E=="C" -AND. LEN(ALLTRIM(CAPLINE)) >0 
AADD(AVAL2, CAPLINE) 

END IF 

FCOPY (LI3TEMP, LIBFILE) ; FERASE ( LI3TEMP) 
/' NOTE: .LIB [LIBFILE] Included Prior To .END Statement '/ 
FOR J=1 TO LEN(AVAL2) 
IF SUBSTR(AVAL2[JI,1,4)==".END" 
/* Insert .LIB Statement •/ 
AINSGROW(AVAL2,J) 
AVAL2[J]=".LIB ••+LIBFILE 
/' Insert .PRINT Statements */ 
IF TRANUSED 
FOR L=LEN(TRANPRINT) TO 1 STEP -1 

AINSGROW (AVAL2, J) ; AVAL2 [ JI =TRANPRINT [LI 
NEXT L 

ENDIr 
IF ACUSED 
FOR L=LEN(ACPRINT) TO 1 STEP -1 
AINSGROW (AVAL2, J) ; AVAL2 [ Jl =ACPRINT [ LI 

NEXT L 
ENDIF 
IF DCUSED 
FOR L=LEN(DCPRINT) TO 1 STEP -1 
AINSGROW (AV.AL2, J) ; AVAL2 [ Jl =DCPRINT [LI 

NEXT L 
ENDIF 

EXIT 
ENDIF 

N'EXT J 

/* Insert NEWFILE s Date At First Line */ 
AINSGROW(AVAL2,1) 
AVAL2[11="* "+NEWFILE+" " + DTOC (DATE () )->-" "-•-TIMEO 
.^^RAY2MEMO (AVAL2, NEWFILE) 
AVAL2:={I 

/. DeterTJiine DATFILE Name '/ 
CEXT=FILE_EXT(NEWFILE) 
CEXT1=SUBSTR(CEXT,1,1) 
CEXT2=SUBSTR(CEXT,2,1) 
CEXT3=SU3STR(CEXT,3,1) 
Oi;TFILE=FILE_ROOT (NEWFILE) . " + PADL (ALLSTR (ATCKT) ,3, "0") 
DATFILE=FILE_ROOT (NEWFILE) +" . "+CEXT2+CEXT1+CEXT3 
BSTRING=BSTRING+''@CALL SIMSTAT "+NEWFILE-t-" "+OUTFILE+" "-t-DATFILE 

+CKR(13)+CHR(10) 
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TIME2=SEC0NDS :) 
TIME3=TIME2-TIME1 

NEXT K /' END OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT GENERATOR FOR-NEXT LOOP -/ 

/' Ir.sert Previous Circuits If Full Sim Batch File */ 
3ATrILE=FILE_ROOT(NEWFILE)+".BAT" 
IF FULLSIM=="Y" .AND. FILE(BATFILE)==.T. 
AVAL3=MEM02ARRAy(BATFILE) 
CSTRING="" 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AVAL3) 
IF AT("CALL SIMSTAT",AVAL3[II ) >0 
CSTRING=CSTRING-t-ALLTRIM(AVAL3 [li ) -^CHR (13) +CHR (10) 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
CSTRING=CSTRING+BSTRING 
BSTRING=CSTRING 

ENDIF 

/' Automatically Convert Output .PRINT Data •/ 
aSTRING=3STRING+"@DICEEXEC "->-CIRFILE+" CONVERT " + FILE_ROOT (NEWt ILE) 

-C.HR (13) -CHR (10) 

/* Create Simulation Batch File "/ 
CSTRING="§REM "+BATFILE+" "-^DTOC(DATE())+" "+TIME()+CHR(13)+CHR(10) 
MEMOHRIT(BATFILE.CSTRING+BSTRING) 

FOR 1=1 TO LEN(ATEMPFILE) 
IF FILE(ATEMPFILE[I])==.T. 
FERASE(ATEMPFILE[I]) 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
ATEMPFILE:={} 

IF OPTION=="R" 
FRAME() 
DIS?_MSG(13,40,"Sort Due To Cir Regeneration") 
DBSORT(DEVFILE,DEVFILE, {"CIRCUIT","REF","PARAMETER" )) 
DBSORT{3JTFILE,BJTFILE,{"CIRCUIT","REF"}) 
DBSORT (CAPFILE,CAPFILE, {"CIRCUIT", "REF" }) 
DBSORT(DIOFILE,DIOFILE, ("CIRCUIT", "REF")) 
DBSORT (RESFILE, RESFILE, { "CIRCUIT", "REF" )) 
DBSORT(JF^TFILE,JFETFILE, ("CIRCUIT","REF"}) 
/* DBSORT(MOSFILE,MOSFILE, ("CIRCUIT","REF"}) */ 

ENDIF 

/- Chec)c For Negative Resistors Or Capacitors •/ 
NETUSE(RES FILE,OPEN_EXCLUSIVE) 
FOR 1 = 1 TO RECCOUNTO 
DBGOTO(I) 
IF CTON(FIELD->R)<0 
ISRESNEG=.T. 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
GBCLOSEALL() 
METUSE(CAPFILE,OPEN_EXCLUSIVE) 
FOR 1 = 1 TO RECCOUNTO 
DBGOTO(I) 
IF CTON(FIELD->C)<0 
ISRESNEG=.T. 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
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DBCLCSEALl() 
:? ISR£SNEG==.T. 
MEMOWRIT ( "RESCAP. NEG" , FILE_ROOT ( PASSr ILE) ) 

END IF 

RETURN(NIL) 
/• DELETE CIRCUIT FILES -/ 
FUNCTION CKTDELETE(CFILE) 
LOCAL I, J, :<,NFILES,AFILE,RFILE 
LOCAL CEXT,AEXT1,AEXT2, AEXT3 

RFILE=rILE_ROOT(CFILE) 

NFILES=ADIR(RFILE+".•") 
AFILE=AR?AY (NC-iLES) 
ADIR (RFILE-^". *",AFILE) 

FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AFILE) 
CEXT=U?FER (FILE_EXT {AFILE C11 ) ) 
AEXT1=ASC(SUBSTR(CEXT,1,1)) 
AEXT2=ASC(SUBSTR(CEXT,2,1)) 
A£XT3=ASC(SUBSTR(CEXT,3,1)) 

/* If Isc Char Of File Extension Is A To Z •/ 
IF AEXT1>=65 .AND. AEXT1<=90 
IF .AEXT2>=48 .AND. AEXT2<=57 
IF A£XT3>=48 .AND. AEXT3<=57 
FERASE(AFILE[Ij) 

END IF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

/* If 2nd Char Of File Extension Is A to Z •/ 
IF AEXT2>=65 .AND. A£XT2<=90 
IF AEXT1>=48 .AND. AEXT1<=57 

IF A£XT3>=48 .AND. AEXT3<=57 
FERASE(AFILE[I] ) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

/* If 3rd Char Of File Extension Is A To Z '/ 
IF AEXT3>=65 .AND. AEXT3<=90 
IF .1EXT1>=4 8 .AND. AEXT1<=57 

IF AEXT2>=48 .AND. AEXT2<=57 
F£RASE(AFILE[I)) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

/* If All Char Of File Extension Are Integers 0 To 9 */ 
IF AEXT1>=48 .AND. AEXT1<=57 
IF A£XT2>=4 8 .AND. AEXT2<=57 
IF AEXT3>=48 .AND. AEXT3<=57 
FERASE(AFILE[I]) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

NEXT I 

COUNT EXISTING CIRCUIT FILES • /  



rUNCTION CKTCCUNTFCFILE) 
LOCAL I,J,K, NFILES,AFILE,RFILE 
LOCAL CEXT, AEXTl, AEXT2, A^XT3 , NCOLTiT 

N'COUNT=0 

Rr :L£=FILE_R0CT(CFILE) 

N'riLES=ADIR (RFILE-" . *") 
AFILE=AP.RAY (NFILES) 
ADIR(RFILE-^". '".AFILE) 

FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AFILE) 
CEXT=U?PER(FILE_EXT(AFILE[I])) 
AEXT1=ASC(SUBSTR(CEXT,1,1)) 
A£XT2=ASC;SUBSTR(CEXT,2,1;) 
A£XT3=ASC(SUBSTR(CEXT,3,1)) 

/' If Isc Char Of File Extension Is A To Z •/ 
IF A£XT1>=65 .AND. AEXT1<=90 

IF AEXT2>=48 .AND. AEXT2<=57 
IF AEXT3>=43 .AND. AEXT3<=57 
NCOUNT=NCOUNT-^l 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

NEXT I 

RETL:R.N' (NCOUNT) 
RESISTANCE DEVICE GENERATOR 

FUNCTION RES(AVALIB, AVALL,AVALPOS) 
LOCAL I, J, K, MODEL, FtJAME, PARAM, CLINE,WORD, DOSTAT 

LOCAL RNOM, W, L, SPACING, RFILE, TCIFILE, TC2FILE 
LOCAL RESVAL,TC1VAL,TC1N0M 
LOCAL TC2VAL,TC2N0M 
LOCAL XR, XR_.=iVG, XR_SIG, XTCl, XTC1_,AVG, XTC1_SIG 
LOCAL XTC2,XTC2_AVG,XTC2_SIG 
LOC.AL ASTAT, R_AVG, R_SIG, R_COR, TC1_AVG, TC1_SIG, TC1_C0R 
LOCAL TC2_AVG,TC2_SIG,TC2_C0R 
LOCAL AVAL2, .ALEN, ALNK_DES : = { }, ALNK_VAL: = { } 
LOCAL N-rOS,MOD?OS, ISCIRCULAR, AMSG, WFLAG 
LOCAL AGPV 

I3CIRCULAR=.F. 
WFLAG=.T. 
!:CSTAT=.T. 

AVAL2=ACL0NE(AVALIB) 
J=ASCAN (AREG_DES, UPPER (AVAL2 (1 ] ) ) 
IF J>0 /' -- In Case Device Already Registered — */ 
WFLAG=.F. 

00 WHILE WFLAG 
/* - Return If Model Not Specified/Found Or Value Parametrized 
IF FILE(M0DELDIR+AVAL2[41.MOD")==. F. .OR. AT("{",AVAL2[5j)>0 
CLINE=AVAL2[1] 
FOR 1=2 TO LEN(AVAL2) 
CLINE=CLINE+" "+AVAL2[I1 

NEXT I 
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OOSTAT—.r-
EXIT 
ENDIr 
/• Gee Nominal Resistor Value */ 
RNOM=CTON(AVAL2[5]) 
/' Process Info After Resistor Value •/ 
W=NIL ; L=NIL ; REFDEV=NIL ; SPACING=MAX_DIE_SIZE 
FOR : = 6 TO LEN(AVAI.2) 
WORD=UFPER(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[I ] ) ) 
Ir WORD=="W" 
W=CTCN(AVAL2[1+2]) 

ELSEIF WORD=="L" 
L=CT0N(AVAL2[I+2I ) 

ELSEIF WORD=="MATCHES" .OR. WORD=="MATCH" 
REFDEV=UPPER (AVAL2 [ I-^l ]) 
SPACING=CTON {AVAL2 [ 1-^2 ] ) 

ELSEIF WORD=="MILS" .OR. WORD=="MIL" .OR. WORD=="UM" 
AMSG:=(i 
AADD (.2^SG, "Error At Line For Device "-t-AVAL2 [ 1 ] ) 
AADD(AMSG,"Units (MIL,MILS, UM) Cannot Be Specified In Isolation.") 
AADD(AMSG,"(Valid Value Is 8MILS For Example.)") 
AADD (AMSG,"Cannot Continue. Cliclc/Press Any Key To Quit.") 
FRAME () 
DIS?_MSG(11,40,AMSG) 
SETPOS(25,0O) 
KEYSET(EVENT(0)) 
/• Close & Clear Then Quit */ 
D3CL0SEALL{) 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
MEXT I 

/• -- Case Where Two Devices Directly Reference Each Other — •/ 
IF REFDEVONIL .AND. ASCAN (ALNK_DES, REFDEV) >0 .AND. LEN (ALNK_DES) ==I 
REFDEV=NIL /* - Ignore Second Device Reference - •/ 
ENDIF 

/• In Case There Is A Referenced Device */ 
IF REFDEVONIL 

/' Check For Circular Device Reference •/ 
IF ASCAN(ALNK_DES,REFDEV) >0 
AMSG:={} 
AADD (AMSG, "Circular Reference For Device "+UPPER (AVAI.2 [ 1 ] ) ) 
AADD(AMSG,"In Circuit File "+CIRFILE) 
AADD (AMSG,"Cannot Continue. Press Any Key To Quit.") 
FRAME() 
DIS?_MSG(11,40,AMSG) 
SETPOS(25,80) ; INKEY(O) 
ISCIRCULAR=.T. 
/» Close & Clear Then Quit */ 
DBCLOSEALLO 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
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N-POS=ASCAN (AREG_DES, REFDEV) 
IE NPOS>0 /• — Referenced Device DOES Have Parameters — */ 
XR=AREG_DVALLNPOS] [5] 
XR_AVG=ABEG_DVAL[NPOS] [6] 
XR_SrG=AREG_DVAL[NPOS] [7] 

XTC1=AREG_DVAL[NP0S1 [S] 
XTCl_AVG=AREG_DVAL[N?OS][9] 
XTC1_SIG=AREG_DVAL[NP0S] [10] 

XTC2=AREG_DVAL[NP0S1 [11] 
XTC2_AVG=AREG_DVAL[NP0S! [12] 
XTC2_SIG=AREG_DVAL[NPOSI [131 

ELSE /• — Referenced Device DOES NOT Yet Have Parameters — '/ 
IE ATCKT==I /* Do Check Only Eor 1st Circuit */ 
IF ASCAN(AREF, REFDEV) ==0 /' REFDEV Does Not Exist ' I 
FRAME() ; AMSG:={) 
AADD (AMSG, "Fatal Error: Matching Device "•'•REFDEV) 
AADD(AMSG,"Not Found. Click/Press Any Key.") 
DISP_MSG(11,40,AMSG) ; KEYSET (E^/ENT (0) ) ; DBCLOSEALL () 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
AADD (.ALNK_DES,AVAL2 [1 ] ) /* Add Current Dev To ALNK_DES List - '/ 
AADD (ALNK_VAL, AVAL2) /* - Add Current Dev To ALNK_VAi List - '/ 
FOR J=AVALP0S+1 TO LEN{AVAL1) 
IF REFDEV==AVALi[J][1] 
RES(AVAL![Ji,AVALl,J) 
EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT J 
LOO? /' — LOOP While Loop — */ 

ENDIF 

ENDIF /* End Of REFDEV IF Block •/ 

y.ODEL=U??£R(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[4] ) ) /* — GET MODEL NAME — */ 
RFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+".WR" 
TC1FILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+".WTl" 
TC2FILE=M0DELDIR+M0DEL•^" .WT2" 

MOD?OS=ASCAN (AREG_MOD, MODEL) 
IF MODPOS==0 /• — Model Not Found — •/ 
AADD(AREG_MOD,MODEL) 
ASTAT=RES_STAT (RNOM, W, L, SPACING, RFILE, TCI FILE, TC2FILE) 
R_AVG=ASTAT[1] ; R_SIG=ASTAT[2] ; R_COR=ASTAT[3 ] 
TC1_AVG=ASTAT [ 4 ] ; TC1_SIG=ASTAT [ 5 ] ; TC1_C0R=ASTAT [ 6 ] 
TC2_AVG=ASTAT [7] ; TC2_SIG=ASTAT [8] ; TC2_C0R=ASTAT[9] 
RESVAL=RNG (R_AVG, R_SIG, "GAUSS" ) 
TC1VAL=RNG (TC1_AVG, TC1_SIG, "GAUSS") 
TC2VAL=RNG (TC2_AVG, TC2_SIG, "GAUSS") 
AADD (AREG_MVAL, (RESVAL, R_AVG, R_SIG, TCIVAL, TC1_AVG, TC1_SIG, ; 

TC2VAL,TC2_AVG,TC2_SIG)) 
ELSE 
IF REFDEV==NIL 
XR=AREG_MVAL [MODPOS ] (1 ] 
XR_AVG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS] [2] 
XR_S I G=AREG_MVAL [ MOD POS ] [ 3 ] 
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XTC1=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][4] 
XTC1_AVG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS] [5 I 
XTC1_SIG=AREG_MVAI.CMODPOS] [6] 

XTC2=ASEG_MVAL[MODPOS][7] 
XTC2_AVG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][8] 
XTC2_SIG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][9] 

ENDIr 
ASTAT=RES_STAT (RNOM, W, L, SPACING, RFILE, TCIFILE, TC2FILE) 
R_AVG=ASTAT[1] ; R_srG=ASTAT[2] ; R_COR=ASTAT[3] 
TC1_AVG=ASTAT[4] ; TC1_SIG=ASTAT [5] ; TC1_C0R=ASTAT[6] 
TC2_AVG=ASTAT[71 ; TC2_SIG=ASTAT[8] ; TC2_C0R=ASTAT[9] 
RESVAL=RNGCOR (XR, XR_AVG, XR_SIG. R_AVG, R_SIG, R_COR, "GAUSS") 
TCiyAL=RNGCOR(XTCl,XTCI_AVG,XTC1_SIG,TC1_AVG,TC1_SIG,TC1_C0R,"GAUSS" ; 
TC2VAL=RNGC0R(XTC2, XTC2_AVG,XTC2_SIG,TC2_AVG, TC2_SIG, TC2_C0R,"GAUSS" ) 
ENDIr 

IF ASCAN(AR£G_DES,AVAL2[ij)==0 
/• — Add Device Designator To AREG_DES Array — */ 
/iADD (AREG_DES, ALLTRIM(AVAL2 [1] ) ) 
/• — Add Device Parameter Values To AREG_DVAL Array — '/ 
AAD D (AREG_DVAL, {AVAI.2 [ 1 ] , AVAL2 [ 2 j , AVAL2 [ 3 ] , AVAL2 [ 4 1 , RESVAL, ; 

R_AVG, R_SIG, TCIVAL, TC1_AVG, TCI_SIG, TC2VAL, TC2_AVG, TC2_SIG} i 
ENDIF 

AI.EN=LEN (ALNK_DES) 
IF LEN{ALNK_DES)>0 /* — ALNK_DES Not Empty — •/ 
AVAL2=ALNK_VAL[ALEN] 
ADELSHRINK(ALNK_DES) 
ADELSHRINK (ALNK_VAI.) 
ELSE 
EXIT 
ENDIF 

ENDDO /' END OF WHILE LOOP •/ 

:F DOSTAT==.F. 
RETURN(CLINE) 

ENDIF 

IF ISCIRCULAR 
RETURN(NIL) 

ENDIF 

J=ASCAN(AREG_DES,UPPER(AVAL2[1])) 
if j'>0 
CLINE=AREG_DVAL[J] [1]+" "•t-AREG_DVAL [ J] [2 ]+" "+AREG_DVAL [ J ] [ 3 ]-^ " 
CLINE=CLINE+AREG_DVAL[J][4]+" "+NTOS(AREG_DVAL[J][5],9) 
CLINE=CLINE+" (TC="-^NTOS (AREG_DVAL [ J] [8],4) 
CLINE=CLINE+", "-t-NTOS (AREG_DVAL [ J] [11] , 4) +") " 
AGPV=ARRAy(6,2) 
AG?V[1][1]="CIRCUIT" ; AGPV[1][2]=PADL(ALLSTR(ATCKT),4,"0") 
AGFV[21 [1]="REF" ; AGPV[2] [2]=AREG_DVAL[J] [1] 
AGPV[3I[1]="MODEL" ; AGPV[3][2]=MODEL 
AG?V[41[1]="R" ; AGPV[4][2]=NTOS(AREG_DVAL[J][5],4) 
AGPV[51[1]="TC1" ; AGPVC5][2]=NTOS(AREG_DVAL[J][8],4) 
AGPV[61 [1]="TC2" ; AGPV[6] [2]=NTOS(AREG_DVAL[J] [11],4) 
GPVTABLE{RESFILE,AGPV) 
AGPV={) 

ENDIF 

RETURN(CLINE) 



/. GPV TA3LE FUNCTION 
FUNCTION GPVTABLE{GPVFILE,AG?V) 
LOCAL I,AFLD 

NETUSE{G?VFILE,2) 
APPEND 3LANK 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AGPV) 
FIELDPUT(FIELDPOS(AG?V[I1 [1]),AG?V[I] [21 ) 

NEXT I 
OBCLOSEALL() 

/• Write To "Paramecer'/Respor.se Values" File '/ 
NETUSE(DEVFILE,2) 
FOR 1=4 TO LEN(AG?V) 
APPEND BLANK 
FIELDPUT(l,AGPV[i][2]) /• Circuit -/ 
FIELDPUT!2,AGPV[21 [2i) /* Ref •/ 
FIELDPUT(3,AGPV[I][1]) /' Parameter '/ 
FIELD->VALUE=AGPV[I][2] 

NEXT I 
CBCLOSEALLO 

RETURN(NIL) 
/. RESISTOR PARAMETERS AVG, SIG, £ COR COEF 
FUNCTION RES_STAT(RNOM, WIDTH,LENGTH,SPACING,RFILE,TCIFILE,TC2FILE) 

LOCAL I,J,K,AVAL,W, L, X, XZERO,XMIN,RS, TOL 
LOCAL A[4],B[4],C[4],D[4],E[4] 
LOCAL ?CQ,?C1,PC2 
LOCAL R_AVG,R_SIG, R_COR, TC1_AVG,TC1_SIG,TC1_C0R 
LOCAL TC2_AVG,TC2_SIG,TC2_COR 
LOCAL AV,BV,CV 

X=SPACING 

/• RESISTANCE STATISTICS '/ 
^;ETUSE (RFILE) 
FOR 1=1 TO 4 
DBGOTO(I) 
A[I]=CTON(FIELDGET(1)) 
B[I]=CTON(FIELDGET(2)) 
C11]=CTON(FIELDGET(3) ) 
D[I]=CTON(FIELDGET(4)) 
E[I1=CTON(FIELDGET(5)) 

N'EXT I 
33G0T0P() 
IF WIDTKONIL 
W=WIDTH 

ELSEIF WIDTH==NIL .AND. LENGTH==NIL 
W=CTON(WDEFAULT) 

ELSEIF WIDTH==NIL .AND. LENGTHONIL 
AV=E[2]* LENGTH+E[4] 
BV=E[1]•LENGTH+E[3] 
CV=-RNOM 
W=(E[11 +E[3]-LENGTH) /(RNOM/LENGTH-E[21-E[4]-LENGTH) 
W = (2*AV) / ( -BV + SQRT (BV3V-4'AV*CV) ) 

ENDIF 
L= {RNOM-(E[3]/W+E[4]/W^2) ) / (E [ 1 ]/W-t-E [2 ]) 

DBCLOSEALL{) 

R_AVG=RNOM 
TOL = D(li + D[2]/W + D[3]/L + D(4]/(W*L) 



R 3IG=RN0M'T0L 

PCO = A[i] - A[2I/W -t- A[3]/L ^ A[41/(WL) 
?C: = 3[1] - 3[2]/W - B[3I/L ^ 3[4]/(WL) 
?C2 = C[l] ^ C[2]/W + C[3I/L - C[41/(W*L) 

XZH:RC=-?C1/ (2'?C0) •^SQRTfPCl'PCl-4*PC0*PC2) / (2*PC0) 
:r X>XZ£RO 
R_COR = 0 

R_COR = PCO - PCl-X ?C2'X*X 
emdip 
R_COR = MIN(1,R_C0R) /• — R_COR Must 3e <= 1 — •/ 
S_CCR = MAXtC,R_COR) /• — R_COR must be >= 0 — •/ 
/. 

/ • TCI STATISTICS 
N'ETUSE !  TCI FILE) 
FOR 1=1 TO 4 
D3G0T0(I) 
A[11=CTOH(riELDGET(1) ) 
3[Ii =CTON(rlELDGET(21) 
C [ I]=CTON (tlELDGET(3) ) 
D [ I]=CTON(FIELDGET(4)) 
E [ I ]=CTCN ( FIELDGET(5) ) 

SEXT I 
D3CL0SEALI- ( ) 

TC1_AVG = E[l] * E[2]/W + E[31/L + E[4]/(WL) 

TOL = D[l] + D[2]/W + D[3]/L D[4]/{W'L) 
TC1_SIG=T0L'TC1_AVG 

PCO = A(ll A[21/W + A[3]/L ->• A[41/(W*L) 
PCI = 3[1I + 3[2]/W + 3[3]/L 3[4]/(W*'L) 
PC2 = C(l] C[2]/W + C r 3 1 /L C [4]/(W*L) 

XZERC=-PC1/(2'PCO)+SQRT (PCl'?CI-4-PC0-PC2)/(2*PC0) 
IF X>XZERO 
TCi_COR = 0 

ELSE 
TC1_C0R = PCO -t- ?C1*X + ?C2*X*X 

end if 
TC1_C0R = MIN{1,TC1_C0R) /• — TC1_C0R Must Be <= 1 — •/ 
TC:_COR = MAX (0,TC1_COR) /• — TC1_C0R must be >= 0 — •/ 
/-

/- TC2 STATISTICS 
N'ET'JSE (TC2FILE) 
FOR 1=1 TO 4 
DBGOTO(I) 
All]=CTON(FIELDGET(1) ) 
3 [ I]=CTON(FIELDGET(2) ) 
C rI]=CTON(FIELDGET(3) ) 
D[11=CTON C FIELDGET(4 ) ) 
E[Ii =CTON(FIELDGET(5) ) 

N'EXT I 
D3CLOSEALL() 

TC2_AVG = Ell] E[2]/W + E[31/L + E[4]/(W*L) 

TOL = D[ll + D[2]/W + D[3]/L + D[4]/(WL) 
TC2 SIG=T0L*TC2 AVG 
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?CC = Ail; A[2]/W ' A[31/L - A[4I/(W-L) 
?C1 = 3ri] - 3[2]/W 3[3I/L + 3[41/(W*L) 
?C2 = C(ll C[2]/W -f C[3]/L C[4I/(W-L) 

y.ZZ?.C=-?Cl/ (2-PCO) -t-SQRT !PCl-PCl-4-PC0-PC2) / (2-PCO) 
IF ;<>XZERO 
•:C2_C0R = 3 

TC2_C0R = PCO PCl'X * PC2-X-X 
ENDIr 
TC2_C0R = MIMC1,TC2_CCR) /• — TC2_C0R Must 3e <= 1 — •/ 
-C2_C0R = MAX(0,TC2_C0R) /• — TC2_C0R must be >= 0 — •/ 
/ , ,/ 

AVAL:={} 
A-.DD (AVAL, R_AVG) 
AADD(AVAL,R_3IG) 
.-ADD (AVAL, R_COR) 
AADD(AVAL,TC1_AVG) 
PADD(AVAL,TC1_SIG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC1_C0R) 
AADD(AVAL,TC2_AVG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC2_SIG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC2_CCR) 

RETURN(AVAL) 
/. CAPACITANCE DEVICE GENERATOR '/ 
—uNCTION CAP(AVALIB,AVALl,AVALPOS) 
LOCAL I,J,K,MODEL, FNAME,PARAM,CLINE,WORD,DOSTAT 
LOCAL CNOM,W,L,SPACING,CFILE,TCIFILE,TC2FILE 
LOCAL CAPVAL,TCIVAL,TCINOM 
LOCAL TC2VAL,TC2N0M 
LOCAL XC,XC_AVG,XC_SIG,XTCl, XTC1_AVG,XTC1_SIG 
LOCAL XTC2,XTC2_AVG,XTC2_SIG 
LOCAL ASTAT, C_AVG, C_SIG, C_COR, TC1_AVG, TCl_SrG, TC1_C0R 
LOCAL TC2_AVG,TC2_SIG,TC2_COR 
LOCAL AVAL2,ALEN,ALNK_DES: = (>,ALNK_VAL: = i ) 
LOCAL N?OS,MODFOS,ISCIRCULAR,AMSG,WFLAG 
LOCAL AGPV 

ISCIRC'JLAR=. F. 
WFLAG=.T. 
DOSTAT=.T. 

AVAL2=ACL0NE(AVAL13) 
J=ASCAN (PiREG_DES, UPPER (AVAL2 [1] ) ) 
IF J>0 /' -- In Case Device Already Registered — •/ 
WFLAG=.F. 

ENDIF 

DO WHILE WFLAG 
/* Return If Model Not Specified/Found Or Value Parametrized •/ 
IF FILE(MODELDIR-t-AVAL2[4]-r".MOD")==.F. .OR. AT ( " { ", AVAL2 [ 5 ] ) >0 
CLINE=AVAL2[1] 
FOR 1=2 TO LENCAVAL2) 
CLINE=CLINE+" "+AVAL2[11 

NEXT I 
DOSTAT=.F. 
EXIT 
ENDIF 
/' Get Nominal Capacitance Value */ 



CNCM=CTGN {AVAI.2 [ 51 ) 
/- PROCESS INFO AFTER RESISTOR VALUE •/ 
W=NIL ; L=NIL ; REFDEV=NIL ; S?ACING=MAX_DIE_SIZE 
FOR 1=6 TO LEN(AVAL2) 
WCRD=UPPER(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[11) ) 
:r WORD=="W" 
W=CTON (AVAI.2 [ I-I-2 1 ) 

ELSEIF WORD=="L" 
L=CTON (AVAL2 [ I-t-2 ! ) 

ELSEIF WORD=="MATCHES" .OR. WORD=="MATCH" 
REFDEV=U?PER(AVAL2[I-^li ) 
S?ACING=CTGN(AVAL2[I-2]) 

ELSEIF WORD=="MILS" .OR. WORD=="MIL" .OR. WORD=="UM" 
AMSG:={} 
A.ADD (AMSG, "Error Ac Line For Device "-t-AVALa [ 11 ) 
AAOD(AMSG,"Units (MIL,MILS,UM) Cannot Be Specified In Isolacio 
PADD(AMSG,"(Valid Value Is 8MILS For Example.)"! 
AADD (A^-ISG, "Cannot Continue. Click/Press Any Key To Quit.") 
FRAME ( ) 
DIS?_.MSG (11, 40, A!-{SG) 
SETPOS(25,80) 
KEYSET(EVENT(0)) 
/• Close & Clear Then Quit */ 
DBCLOSEALL() 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 

/• — Case Where Two Devices Directly Reference Each Other — */ 
IF REFDEVONIL .AND. ASCAN (ALNK_DES , REFDEV) >0 .AND. LEN (ALNK^DES) 
REFDEV=NIL /* - Ignore Second Device Reference - */ 
ENDIF 

/' In Case There Is A Referenced Device */ 
IF REFDEVONIL 

/• Check For Circular Device Reference •/ 
IF ASCAN(ALNK_DES, REFDEV! >0 
AMSG:={) 
AADD(AMSG,"Circular Reference For Device "+OPPER(AVAL2 [ 11!) 
PADD(AMSG,"In Circuit File "+CIRFILE) 
AADD(AMSG,"Cannot Continue. Press Any Key To Quit."! 
fpjihe () 
DIS?_MSG(11,4 0,AMSG) 
SETPOS(25,80) ; INKEY(0! 
ISCIRCULAR=.T. 
/* Close & Clear Then Quit •/ 
DBCLOSEALL() 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE .ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

EN'DI F 

NPOS=ASCAN(AREG_DES,REFDEV) 
IF NPOS>0 /' — Referenced Device DOES Have Parameters — */ 
XC=AREG_DVAL[NPOS][5] 
XC_AVG=AREG_DVAL[NPOS][6] 
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XC_SIG=AREG_DVAL[NPOS1(7] 

XTC1=AREG_DVAL[NPOS] [81 
XTC1_AVG=AREG_DVAL i NPOSI [9] 
XTCl_SIG=AREG_DVAL[NPOS][10] 

XTC2=AREG_DVAL[NPOS][11] 
XTC2_AVG=AREG_DVAL[NPOS][12] 
XTC2_SrG=AREG_DVAL[NP0S][13] 

ELSE /• — Referenced Device DOES NOT Yet Have Parameters — •/ 
IF ATCKT==1 /* Do Check Only For 1st Circuit '/ 
IF ASCAN (AREF, REFDEV) ==0 /• REFDEV Does Not Exist •/ 
FRAME() ; AMSG:=(] 
AADD(AMSG, "Fatal Error; Matching Device "-REFDEV) 
AADD(AMSG,"Not Found. Click/Press Any Key.") 
D-S?_MSG(11,4 0,AMSGj ; KEYSET(EVENT(0)) ; DBCLOSEALL; ) 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
AADD(ALNK_DES,AVAL2 [IJ) /' - Add Current Dev To ALNK_DES List - -/ 
AADD{.21LNK_VAL, AVAL2) /' - Add Current Dev To ALNK_VAL List - •/ 
FOR J=AVAL?OS-t-l TO LEN (AVALl) 
IF RE FDEV==AVAL1[J] [1] 
OA?(AVALl[J],AVAL!,J) 
EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT J 
LOOP /' — LOOP While Loop ~ •/ 

ENDIF 

EMDIF /• End Of REFDEV IF Block */ 

MODEL=UPPER(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[4] ) ) /• — GET MODEL NAME — */ 
CFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL-t-" .WC" 
TClFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+"-WTl" 
TC2FILE=M0DELDIR+M0DEL-r" .WT2" 

MODPCS=ASCAN(AREG_MOD,MODEL) 
IF :'IODPOS==0 /* -- Model Not Found — */ 
AADD(AREG_MOD,MODEL) 
.ASTAT=CAP_STAT (CNOM, W, L, SPACING, CFILE, TCIFILE, TC2FILE) 
C_AVG=ASTAT [ 1 ] ; C_SIG=.ASTAT [2] ; C_COR=ASTAT [ 3 ] 
TC1_AVG=.ASTAT [4 ] ; TC1_SIG=ASTAT [5 ] ; TCl_COR=ASTAT [6] 
TC2_AVG=ASTAT[7] ; TC2_SIG=ASTAT[8 ] ; TC2_COR=ASTAT[9] 

CAPVAL=RNG(C_AVG,C_SIG,"GAUSS") 
TC1VAL=RNG(TC1_AVG,TC1_SIG,"GAUSS") 
TC2VAL=RNG(TC2_AVG,TC2_SIG,"GAUSS") 
AADD [AREG_MVAL, {CAPVAL, C_AVG, C_SIG, TCIVAL, TC1_AVG, TC1_SIG, ; 

TC2VAL,TC2_AVG,TC2_SIG)) 
ELSE 
IF REFDEV==NIL 
XC=A.REG_MVAL [MODPOS] [1] 
XC_AVG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][2] 
XC_SIG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][3] 

XTC1=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][4] 
XTC1_AVG=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS][5] 
XTCl SIG=AREG MVAL[MODPOS][6] 
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XTC2=AREG_MVAL[MODPOSI [ 7 ] 
XTC2_AVG=ARr;G_MVAL[M0DP0Sl [8] 
XTC2_SIG=AREG_M'/AL [MODPOS] [9] 

ENDIc 
ASTAT=CAP_STAT (CNOM, W, L, SPACING, CFILE, TCIFILE, TC2FILE) 
C_AVG=ASTAT [ 1 ] ; C_SIG=ASTAT [2] ; C_COR=ASTAT [ 3 ] 
TC1_AVG=ASTAT[4] ; TC1_SIG=ASTAT[5] ; TC1_C0R=ASTAT[6] 
TC2_AVG=ASTAT[7! ; TC2_SIG=ASTAT [ 8 I ; TC2_C0R=ASTAT [ 9 ] 
CA?VAL=RNGCOR tXC, XC_AVG, XC_SIG, C_AVG, C_SIG, C_COR, "GAUSS" ) 
TC1VAL=RNGC0R {XTCI, XTC1_AVG, XTC1_SIG, TC1_AVG, TCI_SrG, TC1_C0R, "GAUSS" ) 
TC2VAL=RNGCOR (XTC2, XTC2_AVG, XTC2_SIG, TC2_AVG, TC2_SIG, TC2_C0R, "GAUSS" ) 
ENDIF 

IF ASCAII (AREG_DES, AVAL2 [ I ] ) ==0 
/• -- Add Device Designator To AR£G_D£S Array — •/ 
AACD (AREG_DES, ALLTRIM (AVAL2 [ 11 ) } 
/• — Add Device Parameter Values To AREG_DVAL Array — •/ 
AADD (A?.EG_DVAL, {AVAL2 [ 1 j , AVAL2 [2] ,AVAL2[3] ,AVAL2 [41 ,CAPVAL, ; 

C_AVG,C_SIG,TC1VAL, TC1_AVG, TCI_SIG, TC2VAL, TC2_AVG, TC2_SIG > ) 
ENDIF 

ALEM=LEN(ALNK_DES) 
IF LEN(ALNK_DES)>0 /• — ALNK_DES Not Empty — */ 
AVAL2=ALNK_VAL [ ALEN ] 
ADELSHRINK(ALNK_DES) 
ADELSKRINK(ALNK_VAL) 
ELSE 
EXIT 
ENDIF 

ENDDO /- END OF WHILE LOOP •/ 

IF DOSTAT==.F. 
RETURN(CLINE) 

EMDIF 

IF ISCIRCULAK 
RETURN(NIL) 

END IF 

J=ASCAN (AREG_DES, UPPER (AVAL2 [ 1 ] ) ) 
IF J>0 
CLINE=AREG_DVAL[J] [1]+" "+AREG_DVAL[J] [2]+" "+AREG_OVAL(J] [3]+" " 
/' CLINE=CLINE+AREG_DVAL[J] [4]+" "+NTOS(AREG_DVAL[J] [5],9) •/ 
CLINE=CLINE+AREG_DVAL[J1 [1]+" "+NTOS(AREG_DVAL[J] [5],9) 
CAPLINE=" .MODEL "+AREG_DVAL [ J] [ I] CAP TC1 = "+NT0S (AREG_DVAL [ J] [ 8 ] , 4 ) 
CAPLINE=CAPLINE+" TC2 = "+NT0S(AREG_DVAL[J] [11],4) 
AG?V=ARRAY(6,2) 
AG?V[1][1]="CIRCUIT" ; AGPV[1](2]=PADL(ALLSTR(ATCKT),4,"0") 
AGPV[2] [1]="REF" ; AGPV[2] [2]=AREG_DVAL[J] [1] 
AGPV[3] [1]="M0DEL" ; AGPV[3 ] [2]=MODEL 
AG?V[43 [11="C" ; AGPVt41 [2]=NT0S (AREG_DVAL[J1 [5] , 4) 
AGPVtS] [1]="TC1" ; AGPV[5] [2]=NT0S{AREG_DVAL[J] (8],4) 
AG?V[6] [11="TC2" ; AGPV[6] [2]=NT0S(AREG_DVAL[J] [11],4) 
GPVTA3LE(CAPFILE, AGPV) 
AG?V={} 

ENDIF 

RETURN(CLINE) 
/- CAPACITOR PARAMETERS AVG, SIG, & COR COEF •/ 
FUNCTION CAP_STAT CCNOM, WIDTH, LENGTH, SPACING, CFILE, TCIFILE, TC2FILE) 

LOCAL I, J,K,AVAL,W,L,X,CA,TOL 



LOCAL A[4],3[4!,C[4],D[4!,£[4! 
LOCA.L PCO , PCI, ?C2 
LOCAL C_AVG,C_SIG,C_COR,TC1_AVG,TC1_SIG,TC1_C0R 
LOCAL TC2_AVG,rC2_SIG,TC2_COR 
LOCAL AV,3V,CV 

X=S?ACIN-G 

/. RESISTANCE STATISTICS 
N'ETUSE (CFILE) 
FOR 1=1 TO 4 
DBGOTOd) 
A LI]=CTON(tlELDGET(1) ) 

=CTON(FIELDGET(2)) 
=CTCN(rlELDGET(3)) 
=CTCN;rlELDGET(4)) 
=CTCN(clELDGET(5)) 

next : 
D3G0T0?;) 

:R WIDTHONIL 
W = WIDTH 

ELSEIF WIDTK==NIL .AND. LENGT.H==NIL 
W=CT0N(WDEFAULT) 
IS w==o 
AV=E CI] ; 3V=E [ 2 1 -t-E [ 3 ] ; CV=E [ 4 ] -CNOM 
W = (-BV+SQRT (3VBV-4*AVCV) ) / (2*AV) 

ENDIF 
ELSEIF WIDTH==NIL .AND. LENGTHONIL 

W = (CNOM-E[4]-E[2]-LENGTH)/(E[ll-LENGTH+E[3] ) 
E:JDIF 
L = (CM0M-E[3]-W-Er4]) / (E[1]*W+E[2]) 

D3CL0SEALL() 

C_AVG=CN0M 
TOL = D[1I D[2I/W + D[3]/L -*• D[4]/CW-L) 

C_SIG=CNCM-TOL 

?CC = A[I1 - A[21/W -r A[31/L -t- A[4]/CWL) 
PCI = 5il] + 3[21/W 1- 3[3]/L + B[4]/(WL) 
PC2 = C[l] ^ CC2]/W + C[31/L + C[4]/(W'L) 

:-:ZERO=-?Cl/ (2*PC0) -t-SQRT (PCl*PCl-4 •?C0*PC2) / (2*PC0) 
IF X>XZERO 
C_COR = 0 

ELSE 
C_COR = PCO + PCl'X + ?C2-X»X 

ENDIF 
C_COR = MIN(l,C_COR) /• — C_COR Must 3e <= 1 — -/ 
C_COR = MAX(0,C_COR) /• — C_COR must be >= 0 — '/ 
/-

/. STATISTICS 
NETUSE tTCIFILE) 
FOR 1=1 TO 4 
DBGOTOd) 
A [ I]=CTON(FIELDGET(1)) 
3 [ 11=CTON(FIELDGET(2) ) 
C [ 11=CTON{FIELDGET(3) ) 
D [ I]=CTON(FIELDGET(4 ) ) 
E [ IJ =CTON(FIELDGET(5)) 



N'EXT r 
33CLOSEALL() 

TC1_AVG = E(I! - E[2]/W - E [3]/L + E r 4 ]/(W- L )  

TOL = Dfl] D[21/W - D[3]/L D[4]/(W-L) 
7CI_S:G=TOL-TCI_AVG 

PCO = A[lj -t- A[2I/W - A[3]/L A[4]/(WL) 
?C1 = 3[1] -t- 3[2!/W + 3[31/L -i- B[4]/(WL) 
?C2 = C[1I - C[21/W * C[3!/L - C[41/(W-L) 

:<Z£R0=-?C1/(2'PCO) +SQRT(PCl-PCl-4-FC0*PC2)/(2*PC0) 
IF X>XZERO 
TC1_C0R = 0 

ELSE 
TCI CCR — PCO - PCl'X - ?C2*'X*'X 

ENDIE" 
TC1_C0R = MIN(1,TC1_C0R) /• — TC1_C0R Musc 3e <= 1 — */ 
rCl_CCR = MAX(0,TC1_COR) /• — TC1_C0R musc be >= 0 — '/ 
/ • 

/' TC2 STATISTICS 
METUSE(TC2FILE) 
OR T = 1 TO 4 
D3G0T0(I) 
A[ T =CT0N(FIELDGET(1)) 
3[ I =CT0N(rIELDGETC2)) 
C[ T =CT0N(FIELDGE7t3)) 
D[ T =CT0N(FIELDGET(4)) 
E [ T =CT0N(rIELDGETC5)) 

MEXT I 
D3CL0SEALL() 

TC2_AVG = EFII -i- £[2i/W + E[3]/L - E[41/(W*L) 

TOL = D[l] D[2I/W + D[3]/L D[41/(WL) 
TC2_SIG=T0L'TC2_AVG 

PCO = A[l! ^ A[2]/W + A(3]/L * A(4I/(W*L) 
?Ci = 3{I] + a[2]/W + B[3]/L + B[4]/(W*L) 
?C2 = C(l] -r C[2]/W f C[3]/L + C[41/(WL) 

XZER0=-?C1/ (2'?C0) -t-SQRT (PCI*PCI-4'PCO'PC2) / (2*-PC0) 
Z: X>XZERO 
TC2_C0R = 0 

ELSE 
TC2_C0R = PCO + PC1*X + PC2*X*X 

END IF 
TC2_C0R = MIN (1,TC2_C0R) /• — TC2_C0R Must Be <= 1 — •/ 
TC2_C0R = MAX(0,TC2_COR) /* — TC2_C0R must be >= 0 — '/ 
/ .  

AVAL:={( 
A.ADD (AVAL, C_AVG) 
AADD(AVAL,C_SIG) 
AADD(AVAL,CJZOK) 
AADD (AVAL, TC1_AVG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC1_SIG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC1_C0R) 
AADD(AVAL,TC2_AVG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC2_SIG) 
AADD(AVAL,TC2 COR) 
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RETURN(AVAL) 
/- ACTIVE (DIODE/TRANSISTOR) DEVICE GENERATOR •/ 
FUNCTION ACTIVE(AVAL13,AVALl,AVALPOS) 
LOCAL I, J, K, MODEL, FNAME, PARAM, CLINE, WORD, SPACING 
LOCAL ALEN, AVAL2, ALNK_DES : = ( } , ALNKJ/AL: = ( ) 
LOCAL N?CS,MODPOS,ISCIRCULAS,AMSG 
LOCAL MOCTEMP,DEVTEMP,M0DTEMP2,DEVTEMP2 
LOCAL DPOS,DTYPE, ADEV,WFLAG 

AVAL2=ACL0NE(AVALIB) 
3?CS=RAT",AVAL2[1]) 
IF D?OS>I 
DTY?E=SUBSTR (AVAL2 [ 11 , DPOS-'l, 1) 

ELSE 
DTY?E=SUB3TR(AVAL2[11,1,1) 

ENDIr 
ISCIRCULAR=.F. 
W c i^G—.T. 

J=ASCAN(AREG_DES,UPPER(AVAL2[1])) 
IF J>0 /' — In Case Device Already Registered — '/ 
WFLAG=.F. 

END IF 

DO WHILE WFLAG 

/* Process Cortatiencs After Device Soecified '/ 
REFDEV=NIL ; SPACING=MAX_DIE_SIZE 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AVAL2) 
WORD=UPPER CALLTRIM(AVAL2[I])) 
IF WORD=="MATCHES" .OR. WORD=="MATC.H" 
REFDEV=UPPER(AVAL2[I+l]) 
SPACING=CTON(AVAL2[1+2]) 

ELSEIF WORD=="MILS" .OR. WORD=="MIL" .OR. WORD=="UM" 
AMSG:={) 
AADD (.:\MSG, "Error At Line For Device "+AVAL2[1]) 
AADD(AMSG,"Units (MIL,MILS,UM) Cannot 3e Specified In Isolation.") 
.^ADD (AMSG, " (Valid Value Is 8MILS For Example.)") 
AADD (.AMSG, "Cannot Continue. Clicic/Press Any Key To Quit.") 
FRAME() 
DISP_MSG(11, 4 0, AMSG) 
SETPOS(25,80) 
KEYSET(EVENT(0)) 
/• Close & Clear Then Quit •/ 
DBCLOSEALLO 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 

/' — Case Where Two Devices Directly Reference Each Other -- '! 
IF .=IEFDEV<>NIL .AND. ASCAN (ALNK_DES, REFDEV) >0 .AND. LEN (ALNK_DES) ==1 
REFDEV=NIL /* - Ignore Second Device Reference - */ 
ENDIF 

/* In Case There Is A Referenced Device */ 
IF REFDEVONIL 
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/• Checic For Circular Device Reference •/ 
I? ASCAN(ALNK_DES,REFDEV)>0 
AMSG:=(} 
AADD{AMSG,"Circular Reference For Device "+UPPER(AVAL2[1 ] ) ) 
AADD(AMSG, "In Circuit File "-^CIRFILE) 
AADD(AMSG,"Cannoc Continue. Press Any Key To Quit.") 
FRAME() 
DISP MSGdl, 40,AMSG) 
SETPOS(25,80) ; INKEY(O) 
ISCIRCULAR=.T. 
/• Close S Clear Then Quit */ 
DBCLOSEALL() 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QQIT 

ENDIF 

NPOS=ASCAN{AREG_DES,REFDEV) 
IF NPOS>0 /• — Referenced Device DOES Have Parameters — */ 
DEVTEMP=AREG_DVAL[NPOSI [2] /* Device Temp File Name */ 

ELSE /• — Referenced Device DOES NOT Yet Have Parameters — */ 
IF ATCKT==1 /' Do Check Only For 1st Circuit •/ 
IF ASCAN(AREF,REFDEV)==0 /• REFDEV Does Not Exist */ 
FRAME() ; AMSG:=() 
AADD (AMSG, "Fatal Error: Matching Device "-t-REFDEV) 
AADD(AMSG,"Not Found. Click/Press Any Key.") 
DISP_MSG(11,40,AMSG) ; KEYSET(EVENT (0)) ; DBCLOSEALL() 
SET COLOR TO 
CLEAR SCREEN 
RELEASE ALL 
CLEAR MEMORY 
QUIT 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
AADD(ALNK_DES,AVAL2[1] ) /• - Add Current Dev To ALNK_DES List - '/ 
AADD (ALNK_VAL, AVAL2) /• - Add Current Dev To ALNK_VAL List - '/ 
FOR J=AVALPOS+l TO LEN(.AVALl) 
IF REFDEV==AVAL1[J][1] 
ACTIVE (AVALl (J] , AVALl, J) 
EXIT 

ENDIF 
NEXT J 
LOOP /* — LOOP While Loop — •/ 

ENDIF 

ENDIF /• End Of FIEFDEV IF Block •/ 

/* Get Model Name •/ 
IF DTYPE=="D" 
MODEL=UPPER(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[4])) 
ELSEIF DTYPE=="J" 
MODEL=CJPPER(ALLTRIM (AVAL2 [5] ) ) 
ELSEIF DTYPE="Q" 
MODEL=OPPER(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[5])) 
IF SUBSTR(MODEL,1,1)=="[" 
MODEL=UPPER(ALLTRIM(AVAL2[6]) ) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

MODPOS=ASCAN(AREG MOD,MODEL) 
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IF MODPOS==0 /• — Model Not Found — •/ 
AADD(AREG_MOD, MODEL) /• - Regisrer Model - */ 
M0DTEMP2=ACTIVE_STAT (AVAL2 [1] ,MODEL) /* - Independent Scats - */ 
DEVTEMP2=M0DTEMP2 
AADD (AREG_MVAL, MODTEMP2) /' Register File With Model ?ara:neters */ 
ELSE 
IF REFDEV==NIL 
MODTEM?=AREG_MVAL[MODPOS] /* Model Temporary File Name •/ 
DEVTEMP=MODTEMP 

ENDIF 
DEVTEMP2=ACTIVE_STAT {AVAL2 [1] ,MODEL, DEVTEMP, SPACING) /"Correlated Stats-/ 
ENDIF 

IF ASCAN(AREG_DES,AVAL2[1] ) ==0 
/' — Add Device Designator To AREG_DES Array — •/ 
AADD(AREG_DES,AVAL2[1]) 
/• — Add Device Info S File Name To AREG_DVAL Array — */ 
AADD (AR£G_DVAL, {AVAi2, DEVTEMP2 1) 
ENDIF 

ALEN=LEN(ALNK_DES) 
IF LEN (ALNK_DES) >0 /- — ALMK_DES Not Empty — •/ 
AVAL2=ALNK_VAL[ALEN] 
ADELSHRINK(ALNK_DES) 
ADELSHRINK{ALNK_VAL) 
ELSE 
EXIT 
ENDIF 

ENDDO /' END OF WHILE LOOP */ 

IF ISCIRCULAR 
RETU?^ (NIL) 

ENDIF 

/• Create SPICE Statement Line For Registered Device '! 
J=ASCAN(AREG_DES,UPPER(AVAL2[1 ] ) ) 
IF J>0 
ADEV=AREG_DVAL[J][1] 
IF DTYP£=="D" 
ADEV[41=ADEV[1] 
ELSEIF DTYPE=="J" 
ADEV[5]=ADEV[1 ] 
ELSEIF DTYPE=="Q" 
IF SUBSTR(ADEV(5],1, 1)==" [" 
ADEV[6]=ADEV[1] 

ELSE 
ADEV[5]=ADEV[1] 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CLINE=ADEV[i) 
FOR 1=2 TO LEN(ADEV) 
IF ALLTRIM(ADEV[r] )==";" ; EXIT ; ENDIF 
CLINE=CLINE+" "+ADEV[I] 
NEXT I 

ENDIF 

RETURN(CLINE) 
/- ACTIVE DEVICE STATISTICS */ 

FUNCTION ACTIVE_STAT (DEVICE, MODEL, DEVTEMP, SPACING) 
LOCAL I, J,K,DEVTEMP2 
LOCAL SPSFILE, SPCFILE, PPSFILE, DI2FXLE, UIDFILE, PCWFILE, DI2MAT 
LOCAL PR AVG, PR_SIG,AP, AS, EFLAG, APTEMP, ASTEMP 
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LOCAL API,X,XAVG,XSIG,CORVAL,PCO, ?C1, PC2 
LOCAL SNAME, CSTR, CLIB, DTYPE, MTYPE, MSTR, CNAME, ACON, LIBLINE 
LOCAL ATRANSFORM, AGPV, GTYPE, NREC, TEMPVALl, TEMPVAL2 
LOCAL T1,T2 
MEMVAR ATEMPcILE,LIBTEMP 

J=ASCAN(AREG_DES,DEVICE) 
IF J>0 /• — In Case Device Already Registered — •/ 
RETURN(DEVICE) 

END IF 

/• •ecerrnine Model Type */ 
MSTR=MEMOREAD (MODELDIR-^MODEL-i-" .MOD") 
IF "DIODE" S MSTR 
MTYPE="D" 
GTYPE="DIODE " 

ELSEIF "NPN" S MSTR 
MTY?E="NPN" 
GTY?E="B JT" 

ELSEIF "LPNP" S MSTR 
MTYPE="L?NP" 
GTYPE="BJT" 

ELSEIF "PNP" S MSTR 
MTYPE="PNP" 
GTY?E="3JT" 

ELSEIF "NJF" S MSTR 
MTYPE="NJF" 
GTYPE="JFET" 

ELSEIF "PJF" $ MSTR 
MTYP£="PJF" 
GTYP£="JFET" 

ELSEIF "NMOS" $ MSTR 
MTY?E="NMOS" 
GTYPE="MOSFET" 

ELSEIF "PMOS" S MSTR 
MTY?E="PMOS" 
GTYPE="MOSFET" 

ENDIF 

SPSFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+" . SPS" ; SPCFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL-t-" . SPC" 
PPSFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+" . PPS" ; DI2FILE=MODELDIR-^MODEL + " . DI2" 
UIDFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+".UID" ; PCWFILE=MODELDIR+MODEL+".PCW" 

A?TEMP=TEMP_RAM("TMP") ; DEVTEMP2=APTEMP ; AADD (ATEMPFILE, APTEMP) 
ASTEMP=TEMP_RAM("TMP") 

NETUSE(?PSFILE,2) 
NREC=RECCOUNT() 
?R_AVG=ARRAY (NREC) ; PR_S IG=ARRAy (NREC) 
FOR 1=1 TO NREC 
DBGOTO(I) 
PR_AVG(I]=CTON(FIELDGET(2) ) 
PR_SIG[I]=CTON(FIELDGET 13) ) 

NEXT I 
DBCLOSEALL() 

IF DEVTEMP==NIL .OR. SPACING==NIL 
/• Un-Correlated Monte Carlo */ 
AP=ARRAY(LEN(PR_AVG) , 1) 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AP) 

AP[IJ tl]=RNG(PR_AVG(I],PR_SIG[I],"GAUSS") 
NEXT I 
MJVT2 DB F (AP, APTEMP) 



DI2MAT=tTC2MAT(DI2FILE) 
AS=AMULTIPLy(DI2MAT,AP) 

ELSE 
/• Correlated Monte Carlo */ 
A?1=DBF2MAT(DEVTEMP) 
AP=ARRAY{LEN(API),1) 
NETUSE(PCWFILE,2) 
MR£C=RECCOUNT() 
?CC=ARRAY(NREC) ; PC1=ARRAY(NREC) ; ?C2=ARRAY(NREC) 
FOR 1=1 TO NREC 

DaGOTO(I) 
PCO[I]=CTON(rlELDGET(2) ) 
PCI[I]=CTON(FIELDGET(3) ) 
PC2[I1=CTON(FIELDGET(41) 

NEXT I 
D3CL0SEALL() 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(API) 
X=A?1[I][11 
XAVG=PR_AVG[II 
XSIG=PR_SIG[I] 
CORVAL=PCO[I]- (PCI[I]-PC2[I]•SPACING)•SPACING 

IF CORyAL>l ; C0RVAL=1 ; ENDIF 
IF CORVAL<0 ; CORVAL=0 ; ENDIF 
AP[11 [1]=RNGCQR(X,XAVG,XSIG, XAVG, XSIG,CORVAL,"GAUSS") 

NEXT I 
MAT2DBF(AP,APTEMP) 
DI2MAT=FTC2MAT(DI2FILE) 
AS=AMU LTIP LY(D12MAT,AP) 

ENDIF 

/• Append Device SPICE Parameter Values To Library File 
AGPV=(} 
AADD(AGPV,{"CIRCUIT",PADL(ALLSTR(ATCKT),4,"0"))) 
AADD(AGPV,{"REF",DEVICE}) 
AADD(AGPV, {"MODEL",MODEL J) 

NETUSE(SPSFILE,2) 
NREC=?.ECCOUNT () 
SNAME=ARRAY (NREC) ; ATRANSFORM=ARRAY (NREC) 
FOR 1=1 TO NREC 
DBGOTO{I) 
SNAME[I]=FIELDGET(1) 
ATRANSFORM[I]=FIELDGET(6) 

NEXT I 
D3CL0SEALL() 
NETUSE(SPCFILE,2) 
NREC=RECCOUNT() 
CNAME=ARRAY (NREC) ; ACON=ARRAY (NREC) 
FOR 1=1 TO NREC 
DBGOTO(I) 
CNAME[I]=FIELDGET(1) 
ACON[I]=FIELDGET(2) 

NEXT I 
D3CL0SEALL() 

CLI3=".MODEL "+ALLTRIM(DEVICE)+" "+MTYPE+CHR(13)+CHR(10) 

FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AS) 
LI3LINE="" 
IF MODd-l, 3)==0 
LIBLINE=LI3LINE + " + '* 

ENDIF 
IF ALLTRIM (ATRANSFORM (I] )=="LOG" 



TEMPVAL1=ALI.TRIM (SMAME [ I ] ) 
TEM?VAL2=ALLTRIM(NT0S(EXP(AS [I] [1]),9)) 
LIBLINE=LI3LINE-t-" "-TEMPVAL1^" = "+TEMPVAL2 
AADD(AGPV, {TEMPVAL1,TEMPVAL2( ) 

ELSE 
TEMPVAL1=ALLTRIM(SNAME[I]) 
rEMPVAL2=ALLTRIM(NTOS(AS[I] [11,9) ) 
LI3L;ME=LI3LINE-f" "+TEMPVALl-"="-i-TEMPVAI,2 
AADD(AGPV, {TEMPVALl,TEMPVAL2) ) 

ENDIF 
IF MODd, 3}==0 
LI3LINE=LIBLINE-i-CHB (13 ) +CHR (10) 

ENDIF 
cli3=cli3- l̂ibline 

MEXT I 

IF MOD(LEN(AS),3)<>0 
CLI3=ClI3-^CKR(i3) •^CHR^iO) 

ENDIF 

/" Append Const Parameter Values •/ 
LI3LINE="*" 
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(ACON) 
IF LEN(LI3LINE)<=54 
TEMPVAL1=ALLTRIM(CNAME[I]) 
TEMPVAL2=ALLTRIM(ACON [ I] ) 
LI3LINE=LIBLINE+" "+TEMPVALl + "="-^TEMPVAL2 
AADD(AGPV,(TEMPVALl,TEMPVAL21 ) 

ELSE 
CLI3=CLI3+LIBLINE+CHR(13)+CKR 110) 
TEMPVAL1=ALLTRIM(CNAME[I]) 
TEM?VAL2=ALLTRIM(ACON[I]) 
LI3LINE="+ "+TEMPVALl+"="+TEMPVAL2 
AADD(AGPV,(TEMPVALl,TEMPVAL2) ) 

ENDIF 
NEXT I 
CLI3=CLI3+LI3LINE+CHR (13) +CHR(10) +CHR(13) -i-CHRdO) 
MEMOAPPEND(LIBTEMP,CLIB) 
FERASE(ASTEMP) 

IF GTY?E=="BJT" 
GPVTABLE(BJTFILE,AGPV) 

ELSEIF GTYPE=="DIODE" 
GPVTABLE(DIOFILE,AGPV) 

ELSEIF GTYPE=="JFET" 
GPVTABLE(JFETFILE,AGPV) 

ELSEIF GTYPE==''MOSFET" 
GPVTABLE{MOSFILE,AGPV) 

ENDIF 
AGPV={) 

RETURN(DEVTEMP2) 
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